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INTRODUCTION

Writing is a well recognised regional as well as national problem,
but the research base for dealing with the problem Is not very strong.
Recognizing this gap, the National institute of Education has been
fostering research in writing through its gt*nts program. Over the
years, SWRL has also included composition as 41 object of inquiry,
concentrating on embodying research in tools that are directly usable by
students, teachers, administrators, and others concerned with composition
instruction and assessment. Work in the area of "Cooperative Instructional
Application of Writing Research' joined the capabilities of NIE and of
SWRL to accelerate the process by which research nationally can have an
impact on instruction regionally (and nationally).

During the course of this project we invited to SWRI. a number of
writing researchers, as well as a number of composition teachers from
the UAL region, to meet with SWIM language researchers and instructional
experts. Thus the researchers met with audiences with whom they could
discuss extensively and substantively the Instructional implications
of their work. Such cooperative forums had several benefits:

1. Researchers from academic settings met di 'ectly with persons
experienced in the creation of instructional resources and
with persons who actually engage In Instruction. Consequently,

the composition researchers who participated in this collaborative
program had the opportunity to develop a stronger sense of (1)
what constitutes educationally oriented research, and (2) what
kinds of research questions and strategies have potential for
immediate impact on instruction and learning.

2. SWRL staff and representative regional constituents concerned
with composition instruction gained imemliate, substantial
access to current research in writing.

3. The instructional implications of research were clarified.
Most writing research is sharply focused, but narrow in scope.
Although this is an appropriate research strategy, the indivi-
dual research efforts are often too specific to form the basis
for significant instructional implementation. Collectively,

however, sets of these endeavors can form meaningful and
responsible bases for instructional application.

4. Research results were embodied into forms usable for instruction
and assessment. Few, if any, writing researchers have the
resources or Inclination to attempt this. SWRL has the capability
to forward such Implementation and has a broad experiential base
that allows us to avoid many of the procedural problems that
prevent the exploitation of good ideas to their best advantage
for instruction and assessment.



Providing this forum for the exchange of ideas among researchers,
practitioners, and persons with instructional implementation experience
is of itself beneficial. However, Jse problems in composition instruc-
tion and assessment are of sufficient magnitude to warrant not'only
discussion but also application of promising research. Therefore, this
frnal report sasmerizes both research in writing and the instruction/
assessment applications of such research.

This report is'divided into three volumes. Volume One covers the
"heart" of the projects discussions among researchers,' practitioners,
and instructional experts; studies of writing research; instructional
applications. Volume Two covers extensions of the work discussed in
Volume One; these extensions - -sometimes funded by other 1111/SORL projects
or funded by other agencies - -exemplify cooperative activities that
developed from our basic studies. Volume Three covers extensions specific
to the assessment of writing.

Acknowledgments: This report was prepared by Bruce Cronnell, Larry Gentry,
Ann Owes, and Joseph Lawlor.
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VOLUME ONE

IIITIO00RC1ON

The major activity conducted under "Cooperative Instructional
Application of Writing Research" was a series of five conferences
that brought together writing researchers, composition practitioners,
and SWIRL staff. Part 1 of this volume describes these research/practice
conferences.

To complement and to supplement the research base provided by the

five conferences, staff undertook sn extensive review of composition
studies reported in the literature. Part 1; of this volume includes
two comprehensive summaries of writing research, as well as an annotated
bibliography of our literature studies.

eased on the conferences and on our literature reviews, we have'
been able to propose direct instructional applications of writing research.

Part 111 of this volume reports on the relation between composition
research and our applications of this researchin (1) a filmstrip for
teacher training, and (2) prototype composition instruction for the
elementary grades.
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A.

PART I

RESEARCH/PRACTICE CONFERENCES

Introduction

Five conferences were held as part of our inquiry into Cooperative
Instructional Application of Writing Research. (A sixth conference--
reported in Volume Two, Part I - -grew out of these conferences, but was

not a direct part of this inquiry.) Each cont.:ence focused on specific
areas of writing research. In addition, three of the conferences (B, 0,
and E, below) reflected particular concerns expressed by both educators
and the public within SVRL's region.

A. Moving Between Practice and Research in Writing. This conference,
held September 24-26, 1980, focused on the writing research and practice
being studied by grantees funded by NIE and by the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education. The conference - -the most general of the five
conferences--covered six major areas of writing research: composing
processes and development, writing instruction in context, language
variation and writing, writing assessment, functions of writing outside
of school, the writing teacher. The proceedings of this conference were
published in Humes, A., and others (Eds.), MoOnthetween practice and
research in writing. Los Alamitos, California: SUM Educational Research
and Development, 1981.

O. Dialect and Writing: The Needs of Liqguistically Different
Students. This conference, held June 25-26 1351, was organizera-
TOR-IT-the relationship between language and writing, focusing on
Black English speakers, on Mexican-Americans, and on American Indians- -
groups within SWRL's region that frequently have academic problems in

school. (The conference was also directly related to another part of
the WE Communication Skills project: "Writing Needs of Linguistically

Different Students.") The proceedings of this conference were published
in Cronnell, B.. (Ed.), The writing needs of linguistically different

students. Los Alamitos, California: SWRL Educational Research and

1;747;Fient, 1981.

C. Effective Communication of Writing Research. Although an
increasing amount of writing research is being undertaken, both Nit
and SWRL are concerned that the results and implications of such research
be communicated to various interested audiences - -teachers, administrators,

teacher trainers, parents, the public. This conference, held October 23-
24, 1981, was a working conference that permitted researchers, practitioners,
and SWRL staff to discuss the problems and possibilities involved in
communicating the results of writing research. (Because this was a
working conference, focusing on discussion rather than on formal presen-
tations, no proceedings were published.)

11
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D. Computers in Comyosition instruction. This conference, held
Ap.il 22-23, 19112, focused on a topic Atha ~t of great concern to edu-
cators in SWRL's region and on which SWRI. has conducted research as part
of the Nit Communication Aills project. Although computers offer great
promise for improvins composition instruction, work In this area is only
at the besinning stages. Thus, the conference represented state- of -the-

art studies in the use of computers in composition instruction. The
proceedings of this conference were published in Lawlor. J. (Ed.),
Computers in composition instruci.on. Los Alamitos, California: SwRl
Educational ResearaWigalOPTIWI, 1982.

E. Practical Writi Another area of great regional concern is
the use of writing or practical purposes - -in on-thejob situations.

Consequently, this conference, held on October 15. 1982, provided a forum
for discussion on this critical (Sut also relatively new) topic. The pro-
ceedings of this conference will be published in Gentry, t. (Ed.),
Research end instruction in practical writing. Los Alamitos, California:
SWR1 Educational Research and Development, forthcoming.

1.
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MOVING BETWEEN PRACTICE AND RESEARCH iN WRITING

An NIE -FIPSE Grantee Workshop

Sponsored by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
Los Alamitos, California

Wednesday-Friday, September 24-26, 1980
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MOVING BETWEEN PRACTICE AND RESEARCH IN WRITING

SUMMARY

Writing has long been a neglected aspect of educational research.

Until recently, little research in writing had been done, and much of that

had been of little value. However, all this is changing. In the past few

years, research in writing has noticeably increased. Much of this increase

has been the result of concerns that students were not writing well--or not

writing well enough. Consequently, practitioners have also placed an

increased emphasis on writing: More writing is being done in the schools,

and more practical efforts are being made to improve the quality of writing

instruction.

Two Department of Education agencies have been prominent in this

increased interest in writing: the National Institute of Education

(NIE) and the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).

A major portion of all research in writing has been funded by NIE; a

major portion of studies of writing practice has been funded by FIPSE.

The research funded by NIE has ranged from the pre-school level to the

post-graduate level; however, research at one level frequently has implica-

tions for other levels as well. The studies funded by FIPSE have naturally

emphasized writing instruction at the college level; however, these studies

have imptications for all levels.

Like SWRI., NIE and FIPSE have been concerned with (1) communication

between researchers and practitioners, and (2) dissemination of the

results of promising research and practice. In 1977, NIE sponsored the

first major conference devoted to writing; this conference was held

15



at SIM. Both FIPSE and N1E have, from time to time, had meetings of

their grantees to discuss current activities. Consequently, SWRL, Nil,

and FIPSE decided to cooperate to hold a state-of-the-art conference on

writing practice and research. The conference was sponsored and coor-

dinated by SWRL, with active assistance from the Nil and FIPSE staff in

charge of writing, Marcia Farr Whiteman and Richard Hendrix, respectively.

Participants

The workshop, held at SWRL on September 24-26, 1980, was attended

by approximately 50 people concerned with writing research; see Attachment

A for a complete list of participants. The following NIL grantees were

invited to attend to represent their projects: Alonzo Anderson, Arthur

Applebee, Elsa Bartlett, Linda Flower, Dixie Goswami, Jerome Harste,

Catharine Keech, James Kinneavy, Leroy Ortiz, Janice Redish, Victor

Rentel, Jana Staton. The following FIPSE grantees were invited to

represent their projects: Sandra Booher, Kenneth Bruffee, George Beaux,

Mary Epes, Joan Graham, Stanford Gwin, Anne Herrington, Betsy Kaufman,

Ernest Lara, Sylvia Manning, Christina Murphy, Sondra Perl, Arthur

Pfeffer. Shirley Brice Heath and Peter Elbow were invited to make

special presentations; Roger Shuy was invited to make closing remarks.

In addition, the workshop was attended by NIE and FIPSE staff, SWRL

composition staff, other SWRL staff, and invited guests.

Project Descriptions

Before the workshop began, each of the 25 Nil and FIPSE grantees

sent brief descriptions of their rwojects to SWRL. SWRL staff edited

these descriptions into 1-2 page summaries. These summarized project
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descriptions were prepared as a single document and distributed to

participants at the beginning of the workshop to serve as basic back-

%mund on all the projects represented. These project descriptions are

found in Attachment B.

Agenda (see Attachment C)

The workshop began with an evening session at the hotel where

participants were staying. After the welcoming and opening remarks,

Shirley Brice Heath spoke on oral and written language uses in two

rural communities.

The first full day of the workshop began with a welcome from SWRL

Executive Director Richard Schutz and with an introduction to the plan

of the workshop by Marcia Farr Whiteman and Richard Hendrix. The rest

of the day was devoted to three ses4ions, designated by topic. Each

grantee representing a topic described his or her work, reported major

conclusions, and posed additional questions. There was considerable

discussion among the grantees on each panel and with the other participants.

Workshop Session I covered composing processes and development,

as represented by the work of Elsa Bartlett, Linda Flower, Jerome Harste,

Sondra Perl, and Victor Rentel. Workshop Session II was devoted to writing

assessment, as presented by Anne Herrington, Catharine Keech, and James

Kinneavy. Workshop Session III covered writing instruction in context,

which was discussed by Arthur Applebee, George Deaux, Joan Graham, Sylvia

Manning, and Jana Staton.



In the evening, participants gathered at the hotel for dinner and

for an after-dinner speech by Peter Elbow: "Midstream Reflections."

Elbow reflected on his reactions at the middle of the workshop and at

the middle of his life as a writer.

The second day paralleled the first, with three additional workshop

sessions. Workshop Session IV included presentations on the writing

teacher by Sandra Booher, Kenneth Brune*, and Betsy Kaufman. Workshop

Session V was devoted to language variation and writing, with presenta-

tions by Alonzo Anderson, Stanford Gwin, Ernest Lam, Christina Murphy,

and Leroy Ortiz. The last workshop session (VI) covered the functions of

writing outside of school; the grantees in this session were Mary Epes,

Dixie Goswami, Arthur Pfeffer, and Janice Radish.

The workshop concluded with closing remarks by Roger Shuy, who noted

themes that recurred at the workshop sessions, expressed some of his own

uneasiness with current work in writing, and made personal comments

on the composing process, on assessment, and on context.

Follow-up Questionnaire

After the workshop, questionnaires were sect to all participants,

asking them to comment on three topics:

Vorkshop sessions (structure, value, high points, limitations, and
so forth)

Workshop arrangements (hotel accommodations, travel, and other
services)

Other reactions or suggestions.
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Responses were received from 21 participants; these responses are found

In Attachment 0, organized according to topic. Overall, the responses

were very positive. Most negative comments could have been predicted:

not enough time; SWRL's distance from the airport. NoWever, the favorai)le

comments are more striking. Participants were very happy with SWRL's

arrangements for the workshop and felt that it was well organized. They

learned a great deal from listening to the presentations and from inter-

:

acting with each other. They wanted more such conferences.

Proceedings

All workshop sessions were tape-recorded. The three major speeches

(by Heath, Elbow, and Shuy) and the three welcomes (by Aiteman, Hendrix,

and Schutz) were transcribed and edited by SWR1: staff (Ann Humes, assisted

by Bruce Cronnell, Joseph Lawlor, and Larry Gentry). In addition, 3-$

page summaries were prepared by SWRL staff for each of the 2$ grantees,

based on project descriptions, handouts, and tape recordings of the

presentations. The SWRL-prepared speeches, welcomes, and summaries were

submitted to their "authors" for comments before publication. The wor4-

shop co-chairs, Marcia Farr Whiteman and Richard Hendrix, prepared a

preface to the proceedings. The resulting 180-page book also contains a

list of participants and acknowledgements, and is illustrated with

photographs of the workshop. See Attachment E for the contents of the

proceedings, which were published in February 1981.

19
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Complimentary copies of the proceedings were sent to all participants,

to NIE, to FIPSE, to SWRL staff, to selected journal editors, and to

selected researchers and practitioners known to SWRL as being interested

in writing. In addition, multiple copies were offered to the NIE-funded

Regional R&D Exchanges and to Writing Projects in SWRL's region. Over

1300 complimentary copies have been distributed.

In addition, copies of the proceedings were made available for

purchase (at SWRL's cost). Flyers (see Attachment F) were sent to various

researchers and practitioners and we.e distributed at several conferences.

So far, nearly 800 copies have been sold. The proceedings have been indexed

in such data bases as ERIC and the Index to Social Science and Humanities

Proceedings. Announcements of the availability of the proceedings were

made in (at least) the following publications: RCN Newsletter, College

Composition and Communication. In addition, a favorable review of the

proceedings was published in Language Arts (September 1981, pp. 736-738).

20
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ATTACHMENT A

PARTICIPANT LIST

Grantees*

Alonzo) B. Anderson
William N. Teals
University of California

at San Diego

Arthur Applebee
School of Education
Stanford University

Elsa Bartlett
Neurology Department
N.Y.U. Medical Center

Sandra Sooher
Los Medanos College
(Pittsburgh, CA)

Kenneth A. Bruffee
English Department
Brooklyn College

Geo.e Deaux
Temple University

Mary Epes
Carolyn Kirkpatrick
Oepartment of English
York College, City University
of New York

Linda Flower
Department of English
Carnegie-Mellon University

Dixie Soswami
American Institutes for Research
(Washington, DC)

Joan Graham
Office for Urdergraduate Studies
University of Washington

Stanford P. Gwin
University of Southern Mississippi

Jerome Narste
Reading Program
Indiana University

Anne Herrington
State University of New York
at Albany

Betsy B. Kaufman
Queers College, City University
of :.ew York

Catharine Ketch
Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education
University of California
at Berkeley

James Kinneavy
Department of English
University of Texas
at Austin

Ernest Lars
Arizona State University

Sylvia Manning
Michael Holzman
University of Southern California

*When two names are listed for a project, the first was the presenter
at the workshop; the second attended on his/her own.
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Christina Murphy
Division of the Humanities and

Social Sciences
Mississippi Industrial College

Leroy Ortiz
Guillermina Engelbrecht
Department of Elementary Education
University of New Mexico

Sondra Pert
Richard Sterling
Writing Development Project
Lehman College, City University

of New York

Arthur S. Pfeffer
Police Management Writing Project
Police Headquarters
(New York, NY)

Janice Redish
American Institutes for Research
(Washington, DC)

Victor Rentel
Humanities Education
Ohio State University

Jane Staton
Center for Applied Linguistics

Speakers

Peter Elbow
Evergreen State College

Shirley Brace Heath
School of Education
Stanford University

Roger Shuy
Linguistics Department

Georgetown University

FIPSE-NIE Representatives

Richard Hendrix
Fund for the Improvement of

Postsecondary Education

8

Marcia Farr Whiteman
Candace Miyamura
Joann Kinney
National Institute of Education

SWRL Composition tam

Bruce Cronnell, Project Manager
Larry Gentry
Ann Humes
Joseph Lawlor

Other SWRL Staff

James Coots
Adrienne Escoe
Mattye Fegan
Leila Fiege-Kollmann
Alma Monroe
Rowell Greene, Conference Coordinator

Invited Guests

Jennifer Creel:a

(Santa Monica, CA)

Loraine Mercier
Basic Skills Program
(Washington, DC)

Edys Quellmelz

Center for the Study of Evaluation
University of California at
Los Angeles

Christine Rice
Huntington Beach (CA) bi,ion High

School District

22
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Workshop Session I

Composing Processes :end Development

Thursday, September 25, 9:30-12:00

Elsa Iltetlett

Linda Flower
Jerome Harste
Sondra Perl
Victor Rentel
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iltUELOPMEN7 OF REFERENCING SKILLS IN 0000 ANO POOR ELEMENTARY ANO
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL WRITERS

Elsa Jaffe Oartlett

My research concerns the development of children's skill in producing
coherent referring expressions in written narrative text. At any given
point, a writer may wis to 1.ttoduce some new element into a text or to
refer to one previously introduced. English his many devices for accom-
plishing this, and one important task for a writer is to choose a wording
that will function effectioely in a particular context to convey an
intended meaning.

f Mature writers are able to take account of various factors in
constructing referring expressions. but to whet extent are children at
different ages and Weis of writing skill able to do this? Can they
produce coherent, unambiguous referencing in contexts where several poten-
tially confusable referents must be distinguished? Are they careful in
signaling change of referent in sentence-subject positions? To what
extent are they able to detect referential ambiguity in these contexts?
In their own texts? In the texts of others? And to what extent are
they able to correct referential ambiguity once it occurs?

My general research strategy has been to analyze referring expressions
in narrative texts produced by children under various elicitation conditions,
designed to vary the difficulty of the contexts in which these expressions
are constructed. In most studies, each child produced two stories about
events pictured in two different cartoons, one In which writers were
required to distinguish between two potentially confusable characters
aid one in which the distinction was not necessary. Each child also
produced a third (baseline) story (for which there were no contextual
constraints) and part;c1pated in an editing task. Finally, In two
stwlies, children were elso asked to edit one of their own stories for
publication in a class anthology.

Subjects include about 160 children in grades 4-7 in four New York
City public schools. The samples include equal numbers of children judged
by their teachers to be above- or below-average in current writing skill.
In addition, samples include only those children who are reading on grade
level or above.

At this time, we are completing our analyses of children's anaphoric
referencing (those expressions which refer to previously introduced
elements). Looking at anaphoric expressions in the baseline stories,
we find that while the acre skilled writers produced few ambiguities
(averaging about .15 per text), the less skilled writers produced con-
siderably more, averaging about one per text. Examining the pattern of
ambiguity, we find the problem to be not so much a general lack of skill
in constructing anaphoric expressions as a lack of skill in selecting
effective language in certain contexts. Thus, while the relatively few
faulty expressions of the above-average writers were as likely to occur
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In one type of c.intext as another, those of the below-average writers
occurred only in certain places. for example, more than 77i of their
ambiguities in the baseline stories occurred in situations where writers
seemed to be attempting to switch sentence-subject referent. Similarly,
in the experimental stories, almost ibt of the below- .verses writers'
ambiguities occurred wham they attempted to distinguish between two
sewerage, same-sex characters.

We had expected that the problems of below-average writers would
derive, in pat, from an over-dependence on pronouns in accoeplishing
anaphoric reference, but this was not entirely the case. While their
problems in the experimental stories did seem to be related to a failure
to:switch to other forms of anaphora when attempting to distinguish
between two same-sex characters, their problems in tile baseline stories
did not seem to be particularly limited to pronoun use, since faulty
pronouns accounted for.* more than 40t of the ambiguity observed and
in general, there was no tendency In these baseline stories for be

writers to use pronouns more often in accomplishing anaphora
than their more skilled classmates.

This pattern of results suggests that the less skilled writers'
problems may lie not so much with some general lack of knowieege about
a particular type of anaphoric language (i.e., pronouns) as with their
rather poor strategies for accomplishing anaphora in rather specific
types of contexts.

In the editing tasks, we found that below-average writers were less
able to detect or correct ambiguities in our short paragraphs. Generally,
when above-average writers corrected these problems, they did so by adding
or substituting some new information concerning the referent of the faulty
express ion. *wove'', below-average writers tended to correct the problems
by avoiding the need to make definite reference altogether: they either
deleted the faulty passaitt or substituted some form of indefinite reference.
This again suggests that strategy may play role In tine referencing pro-
blems of below-overawe writers.

When we compered children's spontaneous editing of their own texts
with their editing of our experimental texts, we found that even children
who had been able to detect end correct most of the referential ambiguities
in the experimenter-prepared texts were nonetheless unable to detect
seemingly identical referential ambiguity in their own texts. This was
as true of our above - average as out below-average writers. Moreover, we
cannot attribute the failure to some general inability of children to
edit their own texts, since they did not seem to have similar difficulty
detecting other types of errors. This suggests that detection of refer-
ential ambiguity in the two situations may drew on a somewhat different
range of skills and that performance on the one type of task need not
predict perform race on the other.
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A COGNITIVE MODEL OF THE WRITING PROCESS IN ADULTS

Linda S. Flower
John R. Noyes

Our research has had two main goals:

(I) to develop a model of the composing process, that is,
a description of key cognitive processes and how they
are organized in the process of writing;

(2) to use this model to explore important parts of the
composing process, such as generating new Ideas, and
to compare the ftrategles and skills good and poor
writers bring to these tasks.

In sum, the goal of our project has been to carry out basic research
in cognitive processes and to then use that knowledge to study parts
of processes that are crucial to the success or failure of a writer.

A cognitive process theory of the writing process offers a
process-based alternative to current product-based stage models of
writing and a basis for further research in composing.

Because our model of the composing process specifies a number
of subprocesses, such as goal setting, generating ideas, reviewing,
etc., we have naturally been led into other research which studies
these processes in more detail. Some of the questions we have
found most interesting are

how do writers deal with their audience?

how do writers actually represent a rhetorical problem to
themselves as they write?

how do plans enter the composing process and help people
juggle all the constraints writing imposes on the short
term memory?

are there ways to evaluate a writer's process, not just
his or her product?

and finally, how can we diagnose problems and teach
writing strategies more effectively?
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CHADREN, THEIR LANGUAGE AND WORLD: INITIAL ENCOUNTERS WITH PRINT

Jerome C. Harste
Carolyn L. Burke
Virginia A. Woodward

Schools have long been charged with the responsibility of teaching
children to read and write. They have typically approached this task most
vigorously. Alternate breakdowns of the reading and writing process have
been formulated in an attempt to simplify both teaching and learning. The

net result of these efforts is that the beginning reading and writing
curriculum in most schoo!s has been reduced to phonics, word recognition,
penmanship and speliing. These "basics"--generated from an adult perspective
of how to simplify written language--may not be basic to the way children
natur.ally learn to read and write. In fact they may, when children are
instructed to focus upon them, lead them to distrust both the strateg ss
they have used as well as the discoveries they have made about written
language from natural on-going encounters in their environment.

Research in this program is based on the assumptions 1) that there
is nothing more basic than meaning in language, 2) that children not only
have discovered this basic but a lot more about written language prior to
coming to school, and 3) that such information may facilitate the develop-
ment of alternate instructional procedures which are more natural to both
language teaching and learning.

Preschool children (48), ages 3, 4, 5, and 6, are being asked to do
five simple tasks: 1) read commercial labels common to their environment;
2) dictate and read a story; 3) read or pretend to read a story and a letter;
4) write anything they can write; and 5) write or pretend to write a story
and a letter. Responses to these tasks will allow us to discover 1) what
preschool children already know about written language, 2) what expectancies
children have for print found in books, letters and the environment; and
by studying the characteristics of responses across ages; and 3) what strategies
children naturally use in their growing control of reading and writing.

Patterns found within the responses given by children will be studied
by sex, age, family life style, and the fonnallty or informality of the
child's language instruction prior to the time of this research. Information
collected from inner-city children in this study will be contrasted to
similar information already collected from children in other settings.

't is assumed that findings of this study will help educators reconcep-
tualise written language growth and development and lead to the improvement
of literacy instruction for all children.
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THE WRITING DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Sondra Perl
Richard Sterling
John Brereton

The Writing Development Project was funded to construct a model that
describes how the writing of non-traditional college students improves
during their first year in college. Many of the City University of New
York's non-traditional students are improving in writing; the Writing
Development Project is interested in the following questions: are there
particular patterns of growth in writing? if so, how many are there and
how are they shared among this group? do non-traditional students share
patterns of growth with better-prepared writers or with younger writers?
in what area will their greatest improvement lie? in correctness? in

cognitive growth? in syntax? in rhetoric? Until now there has been no
full-scale developmental model of what specific features indicate progress
in writing or of what such progress ought to look like. Until there Is
such an understanding based on a detailed analysis of actual student papers,
writing courses will be based on teachers' intuition rather than grounded
on a documented knowledge of how progress actually occurs.

The Writing Development Project is analyzing six writing samples taken
from each of 800 CUNY freshmen registered in basic writing classes. During
the first year of the grant, the writing was collected and assessed by CUNY
faculty members trained in the holistic rating method developed by the
Educational Testing Service. Papers of students who showed consistent pro-
gress are now being selected for close analysis. The Project is examining
those papers for increase in surface correctness, sentence length, and most
important of all, an increase in rhetorical maturity (e.g., consistency of
tone; understanding of audience- speaksr relationships). Once the signs
of growth are charted, a model of growth will be constructed. This model
will be validated against a contrast group - -papers of students who showed
no improvement. At the conclusion of our project we shall have a practical
model of growth in writing based on the demonstrated improvement of success-
ful students in a college setting. Teachers will then be able to apply
this model in the classroom to accelerate the writing development of their
non-traditional students.
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CHILDREN'S PLANNING AND COHESION IN THREE MODES OF DISCOURSE: INTERACTIVE
SPEECH, DICTATION, AND WRITING

Victor M. Rentel
Martha King

On entering school, most children not only know how to talk, but
they also know a great deal about written forms of language. They know
and can tell stories, and many have a rudimentary knowledge of spelling
and can produce on paper simple "messages" of pictures, signs, and
symbols. However, the way these abilities are integrated, nurtured,
and further developed in school to produce confident and competent
writers is not known. The purpose of this research project at Ohio
State University was to examine the oral and written language of children
during their first two years in school to gain insight into what occurs
as they make the transition from reliance on oral language to competence
in written discourse.

Over a period of 15 months, two separate populations of 30 children
were studied: a kindergarten/first-grade group and a first/second-grade
group. Each population was comprised of ID vernacular Black English
speakers and 20 standard English speakers. The vernacular Black and
one-half of the standard English speakers were located in an inner city
school; the remaining standard English speakers were enrolled in a sub-
urban school. Al regular intervals, approximately two months apart,
three kinds of data were collected. Children were asked to retell a
story just read to them, to dictate their own imaginary story to a scribe,
and to write an original story. In addition, samples were taken of a
subject-VW-going writing which was recorded in story-books or kept in
Personal folders.

All oral stories were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed along
with the written texts for cohesion and literary structure. The data
from these analyses provide teachers and others with important develop-
mental insights about how children integrate various kinds of knowledge
in the process of producing written texts, and the kinds of problems
they solve and choices they make as they fulfill their Intentions.
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Anne Herrington
Catherine Keech
James Kinneavy



WRITING COMPETENCY PROGRAM

Anne J. Herrington

From 1977 to 1979, F1PSE supported a grant at Johnson State College,
Vermont, which had as one of Its primary objectives the development of
Writing Competency Exam to use as the primary means for judging attain-

ment of a proficiency requirement for graduation. Without going into
the rationale for imposing a writing proficiency exam as a graduation
requirement, let me describe the type of exam we designed and why we
chose this design. We were guided by the following assumptions:

1) The exam should judge writer's ability to create discourse.

2) The exam should assess skills that are necessary for almost
any type of writing to a public audience: the ability 'o
explain a point of view clearly and reasonably to a reader
and write with a minimum of grammatical errors that could
distract a reader. We also wanted to assess one conceptual
skill we felt any graduate of a liberal arts college should
be able to demonstrate: the ability to write analogically.

When I say "we," I refer to the faculty. Clearly, the standard of
judgment is relative to the values and standards of those making the
judgment. In this case, the general criteria reflect what the faculty
and a cross-section of Johnson students felt were skills absolutely
necessary for a college graduate to have.

The exam consists of an impromptu essay, which receives separate
rhetorical and grammatical evaluations, and a short editing exercise.
During a period of three hours, students are expected to write an
explanatory essay in response to one of four possible questions (the
°snor topics having been announced in advance). The purpose, mode,
and attitude of the audience are specifically defined and all questions
require students to draw on knowledge from course work or readings,
although each question is open enough to allow some choice of the
specific topic. The essays are evaluated rhetorically by faculty
readers using a rhetorical trait scoring guide. A separate evalua-
tion counts the occurrence of a limited set of errors in the essay.

The college has also developed a Freshman Writing Assessment
which closely parallels the Competency Exam in design and evaluation
procedures.



AN EXAMINATION OF PROCEDURES AND IMPLICATIONS OF NOLISTIC ASSESSMENT OF

WRITING

Catharine Keech
James Gray
Leo Ruth

The proposed research considers the nature of interactions between
writing task, student writing abilities and response to the task, and
reader's judgment of the finished piece. The study undertaken addresses
the basic questions: a) in what ways do differences in the formulation
of writing topics and contexts for writing tests lead to significant
differences in student performance and read-s. ratings? b) in what
ways does development of writing skills c a period of several years
affect performance on timed writing tests, accounting for lower as
well as higher holistic scores as maturing students define the writing
task in increasingly complex ways?

One study aims to account for what makes a good topic, task; and
context for writing given particular assessment purposes and different
writer competencies. Subsidiary research questions include: c) what
are the characteristic effects of pertk.ular topics or types of topics?
d) what kinds of instructions to writers are particularly enabling or
disenabling in the test situation? e) how can topic effects be
identified, predicted, controlled?

A second study investigates differences in rating standards in
response to similar topics administered ic five successive years of
holistic assessment. Writing from students who participated in three
or more years of this assessment is studied for signs of development
and nonlinear Improvement in holistic scores from year to year.

The Project uses as Its chief data sources the products of writing
assessments in urban and suburban school systems in collaboration with
the Bay Arse Writing Project and its cadre of teacher specialists. A
variety of procedures, including holistic scoring, feature analysis of
the writing, oral protocols of students during the composing of timed

writing tests, and statistical analysis of scores, will be applied to
papers from diverse school populations.

The principal outcome of the study should be information about the
nature and the control of unintended interactions between topics, writers,
test contexts (such as amount of time allowed), and readers. The study
should uncover means of matching teacher or tester expectation of a
writing occasion with the actual student interpretation of and response
to that occasion.
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EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAMS

James L. Kinneavy, Director
John A. Daly
Lester Faigley
Stephen P. Witte

Widespread public concern over the writing abilities of youftl Americans
has prompted colleges and universities to develop new programs for teaching
writing. Yet knowledge of how to evaluate such programs and their effects
remains at a rudimentary and impressionistic level. The University of

Texas a large, multi-purpose Institution strongly committed historically
to:teaching writing at all levels of the curriculum - -hes set out to develop
a Comprehensive set of evaluation materials capable of serving the needs
of its own composition program and those of colleges and universities
nationwide.

Currently in its first year, this 3year project combines three major
approaches to writing-program evaluation. First, it focuses on the teaching
of writing, examining nationwide both curricular and instructional practices
to develop instruments for assessing and describing effective writing
instructional behaviors. Second, it focuses on writing itself, examining,
both the processes students use and the products they produce. Third, it
focuses on the goals of postsecondary writing programs, examining the real
and the ideal goals for programs in divergent sett: cgs across the nation.

There are several novel features to this evaluation project: (1) it
relies on a comprehensive framework to address the problem, of evaluation;
(2) it introduces several new dimensions into traditional fields of inquiry,
and (31 it is practical in that it attempts to translate current and new
knowledge Into an evaluation scheme that can be applied to real college
settings.

Thus the three-year project will develop a conceptually based and
widely applicable set of procedures end materials for evalueting college
writing progisms. These materials and procedures will be packaged for
distri4ution to schools and other institutions demanding evaluation of
existing writing programs.
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NATIONAL STUDY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL WRITING

Arthur N. Applebee

The National Study of Secondary School Writing is summing the teaching
of writing in all subject areas. This includes analysis of 1) the nature
and frequency of writing tasks that students are asked to wmplete, 2) the
demands inherent in specific writing tasks, as reflected In the linguistic
end rhetorical features of writing for specific purposes to particular
audiences, and 3) the instructional context of the writing, including
writing models and the scaffolding provided for various stages of the
writing process.

The study combines use studies of instruction In be contrasting
secondary schools with survey data from a national sample of 1200 teachers.
Major activities in the present project include: 1) detailed analysis of
writing samples gathered through observational and survey studies, focusing
on such features as cohesion,,logical structure, syntactic complexity, and
mechenical accuracy; 2) analysis of assumptions about writlag and the
teaching of writing reflected in textbooks most frequently used by teachers
in the survey sample; 3) observational studies of the writing processes
fostered by particular instructional patterns; and 4) longitudinal study
of the writing experiences and the development of writing abilities in 24
students across the high school years. Parallel measures of instructional
context and of cheracteristics of student writing will be used in all

studies.

The study will provide baseline information about current practice
for use in curriculum development and in designing experimental studies
of teaching practice. The detailed analyses of student writing will
contribute toe theory of discourse and will also hove direct prectical
applications, specifying normal lines of development, characteristic
features of specific writing tasks, and difficulties typically encountered.
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THE WRITING PROJECT FOR FACULTY FROM DISCIPLINES OTHER THAN ENGLISH

George Deem*

The inadequacy of reading end writing skills among entering college
students Is notorious. Across the nation, colleges and universities face
the problem of finding methods end instructors to help increasingly large
numbers of students correct deficiencies in writing skills, bulld those
skills to college levels, and maintain those levels of achievement. Temple
University, a large, state-related urban university, faces these problems
without being able to make any substantial number of new faculty appoint-
ments. Vs must find ways to prepare faculty from departments other than
English to teach composition, and we must encourage the teaching of writing
in,all disciplines at all levels.

A FIPSE grant, now in the second of two years, provides assistance
and incentive to meet the reading and writing needs of Temple students.
Under the terms of the grant, up to 12 faculty members each year from
departments other than English participate in e ccoprehensive year-long
program of work and study to prepare to teach composition. In addition,
the grant supports e week-long workshop during registration week, intensive
2-day workshops during the course of the semester, and a series of seminars
exploring the writing process during the year.

The program, In the 2 years of its operation, will add 20 to 30
trained and experienced composition instructors to the group of English
instructors now available for assignment to composition courses. A much
larger group will learn to identify and correct writing errors. Finally
a series of seminars in the writing process will develop and disseminate
new information about writing and the teaching of writing.

3-1
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THE INTERDISCIPLINARY WRITING PROGRAM

Joan Graham

A new approach to teach expository writing is being developed In
an interdisciplinary program at the University of Washington. courses
known as Writing Labs have been linked to lecture offerings in several
disciplines, so that writing teachers can work with students who share
an interest in a given body of materiel, and have an actual, immediate
need to write about it. Writing teachers and lecturers deliberately
coordinate their courses; .g., topics for lab writing assignments
are drawn from lecture-course reading material, preliminary drafts
of:essays to be submitted in the lecture course are mode part of the
required work in the Writing Lab, and due dates of lecture-course
essays are spaced to allow for lab-course emphasis on rewriting.

In these practical and intellectually demanding composition courses,
instructors allow real writing occasions to mold the way they teach
writing. Students are interested in their material for its own sake,
and must write to satisfy well-defined external demands. When writing
instruction is offered in the context of material that students are
studying, the relation between form, content, and purpose can be
demonstrated specifically. Furthermore, students learn by working
with complex material how in refining expression, one refines concepts,
in effect refines thought.

In Writing Lab courses much of the writing is analytical, since
the emphasis in link-course disciplines is on analysis of ideas, actions
and events. Description and narrative appear most often in the context
of an analytical purpose. Lab class discussions concentrate on gener-
ation of material, organization, continuity and clarity: portions of
students' essays - -both prellmtnary and final drafts - -are reproduced to

serve as the basis for sessions on focus, depth of development, ways
of beginning and ending, precision In phrasing, and so on. Because
all students are writing in relation to the same material and for the
same general purpose, their work can be usefully compared. Those whose
writing is thin learn very quickly what it means to develop an idea;
empty generalizing becomes easy to recognize, as does inappropriate
reliance on Jargon --the assumption that there is sufficient magic in
simply writing certain words. Class work on the sentence level is
designed to promote fluency and improve precision. It is in the
frequent individual conferences that instructors give attention to
problems of basic grammar and sentence structure when it is needed.

Writing Lab courses appeal both to students who conspicuously
lack writing skill and to students who are already doing good work but
would like to do better. Those who have Just completed remedial work
profit from the practical orientation of lab courses, and from the
chance to learn how somewhat more experienced students approach writing
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THE INTERDISCIPLINARY WRITING PROGRAM (continued)

problems that confront the group. Stronger students gain from having
their work carefully reed as they undertake more complex factual
writing tasks than could be assigned in general composition courses.
All benefit from the opportunity to concentrate their energy in coor-
dinated course work. Writing Labs regularly accompany large lectures
in history, political science, and sociology, and recent experiments
have included links to art history and environmental studies.

The Interdisciplinary Writing Program also generates useful
interaction between faculty who specialize in teaching writing and
faculty in the subject disciplines. Writing teachers join lecturers
and their teaching assistants in regular meetings, where they help to
design assignments, define and analyze writing problems and smggest
practical, specific types of comments. The association of Writing Labs
with lecture courses increases awareness of writing as learning exper-
ience, and so more generally improves writing instruction. Development
of the Interdisciplinary Writing Program hes been furthered by a two-
year grant from HEW's Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educaticm.
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TRAINING SEMINARS FOR GRA0UATET0DINT TIMERS OF COMPOSITION

Sylvia Henning, Project Director

This project was to develop and evaluate a two-week training program
for graduatestudent instructors in composition of whom about 80% would be
in English, 104 in Linguistics, and 302 f.im a variety of other fields.
Some of these instructors would have had experience In teaching composition,
some experience in teaching other subjects, and some no teaching experience
at ell. The problem was to prepare s program that would serve e group so
heterogeneous and that could be offered during the two weeks just prior to
the start of classes in the Fall semester, for instructors who would begin
teaching that term. In retrospect, the difficulties crested by the timing
aaCthe range of prior teaching experience appear Wester then those created
by the differences In educational background and current interests.

The program was run twice, in September 1971 and 1979. Most of the
mistakes we towel have made were made in 1972. This concentration was
unfortunate for 197$, but beneficial for 1979. 0 complex scheme of partic-
ipant evaluation allowed us not only to measure the general problems of the
1978 session, but to see with great precision whst had gone wrong and why.
For the 1979 session the program was extensively revised, with gratifying
results. Evaluation showed that although a number of problems remained, we
had developed a workable basis. The session for 1980 (the entire program
has been continued on University funding) was planned from the evaluations
of 1979.

The project was of course in large degree specific to our institution
and its composition program. The university is a large, private, urban
university with an undetiraduate enrollment of over 12,000 fulltime students.
As of September, 1978, a new set of general education requirements set the
composition requirement for all students in the college as two semesters of
expository writing {with provisions for waiver dad acceleration). The
classes needed to meet the resulting student "demand" are staffed by about
90 instructors, all but a handful teaching assistants appointed from across
the graduate school and occasionally from the professional schools. Except
for the foreign students, for whom there are spacial classes, the course
eNroliments reflect the full range of USC undereraduetes, since even some of
tie best for various reasons don't write the waiver exam and spend one
semester in the :ourse. The classes are run as workshops, and the workshco
style combined with considerable writinglab support are generally adequate
to most the problems of differences in student preparation.

The two-week sessions of the project Weed to move between the theory
that supports such a structure to the practical questions of daytoday
management of a workshop Classroom. The balance of attention between the
theoretical and the applied turned out to be tricky In a two-week program.
The basic structure that emerged from the project tends to out the
theoretical into large.roue sessions and the applied into very email groups.
to offer only one special session for instructors from backgrounds other than
English, to pey a greet deal of attention to ambience and morale, and to rely
on peer instruction not merely by having the small groups coordinated by
advanced teaching assistants but by engaging the,more experienced participants
as leaders.
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ANALYSIS OF WRITING IN DIALOGUE JOURNALS AS A COI$UNICATIVE EVENT

Jana Staton

The study is a descriptive and analytical profile of writing in
dialogue journals, in order to develop a model of the underlying structure
of the communication between student and teacher over time. Dialogue

Journals are a unique form of private, written conversation conducted daily
between students and their teacher. The purpose of this study includes
understanding how the linguistic and cognitive demands of this communicative
event lead to patterns of development in language functions, personal
awareness, and flexibility in solving personal problems.

The study is based on a complete year's corpus of dialogue Journals
written by 2$ students and their teacher in a 6th grade classroom in
Los Angeles, during 1979-80. The class is integrated and represents a
wide range of socioeconomic and ability levels. The 12-month study will
be conducted onsite in Los Angeles, by the principal investigator.
Analysis of the patterns in the data will use the concept of increased
variation in feature occurrence in response to topics and events, rather
MitilliTistical means, to assess the development or change which Is
occurring.

The study will contribute directly to educational practice by
documenting a missing stage in the development of written competence: the
need for direct, functional writing in a conversational form. Materials
tram the study will contribute to the goal of equity by demonstrating how
individual written communicative competence develops when extended writing
occurs in personally meaningful, functionally equivalent contexts.
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THE LOS MEOWS COLLEGE LITERACY MODEL

Sandra Boohoo.

Community colleges in particular share the Rroblem of trying to present
collegiate level work to many students who cannot reed and writs well enough
to profit fully from it. Without a rigid tracking system, retention of
students is often pitted against maintenance of standards. The problem Is
how to raise literacy levels to the point that students can handle truly
collegiate work, without involving lengthy, isolating, often dead-end
remedi at ion programs.

LMC is a two-year community college on the eastern edge of the San
Francisco Say area. The college has an innovative and demanding general
education program, as well as exit requirements in reading, composition
and math, but there are no entrance tests or academic tracks. Every
instructor is, therefore, faced with a mixed bag of reading and writing
levels in the classroom. Attempts to recommend a reading/writing lab to
students with poor skills have not been successful.

Rather than revert to a tracking system, the college is promoting the
use of peer tutors to upgrade language skills in the classes the students
have elected to take. The tutors are selected by the instructors and trained
by the language arts faculty. Weekly seminars are conducted to train subject
area Instructors in the basics of how students can be taught to read and
write more effectively and how these Instructors can best direct, supervise,
evaluate and encourage the trained tutors who are assigned to work with
deficient students in their discipline. This is the first year of a two
year grant that involves all 60 faculty members across the curriculum.

This program will remediate basic literacy skill deficienclus where
student motivation is highest - -In the classes with reeding and writing
that the student has opted for. it will make faculty members from
astronomy to welding more responsible for understanding the basics of
'tarning theory as it applies to reading and writing, and applying that
knowledge in the classroom so that the work of language arts instructors
is amplified and extended. in March or April of 1982, an invitational
conference will be held to discuss ways that community colleges including
LMC have coped with reading/writing problems. That summer, short mono-
graph will be published by the LMC Community College Press providing a
full explication of the Los Medanos College Model.
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BROOKLYN COLLEGE SUMMER INSTITUTE IN TRAINING PEAR TUTORS

Kenneth A. Bruffee

Recently many colleges and universities have added peer tutoring to
their undergraduate writing programs, because they have discovered that
it can personalize education in the face of increased teacher-student ratios
and institutional expansion. Peer tutoring in writing also has the effect
of helping students overcome writing anxiety, by acknowledging that writing
is an Inherently social activity and by integrating learning to write into
a social or collaborative context. Such programs can have a tendency to
exploit the tutors, however, by making use of their services but not
returning enough to them in academic terms. The Brooklyn College tutor
training program was devised to enhance the postsecondary liberal education
of tutors in these programs by Improving their writing and judgmental skills
and by helping them become more self-aware members of an educational
community, a community of knowledgeable peers.

The Institute teaches college and university teachers to train tutors
in this way. It offers them a five-week summer program that includes two
seminars. In one, Institute Fellows go through the process of collaborative
learning that tutors go through in the Brooklyn training plan: they write
essays and peer critiques of each other's writing, and examine the critical
and social processes involved in developing judgment in writing. In the

other seminar, fellows learn some of the basic principles and practices of
small group work, such as handling the conflict of authority and intimacy
in working groups, mediating differences, making demands, and guiding
people in groups through the "phases of work."

During summer, 1980, fifteen faculty members from colleges and
universities in Alabama, Arizona, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,
Ohio, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming attended the institute. Fifteen
more will attend the 1981 institute. Each Fellow can be expected to train
up to forty peer tutors each year at his or her own institution. Fellows
are encouraged also to affect, through local internship workshops, the way
peer tutors are taught at neighboring institutions.

The effect of the institute this past summer, based on the record of
logs Institute Fellows kept regularly throughout the Institute, was to
challege assumptions (many heretofore unrecognized) about the social
structure of classroom teaching, and about the social or collaborative
(as opposed to the individual) nature of writing. At the highest level o'
ge6erality, the Institute raised questions, as one Institute Fellow put it,
about "the context of learning and the social determinants of knowledge."
Several Institute Fellows also experienced marked growth as writers.
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'NE QUEENS INMAN PROJECT

Betsy B. Kaufman
Judith Fishman
Donald AcQmade
Sandra Schor
Marie Ponsot
Janet Brown

Queens College, one of the 4-year liberal arts Institutions in the
New York City University system, has for 8 years been working with high
schools to improve the teaching of reading and writing in secondary schools
and the college. Recognising that underdeveloped students' writing and
reading skills not only determine their success in college but also limit
theif willingness to explore liberal arts courses, we planned a bridge
curriculum for high school juniors and seniors and college freshmen.

In the first year of this 2-year grant, we spent the first semester
planning the project and meeting for weekly reeding/writing seminars with
the chairpeople, English teachers, and college grant staff, following a
curriculum used successfully as a basic reading/ writing course at 'the
college. The course completed, we worked together to adapt that curriculum
to fit the needs of high - school seniors (250 In the first semester). We
simultaneously trained 32 undergraduate tutors and 5 graduate lab co-
ordinators to establish reading-writing laboratories to work with the
teachers in the schools during the next semester.

In the third semester, we completed one semester with high-school
seniors, 40 of wham attended Queens College, and worked with teachers of
both junior and senior classes Ca total of 950 students) using our
curriculum to refine and Improve the curriculum we had developed.

By the fourth semester there were 2300 students Involved in the program.
We continued to meet with the teachers and choirpeople on a regular basis
and continued the operation of the laboratories.

Although federal funding for the project ended in August, four out
of the five high schools have insisted on continuing the project and two
new schools have asked to be included in the continuation. These schools
are funding tutorial services.

In addition to curriculum work, we conducted an on-going evaluation of
the program, giving pre- and post-tests in reading and writing, and requiring
written reports from the lab co-ordinators, tutors, teachers and students.
Analysis of this data has not yet been completed.
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THE ROLE OF LITERACY IN THE NON - SCHOOL ANO SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS OF LOWER
CLASS CNILOREN

Alonzo Anderson

In 1979 a study of young children (2* - 3* year olds) from low
income homes and communities was begun, the aim being to provide a
detailed description of the children's pre-school experiences with
literacy. Twelve children, four each from Anglo, Slack, and Mexican-
American ethnic groups, were included in the sample. Data are being
collected in three ways. The primary source is natural observation.
A researcher spends approximately four hours per week observing each
child in his/her daily routine. The intent is that the observations
be as unobtrusive as possible; thus, the researcher watches the child
in the home and in the community environments. In addition to obser-
vations, daily audio-taped diaries prepared by the mothers are being
used. The mothers record descriptions of all instances that they see
in which the target child is involved in reading and writing. Finally,
structured interviews designed to externalize the children's changing
conceptions of literacy are being employed.

For the second year of the project an additional 12 children will
be added to the sample, and the study of all 24 children will continue
during 1981. At the end of this period we shall have a detailed
description of the role which literacy plays in the lives of these
low-income families. Such a description will help us understand
the contexts of and values associated with literacy in low-income
families and the children's developing conceptions of reading and
writing. It is hoped that such information will be useful for plan-
ning literacy instruction, especially for children from minority

communities.

Beginning with the 1980-81 academic year a second phase of the
literacy research is being implemented: A similar study of school age
children will be conducted for a two year period. The objective is to
develop descriptions of the literacy environments of both the school
and the home/community for 30 low-income kindergarten and 30 second
grade children from the Anglo, Slack, and Mexican-American ethnic
groups. Again natural observation in both settings will be used
extensively, and interviews will be conducted. A main focus will be
on the degree of match /mismatch between the contexts of and values
associated with literacy in the home/community and those in the school.

Overall, our aim Is to give school personnel additional insight
into the ways in which low - income and minority children interact with

reading and writing in their daily lives. it is hoped that such insight

will be helpful in devising literacy instruction for the children.
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THE EFFECTS OF COMMUNICATION SKILL TRAINING ON HIGH RISK COLLEGE STUOENTS

Stanford P. Gwin

Institutions of higher education in the United States are increasingly
reaching among those disadvantaged students not normally thought of as
"college material" as a means of increasing enrollments. These "high
risk" students do not normally do well in college. One of the reasons
appears to be ineptitude with the necessary Standard English language of
classroom and textbook.

. Project Access at the University of Southern Mississippi, with funding
Opport from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. has
'created a pilot program to measure the effect of a concentrated period of
linguistic and communication skill development at the beginning of college.

The experiment Is laid out to follow en experimental group drawn
carefully from the lower fifteen percent of the American College Test
scores In the entering freshman class in the fall of 1977. The sample is
carefully balanced to match a typical state-wide freshman population
racially and sexually. These students were matched to an identically
dram control group that did not receive the treatment.

While complete data awaits graduation of that class, all of the
experimental subjects are still in school with better grades and they
write, speak, and read better than the control group. They have also
experienced great growth in personal confidence and grade expectation.

As result of the pliot's success, two more years of larger
experimental samples were funded in a separate award by the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education. As the work proceeds the mcstage
becomes clearer that strong training in Speech Communication in conjunction
with the rest of the communication skill training, organized into the
first year of college greatly improves the academic prospects of the
"high risk" student.
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LITERACY DEVELOPMENT IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ernest Lara

The Department of Higher and Adul Education of Arizona State
University is conducting a three-year research project, Literacy
Development in the Community College. This project represents one
of two current efforts funded by the National Institute of Education
which focuses on multidisciplinary studies of the development of
literacy in the community college.

The purposes of this joint research project are to:

1) Study the literacy demands of transfer, occupational and
developmental studies courses and of college administrative
tasks, such as registration, in relation to the literacy
skill of minority and other students.

2) Study the information and support services provided students
and the usefulness of such information and services.

3) Stu4v the administrative tasks encountered by students, faculty,
and staff that may infringe upon student entry, persistence
and achievement.

A variety of research methodologies will be included in the
research plan. Ethnographic research using such procedures as partici-
pant observation, iccal surveys, and structured interviews, should
provide a rich descriptive analysis of the setting. Task analysis
techniques, involving an understanding of human information processing
are to be used to study the 1;teracy demands. Standardized and
locally developed measures will be used to provide descriptive
information on students.

It is anticipated that the data collected through the project will
be useful to community colleges in the identification of points where
intervention might be most appropriate for students experiencing dif-
ficulty with literacy demands. It is also hoped that the methodologies
employed will be useful in expanding college research efforts in this
area.
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A COMPETENCY-BASER CURRICULUM FOR DISADVANTAGED COLLEGE WRITERS

Christina J. Murphy

The project Mississippi Industrial College is working on Is the development
cf e model, competency -based curliculum for rural, disadvantaged youths.
The development of model curriculum for the underprepred or disadvantaged
learner is complex process; the structuring of e competency -based program
In writing end In general language skills is en essential 4tomponent of
the program Mississippi industrial College envisions establishing. The
College is moving sway from the conventional view that time and exposure--
via number of coursework hours accumulated -- ensures competency in a given
subject matter discipline or the fruition of academic and intellectual
skills. The College, instead, endorses the view of assisting each student
to achieve requisite abilities or qualities by means of defined and
recognizable competencies deemed appropriate and meaningful toe college
education. The tredatinel approach, with its emphasis upon coursework
hours, is often of minimal value to the underpr*pared or disadvantaged
learner, who generally hes experienced years of traditional education based
upon time and exposure alone. In the competency -based curriculum, the
emphasis is upon the ability to do, redefining the student/learner as an
achiever rather than es a detached observer and piecing e great deal of the
responsibility for e meaningful education upon the student himself.

In defining the curriculum the College feels will best serve its
students, careful consideration was Oven to the role of language arts
and the writing process In the student's development. The difficulties
of pursuing the conventional approach to writing instruction --one which is
based largely upon imitation of examples of superior writing styles- -are
immediately apparent. Students whose writing end reeding skills are often
at the 5th grade level have difficulty in reading, comprehending, end
imitating the models of prose writings they are given. In addition, limited
skills in vocabulary and spelling contribute to the complex problems
discussed above. An auditionel ;.spect of the conventional approach - -drill

and repetitior --often fail with the disadvantaged learner who has spent
years of schooling being Frilled it grammar end who has yet to master or
even, at times, comprehend the basis of grammatical structures.

Given the nature of the problems Mississippi industrial College faces
in endeavoring to help the disadvantaged learner develop effective language
skills, the College is working to establish a different approach to the
teaching of the writing process, one which emphasizes instruction in
logic and analytical thinking as requisite abilities to clear end effective'
writing, and one which emphesizs language construction rather than the
memorization of grammatical rules. This approach the College will
initiate will concern Itself with having students construct a language- -
much along the principles of getting them to see that language is descriptive
of reality. Students are encouraged to tee the necessity for certain
grammatical structures as reflections of the world they find aroune cnem.
In translating these basic perceptions of reality from the spoken word to
the written word, they are then encouraged to see the need to establish
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language as a notational system, with "markers" that indicated number,
tense, possessive case, etc. It Is felt that this approach, together
with conventional exercises in writing essays, will enable students to
grasp the idea of language's function versus simply memorising and
often failing to comprehend the rules of grammar they are given to learn.
Not only Is this approach viewed as cumbersome, but the memorization of
hundreds of grammar rules - -plus all the exceptions to those rules- -
Is often intimidating to the average learner, let alone overwhelming
to the disadvantaged learner. The College's intent is to make the
learning of the writing process more accessible to the student by
enabling the student to get to an understanding of the basis of language's
structure and its usage. This fundamental insight, it is hoped, will
translate into a renewed desire to learn of the language and how to
use it effectively.

51
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SOCIOLINGUISTICS Of LITERACY: AN HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE STUDY

Leroy Ortiz
Bernard Spolsky
Guillermina Engelbrecht

While there is considerable evidence to suggest that the lack of literacy
skills is not confined to any one segment of the American population, it is
particularly acute among children and adults who are members of linguistic
and other minority groups. There is a sizeable body of research which
indicates that minority children, who are socially, culturally, and linguis-
tically different from the general society, are failing to achieve standards
of literacy that are presumed to lead to economic advancement and effective
partiOpatlon In civic responsibility. Major resources have been mobilized
in many attempts to improve the level of literacy among these marginal groups.
It is now starting to be realized, however, that solutions to the problem
depend not just on enthusiasm and money, but on a clearer understanding of
the complexity of literacy.

To meet this challenge, we will develop, on the basis of historical and
comparative studies, a sociolinguistic model of the functions of literacy
in various societies and will test the model in field observations in
selected cases. Some of the initial questions which will guide our studies
and observations of all of the groups include the following:

1. Under what circumstances do certain groups of people accept
literacy in the vernacular? What conditions prompt groups to
move towards literacy in the standard language? What are the
tensions that arise in each of the decisions?

2. Was literacy in either the vernacular or the standard generated
from within the group or was it introd.rced from the outside? With
what consequences?

3. What are the functions of language in the community? Who writes,
who reads, about what topics, in what setting? Which language is
used? If more than one, is there a diglossic or functional
differentiation of language?

To initiate the investigation we have chosen the following cases:

1. Cherokee
2. Medieval Jewish Communities
3. Navajo
4. Northern New Mexico

5. Aymara in the Bolivian Altiplano
6. Tonga

These cases were chosen on the
familiarity with and ease of access
likelihood that they will include a
believe likely to prove relevant in

basis of two main criteria: our
to the specific cases and the a priori
number of the major factors that we
our model. We will add additional
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cases end will include them in the historical /comparative pert of the study
as it continues

The field observation stilies will be conducted in two stages. In the
first stage, we plan to develop a general picture, in terms of a soda-
linguistic domains model, of the non-school related functions of literacy
within the selected community. In the second stage, we plan to observe
schools in order to see if there Is congruence between their view of
literacy and that which emerged from the community.

The conclusions drawn from the contrast and comparison of findings in
each study will serve as a guide for planners of literacy programs and
teachers in the development of such programs at International, national, and
lot!' levels. A sociolinguistic model of literacy drawn from observations
in various settings will serve as a theoretical framework for the creation
of oppomnitles for functional usage of literacy.

The findings of this study will be of special value to those Involved
in bilingual programs in the United States and elsewhere, particularly in
cases when these programs attempt to promote literacy in the vernacular
before literacy in the standard language.

The fundamental importance of our project for the education of poor
and minority populations lies, we believe, in the fact that the teaching
of reading and the development of literacy will be most successful when it
recognizes the sociolinguistic issues involved.

From this experience, and as we move to the end of the proposed three
year study, we will attempt to analyze the Implications for implementation
of our work. We do not believe that this or any other basic study will
lead to a sir le formula for implementation. Our findings about the
sociolinguistics of literacy will not be directly translatable into
policy decisions or classroom practice. But the knowledge we discover
promises to be significant to both. A deeper understanding of the socio-
linguistics of literacy will help educators make better decisions about
language education policy. It will help to understand whether a community
is likely to be better served, other things being equal, by an approach of
complete 1)1 literate education, or of initial literacy in the vernacular,
or of teaching of literacy along with the teaching of the standard
language. Similarly, the model of literacy in a community need not be
translated directly into classroom practice, but our fuller picture of
community literacy should help teachers understand better what will seem
like meaningful' uses for reading and writing to their students.

In this way, it will have the pest opportunity to deal with at least
one aspect of the complex prob'em of literacy, and make its contributions
to dealing with an unresolved problem facing American education.
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Workshop Session VI

Functions of Writing Outside of School

Friday, September 26, 1:30.3:15

Mary toes
Dixie Goswami
Arthur Pfeffer
Janice Radish
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DEVELOPING NEW MODELS OF THE COMP-LAB COURSE

Miry Epos
Carolyn Kirkpatrick

Michael Southwell

The present project builds on the COMP-LAB Project, funded by a prior
grant from FIPSE, In which a model basic writing course was developed at
York College, CUNY. The course integrates classroom instruction in composing
with self-teaching laboratory work on the written language. This auto-
tutorial laboratory work has proven particularly effective for students
who have severe problems with standard written English, problems often
associated with a nonstandard English or foreign-language speech back-
graind. The course was evaluated with support from the Exxon Education
Foundation, with very positive results, and has been adopted at York and
at several other colleges.

In the current two-year project, this laboratory-centered approach to
basic writing instruction is being adapted for learners in three non-college
settings: social agencies, high schools, and adult education programs. Last
year, Mary Epos, in collaboration with the staff education department at the
Bronx Psychiatric Center, pilot-tested a model of the COMP-LAB course to
improve the on-the-job writing skills of therapy aides, nurses, and other
hospital and staff employees. Carolyn Kirkpatrick, working with faculty
members in two New York City high schools, adapted the course in both a
laboratory- and a classroom-based format. Michael Southwell developed a
writing training program for members of the international Ladles' Garment
Workers' Union, and has begun a similar program for CETA trainees. During

this second year of the project, the adaptations will be evaluated, revised
as necessary, and, if all goes well, instituted on an ongoing basis.

The project should result in programs that w,11 be useful in still
other settings, and it will produce information about learners outside
the college setting that should be of value to those who teach Wrar-sg
Lp college. ' particular, the project directors are trying to discover
more about hoi learners, across a spectrum of age levels, acquire the
written language.



NATURALISTIC STUDIES OF NONACADEMIC WRITING

Dixie Goswami
Lee Odell

This three-year project uses on-site observations and samplings to
study the nature and functions of writing that people have to do as a
regular part of their day-to-day work. Sites Include a state social
service agency, a iarge southeastern labor union, and the laboratories
of several scientists.

After extensive on-site observations of workers in a number of settings,
we identified workers and union members who represented a range of job
levels and who were willing to give us up to sixteen hours of interview
time over the course of a year. Initial interviews had as their purpose
to develop a description of the research sites apart from official,
published descriptions, and to provide at least an impressionistic under-
standing of who writes what to whom and under what circumstances in these
writing communities. These Initial interviews will serve as the basis
for correlation studies at a later time.

Once initial interviews had been completed, we asked workers to save
samples of writing they had to do as a regular part of their everyday jobs
over a two-week period. Selected samples formed the basis of subsequent
interviews. Different writing occasions make very specific demands on
writers; thus we have tried to assemble writing samples ranging from hol-
written notes to self to edited documents for external audiences. Later,

if we discovered that writing done regularly ir the social service agency
was not included in the sample, we asked workers to go through their tiles
and to give us copies of the missing documents.

Subsequent interviews, based on writing samples. identify reasons
underlying writers' choices by making changes and asking writers whether
they think those changes appropriate. In framing questions, we have
asked only about choices actually available to writers, that is, choices
present in their writing. Fcotures we asked shout include form of
address, provisions of context, reference to self, elaboration, shifts
in levels of abstraction, and formulaic conclusion.

Even at this stage, it is clear that these structured interviews can
provide rich data about the processes by which writing gets done. We are
able to categorize reasons writers give us for making choices, which in
turn may give us information about the intellectual processes of writers.
We are also analyzing transcripts so as to identify variations to which
writers are highly sensitive, since these variations are likely to carry
meaning and to express social structure in the social service agency.

We are analyzing social service agency writing samples for comprehensi-
bility and acceptance by readers. We are beginning cohesion analysis of
texts to see if we can discover why certain texts elicit itrtein responses.
important analyses of transcripts and writing samples are replicated by
independent judges.
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In addition to completing the procedures described above, we wish to
assess the written literacy demands made on active members of an industrial
labor union and to develop a taxonomy of writing, tasks performed by such
members. We are surveying union members to see if we can identify the full
range of writing actually done and to see if we can get a notion of the
value placed on certain texts.

We are working with a small number of scientists in an attempt to
describe some of the processes by which scientific data are transformd
into scientific discourse.

The central purpose of this research is not the improvement of teaching:
our immediate goals are to understand literacy practices outside schools
...ed to test assumptions from current discourse theory. However, preliminary
findings suggest that we may be able to address questions that include the
following:

1. Do the composing processes of working scientists and technicians
differ from accounts we have of the composing processes of student
writers or others writing in experimental settings?

2. According to some researchers, expressive writing is an
important mode of discourse. Do scientists and technicians
write expressively on the Job? What aro the implications
of the answer to this question for teachers of advanced
technical, scientific, and professional writing courses?

3. What is the nature of the revising processes of scientists and
technicians? Would it be useful to develop a taxonomy of
interventions into the writing processes of scientists and
technicians?

4. Can we design clas4room activities so that students engage in
processes similar to those they will experience when they begin
working as scientists and technicians? Would st simulations
result in more effective writing programs?

5. Now may we define work-site writing competence? What are useful
ways of looking at the acquisition of work-site writing competence?
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THE POLICE MANAGEMENT WRITING PROJECT

Arthur S. Pfeffer

From the filing of simple arrest forms to the composing of complicated
management reports, writing is one of the major functions of any large
police department. Civilian personnel, detectives, sergeants, lieutenants,
and captains all spend a great deal of their time writing, but it is
evident that writing problems exist. These problems may be exacerbated
as minority-group recruits join police ranks under affirmative-action
guidelines.

Designed to improve written communication In the New York City Police
Depprtment, the Police Managemen. Writing Project, under the direction of
Dr.' Arthur S. Pfeffer of John Jay College of Criminal Justice, cies to
inbrease the effectiveness of internal and public communications by devel-
oping new materials and courses to be incorporated into existing police
academy curricula in New York and elsewhere. During its first year, the
Writing Project successfully collected and analyzed numerous typos of
documents. Research has been undertaken by means of various surveys
including questionnaires, writing samples, oral interviews, readability
tests, comnrehensibility tests, and a writing error count.

One set of questionnaires supplied general data on the experience,
education, and duties of police writers and will help in designing cur-
ricula and in future research. Additionally, the project compiled
statistical data revealing what ranks of personnel write precinct
documents and illuminating superior officers' opinions un police writing
deficiencies. The oral interviews conducted by the project's staff
produced other vital information on how writing is done, and also
elicited candid opinions on the strengths and weaknesses of police writing
and language use.

Tests were administered to determine the "readability" of police
directives. Formulas such as the Flesch test and the Fogg index were
used. The Writing Project maintains that police personnel, regardless
of their reading grade levels, should be able to understand all department
communications. Therefore, tests designed to measure the comprehensibility
of police documents were pilot-tested recently. The results of these
examinations will enable the project's staff to determine if the wording
of the documents needs to be revised according to princiftles of Plain
English.

A writing error survey is also being conducted on some of the
thousands of documents collected 111 project staff. Scored by professors
of English, the results of this survey will determine the kinds of errors
most often made by police writers. instruction will focus on those errors
Oat seriously impede understanding in actual use.
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Writing samples have been obtained from all 600 members of the
NYPO's newest recruit class. These will be evaluated and compared with
future samples to be obtained when the class coopletes its five-month
training period.

Finally, the Project has completed its videotaped interviews with a
number of police officials on the subject of writing in law enforcement.
The purpose is to create an informational film explaining the importance
of writing skills to those planning law enforcement careers. The film,
dramatizing what can go wrong when writing is faulty, is intended to be
used in police academy classes and college criminal justice and writing
classes.

; Among the first courses to emerge from the Project are a course in
Executive Writing for captains and above, to be offered at the Police
Academy in January, 1981; a pilot self-paced course in basics for
civilian clerical aides in precincts; and an experimental undergraduate
course in Police and Fire Management Writing to be offered at John Jay
College in the Spring, 1921, semester.



THE DOCUMENT DESIGN PROJECT

Janice C. Radish

In September 1976, the American Institutes for Research (AIR) began
the Document Design Project to foster clear and simple writing and design
of ,ublic documents. The purpose of the Document Design Project Is to help
make forms, regulations, brochures, and other written materials easier for
people to read, to understand, and to use. Carnegie-Mellon University and
Siegel 6 Gale, Inc., a private firm that spec'alises in language simplification
and Corms design, are working with AIR on this project. Funding for the
project comes from the Teaching 6 Learning/Reading 6 Language group at
the National Institute of Education.

;The project's goal is to increase the knowledge and skills of people
who produce public documents. To accomplish this goal, staff of the Document
Design oroject are:

conducting theoretical end applied research on language comprehension,
on the ways in which skilled and unskilled writers work, And on
problems associated with different features of documents;

working directly with government end privet* agencies, helping them
to produce materials for public use; and

111

developing courses on writing and design for graduate students and
and undergraduates.

The Document Design Project is conducting research studies in both
Washington, D.C. and at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. At

Carnegie-Hellon, researchers are developing an understanding of the writing
process and are exploring the use of computers In document design. In

Washington, AIR and Siegel 6 Gale staff are analysing documents to determine
the nature and extent of specific problems, working in the local Hispanic
community to find out more about how non-English speakers cope with documents,
condicting experimental studies on comprehension of complex conditionals
found on many forms,'and creating and testing simplified materials.

The Document Design Project works with government agencies to simplify
regulations, forms and brochures and to evaluate revised documents. Clients

have included the internal Revenue Service, Social Security Administration,
Office of Education, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department
of Agriculture, and the President's Consumer Affairs Council. The Document
Design Project also developed a three-day workshop on "Simplifying Documer.ts"
that 42 people from 35 different agencies attended. This year the Document
Design Project is creating a workshop for high-level managers in charge of
document simplification in their agencies.

As part of the Document Design Project, AIR surveyed innovation approaches
to training undergraduates In how to write. Another survey will lock at the
training needs of writers in government and Industry. Project staff at AIR
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and Siegel 6 Cale are developing a curriculum for an undergraduate course
in clear writing, and Carnegie-Mellon University has established a new
interdisciplinary graduate program in document design research which will
admit students in the fall of 1980.

The staff of the Document Design Project is a team of scholars and
practitioners from several fields. The group includes psychologists,
linguists, communication specialists, graphic designers, writers, editors,
lawyers, and experts in instructional technology.
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ATTACHMENT C

AGENDA

Wednesday, September 24 - Edgewater Hyatt House, Long Beach

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. Opening Session

Welcome: Bruce Cronneil

Opening remarks: Marcia Farr Whiteman
Richard Hendrix

Keynote address: Shirley Brice Heath

No-host bar

Thursday, September 25 - SWRL

9:00 - 9:30 a.m. Welcome: Richard Schutz, Executive Director,
SWRL

Introduction to workshop sessions

Marcia Farr Whiteman
Richard Hendrix

9:30 - 12:00 noon Workshop Session I: Composing Processes and
Development

Chair: Marcia Farr Whiteman

Panel: Elsa Bartlett
Linda Flower
Jerome Harste
Sondra Peri
Victor Rentel

Lunch at SWRL

1:00 - 2:30 p.m. Workshop session II: Writing Assessment

Chair: Marcia Farr Whiteman

Panel: Anne Herrignton
Catharine Keech
James Kinneavy
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2:45 - 5:00 p.m. Workshop Session III: Writing instruction in
Context

Chair: Richard Hendrix

Panel: Arthur Applebee
George Beaux
Joan graham
Sylvia Manning
Jana Staton

6:30 p.m. - Edgewater Hyatt House

Refreshments and dinner in the Courtyard Room

Speaker: Peter Elbow

Friday. September 26 - SWRL

0:30 - 10:00 a.m. Workshop Session IV: The Writing Teacher

Chair: Richard Hendrix

Panel: Sandra Booher
Kenneth Bruffee
Betsy Kaufman

10:15 - 12:30 p.m. Workshop Session V: Language Variation and
Writing

Chair: Marcia Farr Whiteman

Panel: Alonzo Anderson
Stanford Gwin
Ernest Lara
Christina Murphy
Leroy Ortiz

Lunch at SWRL

1:30 - 3:15 p.m. Workshop Session Vi: Functions of Writing
Outside of School

Chair: Richard Hendrix

Panel: Mary Epes
Dixie Goswami
Arthur Pfeffer
Janice Redish
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3:30 - 4:30 p.m. Closing Session

Remarks: Richard Hendrix
Marcia Farr Whiteman

Reactor: Roger Shuy
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ATTACHMENT 0

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

iiorksho

Extremely well done - -lots of content. Excellent opportunity to keep
up with exciting programs - -in both research and instruction.

The workshop was very well organized. The leaders were very effective
in keeping 'sic) the participants to respond and interact without taking
too much time from other presenters.

:There was a greet variety of approaches and points of view from which
we benefited.

The collaborative effort between FIPSE and HIE in itself is to be
commended. It resulted in a very well organized workshop, rich in
information, interdisciplinary in nature, and an opportunity to meet
other individuals interested in the same (or related) topics.

The meetings were, in general, Informative, fast moving and encourased
participants to think beyond the confines of their own projects. The

only drawback to the sessions was the lack of time for discussion and
questions after each presentation.

I sympathize with Marcia and Richard's desire to have everyone hear about
everyone else's research, but there was too much information presented
in the time period and not enough opportunity for discussion. Now
that people know each other's work, perhaps future gatherings of the
group can have a limited number of presentations.

A good idea and a good conference, however. Let's hope it can be
followed up.

First, of all, the 1121of the conference was simply excellent. As
Roger Shuy pointed out in his summary, we suffer from not knowing
what others are up to. Dissemination is a major problem which this
conference began to solve.

The problem with the conference, from my point cf view, was that the
schedule was much too tight. I appreciated the published description
of the projects. The oral presentations varied in their usefulness to
me, but were generally worthwhile. What 1 missed were more informal
contacts with the group, the sort of thing that can happen if the
schedule is a little less tight. I would have welcomed longer breaks,
perhaps a breakfast meeting, a couple of cocktail evenings, etc.
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Workshop Stssikns (continued)

I thought the.; tov: too much Information projected without an
appropriate tir, for assimilation and discussion. I would have liked
some small group work.

The meeting was overwhelming In terms of content, but the Ideas
presented were provocative and stimulating. There might be a way to
allow a bit more time for Idea/exchange in more informal settings.
One of the evening meetings could perhaps have been used In this way.
The moderators were excellent In moving the meeting and presentations
along in spite of the full, packed agenda.

Not enough time was available for discussion. One got the impression
'that the panel leaders thought questions were a waste of time and
that their primary concern wan marching through a pre-established
schedule.

The short presentations and grouping was nice. However, I wasn't
particularly (interested] in hearing about how peoples' projects
worked. I would like to hear them addressing a set of issues or
supporting ideas and conclusions. The high points were talks that
had something substantive to offer.

The Individual sessions were well organized and informative, but the
schedule of sessions was too rigid and dense. Researchers in the
same area need to interact informally, and there was no time or place
for this. Hence, one couldn't exchange references or get the "story
behind the story" of each project. The dinner speakers were totally
superfluous. Either a longer conference or fewer participants!

1 was continually disturbed that we had to shut off productive dialogue
to get on with the schedule. These were only probably the HOST fer-
tile 24 minds in the country on this topic all together in one place
at the same time. getting them Ito] talk, argue, or muddle over tough
problems together was the most important potential outcome, and it
was continuously strangled. not sure how to solve the problem,
but one obvlcus answer is make the conference longer. After all the
trouble and expense of travel and arrangements, keeping everybody more
days is the cheapest possible thing to do. If we had sttrted Wednesday
morning and gone three days, we'd have had plenty of time for inter-
action. You might also get more materials out In advance. You could
also consider innovative scheduling such as topic area rehearsals
before large group presentations, etc. Don't misunderstand, please,
it was a great coaference, and I was really stimulated by it. i just

wanted more of what it generated to take place.
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Morkshop Sessions (continued)

The salt mines syndrome seems unavoidable, and is eased by the very
pleasant surroundings at SWRL. If one is to be imprisoned and
pumped (into and out of) for sight or nine hours a day, SWIM facili-
ties are the place to do it (or have it done). The format also seemed
reasonable and unavoidable but insufficient time to discuss was a
severe limitation. Perhaps you tried to jam too menTa7; into too
short a time. If each speaking period had only three speakers and
people were required to write out their presentations in eight pages
or less? Out being reed to constantly would be dol!ing, too. Some-
how allow the fermentation to occur. 1 feel it did not occur this time.
The summing -up7FE:RiaC47n't be expected to do more than see things
from their own perspectives - -so that aspect of the conference was
wasted on me (and It meant more being talked to at dinner, as well
as all day). I don't mean that Elbow and Shuy didn't do their best--
just that they could only do what they did do. Whereas there were
several moments during each day of the conference itself when ques-
tions from the floor were just beginning to create new ideas- -when
discussion was cut off.

In general, therefore, 1 suggest that the conference organizers trust
the bright people they get together a lit.'s more. Let more co117677a-
tive learning happen. Play It by ear. When talk gets dull, cut It
off and move on. Out when the inter referential work- -the cross -
fertilization- is going on, for godsake, don't cut it off! The idea of
creating an instant coil e in that way is excellent. Out let the
collegiality work, or i t s a waste of time.

The workshop was very valuable. Meeting people from both groups was
a high point. However, the meeting was too structured end too full.
I wish there had been more time for discussion, argument, Aisharing.
Two ideas: (1) have each person prepare the paper (or outlise or
summary) beforehand and circulate all papers beforehand - -then the
meeting is all discussion; (2) make the conference 1/2 day longer and
have an open afternoon with small group meetings.

Dense, but good. A valuable conference throughout - presentations were

only as good as the people and projects involved, of course, but most
of these are excitin --Marcia and Richard's panel monitoring was
on the whole- r to do, but they kept things moving while alloWer
some questions series. Perhaps participants could be encouraged to
go to 10 minute provocations [sicj leaving lots of room for questions.

The workshop sessions were exceedingly valuable. I was disappointed,
however, that so little time was available for questions and answers.
It seemed that what was essentially a 4-5 day conference was confined
to 2 days. Perhaps it would have been more profitable to have had
morning workshop sessions followed by afternoon question end answer
sessions. Or, perhaps, allow people in the afternoon sessions to break
up into groups to discuss the topics, issues, and proposals they found
most of interest In the morning sessions.
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*combed) Sessions, (continued)

Value: cross-fertilization as researchers from a variety of approaches
In working with different populations shared their work in
progress and questions.

Orientation was almost exclusively on research in writing. Role of
"Practice," might 've been presented more effectively if it had
been clarified before the workshop. The focus of all materials was
really on research. Night have more consciously structured and
discussed roles In advance so there would have been more attention
given to "moving between" the two.

Most all presentations were thought-provoking. I found ones like
Ilerste's useful because they raised basic questions about assumptions/
methodologies applicable in any context.

I found the few like Staten's useful bectoce they linked practice
and research. Ones like Ooswamils, while .ass generally applicable,
were very informative. A few others, while entertaining, were not
very useful.

I learned an immense amount from the workshop. This kind of sharing
is very valuable. But it was overstructured. Thera! was too little
time for spontaneous exchange.TWITZirleinly have wanted to
learn about SWRL's projects, though the literature made available
helped a lot.

By and large the presentations were excellent and the conference was
well-organized. If anything, the conference might have been longer
to allow more time for discussion. Otherwise. I found the program
an excellent one.

Uniformly excellent.

My purpose in attending the Ulf -FIPSE Orontes Workshop was to
increase my awareness of current research in the field of written
communication. The workshop definitely met this need. I liked
the agenda both as regards to content and structure. I recognize
that time limitations minimized discussions; however, I didn't
look upon this as a major problem. The quality presentations and
literature available certainly compensated for this. These were
extremely valuable to me.



Workshop Arrangements

The workshop arrangements were done thoughtfully and competently- -
one felt very welcome in the environment.

Very good. SWRL organization of details Is excellent.

Except for arrival, SWRL's efforts to take us around were very nice.
Getting the list of participants in advance allowed us to share rooms
(Thanks).

All very comfortable. You'd save a tot of money, however, if you
could transport people from the airport.

.Greatvery well coordinated, nice room, good food--no hassles.

In spite of efforts of SWIRL staff, SWRL is too far from major airports
to be a good workshop site

Good!

Travel was difficult, of course, from LAX to Long Beach. it was
inconvenient to have to go by bus from the hotel to the conference
center. Those of us without cars were pretty well confined to the
Hyatt. I would have preferred to be in a Location where it would have
been easier to get &way from the hotel, where groups of people might have
been able to join togetLer for dinner, etc. In short, although the
hotel itself was perfectly comfortable and the conferenc- center at
SWRL was excellent, I would have preferred to be less confined to the
hotel and nearer to the conference center.

I should also point out that most of us were on fixed federal per diem

allowances of $50 The cost of my room was $46.00 per day.

Excellent. Thank you. (Information on all this could have come a
bit sooner to be maximally helpful - -I know that's hard.)

Fine. I personally feel places like SWRL- -given distance from airport- -
should not be selected.

The accommodations were excellent, however, as were the facilities for
meeting and getting to meetings.

Excellent! The hotel accommodations were superior, and all the food
FFirdialy the hotel and by SWRL was exceptionally good, too. The
bus to and from SWRL was very convenient. All In all, these services

were exceptional. The hotel accommodations were the best I've ever
had provided by a conference.

Fine. Hyatt comfortable. Transportation from Hyatt to SWRL much
appreciated.
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Workshop Arrangements (continued)

These were fine (incept that I still haven't gotten any reimbursement,
as of today, Oct. 26).

Accommodations, services, and luncheons were superb.

I made my own arrangements. Them did seem to be a problem with
people getting to the airport at the end. I drove three myself,
and in considerably less time than they had been told it would take.

Hotel accommodations were pleasant and comfortable. I found it
unfortunate that Long Beach is some distance from the L.A. Airport,
but this is not the fault of SWRL, which made every attempt to
accommodate and make up for the inconvenience. The lab's staff was
most hospitable, pleasant and professional.

All excellent.

Hotel -very good. Transportation arrangements, very good. Dinner
excellent. Lunch adequate (please provide more in the way of protein
and less sugar and starch-a non-carbonated natural fruit drink as
alternative to soda pop, for example). Also, with morning and afternoon
coffee, please provide some non-sweetened food stuffsplain bread and
butter, or mixed nuts, some skim milk (or regular milk for that matter),
chopped up vegetables (carrots, celery, etc.). In general I left
feeling sugar-saturated.

The facilities at SWRL were excellent and the staff's willingness to
copy materials and get handouts ready as needed was much appreciated.
The lurid on the second day was much better than the first.

The hotel was OK but traveling to and from the airport at rush hour
was terrible. I don't know what can be done about that -imt at the
least people should be warned not to arrive at rush hour.
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Other Reactions or Suggestions

The workshop was exciting and contributed nicely to the goal of
brinping research and practice closer together. Please continue
the tradition by sponsoring similar sessions.

.Viewed as a chance to meet others who are doing interesting work,
the workshop was worthwhile. it did not, and I think could not
have, provide an opportunity for real discussion of issues or
approaches.

I would have liked to have had the description of projects and the
lists of participants several weeks before the conference. Even
to have known who was to be there would have made the experience
more valuable to me.

Being engaged in research on on-the-job adult writings, I naturally
believe my area is so important (as the end result of schooling, If
for no other reason) that the on-the-job panel should he.e come
earlier in the conference. This would have established a firmer
context for all the p''-vjects on schtdol writing. Now does anyone
know whether school w Inc is a suitable model for all writing?
Or whether cogn$tive studies based on schoolroom writing are
generalizable? The context of police writing, certa.nly, Is
nothing like the classroom.

Please have anot'ler onel

Outstanding presenters

Linda Flower
Sandra Perl
Jerry Harste
Elsa Bartlett

Sandra Booher
Alonzo Anderson
Katharine Keech

My only suggestion is to allow more time for questions and
discussions.

Thank you.

Many participants, including myself, were not clear in advance on the
nature of the 15 min. presentations- -that :t would be an "address,"
with a panel (rather than informal, round-table) -that entire agenda
plan did not reach me before the conference, In general, format and
agenda .ere super vague until It all began. (As it was, some of us did
better, not knowing In advance --but that's a fluke).
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-Other Reactions or Suggestions (continued)

I thought this was the best run and best conducted conference I have
ever attended. I was impressed by the fact that sessions began and
ended on time and that all of the scheduled items were presented. I

feel this conference was Invaluable to those Interested In writing
practice mid research and I hope there will be more good conferences
in the futi, 2. It would be great, too, if the workshop sessions could
be published or at least in some way made available to others. Thank
you again for inviting Mississippi Industrial College and for letting
me attend.

reuplierIhaven'ttmeideitIvesortransportation
expenses. Please pay up

(Thanks for Inviting me to the conference.)

Overall -it was an extremely valuable experience and should be repeated
every few years. Also the idea of interagency meetings is excellent;
both NIE and FIPSE should consider other groups that some of their
grantees should meet with.

The workshop was valuable for me personally and I suspect valuable
in a more general sense also. While the outcomes may not be tangible,
the workshop did serve to enrich current research by I- ? -) it
from a variety of perspectives and stimulate future research by pin-
pointing central questions.
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ATTACHMENT E

CONTENTS OF WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS

Preface (Marcia Farr Whiteman and Richard Hendrix)

Introductions

Marcia Farr Whiteman

Richard Hendrix

Richard Schutz

Keynote Address

Shirley Brice Heath: "Oral and Literate TraditionsEndless Linkages"

Session I: Composing Processes and Development

Linda S. Flower: "A :.os,itive Model of the Writing Processes of
Adults"

Sondra Perl: "The Writing Development Project"

Jerome C. Harste: "Children, Their language and World: Initial
Encounters with Print"

Victor M. Rentel: "A Longitudinal Study of Children's Planning and
Cohesion, in Three Modes of Discourse: Interactive Speech, Dictation,
and Writing"

Elsa Jaffe Bartlett: "Development of Referencing Skills in Good and
Poor Elementary and Juniar High School Writers"

Session II: Writing Assessment

Catharine Keech: "An Examination of Procedures and Implications of
Holistic Assessment of Writing"

Anne J. Herrington: "Writing Competency Program"

James L. Kinneavy: ".valuating the Effectiveness of College Writing
Programs"
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Session III: Writing Instruction in Context

Arthur N. Applebee: "National Study of Secondary School Writing"

George Beaux: The Writing Project for Faculty from Disciplines
Other Than English"

Joan Graham: "The Interdisciplinary Writing Program"

Sylvia Manning: "Training Seminars for Graduate-Student Teacners of
Composition"

Jan Staton: "Analysis of Writing in Dialogue Journals as a Communicative
Event"

!inner Meeting

Peter Elbow: "Midstream Reflections"

Session IV: The Writing Teacher

Sandra Booher: "The Los Medanos College Literacy Model"

Kenneth A. Bruffee: "The Brooklyn Cn lege Summer Institute in Training
Peer Tutors"

Besty B. Kaufman: "The Queens English Project"

Session V: Language Variation and Writing

Alonzo Anderson: "The Role of Literacy in the Non-School ane School

Environments of Lower-Class Children"

Stanford P. twin: "The Effects of Communication-Skills Training on

High-Risk Students"

Ernest Lara: "Literacy Development in the Community College"

Christina J. Murphy: "A Competency-Based Curriculum for Disadvantaged

College Writers"

Leroy Ortiz: "Sociolinguistics of Literacy: An Historical and

Comparative Study"
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Session VI: Functions of Writing Outside of School

Nary Epes: "Developing New Models of the Comp-Lab Course"

Dixie Goswami: "Naturalistic Studies of Nonacademic Writing"

Arthur S. Pfeffer: "The Police Management Writing Project

Janice C. Aedish: "The Document Design Project"

Conclusion

Roger Shuy: "Closing Remarks"

Participants
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ATTACHMENT F

MOVING BETWEEN PRACTICE AND RFSEARCII IN WRITING

Proceedings of the NIE-FIPSE Grantee Workshop
held September 2426,1980

at SWRL Educational Research and Development

Edited by Ana Humes
with Bruce Cronnell Joseph Lawlor, Gerry Goring

1911 17$ peps

Introduction by Richard Hendrix and Marcia Farr Whiteman

Papers by Shirley Dike Heath, Peter Elbow, Roger Shuy

Suinmaries of current research

Composing Processes
and Development

Elsa Bartlett
Linda Flower

Jerome Haste
Sondra Pert

Victor Rome'

Writing Assessment

Anne Herrington
Catharine Keech
James KinneavY

0...

Writing instruction
in Context

Arthur AMAIN*
George Beaux
Joan Graham

Sylvia Manning
Jsns Staten

Function of Writing
Outside of School

Mary Epee
Dixie Goswami
Arthur Rafter
Janice Radish

Avallabk from
SWRL Educational Research sad Development

4665 Lamps.. Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

$3.50

Language Variation
and Writing

Alonzo Anderson
Stanford Gwln

Ernest Lara
Christina Murphy

Leroy Ortiz

The Writing Teacher

Sandra Booher
Kenneth Bruttee
Betsy Kaufman

.01

Please send me_ copies of Moving Between Practice and Research in Writing at 33.50 each. En-
closed is a check/money order for S (payable to "SWRL"). California residents please add
6% sales tax (21e).

Name

Address

Seed to Accounting Department
SWRL Educational Research and Development
06S Lampson Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
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DIALECT AND WRITING:

THE NEEDS OF LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT STUDENTS

A Research - Practice Conference

Sponsored by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
Los Alamitos, California

Thursday-Friday, June 29-26, 1931
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DIALECT AND WRITING:
THE NEEDS OF LINGUISTICALLY DIFFERENT STUDENTS

SUMMARY

Writing is a complex task for ail students--it is not easy to learn

how to write. Writing is sometimes viewed as speech put down on paper.

Since most students can speak wail when they eater schoo:, putting speech

on paper would seem to Se a rather straightforward task of transcribing.

Nowever, writing is not simply putting speech on paper. Written

English is different from spoken English. The basic conventions of

writing--spelling, punctuation, capitalization- -often do not directly

reflect speech. Moreover, while speech takes place in a person-to-person

context, writing is divorced from the reality of time and space, and thus

requires more specific:ty and detail. In addition, writing demands more

organization, more attention to cohesion, and more accuracy than most

speech. Consequently, because writing is more complex than speaking,

students cannot simply apply their speaking abilities when they write.

Even though writing is not the same as speaking, the two processes

are similar - -at least for students whose spoken English Is similar to

written English. In other words, students who speak standard English

Which serves as the basis for written English) should find it easier

to learn to write than students who do not speak standard English.

But many students do not speak standard English; instead, they speak

some nonstandard variety of English or they do not speak English at all.

For these linguistically different students, learning to write (standard)

English is likely to be more difficult.
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Students who do not speak standard English come from a variety of

racial, ethnic, language, and geographical backgrounds; they are

friquently from lower socio-economic families. They include such diverse

groups as Inner-city Blacks, American Indians, and Hispanics. But no

matter what their background, they do not speak standard English- -they

do not speak the form of English that serves as the basis for writing in

English.

As a regional laboratory funded by the National Institute of Education,

SWRL Educational Research and Development seeks to improve educational

equity within its region -- Arizona, California, and Nevada. Of great

concern to SWRL and to schools within the region is the education of

many children who do not speak standard English, especially Blacks,

MexicanAmericans, and American Indians.

As part of its concern for the writing needs of linguistically

different students, SWRL sponsored a conference on June 25-26, 1981, to

look at and discuss the issues involved.

Participants

Thirty-five people were invited to participate in the conference.

(See Attachment A for a complete list of these participants.) Seven

participants were speakers (see Attachment B for background on the speakers- -

current at the time of the conference). Ter participants were elementary

and secondary teachers from California, Arizona, and Nevada; these teachers
.

all work with linguistically different students. Several other professors

and teachers also attended as guests. In addition, participants included

SWRL composition staff (who chaired the sessions), other SWRL staff, and

staff rom the National Center for Bilingual Research (NCBR).
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Amwm14 (see At.achment C)

The evening before the conference begar, the speakers joined with

SWRL composition staff for dinner. This meeting allowed speakers and

staff to get acquainted and to prepare for the following day.

The conference began with words of welcome from Richard Schutz.

SWRL Executive Director, and from Victor Rodriguez, NCBR Acting Director.

The first three presentations were devoted to Black English (BE).

Robert Borden (NCBR) provided an overitiew of Black English ("Introduction

to Black English"). Ne pointed out distinctive phonological and grammat-

ical features of BE and discussed variability in the dialect. Carol Reed

(Rutgers University) discussed "The Writing Needs of Black Students,"

noting especially the historical development of Black English and the

relationship of BE to other Black dialects and creoles, particularly in

the Caribbean. (Reed provided a bibliography; see Attachment D.) John

Baugh (University of Texas at Austtn)--"DeOgn and Implementation of

Writing instruction for Speakers of Non-Standard English"--looked at

literacy in the BE-speaking community, with particular emphasis on

adolescents and adults. (His handout--see Attachment E--illustrated his

"Lyric Shuffle" game for improving literacy.)

The first day closed with a presentation by Lance Potter (University

of Southern California): "The Writing Needs of American Winn Students."

Potter reported on a project undertaken to look at the use of English in

two American Indian communities. (Some examples of phonological and

grammatical forms In these communities are shown in his handout; see

Attachment F.) Ne pointed out that considerable linguistic variation

existed among American Indiins and that several strategies may be

appropriate for improving writing among American Indian students.
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On the evening of this first day, participants gathered for dinner

and socializing.

The sessions on the second day were devoted to the writing needs of

Mexican-American students. Maryellen Garda (MCDR) discussed "Spanish-

English Bilingualism In the Southwest," noting that considerable variation

is found within both the English and the Spanish used by Mexican-Americans.

Carole Edelsky (Arizona State University) described "Writing Development

in a Bilingual Program?' for Mexican-American childre* in grades 1-3.

She discussed seven "myths" abou bilingual students am. about writing

and provided many examples cf student writings (see handouts in Attachment

0. Jon Amastae (University of Texas at El Paso) described research into

"The Writing Needs of Mexican-American Students" at the college level.

His report provided considerable data (see handout in Attachment H).

Amsstae suggested that sentence-combining instruction (also see handout

in Attachment H) was most helpful in improving the writing of such student:

Although the introductory presentations by Borden and Garda lasted

only a half hour each, the five primary sessions were two hours each,

thus affording ample time for presentations and for considerable discussion

from all the participants.

follow -up Questionnaire

After the conference, questionnaires were sent to all participants,

asking them to consent an three topics:

Conference sessions (structure, value, high points,
limitations, etc.)

Conference arrangements (hotel accommodations, travel, etc.)

Other reactions and suggestions.
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Responses were received from eight participants; these responses are

found in Attachment 1, organized according to topic. In addition, four

participants Wrote personal letters; excerpts from these unsolicited

comments are also included in Attachment I.

Overall the responses were very positive. The participants enjoyea

themselves, found the conference to be of value, and were very pleased

with SVRL's arrangements for the conference.

Proceedings

Six of the conference presentations were published in a book edited

by Bruce Cronnell: The Writing Needs of Linguistically Different Students.

(Carol Reed's paper was not available for publication.) This 160-page

book also includes an introduction by the editor, a list of participants,

and acknowledgements. The proceedings were published in late December 1981.

Complimentary copies of the proceedings were sent to all participants,

to N1E, to FAL staff, to selectee. journal editors (and to book- review

editors, when appropriate), to BESC's and other bilingual centers, and to

Various researcher, :.,.d administrators know., to SUM and NCBR as being

interested in writing and/or liiguistically different students. In addition,

mult!ple copies were offered to the N1E-funded Regional Rill ExCKanges, to

Writing Projects in SWRL'e region, and to the bilingual Evaluation, Dissemi-

nation and Assessment Center at California State University, Los ange1,..

Over 1,100 complimentary copies have been distributed.
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in addition, copies of the proceedings were made available for

purchase (at SWRL's cost). flyers (see Atc.chment J) were sent to over

3009 individuals, organizations, and English departments. So far, more

than 350 copies have been sold. The proceedings have also been indexed

in such data bases as ERIC, National Clearinghouse for Bilip^ual Education,

and Index to Social Science and Humanities Proceedings. Announcements of

the availability of the proceedings were made in (at least) the following

publications:

CATESOL News
College Composition and Communication

Pforum
La Red
Language
Research in Composition Newsletter
TESOL Newsletter
TESOL Quarterly
The Writing Instructor
Western College Reading Association Newsletter
Writing Lab Newsletter



Speakers

Jon Amastae
Department of Linguistics
University of Texas at

El Paso

John Baugh
Department of Linguistics
University of Texas at

Austin

Robert Berdan
National Center for

Bilingual Research

Carole Edelsky
:;epartment of Elementary

Education
Arizona State University

Maryellen Garcia
National Center for

Bilingual Research

Lance Potter
Linguistics Department
University of Southern
California

Carol Reed
Rutgers University

Teachers

Dlivia Beltran
Sweetwa:er Union High School

District, Chula Vista, CA

Sterling Cincore
Compton (CA) Unified

School District

ATTACHMENT A

PARTICIPANTS

Karen Duchek
Window Rock (AZ) Elementary District

Mary Fleming
Roosevit School District,

Phoenix, AZ

Irene Fries
Mesa (AZ) Public Schools

Mildred Hamilton
Clark County (NV) Schools

Richard Macias
Clark County (NV) Schools

Virginia L. May
Long Beach (CA) Unified

School District

Gigi Slezak
Sunnyside School District 112,
Tucson, AZ

Jill Tanabe
Los Angeles Unified School District

Guests

Betty Bamberg
English Department
Pftiversity of Southern California

Cynthia Darche Park
San Diego State University

Mattye Fegan
Los Angeles Unified School District

Alma Monroe
Los Angeles Unified School District
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Fernando Peicalosa
Department of Sociology
California State University

Mary Ann Pusey
Sweetwater ,f-ton High School

District, hula Vista, CA

Carmen Silva-Corvaian
Department of Spanish and
Portuguese

University of Southern California

Diane Weimer
Long Beach (CA) Unified

School District

SWRL Compos .a Staff

Bruce Cronnell
Larry Gentry
Ann Humes
Joseph Lawlor

Other SWRL Staff

Adrienne Escoe
Judy Larson
Ricardo Martinez
Richard Schutz

National Center for Bilingual Research Staff

Victor Rodriguez
Benji Wald
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ATTACHMENT B

BACKGROUND ON THE SPEAKERS

Jon Amastae Is an Assistant Professor of Linguistics at the University

of Texas at El Paso. He previously taught at Pan American University and

at the University of Oregon. Ne has also been a Fulbright Professor cf

Linguistics at Universidad de los Andes in Bogota, Colombia. Dr. Amastae

received his Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University of Oregon. In addi-

tion to his work in English composition, his research includes studies in

phonology, creoles, bilingualism, and Spanish.

Robert Berdan is Coordinator of Language Acquisition Research at the

National Center for Bilingual Research, located at SWRL Educational Research

and Dvelopmeot. Ne received his Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University

of Texas at Austin and completed a post-doctor-1 fellowship in clinical

linguistics at UCLA's Neuropsychiatric Institute. Dr. Berdan has been

associated with SWRL since 1971, and has studied the dialects of English

used by children, especially black English.

On Baugh is an Assistant Professor of linguistics at the University

of exIS at Austin, where he specializes in advanced analytic techniques

for sbci^linguistic analyses and is a member of the executive committee

for Afro-American Studies. Dr. Baugh received his Ph.D. in Linguistics

from the University of Pennsylvania. His research covers various aspects

of Black English. He is also working on a literacy program for Black

youths.
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Carole Edelski is an Associate Professor of Elementary Education

at Arizona State University. Her work is primarily in the areas of

sociolinguistics and educational linguistics as applied to instruction.

She is particularly concerned with the education of bilingual children

and with sex-linked language. Dr. Edelsky received her Ph.D. in Curric-

ulum and Instruction from the University of New Mexico. She has also

taught at Fiorida International University.

Maryellen Garcia is a Member of the Professional Staff at the

National Center for Bilingual Research, located at SWRL Educational

Research and Development. Her areas of specialization include Spanish

syntax and semantics, the Spanish language in the United States, and

EnglishiSpanish discourse. Dr. Garcia received her Ph.D. in Linguistics

from Georgetown University and has taught courses in the Spanish language

and in Englist as a second language.

Lance Potter, is a doctoral candidate in Linguistics at the University

of Southern California, where he received his M.A. in Linguistics &al

where he teaches freshpan composition to international students. Mr. Potter

was formerly Research Assistant at the Center for Applied Linguistics.

He has studied American Indian language maintenance and the use of English

in two Indian communities, and has interpreted linguistic research on

dialects-of English.

Caro! Reed taught at Rutgers University during the past year. Since

1969, she has been associated in various capacities Wth Brooklyn College of

the City University of New York, particularly with tae Language Curriculum
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Research Group at that"institution. Ms. Reed received her N.A. from

Middlebury College. Her research studies on Black English and on

Caribbean Creole English have been sponsored by grants from the Ford

Foundation and from the CUNY Research Foundation.
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ATTACHMENT C

AGENDA

Thursday, June 25

8:45 Coffee, rolls at SWRL

9:00 Opening

Chair: Bruce Cronnell

Welcome: Richard Schutz
Victor Rodriguez

9:30 Robert Berdon: Introduction to Black English

Chair: Bruce Cronnell

10:00 Carol Reed: The Writing Needs of Black Students

Chair: Joseph Lawlor

12:00 p.m. Lunch at SWRL

1:00 John Baugh: Design and Implementation of writing
Instruction fr Speakers of Non-standard English

Chair: Joseph Lawlor

3:00 Lance Potte.: The Writing Needs of AmeriAm
Indian Studenw

Chair: Ann Humes

5:00 Adjournment

7:00 Dinner at Long Beach Hyatt House (Executive Room)
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Friday, June 26

13:45 Coffee, rolls at SWRL

9:00 Maryellen Garcia: SpanishEnglish Bilingualism in
the Southwest

Chair: Bruce Cronnell

9:30 Carolo Edelsky: Writing Development In a Bilingual

Program

Chair: Larry Gentry

11x30 Lunch at SWRI.

1:00 Jon Amastae: The Writing Needs of MexicanAmerican
Students

Chair: Larry Gentry

3:00 Adjournment

4"
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ATTACHMENT E

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WRITING INSTRUCTION
FDR SPEAkERS OF NONSTANDARD ENGLISH

John Baugh
Department of Linguistics
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Austin
SWRL; June 24, 1981

Secret hearts, besting so fast In time.

Angry words, patterned In a frame of mind.

Nan keeps on telling what his eyes have seen.

But the dreams of heart are gone.

So who will be standing to light the

Light of Dawn?

Tears will fall, collecting in a shallow pool.

Sad red eyes, will see the poor reflected fool.

Time and again the stories' toll

But man cannot see why

Time and again, I've told the man to try

Time and again, I've told the man . .

To light the light, and let me in.

Now's the time for our love to begin

Wendt viu light the light, unlock the door

Tears that were falling will soon fall no more.

1°

Won't' u light the light, and let me in?

If *Ore lonely, I'll be your friend
1/44.

Wtretyou light the light, and be with me?

Eyes that were blind will soon begin to see.

95
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LYRIC-SHUFFLE VOW LIST

Secret but ' reflected door

hearts the fool that

beating dreamm time were

so heart and falling

fast are again soon

in gone stories fall

time so told no

angry who men more

words will eve if

battened be not lonely

a standing why your

frame to 1 friend

of light try with

mind dawn let eyes

man tears me blind

keeps fall now soon

on collecting for

telling shallow our

what pool love

it is sad begin

eyes red won't

have see you

seen poor unlock
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ATTACHMENT F

PHONOLOGICAL

n over& He will be in the stinken hospital.

They are always Tighten.

Thats when I get this fen Ifeelingl.

Lance Potter

than they came to a road . . .

I like him more then anybody . . .

than a hunter came along . . .

(hwl . . . then I could go whith you

. . . but he does not whant to go.

GRAMMATICAL

SU -VB agreement

There is a lot of girls

That's all of the girls

The teachers I hate is

Once they was three little pig._

The knights that came in las killed

They was some robocks . . . there name W65 C3P0 and R2D2

Introductory that/those

that fat boy eats the wrappers.

we were watching and those kids that were with us . . .

'noun reclassification'

we saw a whole bunch of potteries,

they baked realgood breads theretoo

Also, I saw a profootball. The K.C. Cheifs poly the Rams.

and they were at the football and they were showing off . . .

97
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ATTACHMENT C

mttl: Bilingual kids mix codes at random.

Dr. Carole Edelsky
SWIM June 1961

vs.

tiTtie code-switching (only at word or short-phrase level).
Code-switching in Spanish, not English.
Sometimes for representing en event realistically.

Mme: Kids are insensitive to demands of written texts.

vs.

distinguish oral and written (endings of written).
It is easy for reader to identify different genres.
Inter-written-text tying only occurs in journals.
Kids spell out logos (but use numerals for numbers).

There is more dialogue in stories.
Full signature in letters.

bliv Spanish is grapho-phonically regular.

vs.

Tags invent many consonant spellings despite (because of?) phonics
instruction.

They use various strategies for inventing (phonetic feature, phonic
generalization, speech community norm, spelling strategy, etc.).

They use Spanish orthography when writing English (but save the 'k'
for English).

Mme: Literacy development is a matter of learning skills.

M the Theee's a one-toone correspondence between teaching and learning.

vs.

Hypotheses about punctuation and segmentation (four bases: syntactic,
phonological/morphological, non-syntactic, non-phonological/
morphological).

Mt: Literacy is constant across contexts.

vs.

Writing materials affect content.
Familiarity of assigned genre affects accessability of a schema.

Audience affects amount/type of information.
Teacher or child control affects involvement of writer with text,

"niceness," quality, etc.
Language affects choice of script.
Language affects segmentation strategy.
Syntactic risk-taking affects handwriting.

Myth: The teacher Is irrelevant.

vs.
Teacher-expectation about child's abilities affects what child is

"able" to produce.
Teacher desire for length affects length and quality.
Teacher view on revlOon (for information or for form) affects

second draft (and kids' ideas about text quality and reader
needs?).
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Student Writings: Texts and Translations

6.3.6a Hey es jueves.

Fiiimos a comer.

Fulpos a PE.

6.3.6b Fuimos a la tienda.

Fuimos a as vistas.

Fuimos a Is KMart.

Fuimos a la Circle K.

Compreron sodas

6.3.6c y cacahuates y Kool Aid

y piStanos y pelotas

y una plfia colada,

una soda.

Today is Thursday.

We went to eat.

We went to PE.

We went to the store.

We went to the movies.

We went to *-Mart.

We went to Circle K.

They bought sodas

and peanuts and Kool Aid

and bananas and popsicles

and a We colada,

a soda.

5.3.8 Noy es jueves.

La Mrs. O.

estaba enferms de 5 cinco

dras. fin.

Today is Thursday.

Mrs. 0.

was sick for 5

days. The End.

5.3.9 Noy es miSrcoles.

En catorce 14 hicimos

valentines y hicimos

una fiesta y as scab&..1
Today is Wednesday.

On the 14th we made

valentines and we had

a party and its done.

15.2.5a Quierida Mrs. J., I hope you go again to school.

Yo quiero mucho. TambiSn quiero a toda la escuela.

Yo quiero los cuartos y las nlhas comp si fueran mis

hermenitas, comp quiero qua ud. este Noy buena.

Tu amigo, Agustfn

Dear Mrs. J. I hope you go again to school.

I like you a lot. I also like the whole school.

I like the rooms and the girls as if they were

my sisters, like I'd like you to be well.

Your friend, Agustfn



2.2.5a Noy es lunes

pawl me da un pato.

Hicieron un party.

Me canto un dari y

era un &tole.

23

Today is Monday

Dad gave me a duck.

We had a party

I ate a dairy and

It was an "stole."

4.2.6a Hoy es Jueves

Me gusts el ni4o.

de Dios y

los reyes le trajeron. .

Today is Thursday

I like the son

of God and

the kings brought him. .

9.3.1a Noy es lunes

Ayer fuimos

a un rancho y mataron

una wrane.

9.3.1b Hicieron chicharrones

y comimos chicharrones

y miramos nerranitos

y &gammas

un marranito.

Today is Monday

Yesterday we went

to a ranch and they killed

a pig.

They made cracklins

and we ate cracklins

and we saw piglets

and we ctght

piglet.

6.2.5a May es miSrooles. Today is Wednesday.

Me compraron un libro They bought me a book

en la tienda. Es libro de colorear. at the store. It's a coloring book.

15.2.4a Yo le voy a Never este

carte a ud. Santa Claus

para que me 4e una moto

y le case tiene un cuartito

y .111 puede eater la moto

pars que no batalle much* met iendo

10 por una ventana y mi case

15.2.4b es 13574. grades

I'm going to send this

letter to you Santa Claus

so that you can give me a motorcycle

and the house has a little room

and you can put the motorcycle there

so that you don't have lots of trouble

putting it through the window and my house

Is 13574. Thank you.

104)
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A ? As una vas una

fantasma andaba

alrededor de is casa.

Nacia macho ruido

y mi papS :4 mat6.

6.3.8b No pude dormir.

uespertS y is dije que

andaba una fantasma.

There was once a

ghost walking

around the house.

It was making a lot of noise

and my father killed it.

I couldn't sleep.

1 woke up and told him that

a ghost was walking around.

23.2.2a (stabs muy bonito el programa

porgue habil mucha gent. y

habla mochas galletas y

cantamos 4 canciones. (ran

muy bonitos. Los gorritos eras

muy bonitos y el perro

era tan chistoso y el

pan se le cats de la

23.2.3b boca. Era tan chistoso.

The program was very nice,

because there were a lot of people and

there were tots of cookies and

we sang 4 Songs. They were

very nice. The caps were

very nice and the dog

was so comical and the

bread kept falling from his

mouth. it was so comical.

1112.8a A mt me gusto jugar con Manuel.

A mt me gusto jugar con Josh A.

A el me gusts jugar con Moises.

A mt me gusts jugar con Agustin.

A 0 me gusts jugar con Candelario.

I like to play with Manuel.

I like to play with Jos& A.

I like to play with Moises.

I like to ploy with Agustin.

I like to play with Candelario.

3.2.3a Hoy as mertes.

Mt papS me

compr6 el guajolote

y es grande el

3.2.3b guajolote. (stabs

frto el guajolote

yed remS lo

vs a cocinar.

Today is Tuesday.

My father

bought as a turkey

and the turkey is big.

The turkey

was cold

and my mother

is going to cook it.



411/ 9.2.4a Noy es tunes

Miramos King Kong

en le televisiOn.

25

Today is Monday

We swig King Kong

on TV.

5.2.L* Miremos TV. Visitas de California We sew TV. You visit from California

Micimos de cuatro. We made four of them.

9.2.4c Micimol paseo y it

en la trace de mi papS

We took a trip and go

in my papa's truck.

5.3.2a Cale Iluvia del cielo.

Charms en el piso.

bijo as noticias del

rldio, eel sells:sr del

radio--ya no va Never. Fin.

Rain was falling from the sky.

Puddles on the floor.

Said the news on the

radio, the man on

the radio - -It's not going to rain
any more. The End.

11.2.5 Este es un cuento de un

muchachito y se Ilemeba

Little Slack Sambo y era

su cumpleaRos y le compreron

rope y se fue al bosque y un

11.2.5b tigre brim& y le dijo--yo tango

tembre - -y el muchachito dijo

--te doy my zapatos si no me

comes y el tigre dijobueno--

y otro salt6 y dijo--te vay a

comer y dijo--te doy et gorre y

11.2.5c --bueno--y el tigre se fue y

salt& otro y dijo--dame to camisa

y se la peso y se fue y todos los

tigres se estaban peliandose

y se endaban corrandose y

andaben corriendo y recto y haste

11.2.5d que se hicieron comp mentequilao

y el papS vino y trap una

102

This is story of a

little boy and his name was

Little Slack Sambo and it was

his birthday and they bought him

clothes and he went to the woods and a

tiger Jumped out and said to him "I'm

hungry" and the little boy said

"I'll give you my shoes if you don't eat

me and the tiger said "Good" -

and another lept out and said "I'm going to

sat you and he said "I'll give you my cap and

"Good" and the tige; left and

another lept out and said "Give me your shirt"

and he put it on him and he left and all the

tigers were fighting

and they kept running and

they kept running and fast and until

they became like butter

and father came and brought a
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olla y agarr6 la mantequI1la en

una olla y el muchachito se combo

19 pancakes y la mama comes is

combo 10 pancakes y el papS combo 18.
8

pot and got the butter in

a pot and the little boy ate

19 pancake_ and the mother only

ate 10 pancackes and the father ate 18.

11.4.2a El libro

del Hues°

Loco

11.4.26 Un dte

el Hueso

!oco se

combo un

Insecto

11.4.2c y el se

fue pars el

desierto y

se =US

una vfbora en

la cabeza

11.4.2d y se

combo un

dinosaurio, el

hueso loco

11.4.2e y *se hueso

it hizo blen

pans6n comp

un globo.

11.4.2f y el hueso

ya estaba

en e1 sire

11.4.2g y e1 hueso

no voIvIS

103

The book

of the crazy

done

One day

Crazy

done

ate an

insect

and he

went out to the

desert and

he put

a snake on

his head

and he

ate a

dinosaur, the

crazy bone,

and that bone

became huge-

bellied 'like

a balloon

and the bone

even was

up In the air

and the bone

didn't come back



oars atrSs y vino

el primo del

otro hueso

11.4.2h y'el primo

del hueso loco

se llama

Simple

11.4.21 y el Simple

is combo una

C8118 con

muebles

11.4.2j y el Simple

dijo necesitaba

poquito sal y

pimiento.

27

and along came

the cousin of

the other bone

and the cousin

of Crazy Bone

was named

Simpleton

and Simpleton

ate a

house with

furniture

and Simpleton

said it needed

a little salt and

pepper.

10
13.2.7e Querida Ms. Edelsky

nosotros V8MOS a toner Uft8

c*mida el mlircoles 17 a las

1:00 p.m. y es muy sabrosa

y dfgame si vs a ir, si o no,

y pose el dfa de Christmas y

el sal& 4 de la escuela

13.2.7b Surprise y is vs guitar mucho.

Tu amigo, R.C.

War Mrs. Edelsky,

We're going to have a

meal Wednesday, the 17th, at

1:00 p.m. and it's very tasty

and tell me if you'r going to come, yes, or no,

and spend Christmas goy and

room 4 at Surprise

School and you're going to like it a lot.

Your friend, R.C.

N.M=S

13.3.10 Querida Mrs. J.

Yo is voy a mender la

carts de los indlos de

Creek Indian. Ellos bailan

la cold& de the green

13.2.1b corn stamp y un dfa el

gobierno los dijo vayanse de

104

War Mrs. J.

I'm going to send you the

letter about the Creek

Indians. They dance

the song of the green

corn stamp and one day the

government told then "go sway from
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end. Vaya a otro estado que se

llama Oklahoma y cuando el gobierno

les dijo vayanse y les dijo

cuando llegan, van a tenor todo,

pero el gobierno les estaba

heblando mentiras y cuendo llegaron

no habla nada, nomis

Pura sieve y los

soldados no deben it

13.3.1c a pararse en ninguna

parte y cuando

sabfa ei gobierno

que allS habla gold el

gobierno y dijo

vayanse de aqui,

vayan en otro

13.3.1d estado y senorita J.

iquiere venir a la

close a versos

bailer una

cancign de los

indios y puede Sr

y que nos vea

a jugar stickball y a comer?

here. Go to another state that's

called Oklahoma and when the government

told them to go and told them

when they arrived, they're going to have

everything, but the government was

talking lies and when they arrived

there wasn't anything, just

snow and the

soldiers didn't let them

stop any where

and when

the government found out

there was gold there the

government and said

go away from here,

go to another

state and Ms. J.

do you went to come to the

class to see us

dance an

indien song

and you can go and

see us

play stickball and eat?

38.4.1a Mrs. S., le voy a

decirle un joke, 0.1(.7

Ud. caws a los Polacks?

Pues, habfa ties

Polacks y uno estabe

carpel& una jar'ra

38.4.1b de ague y el otro

105

Mrs. S. I'm going to

tell you a Joke, b.1G?

You know flacks?

Veil, there were 3

Polacks and mg.:

carrying a Jar

of water and the other



Polack estaba cargando

una canasta de welds

y el otro estaba cargando

ens puerto de can

carro y vino can hombre

y dijo iporqde

estSs cargando

una canasta de comida?--

y dijo-- si tango

hambre, me puedo

a comer la wads

38.4.1d que estS en la canasta,

y Is dijo al siguiente

hombre--Lporqde estSs

cargando una jarra

de ague ? -- y dijo--que

si tango sad, we puedo

38.4.1. tamer la ague que

ssts en la jarra

y le dijo at sigulents

hombre que Iporqde

estSs cargando tins

puerta del carro?--

38.4.1, dijo- -51 tango valor

puedo abrir la ventsna

y luego no voy a

tenor calor y ya

is acabd. Tan Ian.

Polack was carrying

a basket of food

and the other was carrying

door from a

car and along came a men

and he said, '%lhy

are you carrying

a basket of food?"

and he said, "If I'm

hungry, I can

sat the food

that's in the basket"

and he said to the next

man, '%lhy are you

carrying a Jar

of water?" and he said that

"If I'm thirsty, I can

drink the water that's

in the jar

and he said to the next

men that "Why

are you carrying a

car door?" and

he said "If I'm hot,

I can open thn window

and then I won't

be hot and

that's all. Da Duo!



2.3.9a Todos los els cars nieve en

todos 2o partes y

tambiin cats Iluvia

en todos las partes y

u senor se roSIS y

la pond's Lbs. La policT

agarrTa al senor y

to Ilev6 a Is cgrcel y lIT

se estuvo todos los dies.

Era cuando estaba cayendo sieve.
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Every dar, snow was falling

all aver and

also rain was coming down

all over and

a man robbed and

the police came. The police

got the men and

took him to jail snd there

remained all the time.

It was when the snow was falling.

2.3.5a Noy es mutes

yo voy a hacer

machos

reportes

Today is Tuesday

I'm going to do

a lot of

reports

1.4.7 El monstruo se cort6 el

dedo y le dolts macho

y se cort6 la pierna y

le dolT macho y 11°4

mocha y 1104 much* y estba

llorando 'who

pero mocha y probrecito

y grades. A.M.L

1.4.7b El muchathito le puso

ono curita.

The monster cut his

finger and it hurt a lot

and he cut his leg and

it hurt tat and he cried

and cried a 14 and he was

crying

whole lot and poor

thing and thanks. A.M.L.

The little boy put

bndsid on him.

11.3.3a Gmerldo Sr. S.

Yo le Nand* est carte con

mocha carift y oialS que

to alivits pronto y que tansies

u n die Wen bueno y qua no

Dear Mr. G.

I'm sending you this letter with

much fondness and I hope that

yu get better fast and that you have

good day and that you don't



11.3.3b te selges de la came, soots

cuando to envies. Entonces si te

puedes selir de la came y

tembian ve a mirar un

doctor y qua tomes medkinas y

ro te mendo muchos saludes y

tambien y yo estabe malo tambiln

y as dieron medicine y me

alivif y chore estoy en

is escuela con mis amigos

y la maestro. Tu amigo, E.
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get out of bed, only

when you're better. Thgen you

can pet out of bed and

also go to see a

doctor and so you could take medicine and

Om sending you may good wishes and

also and i was sick also

and they gave as medicine and

1 got bettor and now I'm :n

in school with my friends

and the teacher. Your friend, E.

4.4.30 A mf as gust6

el programa de

y *stabs

suave y nosotros

cantamos

4.43b suave y nosotros

cantemos

dos canciones

y yo quarts

canter

otra cancifia

El Fin. De

M.M.0

Querfe canter

"Hoy Desayuni

Mi Arroz con

'Ache" porque

is otra candela

era Nov torts.

Malmo*

qua practicer

pare las nem& y Para

PaPliala (papa)

! liked

Mrs. S's

and It was

nice and we

sang

nice and we

sang

2 songs

and I wanted

to sing

another song.

The End. By

M.M.0..M
I wanted to sing

"Today 1 has for breakfast

Rice with

Milk" because

the other soag

was very short.

We have to

practice

los for the mothers and for the

fathers.

my
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ATTACHMENT H

Jon Amastae

Spanish ss First Lxxvuxtm Spoken

Father's Income Mother's Income

T

LJ6,000 - 5.000 4
I

87.0 75.4

56,001 - 8,000 1 78.2 66.0

8 001 - 12,000' 73.3 50.0

S12,000+ 40.0 75.0

Table 1

Number Consent

Punctuation

Spelling

Sentence (frag, run-on, ding. mod.)

Verbs

Noun pronoun (ref., agr, proucuun
shift)

Lexical eboi:e

Preposition /particle

Articles

Adj lady

577

285

193

180

162

126

100

43

16

1682

missing past/past part - ed 82

hypercorrect ed 20

(7 clearly interference)

(in - 0n) -23; 20 others clearly
interference)

Table 2

(from McQuade 1978)
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Error Type Mean Median Std. Dev.

Missing comma 1.160 .720 1.390

Fragment .161 .001 .475

Missing article .147 .001 .398

:::.- ...:.r ::.:.c misspellings .510 .004 1.075

Missing past - ed .191 .001 .525

Confusion in/on .099 .001 .258

Faulty pronoun reference .275 .003 .521

Comma splice .187 .002 .418

Double negative .018 .001 .108

Missing possessive -s .020 .001 .138

Faulty parallelism .096 .001 .265

Wrong participle form .028 .001 .138

Wrong preposition .228 .002 .487

Wrong verb .063 .001 .193

Missing 3rd sg. -s .039 .001 .272

Table 3

(from McQuade 1980)
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-

Words
per
C.V.

Dependent
clauses
per C.V.

Proportion of clauses
by Type:

Adj Ado N

Non-finite verb
words as a 2 of
total verb word?

PAU Freshmen 11.88 .48. 252
1452

302 82

4

Loban High Seniors

*

14.06 .66 31.42 134.82
I

I

33.72

,

.

13.6%

Loban Low Seniors 11.24 .52 37.72 32.62129.62 8.332

Factor 1

Table 4

(from McQuade 1978)

Non- spatial, non - temporal conjunction

Total non-finite verbs
Words per c -unit

Total verb words
Total dependent clauses
Noun clauses

Factor 2 Verb-to-verb complement
Total to complements

Factor 3 Cpunits
Sentences

Factor 4 Adverb clauses
Total dependent clauses

Factor S Noun or adjective-to-verb complement
Total to complements

Table S
Elaboration factors
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Factor 1 Missing word
Double negative
Missing pronoun
Run-on sentence
Comma splice
Wrong tense

Factor 2

Factor 3

Missing possessive
Faulty parallelism
Missing connective

Pronoun shift (POV)
Wrong Telstive pronoun
Wrong participle form
Dangling, misplaces! modifier
Redundancy

Factor 4 Missing 3rd person «s
Singular-plural noun

Factor 5 Wrong participle form
Wrong preposition
Wrong verb

Table 6
Error Factors
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Factor I

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

36

Non spatial temporal conjunction
Total Won finite verbs
Words por c-unit
Total verb words
Total dependent clauses
Noun clauses
Missing word
Double negative
Run-on sentence
Common splice
Missing pronoun
Wrong tense
Missing connective
Wrong relative pronoun

Total to-ecep3ements
Verb-to-verb complements
Noun, adjective-toverb complements

Missing possessive
Missing coma
Faulty parallelism

C-units
Sentences

Pronoun shift (POV)
Vrong relative pronoun
Wrong participle form
Dangling, misplaced modifier
Redundancy

Table 7

Combined Elaboration/Error Factors



t.

"'Student

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

Total

Mean

fof Mrs.

8

1

8

7

6

2

3

6

S

31

7

8

13

15

12

7

10

0

148

8.22

37

Eng. 1300.03 - Nelson Denny Pre-Post Comparisons

Pre total

45

25

34

25

33

28

30

18

38

57

19

17

22

28

22

40

25

11

28.72

Post total I change

54

32

33

34

59

41

28

+9

+7

- 1

+9

+26

+13

- 2

20 +2

48 +10

56 -1

34

20

32

51

33

S8

26

IS

37.44

+15

+3

+10

+23

+11

Comparison data: English 1300.03 7.73
PAU Freshmen 9.9
National iorm Crpup 13.3

Table S
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grade level pre

9.6

7.0

8.0

7.2

7.9

7.2

7.5

7.0

8.6

11.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.2

7.0

9.0

7.0

7.0

7.73

gl Post change

10.6 +1.0

7.7 +.7

7.9 -.1

8.0 +.8

11.1 +3.2

9.0 +1.8

7.2 -.3

7.0 0

9.9 +1.3

10.8 -.2

8.0 +1.0

7.0 0

7.7 .-

10.3 +3.1

7.9 +.;

11.0 +2.0

7.2 +.2

7.0 0

8.63 r .9

... 11.1.



August Way

-La 1.54 1.90

rel.
clauie .68 1.43

Table 9
7m. relative clauses per 100 words

(from Posey 1979)

I. Check (V, any acceptable sentence; put an X before
any sentence which.sounds unnatural.

a) Jack has kissed Jill.
b) Jill has been kissed by Jack.

II. Combine the separate sentences in each group into one
natural sentence.

1. 1 went this. You write to your mother.
2. Sheila pointed this out. She left early last night.
3. The girl came early. 1 met the girl.

III. Write the form of the word in ( )'s which will complete
the sentence.

1. (push) _your friend wasn't nice.
2. (re *gnr-idT;i7ira for her,
3. (write) Coed is important.

Figure 1. Sanple test item.
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Simple Sentence Combining Items*

Coffee
1. He sips at his coffee asp.
2. The cup is chipped along the rim.

3. The tote Is bitter.
4. The taste is acidic.
& The taste is faintly soapy.

G. There Is a film.
7. The film is brown.
S. The film is on the inside of his ay.

t He takes extra care.
10. The care is so that he doesn't spill any on his clothes.

11. He k afraid.
12. The fear is that it might eat holes in the material.

PHASE OW 11

*tiros Strang, V. Sentence c it:Acosinitotab book.
Sew York: Random Mouse, 1973.
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Matchstick

1. The match is scraped against the box.
2. The scraping Is a mise'
3. The noise is raspy.

4 It sputters into flame.
S. The sputtering is uneasy.
i. The flame is yellowish.

7. The flame wavers.
S. The flame trails is way.
9. The way is up the matchsiick.

1& Then it dies.
11. Its death is with a sudden puff.

12 A wisp threads upward.
13. The wisp is smoke.
14 The wisp becomes part of the shadows.

Ha
t Jeff egad himself in the mirror.
2. He began combing Ws hair.
2. It was long.
4 It was UMW.
S. It flowed over his ears.

& He worked the bar. to one side.
7. He stroked ahem over his eyebrows.

S. Then he premed his fingertips against his temples.
IL His finger dug in.

la They mod.
11. They straightened the wig.

HUSE ONE 14

1171111Jrar



22 PART 014E. STRUCTURES

Basle Fatless Zawrefie
Combine each sequence of son:soca below Into a single sentence
with at least one relative clause.

Earn*
1. Walden Pond is now the site of many twat stands.
2. Walden Pond was onto praised by Thoreau for itS

beauty.

Walden Pond, labia wee woes praised blensnman
tor la natant beauty. fs now the sits of many tourist
*asstd..

OR

Walden Pond, which fo sow ho site at aasy
*owlet Masao. was once praised by Thoreau for a nat-
ural beauty.

A. 1. The Chinese character sots combines the symbol for
"woman" with the symbol lot "boy."

2. The Chinese Amu:ter ham means "good."

B. 1. The Autobahn two built by Hider to esropon tanks and
stoops to Germany's borders In World War 11.

2. The Autobahn is still one of the wort& finest hightaft sYs-

C 1. Paul Nauman is a vegetortut.
2. Paul Newman drinks a caw of Coors bears day.

O. 1. Kunnas has taken to as an Afr -American alternative to
Ciwistmas.

2. Keens* originated as an African harvest festival.



ATTACHMENT I

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Conference Sessions

The presentation of highly technical and sophisticated psycholinguistic
concepts, which can be very boring, proved extremely stimulating and
interesting throughout the two days. The expertise, high caliber, and
entnusiasm of each individual presenter made this possible.

it was remarkable how researchers from linguistics and education
departments, from specialities in Native American, click dialect, and
Spanish speakers, and from elementary to college level instruction
could be so well complemented and balanced in their presentaticts.
Conducive to this complement was the physical arrangement of the
tables with their individual microphones. The excellent interchange
between speaker and participant was also facilitated by this arrangement.

Generally excellent. My one suggestion would not change the structure
of the sessions at all, but would, perhaps, change some of the details
of working within the sessions. At the beginning, I simply did not
know enough about the other workshop participants. In retrospect I
see that I could have used a short sump?ry of the background and
interests of all the participants. Having this information before-
hand would have enabled me to key my presentation much more closely
to the prior experience and current interests of the participants.

Several presenters were not current with the research literature on
the nature of writing and literacy and their presentations were not
useful to me, though they were entertaining. Others, however, were
valuable. Also, few presentations really dealt with writing.

Sessions were packed with valuable information. At the time sitting
and listening for so long was painful, but in retrospect, it was
worthwhile. what a pleasant environment for sharing in the current
research on the language of minorities.

The organization of the workshops was good, and it was useful to have
the topics clearly separated. As a researcher I feel that we, as a
group, needtd to say more about the direct needs of the classroom.
Although some practical suggestions were made, there was a lot of
information that was not transferable to the education of nontraditional

students. On a positive note, there was plenty of time for discussion,
and I wasr't too exhausted after listening to the papers. NIL was
Light to pro lde a limited number of speakers, along with enough time
to consider and discuss the points that were raised.

They were all excellent. In some cases, however, there should have

been more time for discussion.
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Con!ereace Sessions,

so

The sessions were well- organised and were kept miraculously on schedule
without undue hardship. The pace of the workshop was good as well.

in addition to appearing to enjoy themselves. I think that many of the
practitioners and district personnel did get some new perspectives and
had the opportunity to engage in some really quite stimulating discussion
at times.

Although all of the papers were interesting and. I think, informative,
by and large they did not address the issue of dialect and writing too
directly. This may be an artifact of the lack of research in the
field in general.

Enjoyed the opportunity t, hear of the current research. Felt there
was good coverage of a wide variety of topics. Mould appreciate more
in-put of an actual "how -to" nature.

Introductions at the beginning might be helpful as I only learned names
as I mixed!

a.
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Conference Arrangements

41.

SWIM proved experts in every aspect of the art of being hosts. Attention
to det.'I appeared to have been given every consideration for the
comfort of the visitors. The materials distributed in the portfolios
were useful and helpful in facilitating the intense schedule of the
speakers. The variety of beverages and delectable quality of meals
provided was proof positive of their ability.

Excellent.

Just fine.

ixcellens hotel accommodations. Perhaps with more coordination, we
could have shared romps and cut expenses some.

Very nice. One of the most pleasant and well organized conferences
that I have ever attended. The staff at NAL is directly responsible
for a smooth, and highly professional itinerary.

Excellent.
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other ncuct ions or Suggestions

i ea,erly look for rd to Introducing my class this fall to John Oeugh's
lyric shuffle an; to implementing Carole Edeisky's ideas for writing

centers and activities.

It was encouraging to discover that the unexplored area of creative
writins is being so intently researched especially in the eree of
second language learners.

It was stimulating (and wonderful fun tool) to talk with/meet some
tne participants- -and especially good to see teachers there. I'd

have preferred to see some of the California "big shots" in language
and literacy also be present with teachers.

This was a rare opportunity to gather with so many knowledgeable
educators and to share this knowledge. Al reaction is "super" oi.4
1 have no suggestions for improvement.

I feel that much was accomplished in the time that was available, and
I think you can use this conference as e guide for organising ot'srs
in the future. This was one of the only times that the organizers
provided enough time at the end of the presentations for discussion,
which, in turn, mode the entire proceeding less tedious. The ultimate
compliment Is a simple one; I'm looking forward to any future visits
to SWRL.

One of the best workshops I have ever attended. Very stimulating and
informative.

A pleasure meetir.; all you SWRL people!
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Unsolicited Comments

A special thanks to you for the special workshop. I appreciated the
opportunity to hear knowledgeable speakers, and I enjoyed meeting
people from so many places.

Thanks very much for the opportunity to work with you; I enjoyed it
very much and hope you will get in touch if I can ever be of
sAsIstance again.

Once again I want to thank you for a most productive and pleasant
workshop. $ hope that the others learned as much as I did.

In all sincerity, this was one of the most enjoyable conferences that

I have attended, and some useful ideas were exchanged. Thanks again
for all of your help, and please don't hesitate to contact me if I
can be of any assistance to you (or SWRL) in the future.
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.
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF WRITING RESEARCH

SUMMARY

Most writing research projects contain potential resources that are

not commonly tapped: the writing products themselves and the video or

audio records involved in studying writing. Some scholars believe that

in order for writing research to be better understood, appreciated, and

used, researchers should preserve such natural data as well as document

findings in journals or final reports. This conference was planned by

NIE (Stephen Cahir, organizer) to determine ways in which basic research..

data that capture the natural writing event may be used as protocols with

the general public, with teachers of writing, and with other writing

researchers. Such protocols provide opportunities for

1. a clear picture of the natural data base for other researchers

to build on or to consider for secondary analysis,

2. teacher education based on natural classroom writing events,

3. a convincing, naturalistic, and human presentation of research

findings to the public.

Toward this end, a two-day working conference was held to address the

issues and problems that the use of such data might entail.

Participants

Twenty-five researchers and practioners participated in the

conference (see Attachment A): 14 invited guests, 2 observers, 2 NIE

staff members, and 7 SWRL staff members.
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Agenda (see Attachment 9)

In order to illustrate the potential and the process, one current

writing research project prepared a rough-cut, protocol vioeotape to be

used as a working model for analysis, suggestion, and assessment of its

value in research and training. (See Attachment C for a summery of this

dialogue journal writing project.) The other participants then reacted to

this videotape, offering criticism and considering how their own projects

might use protocols.

Four major issues and problems inherent in the use of protocols

were discussed:

public expectations (including quality and technical issues)

secondary analysis (privacy, confidentiality, access to data,

.
credit to original researchers, etc.)

e the three audiences (i.e., researchers, teacher educators, and

the general public)

costs

As a result of these discussions, several major, practical

recommendations were made by the participants (see Attachment D).

Questionnaire

After the conference, questionnaires were sent to all participants,

asking them to comment on three topics:

Conference sessions (structure, value, high points, limitations, etc.)

Conference arrangements (hotel accommodations, travel, etc.)

Other reactions or suggestions
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Responses were received from seven participants; these responses are found

in Attachment E, organized by topic. In addition, two participants wrote

personal litters; excerpts from these unsolicited comments are also found

in Attachment E.

The responses were generally positive--the participants were glad

that they came to the conference. However, they did feel some confusion

about the direction of the meeting, and they had some problems with the

hotel. (Because of these latter problems, SWRL has stopped doing busi-

ness with that hotel.)
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ATTACHMENT A

PARTICIPANT LIST

invited Guests:

David C. Berliner
University of Arizona
(NIE consultant)

Lucy Calkins
New York University
(NIE researcher)

Charles R. Cooper
Department of Literature
University of California

at San Diego

Donald Dorr-Bremme
Center of the Study of Evaluation
University of California
at Los Angeles

Kathryn Edwards
Elementary Language Arts

instruction Specialist
Los Angeles Unified School

District

Judith Green
College of Education
University of Delaware

Jennifer Greene
(Consultant, Santa Monica, CA)

Peg Griffin
University of California

at San Diego

Jerome Harste
Indiana University
(WE researcher)

Leslee Reed
Los Angeles Unified School

District
(teacher in dialogue-journal
writing project)

Victor Rentel
College of Education
Ohio State University

Roger Shuy
Center for Applied Linguistics

Jana Staton
Center for Applied Linguistics
(principal investigator,

dialogue-journal writing
project)

Peter Volkert
(videotape editor, dialoge2-
journal writing project,
Washington,.0C)

Observers:

129

Reynaldo Macias
Chicano Research Center
University of California
at Los Angeles

Ruth Mitchell
Office of Academic

Interinstitutional Programs
University of California
at Los Angeles



Nit Staff Members:

Stephen Cahir, Conference Organizer

Marcia Farr, Communication Skills Project Officer

SWRL Staff Members:

Bruce Cronnell, Communication Skills Project Manager

Ann Humes, Comunication Skills Project

Larry Gentry, Communication Skills Project

Joseph Lawlor, Communication Skills Project

Roger Scott, Regional Information Exchange Project Manager

Vivian Orange, Conference Coordinator

Earl Jamgochian, Audio-visual
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ATTACHMENT B

AGENDA

Friday, October 23

8:30 Coffee, rolls at SWRL

9:00 Background

9:30 Potential of the protocol idea for dissemination to
other researchers, to teacher educators, and to the
general public

10:00 Momi one project is addressing this idea (Process)

12:30 p.m. Lunch at SWRL

2:00 Views and ideas of other researchers (Extension)

5:00 Adjournment

7:00 Dinner at Quality Inn

Saturday, October 24

8:30 Coffee, rolls at SWRL

9:00 Issues and Problems

1. Public expectations

2. Secondary analysis issues

3. Three audiences

4. Cost issues

12:30 p.m. Lunch at SWRL

2:00 Where to go from here?

The view from teacher education
The view from other researchers
Th. iew From the general public

3:00 Final words

3:30 Adjournment
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ATTACHMENT C
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ATTACHMENT D

SUMMARY OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Audiences

Writing research can be communicated to many audiences, some of

which may overlap:

pre-service teachers

in-service teachers

legislators

school boards

members of professional organizations

teacher trainers

researchers in related fields (e.g., reading, oral language)

parent-teacher organizations

academic booster clubs

state departments of education

school district administrative and training staft

parents who are teaching their children at home

parents who wish to supplement their children's school learning

The importance of reaching wider audiences and non-professional

audiences was a special concern to several participants. Teachers fre-

quently do not read research Journals; magazines such as instructor

and Learning may reach more classroom teachers. The public (including

legislators) can be reached through newspapers and through popular

magazines (e.g., Reader's Digest, family Circle). Journalists might be

used to report research in order to reach wider audiences. Television

programs (both public and commercialincluding cable TV, which is often

looking for programs) should also be considered as sources for wider

dissemination.
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411' Distribution

11

Once materials are prepared to corammicate the results of writing

research, a system is needed to distribute them. Several suggestions

were made:

universities with existing distribution systems

other educational organizations (e.g., CAL, SWRL)

professional organizations (e.g., NCTE)

commercial firms (especially for films)

text*Jok publishers

It was noted that businesses may not be intereste( in the distribution

of such materials because of the low volume involved.

The differences between rental and sale of film/videotape were

discussed. Since sales are more expensive, fewer people may use the

materials. However, rentals are subject to loss, destruction, and

normal wear and tear; in addition, they rt vire staff to process them

and to check them upon return to ensure quality. (Of course, any kind

of distribution system requires a certain amount of clerical, technical,

and professional staff.)

When more than one medium is used (e.g., videotape plus print

materials), simultaneous distribution of all materials becomes a

problem. Many distributors of visual media do not wish to handle

extensive print materials; ordering visual materials and print materials

from separate sources is inconvenient and frequently unsuccessful.
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Media

The working conference focused primarily on using videotapes to

communicate writing research. In part, this focus resulted from the

use of a videotape as the example (primary data) for discussion. The

following other media should also be considered for use in dissemination:

films

audiotapes

transparencies

filmstrips

videodiscs

print material

In using these various media, a number of factors must be considered:

1. Appropriateness for the content to be communicated.

2. Appropriateness for the audience.

3. Audience expectations.

4. Learning styles of the intended audience.

5. Availability of high quality data to be included in the
medium.

6. Cost (to produce, to disseminate, to use).

7. Availability of appropriate equipment by users.

Although a single medium may be appropriate for some presentations,

presentations that use more than one medium should not be overlooked in

dissemination ,4forts. (In particular, print material may complement

or supplement visua11.0ditory media.) The role of people (e.g., pro-

fessors, other teacher trainers, consultants) should be considered

when media presentations are planned.
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Types of protocols

The following were suggested as videotape products that could be

derived from the video and audio (as well as written) material now

available from the dialogue-journal writing project. The list is

obviously not exhaustive.

A. A documentary that shows what dialogue-journal writinj
(djw) is.

B. Protocol tapes for specific audiences/purposes:

1. students' accounts of the value of djw

2. the teacher's account of the value of djw

3. the researcher's account of the value of djw

4. djw as a counseling/guidance/moral-development tool

5. djw as a tool for writing across the curriculum

6. djw as a tool for individualization

7. djw as a writing/teaching/learning tool

8. djw as a way of preventing teacher burn-out

9. djw as practice in a particular communication activity

10. djw as a means of constructing the classroom curriculum

managing djw In the classroom

Although these suggestions are relevant specifically to the djw project,

they exemplify the different kinds of protocols that might come out of

other classroom-based research as well.
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Promotion

Materials that communicate writing research need to be promoted so

that people know about their availability and make use of them. The

following possibilities were considered:

AV catalogues; publishers' catalogues

professional journals

currently available networks, e.g., National Writing
Project, National Diffusion Network, Regional R&D
Exchanges

professional meetings

--e.g., NCTE, IRA, AERA, ASCD, AACTE, AASP,
technology groups

--local and regional meetings as well as national

meetings

--in exhibitors' booths

--in regular sessions

--in co-sponsored sessions

--in pre- and post-sessions

--in special-Interest group sessions

Participants were concerned that too few people actually use

the many good materials that are available. The researcher's own use

of his or her materials is important if anyone else is to use them.
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ATTACHMENT E

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Conference sessions (structure, value, high points, limitations, etc.)

There was some initial uncertainty as to the purpose of the
conference- - whether to edit the Staton protocol or discuss the use
of protocols as one method of communicating writing research. The
invitation had made the purpose clear, but reality seemed to add an
element of confusion. Once this problem, was worked out, I think the
sessions were highly constructive, encouraging participants to work
hard on an extremely important question.

I am pleased with the outcome of the conference. I feel somewhat
responsible and apologetic for the sense of confusion and frustration
that seemed to permeate much of Friday. Some of that sense is dir-
ectly attributable to the way that I had edited the videotape shown
that day. It was useful to me, however, to experience how the
participants responded to the videotape as edited and to the rest
of the presentation and I am glad that on SaturdPylve came to some
sense of resolution. One feeling which remains acute after the
several weeks that have passed since the conference is that it is
of crucial importance in showing protocols or documentaries to make
the first statement of a problem very clear, coherent, and interesting
to a wide range of people. Subsequent elaborations may then become
mare complicated and confusing. As to the limitations of the con-
ference sessions, I found that the conference followed a pattern
typical of too many two-day meetings in which group discussion
remains rather fragmeftzed until all personal interests and agendas
have been expressed and clarified sometime close to the midway point.

Such a pattern may be inevitable. It may be useful to allow more
time in the beginning to allow participants a more complete expression
c' their current interests.

It is always easy to see, in-retrospect, particular facets of a
discussion that might have been more clearly structured. At the

time, however, I recall feeling:

(1) that some gliding questions could well have been proposed
and reiterated throughout the discussion of the sample
videotape. Topical focus was suggested by Steve Cahir,
but a set of more general questions would have been
facilitative, e.g., "How should materials such as these
be edited for in-service?" "Now should they be constructed
for a policy-making audience?"
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Conference sessions (cant.)

As it happened, the issue of "for what audience and for
what purpose (e.g., informing, convincing, training, etc.)"
was left open - -and that issue was critical. Since it was
not resolved, the commentary was (I think) less productive
than it might otherwise have been.

(2) Although the whole group was not large, some small group
interaction (perhaps addressing some focal questions,
perhaps directed toward some other tasks, e.g., what con-
tributed to the level of success or lack of success of
previous protocol development efforts that research video-
tape, otc. might remediate) might have been helpful.

In general, I think some small, task-oriented groups help a conference
that extends for a whole day at a stretch--contributes to building
affiliation, rapport, or what have you among participants, contributes
to the flow and consolidation of ideas, etc.

I felt that a good number of valuable ideas were generated by the
conference sessions. The informal tone' acilitated this. Use of
one case (Sutton's videotape) was a valuable catalyst. Waving the
editor, teacher, etc. present was also an important contributing
feature. i simply feel some ideas and suggestions could have been
explored a bit further (even given the general tendency of confer-
ences to be divergent) - -and that some general questions of immediate
concern and smell group work might have promoted such exploration.

Another thought: With regard to the points begun above - -if the
issues to be addressed had been clearer, it may have been useful to
involve a few more practitioners (e.g., if in-service training were
an issue), a legislative aide or two (if comunitteting research and
its value to legislators were an issue), etc.

The diversity of the group was one of the best aspects of the
conference, and also the leisurely pace of the discussions. There

was no sense that we were being pressured to reach a consensus, to
quickly cover the territory, or to arrive at pre-determined con-
clusions. It was a working committee. Yet the limitations of the
conference are gund up with these strengths. Many of us wondered,

"Why am I here?" and "What's the real agenda?" Especially it was

unclear to me whether we were expected to make editing decisions
for the videotape. Somehow it seemed that raising questions and
concerns was not enough - -yet how could thegroup do more than that,
for the tape was not ours, and we didn't know the purposes for which
it will be used?

The number of participants and their qualifications seemed about
right. The group was well chosen to advise on the protocol. But

the purpose of the conference seemed unclear. Obviously, Jana
Staton thought she was making a videotape to be used as a research
protocol, but the conference organizers wanted material which would
present a useful P.R. Image of research. So the low point of the
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Conference sessions (cont.)

conference was Friday afternoon, when the videotape had been shown
end reactions expressed dismay, both at the eeterial itself and at
the confusion of intentions. The high point for me was Saturday
morning, when the discussion moved away from the details of the
videotape into matters of dissemination through teacher education
institutions and Inservice.

Good conference. Would have been better if some reading on the
protocol movement had taken place before hand.

Good. Enjoyed round-table and discussion atmosphere.

Conference arrangements (hotel accommodations, travel, etc.)

Arrangements were effectively and efficiently handled.

The hotel accommodations and transportation arrangements were
excellent. Many thanks to SWIRL for your hospitality.and help.

The hotel went fine for me. Good food,. too.

SW RI. game to great lengths to make the arrangements as easy as
possible. It was helpful to have a van driving us from one sprig to
another, and the meals were pleasant, etc. Yet the.locatim of
SWILL presents problems - -it's a long way from the airport, and L.A.
isn't the most ideal place for a conference anyhow.

I also want to complain about the hotel- -they didn't know our rooms
had been pre-paid, they were terribly slow at checking people in
(even at 2 a.m.), and on both mornings, they agreed to wake me up
and didn't. I think this last complaint is fairly serious.

Motel screwed up on messages and wake-up calls.

Satisfactory.

Other reactions or suggestions

Overall, I enjoyed being part of the conference, felt it was

well - managed, and learned a good deal.

It was a wonderful gathering of people. I was very glad to spend
time with the other participants, and it's good to know a bit more
about the situation in Washington. I expect the meeting made all

of us more aware of the need to get our research out to the public.

As an outsider, professionally concerned with offering Inservice
and staff development to teachers, I was amazed at the insularity
(not to mention insulation!) of the educational research establishment.
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Other reactions or surest ions (cont.)

I was forced to disagree vigorously with the claim that the principal
channel of communication with teachers in the field is through schools
of education. Another speaker lamented the distance between teacher
education institutions and teachers in classrooms. There seemed to
be little knowledge of channels such as-the California Writing Project
(now the National Writing Project with Si sites), and other cooperative
enterprises which connect the academic departments of universities
with school faculty. There will be a California Math Project next
summer, funded by a California Asseably bill authored by Cary Hart,
and in Princeton there will be a seminar for high school chemistry
teachers funded partially by the hbodrow Wilson Foundation. Perhaps
HIE should hold a conference on school university cooperation, and
ask some researchers like Lucy Calkins and Jana Staton to prepare
videotapes for use in staff development programs.

Purpose could have been more pointedly established at beginning.

Unsolicited Comments

Thanks for the hospitality and a well run, informative conference.

Thank you very much for inviting me to observe thefecent working
conference on effective communication of writing research. I enjoyed

hearing the discussion and wes glad to be able to contribute in a
small way to the dissemination of a technique 1 think has great
promise.
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COMPUTERS IN COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION

SUMMARY

Recent advances in computer technology are bringing about dramatic

changes in education. Surveys indicate that school districts across the

country are investing in microcomputers, peripheral devices, and educa-

tional software at an ever increasing rate. Clearly, the electronic

revolution in education is no longer something that exists in the distant

future. It is a reality now.

Interestingly, these developments in the field of computer-based

learning are paralleled by similar advances in composition research,

which is currently providing new insights into the complex processes

that writers employ as they compose written text. And practitioners

are using this research as a basis for developing new strategies for

teaching writing.

What are the connections, though, between these two seemingly

dissimilar fields--computers and writing? On April 22-23, 1982, SWRI.

sponsored a conference to examine this question.

Participants

In January and February, 1982, five speakers were invited to present

formal addresses at the conference. In addition, several courseware

authors were invited to demonstrate their computer-based learning

materials in folir smell-group sessions. (See Attachment A for background

Information on the speaker.;.)
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in March, registration flyers (see Attachment 11) were mailed to

Interested educators, and a conference announcement was published in 4114

educational computing Computing (see Attachment C).

Thirty-three registrants were accepted for the conference, although

approximately twice that many applicants responded. (Registration was

limited so that all attendees would have an opportunity to participate

in the courseware domonstrattons.) Conference registrants included

representatives from the university, community college, secondary, and

elementary levels (see Attachment 0 for a list of the institutions

represented by the registrants). SWRL composition staff also attended

the conference, and a reporter from a weekly education newspaper was present

on the first day (see Attachment E for a copy of the reportersi article).

Agenda (See Attachment F)

On the evening before the conference opened, SWRI. composition staff

met the speakers for dinner. This mooting allowed speakers and staff to

get acquainted and to make final arrangements for the follewins, day.

The conference opened with welcoming remarks by Richard Schutz, SAL

Exacutive Director.

In the first presentation, "Computer-Assisted Composition instruction:

The State of the Art," Robert Shostak (Florida international University)

discessed the problems that writing teachers have traditionally faced, and

described some "promising practices" that may help overcome these problems.

In tne next session, Hugh Owns (United States Air Force Academy)

described a computer-based dialogue that he developed to assist students

In generating ideas for writing. Ions' presentation, "Computer-Assisted
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Prewriting Activities," included a discussion of the role of invention

in writing, as well as examples from a student-computer dialogue.

Conference participants then broke into two group0 for courseware

demonstrations. Michael Southwell (York College, City University of

New York) demonstrated one of the ten computer-assisted grammar lessons

that he has devised for developmental/remedial writers. Stephen Marcus

(University of California, Santa Barbara) demonstrated a program called

COmpupoem, which allows students to compose and revise original poems

on the computer. His handout (see Attachment c) included examples of

student poetry.

At the close of the first day, conference participants reconvened

for a general-session presentation, "Evaluating Software," by Ann Lathrop

(San Mateo County, CA, Educational Resources Center Library). Lathrop

discussed criteria that should be considered when selecting courseware for

purchase. Her handout (see Attachment H) provided a list of courseware

review sources for teachers.

The second day of the conference opened with a presentation,

"Computers and the Composing Process." by Earl Woodruff (The Ontario

In-titute for Studies in Education). Woodruff discussed several studies

that he and his colleagues have conducted to examine the various roles

that computers might play in helping students compose text.

Participants again divided into two groups for courseware

demonstrations. Irene and Owen Thomas (IOTA Consulting, Laguna Reach,

California) demonstrated several programs they are preparing for commercial

distribution. Their materials included spelling lessons, sentence-

combining exercises, and punctuation drills. Shirley Koran (Minnesota
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Educational Computing Consortium) demonstrated several computer-based

spelling. grammar. and vocabulary programs. Ms. Keran's presentation

also Included a demonstration of a social studies simulation called

Voyageur. (See Attachment I for a copy of Karen's handout.)

The closing session of the conference featured the reactor's address,

given by Alfred Bork (Educational Technology Center. University of

California. Irvine). Bork discussed the principles that should guide

courseware development and stressed the need for a solid research

foundation.

Fo llow-up Questionnaire

After the conference, questionaires were mailed to all participants,

asking them to comment on. three topics:

Conference sessions (structure. value. high points, limitations,

etc.)

Conference arrangements (hotel. scheduling, meals, etc.)

Other comments and suggestions

Responses were received from 28 participants; selected comments *re listed

In Attachment J. organized according to topic.

In general. the participants' responses were very positive. Conference

sessions were rated as highly informative, and most participants felt that

the size of the conference (approximately 50 participants) and the sched-

uling were just right. Participants were very impressed with SWRE's

conference facilities, and many of those who responded urged SWRI. to sponsor

another conference on this topic.
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Proceedings

in October, 1982, the five general session presentations were

published in a book edited by Joseph Lawlor: Computers in Composition

Instruction. The book also includes summaries of the courseware demon-

strations and a list of participants. In addition, an appendix to

the 88-page volume contains a paper, "Evaluating Textual Alsponses,"

written by the editor,

Complimentary copies of the proceedings were sent to all participants,

to HIE, to SWRL staff, to selected journal editors, to Writing Projects

in SWRL's region, to educational computing organizations, and to various

researchers, administrators, and educators known to SWRL. as being inter-

ested in writing and/or computer-based learning. Copies were also

distributed to the NIE-funded Regional R&D Exchanges. Approximately 700

complimentary copies have been distributed.

In addition, copies of the proceedings were made available for

purchase. flyers (see Attachment K) were sent to over 3000 individuals,

organizations, all English departments. More than 400 copies have been

sold at SWW-is cist. A report on the conference was also published in the

September/October issue of Educational Comeaninagazine (see Attachment 1.).

The proceedings have been referenced in ERIC and in the index to Social

Studies and Humanities Proceedings. In addition, publication announce-

ments have been promised in the following journals:

Computers, Reading, and Language Arts

The Computing Teacher

Impact!

The Writing Lab Newsletter.
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ATTACHMENT A

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

ALFRED BORK is a Professor of Physics and Director of the

Educational Technology Center at the University of California at Irvine.

Dr. Bork's work has included extensive experience developing computer-

based learning materials. In addition, he has written over one hundred

articles and several books, including Learning with Computers (Bedford,

MA: Digital Equipment Corporation, 1981).

HUGH BURNS is an Associate Professor of English at the United

States Air Force Academy, Colorado. Major Burns hag written a number of

articles and delivery' several conference presentations on the use of

computers in teaching composition. In 1980, Major Burns' doctoral study

on computer-assisted invention was honored as the Outstanding

Dissertation in the Humanities and Educatl'n at the University of Texas

at Austin.

SHIRLEY RERAN is a curriculum developer for the Minnesota

Educational Computing Consortium in St. Paul. Ms. Keran's professional

experience includes teaching English, reading, and English as a second

language at the high school level. Ms. Keran has developed several

support booklets for MECC courseware packages, in addition to conducting

workshops on using computers In the classroom.

ANN LATHROP is the Library Coordinator for the San Mateo County,

CA, Educational Re.ources Library end Microcomputer Center. Ms. Lathrop
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has taught at the elementary level, as well as serving as a school

librarian. She is active in several professional organizations,

Including the California Media and Library Educators Association and the

ComputerUsing Educators. in addition, Ms. Lathrop writes a regular

column for Educational Computer magazine.

STEPHEN MARCUS is the Assistant Director of the South Coast Writing

Project at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Dr. Marcus

has written several journal articles on computer assisted writing

instruction, in addition to delivering numerous presentations on this

topic to professional organizations. Dr. Marcus also serves on the

Santa Barbara County Task Force for Microcomputers in Education.

ROBERT SNOSTAK is a Professor of Education and Director of the

institute for Educational Technology at Florida international University

In Miami. Or. Shostak has published numerous articles on teaching

English and has served as a consultant to several school districks. Dr.

Shostak is also a regular columnist for The Computing Teacher.

MICHAEL SOUTNWELL is an Associate Professor of English at York

College, City University of New York. Or. Southwell's experience

Includes curriculum development and research in various areas of

remedial /developmental writing. He has directed several funded projects

and has co-authored a popular workbook for basic writers. la addition,

Or. Southwell has developed a **Ass of computerassisted grammar

lessons.
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IRENE and OMEN THOMAS direct an educational consulting firm, IOTA,

in Laguna leach, California. Much of their work has involved developing

computer-based materials for teaching elementary language arts. Owen

Moms is elso a Professor of English, Linguistics, and Education at the

University of California at Irvine. Irene Thomas is active in the

Instructional Technology Committee of the National Council of Teachers

of English.

EARL WOODRUFF is a graduate student at The Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education, In Toronto, Ontario, Canada. As a member of the

Writing Research Project conducted jointly by OISE and York University,

Mr. Woodruff has assisted in developing and testing computer-based

composition materials. Mr. Woodruff has also co-authored an article

(with Carl Welter end Marlene Scardamalia) In the Journal of

Educational Technology Systems.
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SWRL Idemdeed Rematch and Devetepasest
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Thunder and Feld* April U13 1982

This two-day conference will feature presentations by the following authorities in the field of cornputer.based
Instruction:

Robert Shostak (Florida International University)
"CompuforAssisted Composition instruction: The Stets of the Art"

Hugh Burns (United States Air Force Academy)
"ComputorAss1sted Prewriting Activities"

Earl Woodruff (Ontario institute for Studies in Education, Toronto, Canada)
"Computers and the Composing Process" ..

In addition, the following authors will present small-group demonstrations of microcomputer courseware
(elementary through college level):

Michael Southwell (York College, City University of New York)

Irene and Owen Thomas (IOTA, Laguna Beach, California)

Shirley Koren (Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium)

Alfred Bork (University of California, Irvine) will serve as the conforence reactor. Additional presentations and
demonstrations am also planned.

The registration fee of $30 includes coffee and breakfast rolls, lunch on both days, and a copy of the con-
forme proceedings. Registration will be limited to 30 parlicipsntr. Please fill out and return the form beiow,
along with your $30 registrstion foe. Payment must accompany the form. Registration deadline is April 2, 1982.

Ws look forward to seeing you in April. If you cannot attend the conference, please watch for the announce-
ment of the conference proceedings, which will be published this summer.ft.I.MM...ft0.04.1.WMID -.
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ATTACHMENT D

Institutions Represented by Registrants

ADC Unified School District
Cerritos, CA

Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ

Beverly Vista School
Beverly Hills, CA

California State College
San Bernardino, CA

California State Polytechnic University
Pomona, CA

California State University
Fullerton, CA

Chef% Joint Union High School District
Ontario, CA

411
Costa Mesa Nigh School
Costs Hess, CA

Fullerton College
Fullerton, CA

Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA

Long Beach Unified School District
Long Beach, CA

Los Angeles Unified School District
los Angeles, CA

Loyola Harymount University
Los Angeles, CA

The Ontario Institute for Studies In Education
Toronto, Ontario, CeneJa

Pomona Unified School District
Pomona, CA
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ATTACHMENT 0 (can't.)

Son Bernardino County Schools Office
Son Bernardino, CA

Santa Monica/Malibu Unified School District
Santo Monica. tA

Som.set High School
Bellflower, CA

A University of California
Davis, CA

University of California
Los Angeles, CA

University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA
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ATTACHMENT F

Agenda

Thursday, April 22

$:30 Registration, coffee at Sift

9:00 We4emo, Richard Schutz

9:15 General Session: "Computer-Assisted Composition
instruction: The State of the Art"

Robert Shostak

10:15 General Session: "Computer-Assisted Prewriting
Activities"

Hugh Burns

11:15 lireak

11:30 Demonstration Session 1*

Michael Septhwell

Stephen Marcus

12:45

2:00

3:15

3:30

Lunch at SWRL

Demonstration Session 11* (see speakers above)

Break

General Session:

4:30 Adjournment

"Evaluating Courseware"

Ann Lathrop

*Participants were divided into two groups for demonstration sessions.
Consequently, each demonstration was presented twice.
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Agenda (Continued)

3:00 Coffee, rolls at SWil

9:30 General Session: "Computers and the Composing Process"

Earl Woodruff

10:30 'reek

10:45 Demonstration Session III*

Oxen $ Irene Thomas

Shirley Koran

12:00 Lunch at SWRL

1:30 Demonstration Session IV* (see speakers above)

2:45 ereak

3:00. general Session: Reactor's Remarks

Alfred Dork

3:30 Adjournment

*Participants were divided into two groups for demonstration sessions.
Consequently, each demonstration was presentad twice.
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Compupoem:
CAI for Writing and Studying Poetry

by
Stephen Marcus, PhD.

Assistant Director. South Coast Writing Project
Department of English
University of California

Santa Barbara, CA 93106
kackground

The South Coast Writing Project (Moir) is an affi-
liate of the National Writing Project Network, some 80
projects which are based on the Berkeley/Bay "ea
Writing Project. In addition to SCWrirs core Myriam
for inservice training of writing teachers IKcollege), it
supports a variety of additional programs designed to
promote writing as an intrinsically rewarding activity.
There are special programs for senior citizens, talented
young writers and women (as a self identified interest
group). All these programs focus on writing as a pro-
cos. rather than as a product.

Aside from my general involvement in all SCWriP
programs. I have been panicularly interested in com-
puter assistance in the mama stages of the composing
process. Fortunately. SCWriP has close working tele-
tionslips with the UCSB Microcomputer hums
Laboratory. The facilities and personnel of the Micro
Lab have been instrumental in SCWris involvement
with campus-based programs Involving computer:
assisted writing instruction and teacher training.

The Composing Process
The act of writing can stove two purposes. rust. it can

serve to record what one knows. In this retard, it is
most familiar in the schools as a mains for document-

ing students' acquisition of knowledge in the form of
essay tests, term papers. etc. A very different concep
Son of writing. however. is that k is a means for (M-
eowing what it is one may come to understand. In this
sense. writing is a learning tool. and it can be used as a
formative instrument in any discioline to help learn bet-
ter what the specific curriculum mandates.

Whether in*.. service of recording of discovery. the
composing process can be usefully divided iric. lute
stages: prewriting tP). writing MI. and re-wro'ng
Pre-writing includes thinking about the topic. making
notes. false Marts, early drafts. talking ideas over with
others and using idea-generating strategies (e.g.. free.
writing. clustering. brainstorming% etc. The writing
stage consists of putting down the -finer' version of the
piece. At this point, the writer is fairly certain that slhe
has "gotten It." Rewriting includes re-working the
piece after some perspective has been attained. It also
Includes editing and proofreading. b has been noted
that professional writers probably spend 85% of their
time pre-writing. 1% writing and 14% re-wilting. Many
"wri:cr's blocks" r pear when people stop trying to
edit a passage the even pre-written yet.

The PW-It process is. of course. not simply s se.
quence of these stages. It is a recursive process. The
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What is a poet? Having used Compupown, are you
anw a poet (not necessarily a good poet, but a poet)?
Now do you know? What does a set of words need,
how does it need to have been produced, in order for h
so be considered poetry!" These questions are pan of
the stock.in.trade of any English teacher. They were

new power In the context of students' personal
in creating ''poem?' which were del-

longed as such by their peers. Class evaluations of such
discussions suggest that they were valuable in generat.
kig new and broader insights into the creative process.IMM

one of the 'rules of the
game' was that if they didn't
value theli work enough to
write it down, it would
appear. They would lose the
chance to reconsider their
words. it thus provided a new
kind of object -lesson in
valuing themselves."

111

The Computing Teacher

digm and developing it into an instructional activity
gave me ArstIsand experience with the technology ..
which will have such significant Impact on the teaching
of writing fend reading).

Aside *Om all that, though. I have ;ready enjoyed
writing poems. and I have had a wonderful time watch.
Ins students. leachers, friends and relatives play with
computers and poetry at the same time. ENDO

list came across Ihis in Dover end Ditchrield's SAW and the
Pewee Cower !Addison-Wesley). rust recently !discovered Den
Hold's "Pear and Treenblins: The Humanist Approaches she Com-
peter" Cohere Crampoodort and Communication. October 191u.

Another interesting aspect of peoples approach to :
Compupoem relates. I believe, to their differing cog-
nitive styles. Some students built up their poems part .

by part (literally, part of speech) using inductive, detail.
oriented, perhaps "left-brained" strategies. In the
words of one student, she was "amut4 at how the
words thit seemed so separate fit together so well."
Other students began with an overall, intuitive, visual.
perhaps "right- brained" sense of the whole of their I

conception and r'ren liked in the missing parts (of
speech): '1 tried to visualize what the eventual out. ;*

COM tithe poem would be and to think of words or
plusses that would make the poesy more interesting" ,

or "When I chose my words . . . the thought was not
particularly welieveloped. It was part of an image in
my mind." -

As students grew accustomed to the technOloay, they
more often than not let their ovri styles determine tlt:ir
approach. They were also more able to freely revise the
form and content when they recorded their work.

Conclusion
Students have., reported that Compupoem elicited

concerns for planning ahead, unity and coherence.
Many enjoyed being ''quizzed" on pans of speech In a
n on judgmental, puzzle-like setting. And there was. of
course. that unique quality of a computer that seemed
tb capture the ideation of non writers and transform
than into writers. For my own part. developing
Compupoem was the first real cep in acquiring my
own computer Wray. faking a orwamming para-

.
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Interactive Poetry Writing With Computers

by

Stephen Marcus, Ph.D.
Assistant Director, South Coast Writing Project
University of California, Santa Barbara 93106

lackarellnd,

The South Coast Writing Project (Saari?) is an affiliate of the National
Writing Project Network, some 70 projects Witch are based on the Berkeley/Say
Ares Writing Project. In addition to SCWriP's core programs for inservice
training of writing teachers (1Cm.010218110)9 it supports a variety of additional
programs designed to promote writing as an intrinsically rewarding activity.
All these programs focus on writing as process, rather than as a product.

Aside from my general invlovement is all of Bairn". programs, I have
been particularly interested in computer assistance in the various stages
of the composing process. Fortunately, SCWriP has close working relationships
with the VCSS Microcomputer Lab. The facilities and personnel of the Micro
Lab have been instrumental in SCWriP's involvement with campus-based programs
involving computer- assisted writing instruction and teacher training. These
activities include evaluating skills and attitudes of college students working
with word processors, relative to individual differences in such variables
as 'Anus of control and cognitive style. This work has proceeded in collabora-
tion with Steve Miko, Professor of English, and Mark Ferrer, Director of the
Program of Intensive English.

The_Composine Process

A common practice is to consider the composing process as consisting of
three stages: pre - writing (P) , writing (W), and re-writing (1). pre-writing

inciudes thinking about the topic, making notes, false starts, and early drafts,
talking ideas over with others, generating ideas through brainstorming, free-
writing, clustering, etc. The mmlijbmatage consists of putting down the "final"
version of the piece. At this point, the writer is fairly certain that he or she'
has successfully "gotten it." Ile.writina, includes re-working the piece after
some perspective has been attained. It also includes editing and proofroading.
It has been noted that professional writers probably spend $52 of tiers time

pre-writiag, 12 writing, and 142 re-writing. Many "wr:ter's blocks" disappear
when people stop trying to edit a passage they haven't even pre-written yet.

The luW-It process is, of course, not simply a sequence of these stages.
It is a recursive process. The writer is involved in diffesket stages depending
on which portion of the total piece is being worked on. A final paragraph may
have been carefully re-written before the introductory paragraph has been Pre
wri teen.
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I have been spending part of my time developing a language arts game,
called Cmnpupoem, *which gives students an opportunity to use s computer for
&writing task which involves all the stages of the composing process while
promoting a certain degree of computer literacy in settings (i.e., English
classes) which lag somewhat behind in their utilization of this Important
mew resource.

Compupoem is s writing game which prompts the user for different parts
of speech and formats the words in a haiku like poetic structure. The writer
may select from 14 different kinds of advice on such things as choosing ad-
verbs, prepositional phrases, moans, etc., and on ten and the art of computer
poetry. Students may also sea their poems instantly re-written it, different
formate in order to examine the relationship between fora and impact. Compu-
poem is quite different from programs which generate random sequences of
poetic phrases; instead, it elicits the user's knowledge and imagination in
amore active involvement in the writing.The process is also different in
important ways from "fill in the blanks" activities like lid -Labs, in which
the user's words are inserter, into a pra-deterained template. Compupoem re-
quires the stun 4 to supply both the parts and the overall conception of the
whole. In addits..4, while most word gauss and drill - sod - practice activities
Preston by tht user's coming up with correct answers, Compupoem encourages
the attitude that 'binning" results from producing interesting answers.

' Students repot that Coapupoem encourages concerns for planning ahead,
unity, and coherence. Mary enjoy being quizzed on parts of speech in a non -
judemental, puzzle like setting. Classroom discussions have raised questions
about the definitions of authorship and of creative writing. In addition,
Compupoem's heuristic structure helped make explicit students' different prob-
lem-solving strategies. For example, some students built their poems up part -
by -part (literally, part of speech) using inductive,' detail- oriented, perhaps
"left-bemispNire" atrategiss. Others began with an overall, intuitive, visual,
perhaps "right -boalspbere" sense of the whole of their conception and then
filled in the missing parts (of speech). The !mask Journal (Feb. '82) and
The Te,Comeuting acher (March '82) have published descriptions of Compupoem's
early development end later use. along

Working to develop Compupoes has been fascinating for me. Its one thing,
I've gotten first-band experience with some of the current dimensions of in-
formation technology which I think will have an important impact on the teaching
of writing and reading. Aside from all that, though, I've greatly enjoyed using
Cempupoes to write poems, and I've had a wonderful time watching students,
teachers, friends, and relatives platy with computers and poetry at the same
tine. Using Compupoes at Young Writers Conferences (grades 4-12) and with
college students has been as exciting forme as for the students. I've pro-
vided some sample poems belt::; the suthors tangs from high school taudent to
university professor.
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Cathi 's* Poem

20

The sonata for eyes
magenta, secretive

side-stepped through their dreams
stealthily, with sorrow.

Paul's Poem

The riveter
Brawny, sweatcaked at Miller Time
Carefully slouches
Sethlehembound.

Sheridan's Poem

The words
masterful, serving

for inspiration
gently, insistently

solace.

Suar_nna

Harold's Porn

The reptilian brain
sweet, juicy

in the nick of time's swamp
gracelessly
beckons.

Diane's Poem

Love
tender, life-giving

bidden from sight
'patiently, forever

waiting.

Marla's Poem

The tree house
full of childhood memories

suspended on the lonely oak tree
softly, in a whisper

swaying.

Computer-assisted writing instruction, in addition to providing drill
and testing procedures end games, can offer methods for engaging in the
composing process itself: pre-writing, writing, and re-writing. Computers
can allow students to create, store, and revise their writing, allow easy
access to each other's work far appreciation and editing, and allow teachers
to examine the various stages of the composing process without taking the
work out of the students' bands. in addition, an activity like Compupoem
helps people experiment quickly and effectively with various aspects of
language (like image-making and sentence structure) and at the same time
have iun as they develop their computer literacy.
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-LATHROP- mum Meaty
*on mato) county office of cduccition

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE EVALUCION GO14ELINES 6 CHECKLISTS

Courseware, Review. and ,first_ l& Tors

Dr. Den Isaacson developed this two page form, which wen originally
published in the Dec79/JanS0 issue of DA Coolgligg Teacher. It maybe
reproduced for use in schools and is available hems
The Computing Teacher or Ann Lathrop
Dept. of Computer i Information Science Library Coordinator
liniversity of Oregon Sell Nate* Canty Office
Eugene, OR 97403 Of Education

Di Evaluator's Cu$de for Microcomputer lased Instructional ?scheme

Published bye Computer Technology Program
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S. V. 6th Avenue, Portland, OR 97204

lticroSIPT has developed a comprehenstie evaluation document designed
to establish omit/ of excellence in educational courseware. The guide-
lines and forms are more complex than others listed here, but the user who
studies then carefully will learn a pan deal about evaluation.
Price has not yet been established.

Guidelines for Evaluatint Computerised instructional Materials

Published by: Maticmal Cowbell of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Dr., Seaton, VA 22091

93.75
This is a very usable booklet. especially for the novice. The

evaluation criteria are well developed, with clear explanations and
examples, and the evaluation forms ore both simple and easy to complete.
Nigplv recommended.

SO MAUI STRUT RIDWOOD CITY, CA WO (Si,) 1.1$470
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80FIWARE DISTRIBUTORS OFFER 30-DAY RETURN POLICY

I have recently received three new catalogs of microcomputer software, all

featuring what appears to be a very liberal ordering policy. Each distributor requires

an official purchase order or prepayment for each order, but software MAYBE RETURNED

PORAIII REASON VITUS 30 DAYS. Further, customers are invited to comment on the soft-

ware that they are returning, in an effort to improVe the selection offered. The only

requirement is that software packages be returned in resaleable condition.

142 MicreMedie
P.O. Sox 17
Valley Cottage, CT. 10989
(914) 358-2582
Alan Zolden, Associate

Publisher

Opportunities for Learning. Inc.
$950 'Arline Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 361 -2533
Rods ladke, Manager of

Computer Dept.

kholeerICLAREL
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
(800) 631-1586
Bill Marimbas, Computer

Consultant

Over 250 programs from SO voducers. This is
the only one of the three distributors that
identifies the .publisher of each software pack-
age, a very valuable extra service.

Approximately 300 programs from SO producers.

Over 200 programs, with good descriptive
annotations, and excerpts from published reviews
(when available). This j the only one of the
three catalogs to include programs for the Texas
Instruments microcomputer.

I talked with each .t the three persons listed as contests, end each assured me

that his firm is Interested in providing carefully selected, quality software for edu-

cators. All three catalogs offer programs for the Apple, Atari, Pet and TRS -80, grades

1-12. This is the type of ordering; policy we have been requesting, with an opportunity

to return programs that are not suitable in our own schools. Please write for the FREE

catalogs end try their materials.

Thee. companies offer s fair preview and return policy, the type of policy we

hews been seeking. Let's support their efforts by buying software from them. We all

Neva an obligation to honor the copyright :estrictions imposed by law and not sake

illegal espies of the programs, nor should we abuse the preview /return polier by order-

ing software we really have mo intention of purchasing.

I'll appreciate hearing from you about the service you receive, good or bed..

Please send feedback to: Ann Lathrop
San Mateo County Office of Education
333 Main Street
Redwood City, CA 04063
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ACORN Software Products,

634 N
Inc.

. Carolina Ave, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 30003
201/5444259

fetelin tanlualle Preirenis
lor do TRS40 Model I and
Model Ill computers.

Activity lemur= Inc
P.O. lox 4175
Hayward. CA 94540
415/702.1300

Wards program for lir
struction and enridirnent in
basic meth. Grades 46. For
the TRS40 and Apple II.

Addison- Wesley Publishing
Company

2725 Sand NM Rd.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
4114540300

Computer meth games for
Grades 14 and a computer

aphing experiments
package for high school
students will be available
this August. Both for the
Apple II.

Apple-Cations
21650 W. Wean Mile Rd.
Suite 103
Southfiel4. h41
313/354.2559

MOM

English and math games for
primary school children;
study educe for Grades 4
through college. Al for
APO*.

Apple Computer Inc.
10260 landley Drive
Cupertino, CA 91017
406/1941010

ilelntranrlevel programs
M math; elementary- and
secondary-level tutorials on*
programing; _en author
genius. caul SW
Carnes and the shnulation
game

Slementwy, secondary arid

4110/745406t

3B/CCN
college leil programs in

Borrego Ave.

7-*/$1

ale. CA 94066

23
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Educational Software Vendors

history, todology, phylics.
algebra, spelling, SICOMMiCi
and other subjeut.

Avant -Cards Creations
P.O. lox 30161
Eugene. OR W403
S03/345043
Complete CAI passes In
mathematics, physics, diem.
buy, biology, English and
German available for the
Apple IL

Basics and Beyond Inc.
P.O. Sox 10
Asnavalk, NY 1E601
9149622355

Math. spelling. PoirePlIF.
vocabulary and IN* pro-
grams for the TRS40
Level II.

Belli Nowell
7100 N. McCormick Rd.
Chicago, IL 60645
312/2624600

Genii I and PASS, two
authoring language,

Bluebird's Compute
Software

2367 23rd St.
Wyandotte, MI 41192
313/2115445.5

Typing program, mak/
statistical packages ant;
pews for the TRS40.

Borg-Warner Educational
System

CO W. tinivenity Drive
AtlinfIttn Heights, IL 410004
1011/123-7V7
100/9424905 011inoisj

Publishes Calks, Reading,
sn eight-disk COMpiter
managed butruction system.

Th llottom
7.81

e
Dekalb Industrial Way

Adams. GA MD
4044116-X03

A library of 100 programs
for the TRS40 told a a
package. Some are educe

ow on* Pele 01711
-*-1

Brain Box
401 W. 36th St.
New %fork, NY 10003
212/9693573

Founhvade through high-
kW programs in reading,
English, social studies and
AMOriCall history for TR5-ta.
and Apple.

California Software
P.O. Sox VS
El Cerrito, CA 94530
41513274717

rograms for teaching
COBOL and ALGOL on the
high school level. For any
CP/M-based machine 4.

Charles Mann & Associate
55722 Santa Fe Trail
Yucca Valley, CA 92264
71436547111

Features management pro-
grams--icheduling, record
Leaping, grades, budgeting
-uos well kutructional
programs about computers
and programming for the
Apple, Texas Instruments
and 1IS40 4.01V1Pliteri.

Corn
*tens

P.O. Box 325
Milford. MI 41042
P34654113
Produces a oncesnor4h
PET cassette with four
elementary -level programs
in the areas of make
geometry. English, logic
and reeding.

C OMPr
A Divbion

en
of Science Books

International, Inc.
0.0. C>x 102
Wen worth, NH 03302
001176441131

Problem salving and labor-
atory simulation programs
In subject such as energy,
genetics, statistics, chemistry
and evolution. Nigh school
and college level. For Apple
N and Bell &

171

Campine, Inc.
P.O. lox 1139
Palo Alto. CA
415421 3041

94301

Currently has a lesson-
writing system for the Atari
000. An Apple II version
Is forthcoming,

Computer Curriculum
Corporation

P.O. lox 10000
Palo Alto, CA 94303
41514944450

Turnkey system in reading,
language arts, math in all
grade levets

Ci..nputer Information
Excitant,

P.O. lox 159
San Luis Rey, CA 92068
7141757-41549

Upper elementary. high
school and college pro-
grams in many subjects for
the TRS40 microcornput: r.

Control Data Corporation
MOO 34th Ave. South
P.O. Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440
612/11534541

PLATO timesharing system
tun on CDC terminals.

Cook's Computer Company
1905 Bailey Drive
Marshalltown, IA 501511

Apple II programs in math,
letter and number recogni
don for young children.
art education, typing and
spelling.

CourseWare Magazine
4914 North Malbrook 41222
Fresno, CA 93726

A Slimes a rear magazine
of educational software on
cassette. PET, Apple and
TR540 versions.

Creative Computing (Se
lotions! Software)

P.O. Sot 1139
Morristown. NI 07960
1006314112

Filmy-seven software
packages. including she en
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tire line from MICC and
the Huntir4ton Compuw
latclect for Mari

DueburykSlam% In
II Main
Moroni, MA 01754
117/3974107

Woe ladle Soon. Trans-
late normal prim tee Into
eterected (Grade II) braille.
Softvere a sold along with
Appropriate hardware.

DYNACOMP. Inc.
1427 Monroe Ave.
Rochester, NT 14616
216/442-1560

Two programs for
Children: Teacher's NT for
counting. orkhnietic and
word-recognition. available
for TRS40, Apple, Atari,
PET, Northstar and CP/M-
based patents; Nodes
Page. Ni any * for an
`educational happening"
en the screen. Apple only.

Education POOIMMI
Disney Electronic
6153 Oakmont Ave.
San Diego,

11C714/2111-025
A 92120

Preschool alphabet
feeding language arts and
math. Grades K4. TRS40;
Orson to be available for

Educational Activkies, Inc.
1937 Grand Ave.
Baldwin. NY 11510
400/645-2739

Reading. spelling, leneuage
ans. dassmom management
and mathematics programs
for the PIT, TR540 Level
II end Apple II Phil.

Educational CalfieWara
3 Norma lane
lea Pon, CT MOO
303/327-14311

Bak tutor -- tutorial
disks in biology, world his-
tory. estronomy, phytics,
population studies and test
forms for junior and senior
high and college students.

Situational Sinless Man-
agement Corporation

P.O. Om 12399
Research Triongle Park,

NC '.1709
1/9/41-1500
Adis/iterative and specisl-
purpose software includes
bonier N. a com -

21i

TEACHING TOOLS:"
Microcomputer Services

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
FOR ALL PST' COMPUTERS

TEACHING TOOLreprograrns are designed for elementary and special
education, and for home use. Our programs are developed by educational
psychologists and extensively tested in classrooms.

Available for all PET' computers (any ROM. SK or larger), gine programs
are flexible teaching fools. They are easy to use, and make teaching and
learning more effective and enjoyable.

All TEACHI140 TOOLS"' programs are goaran. toll to be the best

NV Is InKlisest SI
Common Soren Inceinss

WRITE FOR AIREE CATALOGUE
Describing Our Addition, Subtraction,

Match Game, and Letters & Numbers Programs
end Spelling Pectin,
Dealer Inquiries Invited

TEACHING TOOLS"'
Dept CN.1
P.O Sou 12679
Research 1hangle. Park. NC 27700
(119) 1514374

In Clews
SES Compton' Inc
465 King Street. Ent
lbren10. Ontario 1464.1L6
WO 3664226

managed instruction system
for the Apple. Win contract
to develop software for in.
dividuat client needs
and machines.

Educational Software
Midwest

4114 Rosemere lane
M94aquoketa, IA 52060
3152-334
C115. Compute -Rased
Sadwideatiald Twins Sp.
;Set, snows *schen to con-
eruct multiple-choice, true-
false and fill-in or matching
tests. for Apple II and Sell

Howell computers.

Educational Software
Professionals. Ltd.

31437 Grand River
Pennington Hills, M1 4110111
313/4774170

Grammer drills, MNlirug
oath, educatione derides,
chemistry and test-writing
programs for the Apple II.

Edu-Soft Stokes* Wm-
*soul Software

4630 Spruce St.
Philadelphia. PA 13130
3IS/P47-1201

BEST Ca XliA01211

Math programs for the
Apple II and TRS40.

Edam& Corp.
P.O. los 11354
Palo Alto, CA 04306
OS/33496S
Reuling and math game-
oriented drills tor pre-
school and elementary
grades. for the Apple
11 computer.

IdaWare Services, Inc.
22222 Sherman Way
Suite 102
Canoga Park, CA 91303
313/3464793

Software for the Apple II
and Apple 11 Plus includes

readies. math and posterns
that test eye-bend COOt-
dismiss, among others.

Week
P.O. ROI 1303
Portsmouth, NH 03501
612/436-M39

Over 100 computer books
and programs for /apple.
TRS40. PET and MC tom-
/twin. Math. wince.
graphics and compute Isel-
Pale-

172
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Gentech Corporation
OM N. St Joseph Ave.
Evansville, IN 47712
1112/423-4200

Sells an interactive video
system that includes both
hardware and educational
software.

Hanley Software
P.O. BON 431
Oillt0Sdik, MI 45821
6164124957

K-0 reading. language arts
and meth programs for the
Apple It microcomputer.

Hayden look Company..
Inc..

SO hits St.
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
101,64345S0

Educational softnere
St meth

High Technologa Software
Products Inc

P.O. but 14665
HIM N. amen 1114
Oklahoma City, OK 73113
405/644300
Administrative peckers and
chemistry lab urnaktiorit
for she Apple

CCU 029
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math
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BEST tCf AVAiLABLE

Mullipide AlPS software
for di. Apple.

IL Nemmelt Company. Inc.

P.O. San 545
Sialn*iee. MA 021,4
17fS41'00

All subject sret.. k-iL for
the t*M0. Apple - PET
ncvcosiipmen.

K12 MoM.dla
?.O los 17

for die PIT,
Atari, Apple and TS$00
(K.12) In math, fonguqe
ens. ,,.drng. science. oum-
puter buracy. g.cil mashes
end early dilidhand (from
many iiftwe produce*

Kitil Software
21MlbrookDthe
Stony S,00h. NY U710

SAT sepa'sion programs
for tie ?*140. PIT and
Apple cemput.
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Managenient ieams for
general and special sdiacs
iloii-'o iunrkvlum man-

geinuni $yRei, aisadist
planning svem and an
admlnhvatiwe plannIng a.
tern. Available f.i Ap1s.
1*540. North Star. Coin.
modore, ezas Instrumenti,
Zesth md orIw onmputsri

level IV odu Inc.
32401 Schod Craft

Uvonla. Ml 41110
2136254200
Typing. math. Ingliah: aS
grade lveh. For ladlo

1221 Ave. of tile Americas
New Yodi. NY 10020
21z1074154
Two McGraw lfl dlvisloni
we developn$ icliware.
The Greg Division hasa
computer lte'y program
to, the Apple II that teaches
problem solving with com
puteis tIi Pascal Ian.
guage; Webster Division Is
developini three psc*ages
to, di. 111.10:11* Search
Series of programs In

ogy. history and dvb
rot Gr.des 44. and Intro.

,flion So Microcompulets
and imaihsk lii pachage
for C,ades$

*4CC PUblications
320 headway Drive
S Paul. MN 50113
$13670-illO
Math, language arts, social
Mudieindidencfo, the
Apple. All grad. levels.
Med S,1ems Software
P.O. Sos 2074
chapel NiH, NC VS14
$11642449
Mathemsrical and money
skiPs tutoring games for
grid. school drilidren (or
the 11540.
MiooCnone
$143 Montgomery Id.
mkrldg.. MD 21W
301m04450
CAl authorIng system for
die 1*540 that allewa
Isicheit without pogrom
eskig esperience to arsaie
disk own software, Aft..
Maihemia In Energy for
Grades 04.

0 gwars

P4. Msnliat* MN 11101

Over $0 programs fit di.
1*540. AppLe and PET

ffi()UIIft. Grades 5.12 In
uiath, apefling. ltlstoty,
Kiance. butinsis and

sprints

Srooklyt NY 11
312.i400140
Administrative packages and
QvSf 100 programs In
. etemistry. cat.
odus. snaihemasica, ve'
cabutary and spelling lot

PET and Apple.

Mwmor
Products

100th Ave., P4.1.
$efl.iue,WA 10004
ZOMMUtS
Educational toftwire is' the
Apple and 1*540. two
products. Ty.ini Tutor
and mu-Math, fir Grade
P through 1legt.

Milhlk.n Publishing Co.
Computer Department
1100 1.earch Phd.
St louis. MO 53132
2141191.4220

Math Sequences Package
and. fleW language arts
Nd,, (available September
1,1031) forth, Apple.All- &'
*..4ion.lrad$ey Co
Shaker Id.
I. longrneadow, MA 0102$
413/534111
Math - language afl

programs for the middle
ekismary grades f. use
wish Apple mic,ocodtputet.
araibble late Fail 1031.

Monument Compute'

village Data Center
P.O. Do' 003
Joshua tree CA 02252

454.0501
000/432-7257, .t*.

$12 (Caldomie)

Complete idminis*rat
package for high school

and ,ruo, high. Appk
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Microcomputer Software for Instructional Use
Where Are the Critical Reviews?

by
Ann Lathrop

Edam's Note: Ann Lathrop is Library Coordinator for the San Mateo County Office of Education in Redwood City.
California. Her duties include supervision of the microcomputer center used for the SOFTSWAPeffort olComputer
Using Educators. This article gives Malt Sndings as of November 4, NV. Meuse note that she asks your help in
keeping this list current and encourages new or revised information fora Later update. Please send any information
lo km ao

Several hundred publishers, from cottage industries
*textbook giants, are canon* offering their software
for sale to educators. The catalog of one large dis-
tributor lists the titles and descriptions of over 1,000
programs from 411 publishers. Vet this catalog does
NOT include any of the software being produced by
the major textbook publishers or by several of the
larger educational software publishers that market their
own products. It seems reasonable to estimate that
over 2,000 separate programs are being advertised as
instructional software for use in our schools.

How does the educator select appropriate software?
Many publishers refuse to tend "on approval" orders
or to provide preview copies. Some firms have sales re-
presentatives to call on prospective custr mere, but the
struill buyer or the teacher in a remote area will pro.
hotly have difficulty obtaining such service. Unless rib.
able, critical reviews can be located, the user is often
placed in the unfortunate position of having to order
expensive software based only on the description in the
publisher's catalog or on an announcement-like, non.
'Mice review in as journal of personal or educational

computing.
The established reviewing media in the field of library

books, audiovisual materials and textbooks do not yet
have a counterpart in instructional computing. A kw
journals are beginning to publish occasional critical
evaluations of a small portion of the available software.
Several new journals are being established which will
be devoted entirely to software reviews. Yet it is yea
unable to estimate that lea than 5% of the educational
programs being marketed today have been critics*

rmed in print.
Owlet articles and "totters to the Editor" columns

seoularly bemoan the lack of wally good instructional
software. It is obvious that much of the software being
purchased 6, of poor quality, at least in the opinion of
the users who are writing the vticles and letters. The
need to idemify that which s good. and to warn
buyers against programs which are mediocre or poor,
b crucial.

This survey of the Geld of instructional software
evaluation seeks to identify publishers of software re-

views and to describe the type of review offered by
each. Reviews include software for the Apple, Pet.
TRW and Atari unless otherwise noted. A supplement
and update will be printed islet in the year and readers
are invited to submit information on other sources of
critical reviews, especially those journals published for
specific microcomputer systems. Please send all info,.
oration, using the same format as that in the entries
below, so the author clo The Computing Teacher,

REVIEW JOURNALS
(addresses at end of article)

Ovotak's Software Review
Type of review: brief descriptions with some eval.

uation
Reviewer: editor
Average number of reviews per issue: 2 to 5
Average knish or review: 1/4 page
Comments: NORTMSTAR software only.. Packages

reviewed may be ordered from Ow eaitorlpublisher.

The journal of Courseware Review
Type of review: in4lepth critical evaluations with

complete descriptions of each program and its poen
tial for effective classroom use

Reviewers: experienced educators in the field
(reviews are signed)

Average number of reviews per issue: 2t in this first
Issue

Average length of review: 2 to 4 pages
Comments: All of he reviews in this issue are for AP.

RE software. although some of the packages are also
available for other systems. issue 2, so be published
early in 1962, will mho be entirely APPLE, and plans to
Review software for other micros in future issues are in-
definite. This journal is a model of excellence in soft-
ware reviewing. especial interest are the photographs
of actual screens from each program.

Micro5111
Type of review: critical analysis of software that has

been Seld4ested by several leachers. with 'Unwary
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deraiptive essays and evaluations
Reviewers: experienced educators in the field
Average number of reviews per issue: 12 in the fist

Issue
Average length of reviews: fie page
CO/Mints: Publication of these first MicroSifT re-

views marks the completion of the first stage of a
federally funded project to develop and validate an
evaluation model designed to identity excellence in
educational software.

Pipeline
Type of review: description of new packages avail-

able from Conduit, with some critical evaluation
Reviewers: staff
Average number of reviews per issue: S
Average length of reviews: 1 or 2 pages
Comments: Primarily college level packages, but fre-

quently useful in high school.

Purser's Magazine
Type of review: descriptive and critical evaluation,

more for the home than sperIcally for education
Reviewer: Robert Purser, ed4or. with occasional con-

tributions from readers
Average number al reviews per issue: 12
Average length of review: 114 page
Commerits: Currently reviewing only Apple, Atari

and TR5-80 software, with issues being published it-. regularly. fall 198t issue is entirely Atari and gestures
readers' comments on programs that they do or don't
like.

School Warman Reviews
Type of review: description, critical evaluation, rating

scale (I to 10)
Reviewers: primarily staff, with occasional reviews by

S volunteer educators (only reviews by volunteers are
tared)

Average number of reviews per issue: 50 in this first
edition

Average length of review: 1 page
Comments: Most reviews are rated in the 6 to S

range, with no ratings below S despite the fact that
some of the descriptions are quite negative. Reviews
are quite uneven in quality but provide a great deal of
Information on the programs included. Apple, Pet &
TILS40.

Software Review
(1,4ew journal trot available for review)

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING JOURNALS,
Classroom Compute, News

Type of review: brie description
Reviewers: staff and experienced educators
Comments: Plan to expand review coverage in future

issues.

tob

The Computing Teacher

Iducafiona1 Computer
Type of review: descriptive essay, with critical

analysis of objectives. content and technical quality
Reviewers: educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 1
Average leruph of review: 2 pages
Comments: Ws is a raw land Issue #3 is the

first to offer a review. . future issues will con-
tinue the standard established here of thorough, critical
evaluation and also increased* number of reviews per
issue.

Electra* Education
Type of review: descriptive essay
Reviewers: educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 1
Average length of review: 2 pages
Comments: This review dealt with a complete

'Yoe both hardware and software, and it difficuh to
compare with the coverage in other journals. The se-
cond issue of this new rnal may give a better inch-
cation of the type al s.1twm evaluations to expect.

Electronic tearni4
Type of review: descriptive and critical evaluation of

each program
Reviewers: educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 45
Average length of review: Si page
Comments: Each review reflects the combined opin

ions of 2 to 4 educators. This first issue of another new
journal selected an interesting variety of programs for
review.

Microcomputers In Education
Type of review: very brief descriptions with occa

'lanai critical comments
Reviewers: staff
Average number of reviews per issue: varies
Average length of review: 3 lines
Comments: All programs reviewed are also available

for purchase from the journal's publisher. References
to sewer: reviews in other journals are helpful.

Micro-kope
Type of review: descriptive and critical evaluation
Reviewers: staff and volunteer educators (reviews are

elEnedl
Average number of reviews per issue; 3 in 6
Average length of review: 1' page
Comments: Interesting Canadian journal

The Computing Unfree
Type of review: descriptive and critical evaluation of

each program
Reviewers: staff and volunteer educators (reviews are

signed). TCT prints Purser's Reviews and MicroSIFT
Reviews.

Await number 01' reviews per issue 8.

BEST caPY AVAILABLE

177
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Comments: Reviews describe she nealusesses ...bell
Merge length of review Sk so I. pages

as She strengths of the programs. sums* *woods*
grade levels and classroom uses. and occasionally
identify programs which should NOT be packaged.
AN Reviews Include photos of screen prints.

NEWSLETTERS OF EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTER USERS' GROUPS

CUE NensbUse
Typeof review: descriptive and critical evaluation
RevinverS: volunteer educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 2 to 4
Average length of widow: It page
COromeets: frequently warns against purchase of

bad programs.

MACtit loom!
Type of review: description and critical rating
Reviewer: James Winebrener. Computer Education

Specialist
Average number of reviews per issue: 553 in 1980.

143 in 1981
Average knelt+ of review: 16 prge
Comments: This is en annual evaluation issue of the

Journal and makes inembers.%!:i in NACU'. one dike
best bargains around.

EDUCATION JOURNALS
Arithmetic leacher

Type oft *view. description with mum:, criti:isrn
Reviewers: volunteer educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: S
Average length of review: IS page
Comments: Software review colorin began with the

September 1981 issue. otonews orgy math programs.

Ideational Tecissolor
Type of review: descriptive and critical essay with in-

Ionisation on fietkesting with students
Reviewers: volunteer educators *views are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 6 in this first

issue that includes software reviews
Average length of review: Si to 2 pages
Comments: The new software review section intro-

duced in she September 1981 issue provides **orient
in-depth critical evaluations in a variety of subject
;was.

30

ME Roped
enTzof review: descriptive essay and detailsd critical

Reviewers abeam
Average numb", of reviews per Issue: 5 or 6 in the

upcoming first issue
Average length of review: S pages
Comments: 898.99M in the continuing series of ME

moons on educational materials and equipment. these

reviews were developed at the Wows touter Re-
source Center at Teachers Collet,. Columbia Uri.
versify and ',proem r tint coverer ot software.
All bus one of Me reviews s deal wish math packages.
!lens for future regions on software are inderinite.

Mathematics Teacher
Type of reviews detcriptio. with brief evaluation and

some fell eating
Reviewers: volunteer educators (reviews are signed)
Average number of reviews per issue: 2
Average length of reviews: 16 to 1 page
Comments: The first reviews appeared in the Octo-

ber 1981 issue and covered math and ecology pack-
elm

COMPUTER JOURNALS
(Rased on JanuarySeptember 1981 issues)

MY*
Instructional serwre reviews: 1
Type of review: descriptive with some critical evalua-

00A
Reviewers: reviews are signed but mkt:Jonal back-

ground of reviewer is not identified
Education articles: 1
Column: Education Forum appeared ;it 6 issues

Compute
Instructional software reviews: 0
Education articles: 2

Creative Computing
Instructional software .ev:zwi:- 20
Type of review:' short description with some critical

evaluation
Reviewers: staff and paid reviewers
Education articles: 7

00 Microcompoting
instructional software reviews: S
Type of review: description and evaluation
Reviewers: reviews are signed but professional back-

ground of reviewers it not identified
Education articles: 15
TR580 only

infoWorld
Instructional software reviews: S Ouly-SerAzmbe'

only)
Type of review: descriptive and Critical
Reviewers: staff
Education articles: S

Werke* Age
Column: Learning with Micros appeared in 9 issues

Mobaud Mk-recomputing
Inininlional software reviews: t
Type of review: descriptive anct .ribcal

tet ivy info pm i
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Reviewers: reviews.* signed but professional bid-
pound of reviewers is not identified

Iducaton articles: 13
Column: Computer Blackboard appeared in 9 issues

Peebles 11
Ingruclional software reviews: 3
Type of review: brief description with spine critical

eieWnon
Reviewers: gaff
APPLE only

Per
ono

s Computing
Instructional software reviews:
Type of review: 3 short descriptions
Re;ewers: gaff
Education articles: 6
Column: Educations; Computing appeared in 2

hoes

Popular Computing formerly On Computing)
Instruction. software reviews: 3
Type of review: descriptive and critical evaluation,

with rielckesting
Reviewers: reviews are signed but professional back-

ground of reviewers is not identified

ADDRESS/SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
ARITHMETIC TEACHER
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Drive
Reston. VA 22091
$30 dues includes 9 issues/year

BYTE
70 Main St.
Peterborough, NM 03438
09 for 12 issues/year

CLASSROOM COMPUTER NEWS
Box 266
Cambridge, MA 02138
1112 for 6 issues/year

00,41' PUTE
Vox 3406
Greensboro. NC 27403
$20 for 12 issues/year

CREATIVE COMPUTING
Box 7119-M
Morristown. NJ 07690
OS for 12 issuegyeai

CUE NEWSLETTER
do Pon Mad
Independence High School
1776 Education Park Drive
San lose. CA 95133
16 dues includes 6 issues/year

A

The Computing Teacher

DVORAK'S SOFTWARE REVIEW
704 Solano Ave.
Albany, CA 94706
$5 for 8 issues/year

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER
Bak 335
Cupertino, CA 95015
$12 for 6 issues/year

EDUCATiONAL TECHNOLOGY
140 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cls, NJ 07632
$49 for 12 issues/year

80 MICROCOMPUTING
80 Pine St.
Peterborough, NM 03458
$18 for 12 issues/year

ELECTRONIC EDUCATION
Suite 220
1311 Executive Center Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32301
S10 for 10 issues/year

ELECTRONIC LEARNING
902 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
$17 for 3 issues/year

ERE REPORT 098.99M
Epie Institute
Do. 620
Stony Brook.. NY 11790
$25 for this tingle issue

INFOWORLD
375 Cochituate road. Boit NO
Framingham, MA 01701
$25 for 31 issues/Yost

INTERFACE AGE
16704 Marquardt Ave.
Cerritos, CA 90701
118 for 12 issues/year

JOURNAL OF COUR.444 REVIEW
Vol. I.
The Foundation for the Advancement of Computer.
aided Education
formerly the Apple Foundation)
Boit 28426
San lose, CA 95159
16.95 for this girlie issue
(also available for $5.95 from compute. stores)

KIL011AUD MICROCOMPUTING
80 Pine St.
Peterborough, NM 034158
$25 for 12 issues/year
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The Computing Teacher

MACUL JOURN
Michigan Associm

AL
ion for Computer Users in Learning

Wayne County 1S0
33500 Van Born Rd.

64148184
$5 Includes this annual issue of reviews

MATHEMATICS TEACHER
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Drive
Reston, VA 23091
$30 dues Includes 9 blues/year

MICROCOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
Queue
5 Chapel Hill Drive
FairSeld, CT 06432
$34 for 12 issues/year

64ICRO4COPE
NM Research
Dscovery Park
University of Victoria
lox 1700
Vktoria. BC VOW 2Y2 Canada
$10 for 12 issues/year

FACROSITT
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Ave.
Portland. OR 97204
Witt not yet available)

ON COMPUTING
tee Popular Computing)

PEELINGS II
945 Snook Circle
Las Cruces, NM 88001
$15 for 6 issues/year

PERSONAL COMPUTING
SO Essex St.
Rochelle Park, NI,07
$18 for 12

PIPELINE
Conduit
University of lowa
Sox 388
Iowa City, IA 52244
$15 for 3 haves/year

POPULAR COMM./MC
70 Win St.
Peterborough, NH 03458
*SO for 12 Imes/year

masts, MAGAZINE
lox 466
El Dorado, CA 95623
$12 for 4 issues/year

1
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SCHOOL miatowfrat REVIEWS
Summer 1981
Dresden Associates
Sox 346
Dresden, Maine 04342
$20 fez this single issue

sonwAu REVIEW
Microform Review
520 Riverside Ave.
Westport, CT 06980
$38 for 2 Issues/year

THE COMPUTING TEACHER
Dept. of Computer and Information Science
Universky of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
$14.50 for 9 incesfyar ENDS

00.

coming'attrliction
ji4nAMICNITAa ,MULN. ..1=,.! WiTrriCA,

Miersaaputer
Moving Microcomputers into
the Mainstream of Education

The University of Victoria
Victoria. British Columbia VOW 2Y2

M475.7.tad8,1982
Moving Mivocononters Into the Main.

**von of Education W 2I be an oppor-
tunity for both a formal and an informal
sharing of ideas, information and experi-
ences among educators. The major focus
of the antenna will be the integration of
the microcomputer into the established
curriculum in the classroom, tad into the
e dralidetrative Mica of school districts.

The conferace Is designed to provide
odometers with Inferipetko regarding
spoliation that bevebeen tried and

dream workshops. and short pre-
tested in sclkols. A keynote ad-

aptations have been'
The conceptual !breads of the um-

Anna ere: I

2. Adrainietzareaptpilisarations
1. Classroom

& Courseware development sad widen
Lion

4. Future bnplicatiare of technology in
Inetruction

University Mush* will be available at
tessonsble rates.

Per more interinetica, call the tmi
wonky Esteasion Coaference Office.
7214475. ,wifr$

creme
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..
SAMPLE FROM SUPPORT BOOK FOR
MECCENGLISH VOLUME 1

INTRODUCTION

English.yolume 1 was developed to be a diagnostic tool and to provide ramediation

for Individual students at the college level Seven programs determine student

proficiency in idendfying parts of speech and give tutorial help as needed. The

programs have a combined total of 154 sentences, about half of which are

considered "less difficult" and the others "more difficult". &Intones difficulty

is determined by vocabulary or syntactical structure, or both. The eighth program

on the diskette, INTERJECTIONS, is a demonstration of how a word ran be used

as more than one part of speech. The content of the English Volume 1 programs

may also be suitable as supplementary material for pondary and middle school

classes and for adult learners of English as a second language.

To aid instructors in musing student progress, English Volume 1 contains an

option to create a test on the parts of speech. Instructors an control the

number and selection of questions and have a paper copy of the . tt made with

a printer that uses an Apple serial, parallel, or communications card.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This manual was written by Shirley Reran, MECC. The programs on ErtOs_h
Volume 1 were designed by Wayne Tosh of St, Cloud State University, St. -Clou3,-
2N714 r lay of Moorhead State University, Moorhead, MN4 and Kevin Hausmann
end Linda Homy, MECC. Programming of the diskette was by Russell Erickson,
Lee Jensen, Darrell Rieke, and Anders McCarthy, MECC. Principal reviewor for
English Volume 1 was Wayne Tosh, f Cloud State University. This module was
produced by the MECC Instructional Services Division.
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INIffitICTION3
a program to mtplain the use of game controls and the use of the right
and left arrow keys to odor responses. (See Use in an Instructional Setting)

NOM
diagnostic quiz and review of words used to name a person, place, or thing.

MSS
a diagnostic quiz and review of words used to express action or Snicks, in
I sentence.

P11014001112
a diagnostic quiz and review of words used in place of noun or soothe,
pronoun.

AWICTIVII3
diagnostic quiz and review of words used to describe or modify a noun

Or pronoun.

AM=
diagnostic quiz and review of words used to modify a verb, adjective,

or another adverb.

PREPOSIIIDNS
a diagnostic
reladonships
sentence.

quiz end review of wards used to begin a phrase which show
or direction and are related to some other part of the

diagnostic quiz and whew of words used to join words yr grouPs.of words.

DITENJECTIONS
a demonstration of words used to express emotion that have no grammatical
relation to other words in the sentence.

CRFATS Tar
hidden option for bitructors vo use as a pretest or post test of al. fits

on the parts of speech.

stsi cat4°1'
2

183
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION..

NOUNS

Twelve sentences in the IIOVNS program are considered Is difficult* and ten
are considered *more difficult*. "Itte twenty-two sentences below are listed in
the sequential order in which they are stored in the program and are grouped
according to "easy* or "hard.* In addition, the listing shows each word in the
sentence (column I); how the program elassifies each word as a part of speech
(column 2); end the number of the word modified or the function answered to
(column 3).

Easy

Fish seek dap water in the stuanter.

Fish noun whet
seek verb action
deep adjective modifies 4
enter noun what
in reposition relates T to 2
the determiner modifies T
summer. noun what

was are very graceful hem.

Wins noun what
are verb linking
very adverb modifies 4
grecefUl adjective modifies S
tress. nowt what

Joan gave es a beige for the play.

Joan MUD who
gave IWO action
us pronoun who
a determiner modifies 3
,basket noun what
for preposition Mates 2 to 2
the determiner modifies $
play, noun what 00

,411 to
01 t"
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BECOMING SHEET

DATE

Number of Sentences
!Wm, Achieved to /Whirrs Nastery

Tee No

NOUNS .
4Emnim alEM=ND 111111e

4111 aOMMIM Ma

PRONOUNS
MMINIIII. Mel fIaMia

ADJECTIVES Mfa11MINew IMIPME

ADVERBS 011MIMMEMMIS /11/IN

PREPOSITIONS IIMINew =11/100/11.

t

CONJUNCTIONS MM... amilm

MECC41

186
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ME C TO PROGRAMS ON DISKETTE

ARMING
a generate- of mauls that have a unique solution. Maze are printed out
on paper.

CROSSWORD
a generator of crossword puzzle from teacher determined words and clues.
Puzzle are printed on paper.

Mira
a game in' which the student unscrambles the letters to make a word.

. SPELL
a drill on spelling a word printed by the computer.

TALK
a 'conversation" to introduce children to the Apple II microcomputer.

WORD Mir
a generator of word puzzles from a list of teacher-determined words. The
puzzle and its key are printed on paper.

WORD GAME
a game of filling in blaaks with letters and guessing the word from a clue.

CROSSWORD CREATE
a teacher aid for creating the files of words and definitions for
CROSSWORD and WORD GAME.

=UP CREATE
a teacher aid for creating the file of wards used in the programs MIXUP,
SPELL, or WORD FIND.

r`,

SPELL CREATE A

a teacher aid for creating the files of words used in the program SPELL.
MIXUP, or WORD FIND.

WORD GAME CREATE
a teacher aid for creating the file of words and definitions used in the
program WORD GAME or CROSSWORD.
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WORD GAVE

A 91ANGIRAW, GAME 111121 WORDS .......
Specific Topic: Language and Logic

Type: Um:dice:al Game

Reading Level: 2 (Pry)

Grade Leval: 2 S

DESCRIPTION.

WORD GAME is a guessing pme in which students thi in dashes with letters
to make a particular word. Hints to the word are the number of dashes and
an accompanying clue.

OBJECTIVES.

1. To associate words as composites of letters

2. To infer words from definitions

3. To make logical guseries

1 tWoriellima
DUCA'riONAL
COmPUTON
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BACKGROUND INIPORMATION....

*.4

WORD GAME

Lists for WORD GAME are entered and stored on files wing the WORD GAME
CREATE or CROSSWORD CRELTE programs on MECC EmeetarY Volume 2
diskette.

When confronted.with each problem the student sees only a series of dishes and
a clue. The student chooses a letter. If the letter is is the word, a dash is
replaced by a letter. The list of remaining letter choices is then shown. If a
letter is guessed that is not in the word, the response INCORRECT, TRY AGAIN
Is presented and that letter is removed from the list of possible choices.

If students icnow the word or want to take a guess, the entire word can be typed
in at one Mae, since the computer "Judges" the answer only after the Return Key
is pressed. This feature is particularly useful when definitims are made an
important part of WORD GAME.

50
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Preparation

WORD GAME

If students are not familiar with the an" game, play a few rounds
on the blackboard or use an overhead proj"hangmector. A simplified venion of
hangman calls for writing dishes on paper, one for each letter. Divide
the class in teams of two or more with one person on each team acting
as "An Itikying Word." "All Knowing Word" says *No" U a letter does
not appear, in the guess word, and fills la the dashes as correct letters
are guessed. Errors made by °AU Knowing Word" are complications which
add satisfaction to playing with the eomputer.

Use the oodesheet for CROSSWORD and WORD GAME CREATE to list
words to be entored in the computer.

Mint The Program

WORD GAME can be used on a variety of levels in the classroom. It is
useful as an enrichment or recreational activity for students after finishing
their assigned work. It can also be used as a device to visualize for
kindergarteners and first graders that wnrds are made up of letters, and
for the intermediate grades, that the letters 'reap in specified ways to
compose the word.

Mother level of We sin be approached using WORD GAME by focusing
on the definitions or set of facts teacher wishes to emphasize for a
particular subjectgetting the word correct in these instances serves as

verifier that the student has made the right association with the added
assurance that the word is correctly spoiled. A geography lesson, for
example, might use "nearly always warm, wet, end green" for II! description
with *jungle" the hangman word. Or, social science might use "the study
of cultures" for the definition with "anthropology" the hangman word.

The expanded example which follows uses a language arts applieation to
demonstrate stets in designing a computer lesson built arotr.j a (*niftier
concept wing WORD GAME.

1. A fifth grade English or reading teacher working on consonant
&graphs with a dais develops sets of words to midmost eh
wh th sh ph.
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WORD GAME

2. Using the workgeet from the WORD GAME CREATE program on
Momentary Volume 2 diskette, the words and slues are entered in
111Thlor use with the WORD GAME program (Su Sample Runs
for WOIDGAMEJ

3. Students work individually on the computer limn. A worksheet is
designed for students to use concurrently with the program, or to
be 'riven as a separate activity for review. (A sample worksheet
for WORD GAME uses context and phonic elves to review the
consonant digraphs taught in the computer lesson.)

Tollow-ue

I. Have students prepare the ohms for a set of words. This is an
excellent using-the-dictionary or research project.

2. Use WORD GAME as an on-going classroom or extra eridit activity.
For example, a list of names or places "in the news" can be put in
the file of words and retained or changed over a four-week period.
Current events as they occur can be entered in the program as
clues. Individual students or teams assigned to track the program
can give a weekly or monthly compilation.
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lath mining ward begins with a
oonsount digraph:
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Write in the missing word and we
Use dictionary to cheek your spelling.

A picture made with a samara is a

The bear fell down an open mine ,

Saint NOWA& or

To serve in stone you need a .........

(010

. (sh),. 41.
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(eh)

(wh)

. (eh)

The sad little boy could only

If you don't liks the program, turn Use

Th e dog's hair is full of

10. To

Is ringing. (ph) (.

is stunk in a narrow Gnome. (eh).
its

i

a pines of wood '4,011 need a Icnite. twt4 I
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SAMPLE FROM SUPPORT ROOK FOR
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Description
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Background inhumation
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L Technical information 25
P. MECC Datrnetianel Service 36
O. Evaluation Sheet 31
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DISCUPTION.

The Special Needs Volume diskette contains 20 spelling drills. In a drill, a sentence
with tnree possible answers is presented to the student. This sentence and possible
answers is ealled a framers

r
.

John went to the
of the line.

i head
heti

3 bade

A box wfll move over the numbers 1, 2, and 3. Students should pries the game paddle
button, turn the knob, or touch the keyboard when the box is positioned over number
1. Students who answer the problem correctly will be reinforced with the correct
answer. If wrong, the computer will identify the correct answer outlined. If the game
control is not plugged Into the Apple, students would press any key at the appropriate
time to indicate their response.

The teacher can change the sentences and options by following the procedure explained
in the Background Information.

OBITBCTIV/3.

1. TO teach students primary spelling words.

2. To drill physically handicapped students on the same words as the rust of
the ekes is using in Spelling Volume 1 &lone.

3. To provide the teacher with a MOMS of clanging words and sentences.
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BACKGROUND IN1POR1AATION...

122ra.........m.liodel

The Special Need Volume 1 diskette contains 20 spelling drels of 20 questions. The
twenty drills are &tided into two set), Challenge 1 and Challenge 2. Each challenge
eonsists of 10 drills which are labeled Drill 0 through Deli 9. Each individual drill
always contains the same twenty questions, but the questioni are prated In a random
order each time the student accesses the specific drill. Al drills, however, are written
below the third grade reading level.

A listing of all the sentences and w: As used in each of the drills is provided in the
Program section of this support booklet.

Teachers can localize the drills by replacing the existing frames with their own. To
do this:

When the computer as WOULD YOU LDL INSTRUCTIONS?
Instead of answering YES or NO, the teacher should
hold the CONTROL button down and press the A key at Use same time.

CONTROL A*0*****046.0110110.0
The teacher will then see a list of options:

1. SEE ALL THE WORDS IN A DRILL
3. EDIT OR SEE A QUESTION
3. QUIT EDITING

OPTION 1 - SEE ALL THE WORDS IN A DRILL

The computer Met asks:

WOULD YOU LIKE TO

1. LOOK AT A DRILL IN CHALLENGE 1
2. LOOK AT A DRILL 04 CHALLENGE 2
3. RETURN TO THE PREVIOUS MENU?

It number S is chose!, the computer will return to the three options, see all the words
in the drill, edit or see a question, or msit editing.

It number 1 or 2 is chosen, the computer asks:

WHICH DRILL WOULD YOU LIRE TO LOOK AT (ENTER 99 TO QUIT)?

The teacher should enter drill number 0 t ) 9 or a 99 to quit.

3
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The Apple atimocomputer can be used very efficiently in education of handislapped
students. Use of this special technology allows the student to function more
independently than could ever be possible without the compter. Teachers are encouraged
to use this diskette and wesperimmt0 with the potential of using the computer with
physically handicapped studrotts. I% diskette can be used two ways:

1. by the spcialLets assigned to work with the handicapped students.

2. by the regular el*ssroom teachers who have students mainstreamed into
their elassroorns.

Physically handicapped students; have successfully used the diskette with little assistance.
Normally, an assistant would have U insert the diskette in the drive and turn on the
computer. If the handicapped students have the moor skills to °perste the game
peddle or touch the keyboard, they con proceed on their own. It is suggested that
the teacher or assistant work with them the first several times at the computer.

When this diskette is used with teMt Volume 1 the physically handicapped stwh...o
can be receiving the same instruction as the other students. The two diskettes
Volume 1 and Special Needs Volume 1 use the same set of words, but on the

olir n 7 e f diskette. students must the number of the correct answer and than type

T 196
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QUESTIONS AND AM=

CgALLING3 1
DRILL

Reeding Level/ 3.4 (*eche 1st)

1. Did you oat of your supper? "awl"

2. We will at 5 o'clock. "ear..........
3. Be told us to do. "whet°

4. You can put your hooks . tower

S. i would like to do it. "tile"

S. Join) went to the of the line. "head"

T. The started lest sight. *rim"

S. When you p to the store? Rowe

S. Ream give the message. *dem"

10. What you do with my pen? "did"

11. When John be home? "well"

12. Wary said that we have her too . "mutch"--.....
13. Tris raised his head. 'tour
14. They an airplane. %awe"

15. Sill and Mark have to the fair. "ben"

11. They the long way home. "took"

1T. Two plus makes six. "for"

111. When sari see the picture? 11.01

11 Can you tell me won the nee? "who"

20. 1 I could go to the aims. *womb*

5 X37

.
"all" "owl"

eat" *ate

"what" *wet"

°a way" "away"

etri" "try"

The& "had3"

"!rein" "rain*

*cud" "could"

"them" "them"

°deed" ode&

'wile" "will"

emote "mush"

"boy" "boye"

*we "saw"

"bin" 'been"

"took" "tok"

"four" "fore"

or "I"

*woe "hoo"

"wish* "with"
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VOYAGE.IIE

Specific Topic: History of the fur trade in North America

Type: Simulation

Reading Levels 4 (Spache)

Grade Levels 4 6

1DZSCIIIPTION.

This program simulates experiences of the voyageurs, who traveled in great
canoes from Grand Portage on Lake Superior into the fur trading country beyond,
during the 11th and early 19th centuries. Students decide the quantities of
provisions needed to make the trip, and whether to stop or continue on when
randomly simulated events make travel hazardous. The goal is to reach the
destination in as short a time and with as many furs to trade as possible.

OBJECTIVES.

1. To study the development of the fur trade by its parts:
the influence of geography
the presence of Au bearing animals
the human participants
the market for furs

2. To study in detail a part of the fur trade through simulating the
experience of the voyage:a

by controlling variables (the quantities of goods needed to
survive a journey by canoe)
by making decisions to affect an outcome

9
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VOYAGEUR

BACKGROUND INFORMATION.

This program simulates the early eighteenth century In the woods of northern
Minnesota, at a time when fur trading was its major industry and the future
state was still part of the unsettled wilderness. Students play the role of a
voyageur, a word used by the French Canadians for a worker employed by the
great fur trading companies to transport fUrs to and from remota outposts. The
goal of the simulation is to reach the destination (Rainy Lake) In the shortest
amount of time with the largest number of fun.

Student voyageurs must load their canoe with thirty Vines" to make the trip.
Each pitae is an SO pound pack oft .

- clothes for protection from the elements

- gunpowder shot for hunting food and warding off enemies

- wine to refresh the men and to keep them 1 . good spirits and
working herd

- flour and sugar for food, like harmonic, a kind of flatbread cooked
over a campfire

- tobacco for smoking when the men relax

- trading goods Many items were used for trade including tobacco,
liquor, staples, guns, ammunition, kettles, needles, axes and beads.
In exchange, the Indians gave skins of bear, beaver, buffalo, fox,
mink, wolf and other animals.

- pemmicana Creel Indian word for concentrated food consisting
of thin strips of lean buffalo or venison which was dried in the sun,
pounded fine, and shaped into small blocks about 3 or 4 inches
square. Sometimes raisins or other fruits were added.

Students must choose from the above categories to total 30 pieces. If they
choose to carry too few or too many, the computer tells them to re-enter their
responses.

The simulation begins at Grand Portage on Lake Superior. nhe Great Carrying
Place" was where voyageurs coming in from points East and West gathered in
early summer to load and unload their cargoes of fur, and met' and restock
their canoes before netting back out to lonely winter pats.

60
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Choices students must make along the way are based on status reports the
computer gives them, such as

Day 4
Outarde Portage

Status Report

Clothes 1.0
Gunpowder/shot 4.0
Wine 4.4
Flour/sugar 3.0
Tobacco 4.4
Trading Goods $.0
ppm mican

Total V.2

- canoe Is in 100% good condition

- morale is 100% of possible

- you have 48 furs

The computer delivers the consequences of student choices. Some of the possible
outcomes are

- canoe is swamped and pieces are lost

- low morale causes everyone to quit

- clothes are lost and death occurs through expostre

Locations along the route are

Grand Portage
Partridge Portage
Outarde Portage
Moose Portage
New Grand Portage
Height of 'and Portage
Gunflint Lake
Marabou-Knife Lake
Lac le Croix near Mai Island
Rainy Lake

The map an the following page is based on portion of voyageur route from
Grand Portage to Lake Winnipeg which Wigan on Saturday, July 19. 1890:
(Alexander Henry. Chapter II, Travels and Adventures (ed.) S. Bath, Toronto, MO

61
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VOYAGEUR

0E2 IN AN DISTEUCTIONAL 'mom

"The early history of Europeans on this continent cannot be understood unless it
is related to the habits of the beaver and the quality of its fur."

John Parker, The World fora Markel:4race

Use the statement as e challenge for students. Let information gathering over
several days prove or disprove the importance of the beaver to the development
of North America.

LESSON PLAN

DAY 1-2 Nave students form six study groups to correspond to the six study guide
sheets provided with VOYAGEUR:

Beavers Rivers and Lakes Canoes
Voyageurs Indian People Pur Trading Companies

Using textbooks, libraries, historical societies, end museums for source
material, direct groups to gather as much information as they can to
answer the questions on the study guide. Groups ean work as a team or
assign their individual members specific questions. Stress the information
gathering aspect, that the study guide questions are a framework to build
from. (Information students gather can be writen or tape recorded, and
accompanied by photographs, sketches, artifacts, and slides for oral
presentation on Day 3.)

DAY 3 Meet with groups individually to use their progress and facilitate their
methods for gathering information and presenting it before the class.

DAY 4 Break the information gathering activities with a variety of related art
prefects:

Rivers and Lakes Provide students with one of the following: a continuous roll
of wide paper or sheets of tacked together newsprint to
stretch across the front of the classroom or en adjoining
corridor. Aided by maps and their research, have students
sketch in rivers and lakes. Enthusiastic approximations are

. more important than accuracy. (Place names should be
carefully printed. "Rivers and Lakes* students can tape or
pin the names into place during their presentation.)

Beavers - Provide "Beavers" with coat hangers, newspapers, flow, water:
and paints and set them to work on a life size paper MOM
beaver.
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.. y n - With crayons or paint, bits of yarn, and scraps of cloth,
have the group make paper bag puppets matching their
Individual conceptions of a voyageur.

Indian People, - Add beads and feathers to the Items provided the
Voyeurs, and have each member of this group make
a paper bag puppet to inch ode some special
characteristic of Indian dress.

Canoes - Rave students work from pictures and what they hay s
learned about canoe btdIding to make individual canoes.
Provide strips of firm cardboard, brown paper, glue,
paints.

Yu: Trading Companies - Provide students with the same basic items given the
Voyageursbut more choice seeps of fabric and bits
of lace. Have them construct paper bag puppets to
represent some of the giants of the her- trade -John
Jacob Astor, Pierre Gaultier de la Yerendrye, Benny
Sibley.

DAY 6 Begin oral presentation based on study guides and art projects.

DAY 6 Use the VOYAGEUR program to bring all the information gathering
together. Study guides, art protects, and presentations have emphasized
various human and material components which made up the fur trade
overall. With the computer program the focus is on a particular route,
specific stopping points, and the decisions which must be made aim the
way. (Si. Background Information.)

Hold a Man against Nature 3ontest with members of the class forming
two teams.

v

Team A plays the role of the voyageur.

Goal to reach Rainy Lake in the least number of days.

to brbig in the greatest number of pelts

Team A begins the simulation and chooses the number of pieces based on
what students have learned.

Team B alternates turns on the computer with Teem A and takes whatever
point of view 4s3uld be best for the beaver.

Goal have voyageurs fail to reach Sainy WA* or take greatest
number of days

bring in least number of pelts
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Award points et fellows:

,

Team A
niggoal
each pelt
each "amen"

56

100 pts.

10 pts.

10 pts.

Team B
Tatrreach goal 100 pts.

each delay 10 pts.

each "failure" 10 pts.

Discuss the simulation with students. Which futures of the simulation
seemed most real or unreal? Why or why not?

Follow-uo

1. Print the Indian names of places, lakes, and rivers on individual
cards and put in a box for students to draw from. Have them write
a poem or stork on sounds and pictures suggested by their word.

2. Rave students write for historical and current material to offices
of Patio Canada: Churchhill, Manitoba for the Hudson Bay area;
Montreal, Quebec ter the St. Lawrence liver.

3. Inquire about a copy of the movie, Centennial through your local
library (The character of Alexander Mackenzie in the film was an
actual fur trapper and trader.)

4. Suggest students read about twentieth century caw, traveL A
good place to start is with the account of a famous Journalist-
newscaster, Eric Sevaried. When be graduated from high school in
1930, the author mad. a 2,250 mile trip from Minneapolis to Hudson
Bay by canoe. Sevaried, Erie. canoeing with the Cree.

The Minnesota Historical Society, 4190 Cedar Street, St. Paul, MN 55101.
(A free catalog lists publications, documentary films and slides.)

Henry, Alexander. Travels and Adventures 4a) S. Saint Toronto, 1901
(primary smut. C.titilr traces the water mute from grand Portage

to Lake Winnipeg.)

Parker, John. The Wor For A Market:daft, Chapter V. Published by
the Associates o the AMU Ford Bell Library, Minneapolis MS. Printed
by North Central Publishing Company, St. Paul, MN.

05
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Name

The Beaver

The word *beavers means

Describe the types of fur
the beaver has

Draw a beaver

IITUDT GUIDE .1

What is the home of the beaver waled?

What are beaver homes made of?

Bow are the homes built?

Where do beavers build their horses?

Man's use of the Beaver

Soave* fur was very valuable hi Europe and in America, particularly so before'
the 20th century. Why was the fur valuable? What was It used for'

MECC40
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ANSWER MOW

Study Guide Answers and Supplemental
Information for Teachers

Study Guide 01
1. (Literal) °brown water animal"

3. Short todercoat hairs of wool used in felt making; long outer coat gum d hairs.
Fur prized for its warmth and lightweight.

3. Den in bank along a stream, or lodge in pond or lakes; both with underwater
tunnels.

44. Beaver Sather and heap sticks, stones, brash, and mud on pond bottom to height
of 4 feet above the water. Large chambers are hollowed out for sleeping and
smoothed for feeding and grooming areas. Mud and sticks are oondnuall added
to outside for strength. A "chimney" is left at top for ventilation.

T. MN

14. Traps with bait were set for the beaver, who wore easy to catch because they
stayed close to their easily found homes. Beaver were killed by the Indians at
first for their own use with simple weapons, and later trapped for trade. As
the trade grew, Europeans, notably the French, trapped fUrs to supply a flourishing
market.

10. Today state U1111 vary. In Minnesota, only residents can trap beaver-10 per year.
14,000 were trapped in 1074.

Study Guide 13

1. Traveler

2. No. Most were French Canadians and spoke French.

3. Transported fUrs in large canoes down the waterways from the fur country to
the trading companies.

4. Colorfully. Usually a long sleeved shirt and loose pants, a sash around each
knee. When paddling, wore a breechcloth and maybe deerskin leggings for
protection on portages. In winter, a warm hooded 41411t made from a blanket.
Under a red stocidng cap, black Asir hung shoulder length.

5. The Vork-oaters" were beginner voyageurs who took trade goods from Montreal
down to exchange posts in early summer and Ars back to MontreaL The
"winterere were more experienced men who spent winters at interior posts and
exchanged trade goods for Indian AIM

Many varied ..tems-oloth, beads, needles and thread, small mirrors, bracelets,
guns, kettles, steel traps, knives, axes.T.

ttZ"- ...J% 1'0114; 7i)t. I
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ATTACHMENT .1

SELECTED COMMENTS

Conference sessions

Enjoyed all sessions. Atmosphere was relaxed yet presentations were
effective and allowed for desired audience participation.

Al Pork was great as reactor. His points were well taken and clearly
defined. As English teachers we should leave the programming to expert
programmers and find out what innovative ideas the computer can perform.

Given the very different degrees of expertise the audience shared, I think
you should be quite pleased that everyone (that I know, anyway) left
the conference feet!ng she had learned a great deal, that she was now
On tope of current developments, that she now knew who to contact for
further information.

Though all of the presentations were valuable and interesting, 1 found
Hugh Burns' and Stephen Marcus' presentations to be of the greatest
interest to me.

Provided a good overview of the field, combined with some exciting specific
examples. Since my own interest is the use of word processors in teaching
composition, 1 would have appreciated a little more on this particular
topic. All in ail, however, the conference was extremely informative--a
rarity, I fear, in the usual case of the academic conference!

I came with very guarded opinion of the value of CAI in composition.
1 am now colvinced that, properly used, the computer will be a useful
tool for language arts teachers.

I'll be writing for at least two more months. I brought back lots of
ideas. Bork is Just what we needed. Shostak knows the field so well.

Conference arrangements

The size was ideallarge enough to have differences and generate a range
of ideas, and small enough for individuals to feel a part of it, ask
questions, meet people, etc.

All was well conceived and arranged--a model of efficiency and effectiveness.

The schedule was welt thought out, with consideration for balance and with
needed breaks built in, an aspect frequently overlooked.

Excellent arrangements . . It's probably the first conference I've
attended where things moved!
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I greatly appreciated the pace of the conference. Not overcrowded with
sessions. Enough time during breaks and lunch to talk with people.
Small enough to meet everyone. Broad range of approaches to CAI/composition.

Other comments and suggestions

Please place me on the mailing list. I would be interested in other
conferences.

I was extremely impressed with my first Sal. experience. I will keep my
eyes open for future announcements.

Have follow-up conferences periodically to keep us apprised of new
developments.

Have another one

209
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Computer assisted Composition Instruction: The Stare of the Ad

Robert Shostak (Florida International University)

Computer-misted PrewritLy Activities: Harmonics for Invention
Hugh Bums (United States Air Force Academy)

- Computers and the Composing Process: An Examination of Computer-Writer
Interaction

Earl Woodruff (The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education)

Courseware Selection
Ann Lathrop (San Mateo County Educational Resources Center)

Courseware Demonstrations
Michael Southwell (York College, City University of New York)
Stephen Marcus (University of California at Santa Barbara)
Irene and Owen Thomas (IOTA, Laguna Beach, California)
Shirley Keran (Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium)

Evaluating Textual Pzponses
Joseph Lawlor (SWRL Educational Research and Development)

Reactions
Alfred Bork (University of California at Irvine)

Aailable hem
BWRL Fdeeedeal Retard and Development

ABS Loewe Averse
Las Alamitos, CA MU

DUO

Please send me copies of Computers in Composition Instruction at $4.00 each.
Enclosed is a check /money order (no purchase orders, please) for $ payable to
"SWRL." California residents please add 6% sales tax (24e).

Nano

Address

sane to Accounting Deportment
SWIM Edoestlenet Iteseenth end Development
MIS Laminae Memo
Lee Namitee, CA 10720
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CONFERENCE 3N PRACTICAL MUTING

A Research-Practice Conferencf

Sponsored by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
Los Alamitos, California

Friday, October 15, 1981
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CONFERENCE ON PRACTICM. WRITING

SUMMARY

As a result of recent advances in composition research, educators

have begun to recognize the neeJ for re-examining and, where necessary,

reorganizing writing curricula. The focal-point of rece:It research and,

thus, of curriculum change, has been the writing process. While the

shift in interest from product to process is, in itself, a welcome and

much needed change, some topics of concern to educators and the general

public remain virtually unexamined. One such topic is the transfer-

ability of academic writing skills to "real-world" writing situations.

Many people want to know if school-oriented writing prepares students

for the writing they will do in their later roles as employed adults.

Consonant with this interest in job-related writing !: the recent

(albeit late) recognition that "literacy" is not synonomous with

"reading." The ability to read connected prose does not guarantee the

ability to w.ite connected prose. As expanding technologies employ

greater numbers of service personnel, it has become apparent that many

otherwise qualified workers are unable to communicate effectivelr in

writing. Some major companies are undertaking their own "re-schooling"

programs to teach relevant composition skills.

Recognizing the contiguity of problems pertaining to job-related

writing ant: literacy in writing, SWRL planned a one-day conference that

would focus on research and educational applications in these areas.

Participants

Four speakers, all cf whom have made significant contributions in

areas related to practical writing, were invited to make formal



presentations at the conference. A fifth speaker, notable for his work

in youth employment, was invited to make the opening address. (See

Attachment A for background information on the speakers.)

Registration flyers (Attachment B) were mailed to interested

educators, and a conference announcement was published in 4 number of

professional journals (see Attachment C for two such announcements).

Thirty-three people registered for the conference: each paid a nominal

fee to help cover conferonc.! expenses, including lunch, refreshments,

and copies of the proceedings. Conference registrants included

representatives from the university, community college, adult school,

and secondary school levels, and one participant from the publishing

Industry (see Attachment D for a I!st of institutions represented).

SWRL composition staff and other SWRL personnel interested in

literacy-related research also attended the conference.

Agenda (see Attachment E)

On the evening before the conference, SAL composition staff met

the speakers for dinner. This meeting allowea speakers and staff to get

acquainted and to make final arrangements for t%e conference.

The conference began with welcoming remarks by Richard Schutz,

Executive Director of SWRL.

Mahlon Puryear, Executive President of the Orange County Urban

League, then delivered the opening address, speaking on the topic

"Youth, Jobs, and Literacy." Puryear stressed the importance of

communication between educators and employers, and called for an

increased commitment to literacy education on the part of teachers.



li the first formal presentation, Ruth Mitchell (UCLA) spoke on

"Negative Entropy at Work: A Theory of Practical Writing." Mitchell

stressed the need for a new, "practical" writing model to replace the

formal, "academic'' model that is commonly taught in schools. According

to Mitchell, functional report-writing should be reader-oriented, with

conclusions first and background last. Most report-writing, she Writs

out, proceeds from background to conclusions.

Evelyn Jacob (George Mason University and the Center for Applied

Linguistics) then discussed "Research on Practical Writing in Business

and Industry." A major portion of her report was devoted to the results

of her ethnographic study at a milk-producing pant in Baltimore,

Maryland.

Another researcher, Larry Mikulecky (Indiana University -

Bloomington), discussed two of his recent studies of job-literacy.

Speaking on "Functional Writing in the Workplace," Mikulecky also

described a project in which unemployed, underprepared adults were

successfully prepared for employment as word-processor operators.

The final speaker was Gertrude Meyers (Northeastern Illinois

University). Meyers' presentation, "Written Language, An Essential

Communication Skill for the Competent Adult--A Curriculum Model,"

focused on a training program ti' she and others designed for a private

business college. The program provides instruction in job-oriented

writing for high school graduates with poor writing skills.

Post-conference Activities

After the conference, questionnaires were mailed to all

participants, asking them to comment on the conference sessions and
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arrc.igements and to provide other comments or suggestions. Resporaes

indicated that the majority of participants found the conference

professionally beneficial and were pleased with the format and

arrangements (see Attachment F for a more detailed report of responses).

All of the papers presented at the conference, as well as the

opening address, are currently being edited for publication in the

conference proceedings. This publication, Research and instruction in

Practical Writing, will be distributed to ail conference registrants and

speakers. Complimentary copies will be sent to NIE, to selected journal

editors, and to various individuals and organizations intereeted in

practical writing. Copies of the book will also be made available for

purchase at SWRI's cost.



ATTACHMENT A

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

EVELYN JACOB is an Assistant Professor of Education at George Mason

University in Fairfax, Virginia, and is also associated with the Center

for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C. She has investigated the

uses of literacy among Industrial workers in the United States and has

also conducted anthropological field work in Latin America. Dr. Jacob

has published articles in both education and anthropology, and has

presented papers on her work at professional meetings in both fields.

GERTRUDE MEYERS is an Associate Professor of Special Education at

Northeastern Illinois University in Chicago. Currently involved in

designing language arts curricula for underprepared adults, Mrs. Meyers

has an extensive background in adult and remedial education. She has

published several articles in educational journals.

LARRY MIKULECKY is an Associate Professor of Language Education at

Indiana University in Bloomington. Dr. Mikulecky has corducted resfmrch

on literacy in a variety of job-settings and is a consultant to both

government agencies and private corporations. He ha. authored two books

and a number of journal articles, and has frequently made presentations

to professional organizations.



0
RUTH .MITCHELL is a lecturer in writing at the University of

California, Los Angeles, and is also an administrator in the

university's Office of Academic Interinstitutional Programs. She has

also served as Co-Director of the UCLA Writing Project and as a

consultant to private Industry. Dr. Mitchell has published numerous

articles In professional journals and has made several oresentations at

professional conferences.

MAHLON PURYEAR is the Executive President of the Orange County

(California) Urban League. in Urban ..eague affairs since 1940,

Mr. Puryear is nationally recognized for his work in job development and

employment and is a member of ',he Federal Advisory Council on

Unemployment Insurance for the United States Department of Labor.
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4 CONFERENCE ON PRACTICAL WRITING

hosted by

SWRL Educational Research and Development
Los Mambos, Calffernts

Friday, October IS 1982

This one-day conference will feature presentations by the following authorities in the fields of literacy
and practical writing.

Evelyn Jacob (Center for Applied Linguistics)
"Functional Writing in Business and Industry"

Gertrude Meyers (Northeastern Illinois University)
"A Curriculum Model for Practical Writing"

Larry lAlkulecky (Indiana University)
"Writing and Job Literacy"

Ruth Mitchell (University of California, Los Angeles)
"Practical Writing in Theory and Practice"

The registration fee of $20 Includes coffee and refreshments, lunch, and a copy of the conference pro-
ceedings. Registration is limited to 100 participants. Please fill out and return the form below, along with
your 820 registration fee. Payment must accompany the form. Registration deadline is October 8, 1082.

We look forward to seeing you in October. if you cannot attend Oro conference, please watch for the
announcement of the conference proceedings, which will be published early next year.

CONFERENCE ON PRACTICAL WRITING
October 15, 1082
Registration Form

Neese 104

Name:

Address:

Phone: (
400,00, MINNIMPOO

)

ONO

taseg) OWEN

ScheolfOrgaritzadon:

Pb.,.e make chocks mai* I* esrlu_* Men lone and AwilitratkoD fee kr

Larry Om*,
SWRL Edroatienal Reseeith ene Development
485 Lampoon Avenue
Lee Alamitos, CA DOM
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."TACHMENT C

A Conference on Practical Writing will be held on October 15, 1962,
at Southwest Regional laboratory for Ectucational Research and
Development in Les Alamitos, California.

Record authorities will speak on:
Practical Writing in Industry
Practical Writing in the Military
Practical Writing Instruction in Sec-
ondary Schools
Practical Writing in Theory and Prac-
tice

For further information, contact; Larry Gentry, SWRL Educa-
tional Research and Development, 4665 Lampson Avenue, Los
Alamitos, CA 90720t 013) 596-7661.

71a 10177340 INSTRUCICIt IALL bier

EATESOL Bturns mud

A conference on Practical Writing wID
be held co October 15, 1982. at South-
wee Reeona: Liberator) for Motion-
al Research and Dry etrpuirrit in Los
Monitor, Catfornia Spent= Al focus
on prettied wririris in industry, the tts
tory; r Atrial %liars& instruction in
secondary schools, theory and practice

Conference proceed: 4s wit be pub.
lished and can be ordered from tarry
Carney. SWRL Educational Research and
Developtreent, 466.5 Linetpson Avers"
Los Aismites, CA WM, (11.3) 544.7441.

tAt2 IVCATI:501. NEW5/ALICIXT isitt

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



411 ATTACHMENT D

Institutions Represented by Conference Registrants

Anaheim Unified School District
Anaheim, CA

Arizona State University
Tempe, A2

Belifflower Unified
School District

Bellflower, CA

Brea-Olinda High School
Brea, CA

California State College
San Bernardino, CA

California State Polytechnic
University

Pomona, CA

California State University
Northridge, CA

Compton Unified School District
Compton, CA

Costa Mesa High School
Costa Mesa, CA

Fullerton College
Fullerton, CA

Ginn and Company
Lexington, MA

Hacienda-La Puente Unified
School District

La Puente, CA

Katelta High School
Anaheim, CA

Los Angeles Unified
school District

Los Angeles, CA

Loyola Marymount University
Los Angeles, CA

Manhattan Beach City Schools
Manhattan Beach, CA

Monterey Peninsula
Community College

Monterey, CA

Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified
School District

Rolling Hills, CA

Pepperd:ne University
Malibu, CA

Riverside County Department
of Education

Riverside, CA

Saddleback Valley Unified
School District

Mission Viejo, CA

Santa Ana College
Santa Ana, CA

Santa Ana Unified School District
Santa Ana, CA

Torrance Unified School District
Torrance, CA

University of California

Irvine, CA

University of Southern California

Los Angeles, CA

West Covina Unified
School District

Vest Covina, CA



ATTACHMENT E

AGENDA

8:30 Registration, coffee

9:00 Welcome

Richard Schutz (SWRL)

9:15 Opening address

"Youth, Jobs, and Literacy"

Mahlon Puryear (Orange County Urban League)

9:45 Presentation/Discussion

"Negative Entropy at Work: A Theory of Practical Writing"

Ruth Mitchell (UCLA)

10:45 Break

11:00 Presentation/Discussion

"Research on Practical. Writing in Business and Industry"

Evelyn Jacob (George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, and
Center for Applied Linguistics:Washington, DC)

12:00 Lunch at SWRL

1:15 Presentation/Discussion

"Functional Writing in the Workplace"

Larry Mikulecky (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN)

2:15 Break

2:30 Presentation/Discussion

"Written Language, An Essential Communication Skill for
the Competent Adult: A Curriculum Model"

Gertruoe Meyers (Northeastern Illinois University,
Chicago, IL)

3:30 Adjournment
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. ATTACHMENT F

DA'Z'E November 18, 1982

TO. Bruce Cronnell

FROM Larry Gentry

31.BJECT PARTICIPANTS' REACTIONS TO THE CONFERENCE ON PRACTICAL WRITING,

OCTOBER 15, 1982
COPIES TO

Ann Humes, Joe Lawlor, Patricia Milazzo

As a follow-up to the Conference on Practical Writing, I mailed

evaluation forms to the kers and the conference registrants. The
majority of those who reaeanded thought that the conference was quite
valuable, well-conceived, and well-organized. The evaluations are
summarized below, and sample nomments are attached.

Conference sessions (structure, value, high points, limitations, etc.)

Most respondents indicated that the sessions were informative and
valuable. Several people commented on the quality of the speakers;
Ruth Mitchell and Larry Mikulecky were especially well-received.
Mitchell's practical suggestions and concrete examples Seemed to go
over very well, as did Mikulecky's ability to translate research into
implications for instruction.

/ few peovle thought that research was overemphasized; they would have
liked to have heard more about successful classroom programs. The

truth of the matter is, of course, that most of the work in this area
is still in the research stage. A major purpose of the conference was
to stimulate thinking with regard to curriculum development.

Conference arrangements (facilities, scheduling, meals, etc.)

All of the respondents seemed to be pleased with the conference
arrangements. The facilities received very positive approval. A few

people indicated that they would have liked more time for discussion,
but most thought that the balance between presentation and discussion
was very satisfactory. Comments regarding food and refreshments were

positive.

Other comments and Suggestions

A number of participants had attended prior writing conferences at
SWRL and were disappointed to hear that this would probably be the
last of the series. Some Indicated that they hoped we would find
alternate funding sources.



Bruce Cronnell
November 18, 1982
Page 2

SELECTED COMMENTS

Conference sessions

This was one cf the best conferences I've attended this year. I want

to suggest more time for interaction between presenters and participants,
but that would have to have been at the expense of the presentations
and each was quite good.

Conference speakers were well selected and well qualified for their
tasks. I especially appreciated Larry Mikulecky and Ruth Mitchell,
although the other two speakers had their own valuable and unique
contributions. The conference was well done and extremely valuable
to me.

I thought the meetings were very well organized. ;here was sufficient
content, but spaced so that it was not overwhelming. For me it was

very valuable. I think the work being done by Ruth Aitchell is pioneer
work in practical writing skills at the college level. It was also
exciting to hear about the linkage of writing to the workplace by both

Larry Mikulecky and Evelyn Jacob. This is all fairly new.

The first speaker was interesting to hear, but he had very little to

offer the audience. He should not have been invited over the many others
who have research findings to report.

Mitchell provided practical suggestions based on sound reasr)nings.

Mikulecky was well prepared and informative.

The conference presentations that I observed were very good.

Conference arrangements

Excellent room and refreswent arrangements.

Good room, well equipped. No problems.

All of it was fine.

Excellent

I'rine.

Start later in the morning/



Bruce Cronnell
November 18, 1982
Page 3

Other comments and suggestions

Don't stop holding conferences; these are valuable.

The conference leaned a bit too much toward the research in the field,
at the expense of current practice. That is, I would have appreciated
a look at some exemplary practice in the field at several levels, e.g.,
high school, junior college, tech school, etc.

It would be good if some of the future sessions could provide opportunities
for conferees to participate in and/or apply techniques presented - -in

addition to "information giving" sessions.

Overall, a fine conference.

iv
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PART II

STUDIES OF THE LiTEWURE

Introduction

A. Annotated Bibliography of Literature Studies

B. The Composing Process: A Summary of the Research"

C. "Research on the Composing Process: Methodology, Results, and
Limitations" (Technical Report No. 78)

D. "Putting Writing Research into Writing Practice--Easliy" (Journal
Article)



PART II

STUDIES OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

Although the research/practice conferences described in Part I have
provided staff (and others) with valuable background on current research
and practice in writing and in writing instruction, additional knowledge
was needed. Consequently, staff undertook a number of literature reviews.

A. Annotated Bibliography of Literature Studies. The various
literature studies on composition that have been p-repared during the
course of the project are listed and annotated in this section. These
eleven reports (all previous deliverables) provide considerable back-

ground on the current state of composition research and instruction.
(In addition, staff have followed current composition work by reading
numerous books and by attending professional meetings. Book reviews and
professional meeting reports prepared by staff are contained in a previous
deliverable.)

B. "The Composing Process: A Summary of the Research." One of

our earliest and most valuable literature studies was Ann Humes' "The
Composing Process: A Review of the Literature" (Technical Note
No. 2-80/09). In the more than two years since that review as prepared
(at the beginning of the project), additional important research on
the composing process has been undertaken and reported. Thus, it seems
fitting to conclude the project with a new up-to-date report that
describes the research on the composing process.

C. "Research on the Composing Process: Methodology, Results, and
Limitations" (Technical Report No. 78). While the report in Section
provides an extensive summary of research studies on composition, the
report in this section goes beyond by synthesizing the various pieces of
research into a coherent whole. The various research methods that have
been used are described and their limitations noted. At the center of
the report is Ann Humes' synthesis of the results of all these studies

into a research-based description of the composing process.

D. "Puttin Writin Research into Writin Practice -Easil ." At
the request of the editor of Tne Elementary School Journal, Ann Humes
prepared a paper that both reviewed the literature and suggested applications
of the research on writing. Thus this article serves as a bridge between
the research discussed in Parts 1 and II and the instructional components
discussed in Part III.

N29
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE STUDIES

Technical Note No. 2-80/05

Inproving Student Writing Through Sentence Combining: A Literature Review
Joseph Lawlor

The theoretical roots of sentence combining as a pedagogical
strategy are discussed, along with several recent studies of
language development. Major sentence-combining studies are reviewed,
and the instructional implications of the research are presented.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 356)

Technical Note No. 2-80/07

A New Look at Young Writers: Tne Writing-Process Research of Donald Graves
Larry Gentry

The paper examines the contributions Donald Graves has made to
research on written composition. Particular attention is given to
his case studies of the writing processes of young children. The
results of these studies, and their implications for instruction,
are examined and discussed.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 354)

Technical Note No. 2 -80/09

The Composing Proess: A Review of the Literature
Ann Humes

Background on the current interest in writing is presented.
Then the literature on theories of the composing process is discussed.
Next, case studies on the composing process are reviewed. Finally,

conclusions are stated about the relevance of the literature for
education.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 378)

Technical Note No. 2-80/10

An Instructional Model of the Composing Situation

Ann Humes

Flower and Hayes have formulated a cognitive model of the
composing situation, including the recursive composing process.
This paper converts the cognitive model into an instructional model

that is appropriate for the design of instruction in writing. The

instructional model incorporates three major units: Task Environment,

Composing Process, and Long-Term Memory. The Task Environment
Includes the composing problem, the text produced so far, and

feeiback. The Composing Process includes planning (setting goals..
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generating, arranging), translating (the actual writing on paper),
reviewing, and changing; these subprocesses operate cyclically.
Long-Term Memory Includes knowledge of content, skills, and tech-
niques used in composing, as well as knowledge of the use of outside
sources.

(ERIC Document Reproduct;on Service No. ED 192 379)

Technical Note No. 2-80/11

Textual Revision: A Review of the Researcn
'airy -Gentry

Recent studies and theoretical constructs pertaining to textual
revision (i.e., the protest of editing and reformulating written
discourse) are discussed. The relative effectiveness of various
revision strategies is examined, with particular attention given
the different strategies employed by skilled and unskilled writers.
Implications for researchers and instructors are sketched.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 355)

Technical Note No. 2-80/21

Specifications for Composition Instruction
Ann Humes

The content for composition instruction is specified. The
instructional outcomes are described within the context of an
instructional model of the composing situation and are discussed
under the following headings: the composing problem, setting
goats, generating, arranging, translating, reviewing, feedback.
These specifications provide the framework for a complete program
of composition Instruction. An appendix describes important
instructional techniques that can aid in the implementation of
composition outcomes.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 192 376)

Technical Note No. 2-80/27

Punctuation and Capitalization: A Review of the Literature
Bruce Cronnell

The purposes of capitalization and punctuation are reviewed,
with particular emphasis on the functions of punctuation. Major

problems are discussed, as is the teaching of these mechanical
skills.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. iD 208 404)
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Technical Note No. 2-81/04

Current Books on Composition: Some Reviews

Joseph Lawlor, Bruce Cronnell, Ann Humes, Larry Gentry

Ten current books on composition ere reviewed. These reviews
provide background for SWRL inquiry on composition instruction.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 199 759)

Technical Note No. 2-81/08

instructional Specifications for Sentence Combining
Joseph Lawlor

The content for sentence-combining instruction is specified.
The specifications are discussed in relaton to studies of written
language development and in comparison to existing sentence-
combining curricula. Problems in sequencing sentence-combining
instruction are also described. In addition, several suggestions
for the design of a sentence-combining program are presented. An

appendix lists the scope and sequence of instruction, as well as
sample items.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 210 701)

Technical Note. No. 2-81/17

Dialect and Writing: A Review

Bruce Cronnell

Students who do not speak Standard English may have problems
when learning to write English. The influence of speech on writing
in English is reviewed for Black English, for other English dialects,
end for other languages. Views on "students' right to their own
language" are discussed, and suggestions are presented for teaching
English to students who do not speak Standard English.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 2i1 997)

Technical Note No. 2 -82/23

Three Books about Writing

Ann Humes

Three books about writing are reviewed: James Kinneavy's
A Theory of Discourse, Joseph Williams' Style: Ten Lessons in
Clarity and Grace, and Carl Klaus' ;et al.) Experimental Version of
ComposILILChildhood Experience: An Approach to Writing and Learning
in the Elementary Grades.
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THE COMPOSING PROCESS: A SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH

Ann Humes

During the past decade, research on the composing process has

burgeoned, with the number of very recent studies far exceeding the

total for the first half of the 1970's. This paper summarizes the body

of research on the composing process, but does not include studies of

written products (e.g., Crowhurst 6 Piche, 1979), studies of language

development (e.g., Loban, 1976), or studies on the effects of

instruction (e.g., 014are, 1973). The summary describes the projects in

chronological order from the earliest to the most current, concluding

with three recent studies that focus on only one element of the

process -- revising. The paper then provides a brief overview of the

research results.

Research

The earliest study of the composing process was conducted in 1946,

when John Van Bruggen investigated the rate of flow of words during

composing. Van Bruggen's subjects were 42 boys and 42 girls in junior

high school. Van Bruggen was an enterprising researcher; he devised an

elaborate system of "hardware" that consisted of a kymograph, rollers,

motor-driven punch, magnetic coils, a disc with wires, springs, magnetic

coils, and a copper stylus. This hardware was necessary in that pre-

computer, pre-videotape era to record the activities of an examiner who

sat behind a one-way screen and s!muleted each of the 84 partic ipants'

writing bursts and pauses.

Van Bruggen found that good writers spend more time in long pauses,

while less competent writers pause for briefer periods. Additionally,
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good writers often pause before they write whole segments of text, while

poor writers frequently pause before sentence- and word-level tasks.

Van Bruggen also discovered that students who had mastered drafting

skills, as measured by high scores on usage tests, wrote at a rabid rate

between pauses; students oho had not mastered drafting skills wrote more

slowly.

The next major research was undertaken by Janet Emig in 1971. Her

study is particularly significant because it has served as a prototype

for many subsequent projects. Emig studied eight high school seniors

who were identified as good writers by the chairs of the local English

departments. She met with each student four times. During those

tape-recorded sessions, students simultaneously composed aloud and on

paper while they were being observed by the examiner, who was in the

same room. The investigator also interviewed each student.

An abbreviated version of the outline Emig used to analyze her data

is presented in Table 1. Her data suggested that students did little

planning before they began translating on paper, and they seldom

outlined. She also found that students' cor'osing processes for self-

sponsored writing (i.e., writing students decided to do themselves)

differed from those for school-sponsored writing (i.e., assigned by

teachers): The students planned longer and reformulated more for

self-sponsored writing; they also evidenced more instances of clearly

discernible starting and stopping behavior. Emig concluded that

students should be allowed to do more self - sponsored writing in order to

encourage good writing behavior.

Mischel (1974) replicated Emigss design, with similar results, in

his study of a 17-year-old high school student referred to as

"Clarence." Mischel found th.l. all Clarence's planning, both at the
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TABLE 1

ABBREVIATED VERSION OF EMIG'S OUTLINE FOR ANALYZING DATA

1. Context of Composing Other Observed Behaviors

2. Nature of Stimulus Silence
Registers: Vocalized Hesitation

Field of Oiscourse Tempo of Composing
Mode of Oiscourse Combinations of Composing

Self-Encountered Stimulus and Hesitational

Other-Initiated Stimulus: Behaviors
Assignment by Teacher Theoretical Statements
Reception of Assignment concerning Spontaneous

by Student Speech
3. Prewriting 7. Reformulation

Self-Sponsored Writing: Type of Task
Length of Period Correcting
Nature of Musings and Revising

Elements Contemplated Rewriting
Interveners and Inter- Transforming Operations
ventions Addition

Teacher-Initiated (or Deletion
School-Sponsored Reordering or Substitution
Writing) Embedding

Same categories 8. Stopping
as for Self- Formulation
Sponsored Seeming Ease/Oifficulty

4. Planning of Decision
Self-Sponsored Writing Element Treated Last

Initial Planning Context and Conditions
Later Planning under which Writing

Teacher-Initiated Writing Stopped
Same categories as above Interveners and Interventions

5. Starting Seeming Effect of Parameters
Self-Sponsored Writing and Variables

Seeming Ease/Difficulty Reformulation
of Decision 9. Contemplation of Product

Element Treated First Length of Contemplation

Oiscursively Unit Contemplated

Context & Conditions under Effect of Product upon Self

which Writing Began Anticipated Effect upon Reader
Interveners and Inter- 10. Seeming Teacher Influence on Piece
ventions Elements of Product Affected

Teacher-Initiated Writing Registers
Same categories as above Formulation of Title or Topic

6. Composing Aloud: A Character- Length

ization Purpose
Selecting and Ordering Audience
Components Deadline

Anticipation/Abeyance Amenities
Kinds of Transformational Treament of Written

Operations Outcome
Style Other

(Adapted from Emig, 1971, pp. 34-35)
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writing sessions and at home, was mental, without physical activity such

as taking notes or outlining. His planning time ranged from less than

one minute For school-sponsored writing to approximately 20 minutes for

an episode of self-sponsored writing. Clarence paid little attention to

revising, although he did spend some time on reordering groups of words.

In another study reported in 1974, Stallard found that longer

planning time distinguished the writing processes of good writers.

Stallard used an observational checklist, an Interview, and an analysis

of written products to investigate the composing behavior of his high

school seniors. Stallard found that only one student made any kind of

outline--four sentences numbered 1-4. He also found that the good

student writers spent more time in completing the assignment and in

contemplating the product, both during and after the first draft.

Stallard concluded that "a major behavioral characteristic of the good

writer is a willingness to put forth effort to make communication

clearer to a reader" (p. 216). This conclusion was predicated on

evidence that the good wriPers planned more, stopped longer and more

frequently to review what they had written, and revised more than did

the poor writers.

Whereas most research involves older students and adults, Sawkins

/1975) examined the composing processes of fifth-grade students.

Sawkins interviewed 30 boys and 30 girls of "average" ability. She then

compared the students who wrote the 15 highest and 15 lowest rated

compositions, as measured on an analytic scale. On the basis of the

interviews and an analysis of students' compositions, Sawkins drew the

following conclusions about fifth-grz e writers:

1. Writers tend to consider aspects of content before they begin
writing and while they are writing.



2. For the most part writers proceed with writing without first
having made notes or an outline.

3. Most writers do not have the complete story in mind before they
begin writing, but make the story up as they go along and
decide on the ending about mid-way through the composition.

4. Fifth grade writers appear to give very little thought to
choosing words for particular purposes, to the sentences they
are writing, or to the paragraphing they use.

5. Many writers ask the teacher for help for spelling but do not
ask for other kinds of help, even though they are aware of
problems related to the content of their stories as well as to
punctuation, capitalization, and paragraphing.

6. Most writers proofread after writing the first draft in order
to check on various aspects of the mechanics of composition as
well as, to a more limited degree, matters of content.

7. Most writers who choose to rewrite do so in order to produce a
neater appearing paper. (pp. 47-48)

In another 1975 study at the elementary-school level, Graves

examined the composing processes of second-grade children and concluded

that their writing processes have three phases!

Prewriting phase. This phase immediately precedes the writing of

the child. Examples of factors related to writing observed in this
phase were the contribution of room stimuli to thematic choice, art
work behaviors, and discussions with other persons.

Composing phase. This phase begins and ends with the actual
writing of the message. Examples of phase factors were spelling,
resource use, accompanying language, pupil interactions,
proofreading, rereadings, Interruptions, erasures, and teacher

participation.

Postwriting phase. This phase refers to all behaviors recorded
following the completion of writing the message. (p. 231)

Graves and his associates report on another study at the elementary

level (Graves 1981a S 1981b, Graves S Murray 1980, Calkins 1980a S

1980b). The Graves team spent the years 1978-1980 studying the writing

of students in first through fourth grades. These students engaged in

extensive writing practice that fostered composing abilities. Children



were observed before, during, and after writing activities in their

regular classrooms, and the researchers kept detailed records of the

students' writing behaviors. Occasionally, the writing activities were

also videotaped. During videotaping, the student writer wore a small

microphone so that the researchers could capture any vocal or sub-vocal

behavior.

Narratives reporting the behavior of the young writers in the

Graves project provide a rich source of data on the composing process.

The data reveal that even first grade children can compose, and that

many eight-year-old children are capable of writing to find out what

they mean. In the process of discovering meaning, subjects willingly

composed as many as ten unassigned drafts, Redrafting was particularly

evident when the teachers discussed the compositions with the student

authors and when students were encouraged to read and discuss other

students' writing. This focus on revision helped students to develop a

sense of audience a..d of clarity and cohesion as well as to acquire

revising skills. The first revision skills students mastered were

mechanical changes such as correcting spelling and punctuation.

Interestingly, children who did not receive instruction in punctuation

mastered as many as or even more punctuation skills than did those who

received explicit drill and practice on punctuation. As they became

more confident with the mechanical aspects of writing, the students

revised content, adding information and reformulating whole texts.

Furthermore, the more the students drafted and revised, the more

proficient they became at writing.

In her 1979 study, Pianko examined aspects of the writing processes

of ten remedial and seven traditional (i.e., both average and good)
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writers who were freshmen in a community college. Each subject composed

a 400-word essay on five different occasions. Participants were

observed, videotaped, and interviewed. Observers recorded the length

and number of occurrences for various writing behaviors.

Pianko reports that most students began drafting on paper before

they had a complete idea of what they wanted to write. Although

fourteen did some mental planning before drafting, students stated that

they did most of their planning during composing. Most stuaents wrote

only one draft, which they reported was typical of their writing when it

must be done within a certain time in class. Two behaviors, pausing and

scanning, significantly influenced composing time and rate of composing.

Traditional students paused to plan, and they rescanned to reorient

themselves so they could decide what to write next. Furthermore,

traditional students were more concerned with communicating their ideas

than with correcting mechanics and usage. Remedial students, however,

often paused for diversion or to determine whether surface elements of

their te/ts were correct.

In anotner 1979 study, Perl examined the composing processes of

five unskilled college writers. Each writer met individually with the

researcher for five separate 90-minute sessions. The data collected

were students' written products, tapes of their oral composing, and

their responses to interviews. The data were coded and analyzed for the

time and frequency of different composing behaviors.

All participants in Perlis study displayed consistent composing

processes. They spent only about four minutes in pre-drafting planning,

and this planning consisted generally of (1) rephrasing the topic until
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a word or idea elicited an event in the student's experience, (2)

turning a broad topic into two manageable subtooics for writing, and ',5)

associating various words with the topic. Perl's unskilled writers

interrupted the flow of their drafting when they became aware of the

surface features of writing. Thus they generally revised to fix

mechanics, lexicon, and syntax. Table 2 displays an analysis of

students' editing behavior.

Table 2

Editing Behaviors

Total number of

Tony Dee Stan Lueller Beverly Total

words produced 1720 1271 1640 1754 2179 8564

Total form 210 24 49 167 100 550
Additions 19 2 10 21 11 63

Deletions 4t 9 18 41 38 150

Word Choice 13 4 1 27 6 51

Verb Changes 4 1 2 7 12 26

Spelling 95 4 13 60 19 191

Punctuation 35 4 5 11 14 69

Total content 24 7 13 2 21 67

(Peri, 1979, D. 331)

Despite these editing efforts, students' essays still evidenced

serious problems. Per thinks this phenomenon may have been caused (1)

by students' tendency to assume that their readers could understand

their text. and (2) by thelr selective perception, as is evidencei by the

fact thbt they often read aloid what they thought they had written

rather than what they actual), did write.

Recently, the number of reported studies has increased. Major

reports appqaring in 1980 include those conducted by Gould, Glassner,
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and Flower and Hayes. Gould videotaped approximately 50 adults, coilege

graduates who ranked in the upper twenty percent OA intelligence scales,

as they composed business letters, either by dictating or writing with a

pen or a typewriter. Some of Gould's results contradict findings from

many studies, perhaps because the writing task was not typical of the

tasks of other students. His writers rarely made notes, and they

reviewed their texts infrequently. This review was brief and local.

Revisions were few, local, and usually immediate rather than delayed.

One important result, 'onsistent with those of other studies, should be

noted: Gould found that planning is a significant element of writing,

consuming a high proportion of total composing time-65%.

The significance of planning is also reflected by changes in levels

of activity in the brain. Glassner (1980) used an electroencephalograph

to scan the activity of the left and right hemispheres of writers'

brains ,. they composed. He obtained data for 30 college students, 15

men and 15 women between the ages of 18 and 22. These subjects were

also videotaped.

Glassner first established a iseline rate of hemispheric activity

for each writer. Then the writers composed with electrodes attached to

their right and left temporal lobes. Some chose to write about familiar

topics that did not pose either global or local planning challenges

since the writers had repeatedly rehearsed the topics, either mentally

or in spoken discourse. Because of this rehearsal, they could compose

almost automatically, without consciously attending to planning their

discourse. Under these conditions, an electroencephalograph measured

higher levels of activity in writers' left brains than in their right

brains. Interviews with the participants verified e-a automatic nature
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of their writing at the time of their heavier left-brain activity. One

writer, who wrote about an automobile accident she had been involved in,

reported,

I knew the words that I would say, as I have said them before to
insurance investigators, lawyers, my family, and friends. It was

as if a record was in my head that kept repeating itself. (p. 88)

Conversely, writers evidenced high levels of right-hemisphere activity

when they chose unrehearsed topics that caused them to pause and engage

in significant amounts of in-process planning.

Flower and Hayes (1980) report on their analysis of a five-year

collection of protocols from novice and expert writers. Protocols are

transcripts prepared from tape recordings of writers who think aloud as

they compose. It should be noted that these tapes are not just records

of oral composing, but of the problem-solving goals or plans that occur

during writing as well (e.g., "I think start with an anecdote").

Flower and Hayes found that good writers address all elements of the

writing task. Conversely, poor writers are concerned primarily with the

features and conventions of written texts, such as the number of pages to

be written. Futhermore, expert writers create a rich network of problem-

solving goals that help them generate content, while poor writers are

concerned with statements about the subject; good writers continue to

develop and modify their goals as they write, while poor writers

frequently do not change their original perception of the task.

In a subsequent study, Flower and Hayes (1981) analyzed the location

and duration of pauses in the protocols of tnree expert and one novice

writer. They found that a high number of goal-related activities occur

during the pauses before episodes of writing (i.e., units of sustained

focus in the process of writing). Many such activities pertain
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to process goals (instructions and plans writers give themselves for

oirecting the writing process) rather than content goals (things writers

might say). Flo.er and Hayes also discovered that paragraphs are poor

predictors of long pauses; rather, long pauses occur when writers are

engaged in goal-related activities (e.g., setting a new goal, evaluating

a completed goal). Table 3 displays the results of the analysis of goal-

related and other actions occurring at episode boundaries.

TABLE 3

ACTIONS OCCURRING AT EPISODE BEGINNINGS

Goal Related Actions Other Actions

i t

, Goal

1 Setting

Goal
Related

Goal Setting

Acting
on Goal

(vat-
uatoon Review

Nets-
Cnm-

ment Other

Setting
Content
Goals

Setting
Process
Goals

Expert 1

Expert 2

Expert 3

Novice

10

14

25

20'

5

14

14

5

7

16

17

6

1

3

10

3

1

2

4

7

6

3

4

8

6

3

2

6

I 48t

1
51

4 51

45

55t

80

74

56

Average 18 10 10 4 4 5 4 I 49t 682

*45t devoted to reviewing assignment or earl er goat (Flower t Mayes. 1981, P. 241)

Flower and Hayes additionally report that the length of time spent in

episodes of drafting between pauses was greater for the expert writers

than for the novice writer.

The timing of pauses was also an important design feature in

Matsuhashi's rec.nt study (lW) of four high school seniors who were

considered skilled writers. The students were videotaped while sitting

in a mall office at a narrow desk. Two cameras were used, one aimed at

the writer and the other at the writing pad the student useo. Each
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participant was involved in 14 wilting sessions and composed in four

discourse types, although Matsuhashi reports on only three. Matsuhashi

found that pause-time increased according to the type of discourse

students were cempos!N;, In the following order: reporting, persuading,

and generalizing. Results of her analysis of pause time by discourse

type are presented in Figure 1.

o
20-

18-
1 0

a. 0 16-
u

co% 14-
c c
0--

1
e o

2-
VI 40=.
a g

116
01

C s

lc

6-

Generalizing Persuading Rep rting

Note: o Annette, x Edna, John, &Sari

Figure 1. Mean Pause Length for Three Discourse Purposes (adapted from
Matsuhashi, 1981, p. 124).

Matsuhashi also reports that her writers paused for a short time

when they were planning their next words or phrases; they paused for

longer periods when they were planning longer segments of text. She

found that planning highly abstract sentences (superordinates) regeired

mote time than planning sentences that add supporting details (sub-

ordinates). The opposite was true for individual words: Writer: 'Louse'.

for less time before superordinate (general) terms than before

ordinate (specific) terms. Overall, Matsuhashi's skilled writers ..pent
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more than half their total composing time in pausing. In a subsequently

reported analysis of data from this study (1982), Matsuhashi and Spittle

found that pause time is co'centrated around predicates, and that

modifiers come out in a rapid string.

Atwell (1981) found that all the participants in her study paused

at some time during composing. She studied ten traditional and ten

remedial undergraduate writers, who spent half their 20minute composing

period in "blind" writing. During this ten-minute period, participants

wrote on textured paper that did not take an imprint; only the attached

carbon copy was readable. Atwell found that the good writers spent more

time in global planning than in local, sentence- and word-level plan-

ning, while the remedial writers spent more time in local planning.

This focus on local planning made her remedial writers more dependent

upon reviewing; they strayed further from the text when they could not

review, thus writing somewhat less co4erent texts. Conversely, the

traditional students maintained their high degrees of textual coherence

under blind-writing conditions because they could rely on the writinci

plans in their minds. Figure 2 displays a coherence map showing the

.range that occurred for one essay of one remedial writer, who was

typical for the group.

Three recent major studies treated only one element of composing- -

the process of revising. These studies were reported by Sommers (1980),

Bridwell (1980), and Faigley and Witte (1981).

Sommers studied the revising behavior of 20 freshmen college

students and 20 experienced adult writers, mostly ;ournalists, editors,

and academics. Each participant composed three essays and rewrote each

essay twice. Sommers also interviewed her participants after the third
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viSseLE / BLIND

0-0 0-0
0

0-0 ? 0-0-0

Figure 2. Map of an essay with moderate local coherehce and no global
coherence (Adapted from Atwell, 1981, p. 5). Circles
represent elements of what Atwell terms th,) "microstructure."
Lines represent text connections: lines connecting elements
horizontally indicate statements at the same level; lines
connecting elements vertically indi :ate that subordinate
ideas are incorporated to develop superordinate concepts.
High to low position of circles represents superordinate/
subordinate levels of concepts.

draft of each essay. All drafts were analyzed for the frequency of

revision operations (i.e., deleting, substituting, adding, and

reordering) and for the levels of these operations (i.e., word, phrase,

sentence, theme). Tapes of interviews were examined to determine

writers' primary, secondary, and tertiary concerns when they revise.

Analysis of the revisions and the interviews indicated that the

students writers did not employ either reordering or edding operations.

Rather, they generally viewed revising as a rewording activity, and one

of their greatest concerns was word repetition. Although students

reported that they sensed the need for more global revisions, they

hadn't learned strategies for making them. The revising behavior of the

experienced adult writers differed from that r the students. Although

the experienced writers revised most frequently 'ay adding and deleting
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at the sentence level, as a group they employed all revision operations

at all levels. When interviewed, the experienced writers said that when

they revise, their primary objective is to give shape to their writing.

In her inquiry into the revising process, Bridwell (1980) examined

the writing of 171 twelfth-grade students. Writers composed on a

designated topic during the first writing session, making changes in

their text on that day. The drafts were collected and then distributed

at a second session, at which teachers instructed the students to mark

up their essays for any additional revisions and then write a nevi draft.

The participants, who had written with blue pens during the first

session, wrote with black pens at the second session so that the first

draft, between-draft, and second-draft revisions could be distinguished.

Both drafts were collected and analyzed for changes at the surface

level (e.g., spelling and punctuation), word level, phrase level, clause

level, sentence levet, multi- sentence tevel (i.e., two or more

consecutive sentences), and tet level. The analyses showed that

surface- and worl-level changes accounted for more than half the

students' revisions. When students made any sentence-level changes,

they usually made multi-sentence revisions. ruithermore, the greatest

number of changes was made while composing the final draft. (See Table

4.) The essays were rated on an analytic scale, and the final revised

versions were rated higher in quality than were the early drafts,

verifying the importance of the revision process.

In a similarly designed study, Faigley and Witte (1981) examined

the revising processes of six inexperienced student writers, six

advanced student writers, and six expert adult writers. The expert

writers revised at higher levels than did the student writers. The

researchers report that the inex,Nerieh..ed students primarily corrected
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL REVISION FREQUENCIES AT LEVELS AND STAGES

Level

Stage

Level
Percentage

First
Draft

Between
Draft

Second
Draft

Surface 9.00 2.58 13.25 24.83

Word 12.87 5.07 13.30 31.24

Phrase 5.66 3.43 8.91 18.00

Clause .86 1.22 4.23 6.31

Sentence 1.30 1.63 4.88 7.81

MultipleSentence 1.1' 3.26 7.28 11.80
4=0.. ea. . m.........

Stage percentage 30.85 17.29 51.85
_

(Adapted from Bridwell, 1980, p. 207)

errors (made formal changes) and made meaning-preserving changes, most

frequently substituting synonyms. Advanced student writers made many

similar meaning-preserving changes; however, they also made structural

changes that altered the meaning of their -ext. Although the expert

adult writers made a substantial numter of meaning-preserving changes,

they also made substantially more changes that affected meaning than did

either group of students. The results are displayed in Table 5.

TABLE 5

FREQUENCIES OF COMBINED REVISIDN CHANGES PER 1000 WORDS
IN FINAL ORAFTS FOR THREE GROUPS OF WRITERS

__

Formal

Changes

Meaning-
Preserving

Changes
Structure
Changes

Inexperienced Students

Advanced Students

Expert Adults

21%

18%

1St

65%

58%

50%

11t

24%

314

(Adapted from Faigley 6 Witte, 19 I, p. 4061
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Summar),

This paper has presented a review of the research focused on the

process of writing. The research indi,:ates that planning consumes a

high proportion of composing time, and that planning entails making

global as well as paragraph-, sentence-, and word-level decisions. When

writers pause, they are usually planning, and the length of their pauses

corresponds to the type of planning that is engaging them. Differences

in planning behavior separate good from poor writers, with good writers

spending not only more time in overall planning than poor writers do,

but also more time in global rather then local planning.

During drafting, writers deal with a heavy mental load because they

must call on requisite form skills (e.g., spelling and punctuation) in

order to encode the content they are planning. Consequently, writers

who have mastered these skills can draft out their ideas more rapidly.

Thus when good writers review their texts, they review more for global

elements, while less competent writers review for errors. These

unsuccessful writers are also more dependent on reviewing.

The research has shown that revising is a process that is acquired

as writers develop competence. In early stages of development, they

concentrate on correcting errors and changing surface features in their

texts.. As they mature, writers progressively concentrate on

restructuring and shaping their discourse, redefining their ideas as

they compose, and adjusting their writing to meet their audiences'

needs.

More information on writing will soon be available because more

research is underway. This burgeoning interest in writing contrasts
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sharply with the dirth of the early corpus--one study in 1946, the next

in 1971. Perhaps any review published a few years from now will require

volumes of prose rather than these few pages. That is something desired

by all those interested in this vital aspect of education.
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ABSTRACT

Methods followed in recent research on the composing process are

discussed: laboratory case studies of the composing process, natural-

istic studies, quasi-product studies that interpret results in terms

of the process, and studies that utilize somewhat unique procedures.

The results of the research are presented in terms of the process and

of the subprocesses of writing (planning, translating, reviewing, and

revising). Limitations of the methodologies are explored, and con-

clusions about the corpus of results are presented.
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RESEARCH ON THE COMPOSING PROCESS: METHODOLOGY, RESULTS, AND LIMITATIONS

Ann Hume:

Researchers have long been more interested in students' ability to

read than in their ability to write. Recently, however, the research

community has turned more of its attention toward writing. Although

the amount of writing research is still relatively meager, it has during

the past few years produced promising information regarding the composing

process. Furthermore, writing research has undergone a methodological

transformation: Research techniques have expanded beyond the classical

experimental paradigm traditionally used in studies of writing (i.e.,

including both experimental and control groups, applying a specific

treatment, and measuring post-treatment effects) to include a broader

array of methods for investigating the composing process.

This paper first discusses the methodologies used in recent

research on the composing process. It then presents the results of

that research in terms of the process and subprocesses of writing.

It closes by discussing limitations of the methodologies and conclu-

sions about the results.
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METHODOLOGY

In comparison with what is known about human perception activities,

relatively little is understood about human production activities such

as writing, singing, whistling, drawing, and computer programming (Gould,

1980). This lack of knowledge results partially from a corresponding

lack of valid and reliable experimental strategies and techniques for

studying production tasks,

Until the last decade, the methodology was dominated by the

comparative experimental method popular in psychology. Research focused

on measurable aspects of written products rather than on the behavior

of the producers of those products.

Recently, however, research Iterest in the processes of writing

has burgeoned (Emig, 1982). Now the research methodologies include

laboratory case studies of the composing process, naturalistic studies,

quasi-product studies that interpret results in terms of process, a,id

studies that have unique procedures as a research focus. These newer

categories of studies are the focus of this paper. Consequently, not

treated here are studies that analyze written products per se (e.g.,

Crowhurst & Piche, 1979; Stahl, 1974), studies of the language develop-

ment of students as determined by their written discourse (e.g., Hunt,

1965; Loban, 1976), and studies investigating the effects of instruc-

tion, such as those on sentence combining (e.g., Mellon, 1969; O'Hare,

)973).
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CASE STUDIES

The roots of laboratory case studies of the composing process are

usually traced to the work of Janet Emig (1971). Emig studied the

composing processes of eight high school seniors, selected by their

teachers as Jd writers. The students met four times with the inves-

tigator and composed orally wh'le composing on paper. Emig observed

them during their writing, making notes and recording the oral composing.

All eight students were also interviewed.

Participants in laboratory case studies vary in number from one

(e.g., Mischel, 1974) to 84 (e.g., V, Bruggen, 1946). However, follow-

ing Emig's model, researchers generally limit participants to ;ewer

than 20 because of the complexities of data collection and analysis.

Participants most frequently compose alone in a writing area theoret-

ically free from distraction (e.g., Matsuhashi, 1981; Perl, 1979).

These participants occasionally have been elementary students (e.g ,

Sawkins, 1975) or junior high students (e.g., Van Bruggen, 1946), but

moor, often they are high school students (e.g., Emig, 1971; Matsuhashi,

1981; Mischel, 1974; Stallard, 1974), college students (e.g., Flower 6

Hayes, 1981b; Perl, 1979), or experienced adults (e.g., Gould, 1980).

Sometimes experts and relative', inexperienced writers are compared

(e.g., Flower 6 Hayes, 1981b; Gould, 1980).

In some studies, the researcher is in the same room with the writer,

observing within the writer's view (e.g., Emig, 1971) or through a one-

way screen (e.g., Van Bruggen, 1946). Sometimes the researcher observes

outside the room on a videotape monitor (e.g., Matsuhashi, 1981).
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Researchers make notes about the writer's behavior during composing

(e.g., Emig, 1971; Matsuhashi, 1981; Perl, 1979), recording such activ-

ities as energetic spurts of writing or revising. These notes often

guide interviews with the writers in order to stimulate their memories

of the reasons for a particular composing behavior (e.g., Pianko, 1979).

Interviews usually take place immediately after composing so that partic-

ipants can give accurate information (e.g., Pianko, 1971; Stallard, 1974).

Most are interviewed individually to prevent them from repeating answers

that they hear other participants give. Interviews often include ques-

tions about various aspects of writing activt-ies and attitudes toward

writing (e.g., Emig, 1971; Pianko, 1979).

Some researchers either assign or let writers select topics ahead

of time, encouraging participants to rehearse and plan (e.g., Emig, 1971;

Matsuhashi, 1981: Sommers, 1980). Other researchers assign predesignated

topics, combining preparation into the composing observed (e.g., Flower

Hayes, 1981b; Gould, :980).

Several researchers time behaviors such as reading and revising

(e.g., Glassner, 1980f Matsuhashi, 1981; Peri, 1979; Pianko, 1979).

Another behavior frequently investigated by timing methods is the pause

phenomenon. Pause research can be traced back to 1946, when John Van

Bruggen set out to study the rate of the flow of words during composing.

Van Bruggen tackled the problem of studying the composing process in

that pre-computer era by designing an elaborate system to record the

regularity of the flow of participants' words during writing. This

unusual system used a time-recording kymograph, motor-driven rollers,

a motor-driven punch over a magnetic coil, a disc with evenly spaced
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wires, copper springs, magnetic coils, and a copper stylus. The noisy

part of the system was located in a room across from the studio where

the writer composed. While tne participant wrote, an examiner, who sat

behind a one-way screen with the stylus and the pressure-measuring device,

simulated the participant's writing bursts and pauses by touching and

lifting the stylus in synchrony with the writer's movements. Pause-

research technology, with its access to computers and videotape, has

come a long way from Van Bruggen's pioneering system.

Writers' pauses are an important topic for composing-process research

because pausing consumes more than half the writer's composing time (e.g.,

Gould, 1980; Matsuhashi, 1981). Some researchers examine the lengths of

pauses between individual words, syntactic structures, or units of meaning

(e.g., Flower & Hayes, 1981b; Matsuhashi, 1981). Others investigate the

total length of time that writers pause while composing a whole piece of

discourse (e.g., Gould, 1980). Researchers claim that

the lengths of pauses, a measurable feature of writing
behavior, and their location in the text . . . provide
a temporal taxonomy or description of ti2 real-time
aspects of written-language production from which infer-
ences about planning and decision-making can be made.
(Matsuhashi, 1981, p. 114)

Still other case studies require participants to talk while they

compose. Some writers say only the words that they are drafting (e.g.,

Emig, 1971), while others report on what they are thinking (e.g.,

Berkenkotter, 1982; Flower & Hayes, 1981b). This oral composing is

tape-recorded. The audio-recordings (and, when available, con. -.itant

videorecordings [e.g., Flower & Hayes, 1981131) are often subjected to

protocol analysis, which cognitive psychologists consider a powerful

.00l for identifying psychological processes (Flower & Hayes, 1980a).
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A protocol is a detailed, time-ordered record of a writer's composing

behavior, including a transcript of the writer's verbalizing during com-

posing, as well as all the written material he or she produces (Flower

Hayes, 1980a). For a protocol, writers "are asked to say aloud every-

thing they think and everything that occurs to them while performing the

task, no matter how trivial it may seem. Even with such explicit instruc-

tions, however, subjects may forget and fall silent" (Hayes Flower,

1980x. p. 4).

In analyzing protocols, the researcher infers the underlying

psychologi :al processes by which the writer performs the task (Hayes

Flower, 19801. Writing processes are "identified by matching the

verbal p:Itelcal wr.rd for word with the write 's notes and text" (p. 21).

Flower and Hayes (1980a) have collected and analyzed many protocols

in recent years. They report that a typical protocol from a one-hour

session wil: include four to five pages of a writer's notes and text as

well as a 15-page manuscript typed from the taperecording. Perl (1979)

has developed zn elaborate, effective coding system for protocol analysis.

The system divides writers' behavior into 16 major categories and 15

subcategories. The coding system is complemented by Perl's numbering

system f6r a time line, mhich allows her to time each writing behavior.

rrom the :oding and timing data, one can derive the following informa-

tion:

(1) the amount of time spent during prewriting;

(2) the strategies used during prewriting;

(3) the amount of time spent writing each sentence;

(4) the behaviors that occur while each sentence is
being written;
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(5) when s..ntences are written in groups or "chunks"
(fluent writing);

(6) when sentences are written in isolation (choppy or
sporadic writing);

(7) the amount of time spent between sentences;

(8) the behaviors that occur between sentences;

(9) when editing c:curs (during the writing of sentences,
between sentences, in the time between drafts);

(10) the frequency of editing behavior;

(11) the nature of the editing operations; and

(12) where and in what frequency pauses or periods of
silence occur in the process. (p. 322)

A far less complex protocol technique is used by Lillian Bridwell,

who calls her procedure "the poor woman's protocol analysis" (Bridwell,

1981b). Bridwell asks writers to make notes, in the margins of their

compositions, on what they are thinking about as they compose.

NATURALISTIC STUDIES

In contrast to studies dealing with writers who compose in a

laboratory, naturalistic studies take place within an ordinary setting

for writing, whether that settine is the professional writer's context

for composing (Berkenkotter, 1982) or the classroom (e.g., Edelsberg,

1981; Graves, 1981). In most naturalistic studies, the investigator

is a participant-observer.

In the study of one professional writer (Berkenkotter, 1982) the

participant composed in his usual environment for writing, making no

adjustmeLcs in writing time, topic, or procedures. The investigator
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collected data on his behavior, analyzed his notes and texts, and

talked with him about his processes.*

Classroom studies are designated as participant-observer studies

(Ede/sberg, 1981; Emig, 1982). In these studies, the investigator

functions within a classroom, where he or she narrates the events

occurring in that setting. The participant-observer may also assist

the teacher and/or the students.

A typical and the best known participant-observer research project

is the two-year study by Donald Graves (in Gentry, 1980a). Children

were observed before, -luring, and after writin3 episodes, and the

researchers kept detailed records of the students' writing process.

Some of the writing episodes were also videotaped. During vi6eotaping,

the student writer gore a small microphone so that the researchers

could capture an' -ocal or sub-vocal behavior. Narratives reporting

the behavior of she young writers in the Graves project provide a rich

source of data on the composing process.

QUASI- PRODUCT STUDIES

Quasi-product studies have dealt with one element of the composing

process: revising activities, Typically, participants compose on a

topic during the first session, making changes in their text on that

day; the drafts are collected, photocopied, and analyzed. At the next

session, the compositions are returned to the writers, who revise by

marking on the drafts; then they compose a second draft. Both drafts

are collected (e.g., Faigley £ Witte, 1981). Drafts are analyzed for

*11-.! researcher collected protocols for some episodes of writing;

this procedure is not typica! of naturalistic cludfecc However, Out

study is classified here as naturalistic because of other features of
the project and because the oriter contended that talking aloud quickly
became natural,.
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changes to determine, for example, (1) whether the writers decided to

add new information to the text or to remove old information, and

(2) where and why they made such changes (e.g., Bridwell, 1980; Faigley &

Witte, 1981).

In consonance with case studies, these inquiries may compare

capable and remedial or novice writers (Faigley & Witte, 1981; Sommers,

1980) and elicit or infer information about their thinking processes

(e.g., Beach, 1981; Br.dwell, 1980; Sommers, 1980); usually few partici-

pants are studied (e.g., Faigley & Witte, 1981; Sommers, 1980), and the

writers are generally older students and adults (e.g., Bridwell, 1980;

Faigley & Witte, 1981; Sommers, 1980). In contrast with case studies,

the product is analyzed rather than observations and/or protocols of

the writers (e.g., Bridwell, 1980).

UNIQUE PROCEDURES

Occasionally a unique procedure is used to investigate a particular

facet of the composing process. One such technique is "blind writing,"

performed to study what happens when the writer is unab e to read the

text he or she is composing. In one study, the writers composed on

special paper that does not take an imprint on the first page, only

on the carbon copy (Atwell, 1981). In another study, the writers

composed with a wooden stylus so that an imprint appears only on the

carbon copy of the draft (Gould, 19C1). In a third study, writers

used invisible ink (Hull, Arnowitz, & Smith, 1981). Consequently,

only the researcher can read what is written.
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Another unique procedure involves the use of an electroencephalograph

to scan the activity of the left and right hemispheres of the writer's

brain as he or she composes (Glassner, 1980). During scanning, the

device also provides timing information on when the activity levels of

the hemispheres vary. The right brain is active when the person is

processing spatial, global concepts; the left brai is active when the

person is processing linearly. A baseline rate is first established by

recording five minutes of hemispheric activity with the participant's

eyes closed and five minutes with eyes open. Then the participant

composes with electrodes attached to his or her right and left temporal

lobes.

The laboratory studies, naturalistic studies, quasi-product studies,

and unique procedures h -ye begun to produce some results. These results

have already modified the established, scholarly view of the composing

process.



RESULTS

information derived from inquiries using the new methodologies to

study writing has discredited the strict linear model of the composing

process--prewriting, writing, and postwriting--as an appropriate model

for research purpo_ .* Before the era of the new composing-process

research, scholarly literature propounded only theoretical mode's. These

models generally defined three linear stages.. The first stage, pre-

writing, included all the preparatory efforts in generating and organizing,

as well as a possible incubation period; the second stage, writing, covered

the actual work of putting words on paper; the last stage, postwriting,

included evaluating, editing, and revising the completed text ;King, 1978).

This interpretation is inappropriate for research purposes because

it describes "the growth of the written product, not . . . the inner

process of the person producing the product" (Flower 6 Hayes, 1981b,

p. 369). As a process, writing does not move in a straight line from

conception to completion: Ail planning is not done when words are put

on paper; all the words are not on paper before writers review and revise.

Writers move back and forth among these subprocesses. For example, after

text has been composed on paper, the writer may notice a gap for which

new content must be planned. Many researchers describe this recursive-

ness, e.g.,

. . . planning, transcribing, and reviewing are not one-
time processes . . .. Rather the text grows and changes;
planning, transcribing, and reviewing what has been
written occur in irregular patterns. (Hold, 1979b, p. 2)

*For pedagogical purposes, however, the linear model is still viable
because the activities of each subprocess are more easily presented in

separate stages. For example, teaching students to reorder text is easier
then a completed text is available to cut and paste.
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. . . [the writer moves] in a series of nonlinear
movements from one subprocess to another . .

(Sommers, 1978, p. 8)

Although researchers variously describe the recursive subprocesses of

composing (e.g., Flower g Hayes, 1981a: planning, translating, reviewing;

Nold, 1979b: planning, transcribing, reviewing; Gould, 1980: planning,

generating, reviewing, accessing other information), the results of the

research on composing are described in this paper under these subprocess

headings: planning, translating, reviewing, and revising.*

PLANNING

Research findings indicate that planning is a thinking process that

writers engage in throughout composing -- before, during, and after the

time spent in putting words on a page. During planning, "writers form

an internal representation of knowledge that will be used in writing"

(Flower & Hayes, ,981a, p. 372). More research results are available

on planning than on any other subprocess of composing. This research

focuses on (1) the elements of planning, (2) the time spent in Fanning,

(3) the kinds of planning done before and during compc...ing, and (4) the

differences between competent and remedial writers' planning activities.

Planning elements include generating and organising content, and

setting goals (Flower & Hayes, 1981a). Generating entails gathering

information to write about, whether that information is material crom

external sources or is content discovered within the writer's mind.

*Choice of these labels does not imply disagreement with any

researchers' categories. Rather, this division represents a practicai
organization for discussing what is now known about the process of
composing written discourse.
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Bourne, Dominowski, and Loftus (1979) similarly describe generating

as

Retrieving facts and piocedures from the long-term
memory

Scanning information available in the environment . .

(p. 238)

Organizing is ordering content; it contributes structure to a

final product. Organizing may involve deleting content when more

content has been generated than is needed for the specific purpose

and/or arrangement. In actual practice, plas for organizing content

rarely include formal outlines (Emig, 1971; Mischel, 1974; Stallard,

1974).

Setting goals involves mentally planning the individual en-route

tactics for completing the writing task. Writers may set a number of

such goals while developing a complete discourse. Protocols show that

goals may be as complex as "Conform to the rules of a genre," as specific

as "I'll include an illustration," or as simple as "Write down what I

can remember" (Flower & Hayes, 1980b, p. 18).

Writers set two kinds of goals: content goals that govern what to

say (e.g., "I'll describe the character"), and process koala that direct

the writer's own behavior (e.g., "I think review that part")

(Flower & Hayes, i981a). Some goals specify both content and process,

such as "I want to open with a statement about political views" (Flower &

Hayes, 1981a, p. 377).

The importance of goals is evidenced by the large number of goal -

related activities that appear in writers' protocols. These activities
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Include setting goals and acting on goals. Table 1 displays the number

of goal-related activities that Flower and Hayes (1981b) found at the

beginnings of episodes of writing. Writing episodes "are units in the

process of the writer rather than in his or her product" (Flower & Hayes,

1981b, p. 231). These units are periods of sustained focus. Boundaries

of episodes are suggested by a shift of focus, which can be agreed upon

by independent readers (1981b). These shifts in focus typically occur

when the writer describes the starting point of the goal, e.g., "Write

an introduction" (Flower & Hayes, 1931a, p. 377), and evaluates the

success or completeness of the goal, e.g., "That's banal--that's awful"

(I). 378).

The quantity and quality of the goals that are set Jifferentiate

good and poor writers (Flower & Hayes, 1980a). Good writers create a

rich and elaborate network of goals and subgoals that help them generate

:ontent, while poor writers concern themselves with statements about the

topic (Flower & Hayes, 1981b). Diagrams of actual sets of goals and

subgoals and of networks of goals demonstrate the nature and content

of the goal-setting process. Such diagrams are found in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 displays a writer's actual set of subgoals, and Figure 2, a

network of goals.

In addition to setting goals and to generating and organizing content,

planning includes such diverse "prewriting" or rehearsal activities as

making notes about the topic, drawing (Graves & Murray, 1980, p. 50),

and tatfno or waiting for a bus (Pert, 1979) while deriving ideas.

When researchers measure prewriting activities as indicators of planning

time, they find that writers do little of their panning before they
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TABLE 1

ACTIONS OCCURRING AT EPISODE BEGINNINGS

Goal Re!zted Actions Other Actions

%

Goal

Setting

%
Goal

Related

Goal Setting

Acting

on Goal

Evai-

uation Review

Meta-
Com
ment Other

Setting

Content
Goals

Setting

Process
Goals

Expert 1

Expert 2

Expert 3

Novice

10

14

25

20*

5

14

14

5

2

16

17

6

1

3

10

3

1

2

4

7

6

3

4

8

6

3

2

6

48%

51

51

45

55%

80

74

56

[Average 18 10 10 4 4 5 4 49% 68%

*45% devoted to reviewing assignment or earlier goal (Flower b Hayes, 1981b, p. 241).
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(Current Goal)

(Change their action about my job as an English teacher)

Put them in right
frame of mind at
beginning

Open with
a question

Put the in
a :Mimic*

Expand to job
generally

First day Shake them
class up

101 class

Tie to that
Were :es

Figure 1. Writer Developing a Set of Sub-Goals (Flower & Hayes,
1981a, p. 384).

Describe
future
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4.. ...
....

WRITE AN

Appeal
broad :ante
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things

ESSAY

to a
of intellect

Product
shoo

2 papage!

simply ....

s
Lilac

1.01*

Purpose
of job

....4.. ..-r.... ...4.. ......4.. ....4.. ........... ...-... .-...
Write an introduction

Why 1 Geve a
do it history?

Figure 2. Beginning of Network of Goals (Flower & Hayes, 1981a
P. 378).
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translate mental images into woras on a page (e.g., Emig, 1971; Mischel,

1974; Pert, 1979; Pianko, 1979). In one study comparing prewriting time

and total writing time for high school students, researchers found that

only one to four minutes (five to ten percent) composing time was spent

in prewriting planning (Stallard, 1974).

In a study with college students, Perl (1979) also found that students

spent only about four minutes in planning during the prewriting period.

During this time, the students used primarily three different planning

strategies:

(1) Rephrasing the topic until a particular word or
idea connected with the student's experience.
The student then had "an event" in mind before
writing began.

(2) Turning the large conceptual issue in the topic
(e.g., equality) into two manageable pieces for
writing (e.g., rich vs. poor; black vs. white).

(3) Initiating a strinj of associations to a word
in the tool: and then developing one or more
of the associations during writing. 328)

These re-lults on planning tim- as meas.sred during the prewriting

period contrast sharply with findings from other studies that suggest

plannin3 time a constant high proportion of total comnosing time (e.g.,

Oerkenkotter, 1582; Gould, 1980). In these studies, planning required

more time than any other subprocess (i.e., translating, revieting, and

revising); planning may conseme as much as 65% (Gould, 1980) to 85%

(8erkerkotter, 1982) of total composing time. These studies have high

totals for planning time because they count not just the. time spent in

plahligi during the prewriting period, but also the time spent on plan-

ning as composing progresses.
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Differences are evident between before-writing and during-writing

planning. Before we -ds are put on the page, planning usually entails

some general parameters. This global planning also occurs during trans-

lating (i.e., putting mental images into words on a page) whin writers

additionally make paragraph-, sentence-, and wor.: 'level decisions (e.g.,

Flower & Hayes, 19813; Pianko, 1979). Most in-process planning (as well

as some prewriting planning) is mental (Pianko, 1979); a writer who

does significant amounts of such unrehearsed, in-process planning

evidences high levels of activity in the right hemisphere of the brain

(Glassner, 1980, p. 87).

These in-process planning activities, either global or local,

usually occur when writers pause (Flower & Hayes, 1981b). Consequently,

research on the pause phenomenon provides considerable data on planning.

Pause research reveals that short pauses occur when writers are planning

their next words or phrases (Matsuhashi, 1981); longer pauses transpire

when writers are planning sentences (Matsuhashi, 1981) and global ele-

ments (Flower & Hayes, 1981b).

Pause research also suggests that planaing time may vary according

to the purpose of the discourse: Generalizing and persuading require

more planning time than reporting (Matsuhashi, 1981). Figure 3 shows

results for four writers in one study on mean pause length prior to

T-units (i.e., independent clauses) for these three discourse types.

This same stud has shown that planning highly abstract sentences

(superordinates) requires more time than planning sentences that add

supporting details (subordinates). The opposite is true for individual

lexical items: Writers pause for less time before superordinate (general)
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terms than before subordinate (specific) terms (Matsuhashi, 1981). Writers

pause longer to plan predicates than to plan modifiers, which appear to

pour out in a rapid string (Matsuhashi, 1982), and they pause most fre-

quently before conjunctions (Caufer, 1982).

The importance of extensive planning is supported by the finding that

good writers spend more time in nianning than either average or remedial

writers (e.g., Stallard, 1974). Good writers appear also to spend more

time in global planning than in local, sentence- and word-level planning;

the opposite appears true fcr remedial writers--they spend more time in

local planning (e.g., Atwell, 1981).
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Figure 3. Mean Pause length for Three Ciscourse Purposes
(adapted from Matsuhashi, 1981, p. 124).
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These findings are corroborated by pause research, which reveals

that good writers spend more time In long planning pauses, while remedial

writers pause for shorter time periods (e.g., Flower g Haves, 1981b; Van

Bmggen, 1946). Additionally, good writers pause more before they write

in thought units (i.e., episodes devoted to communicating concepts or

carrying out goals), while remedial writers pause more before sentence-

level tasks (Atwell, 1981; Flower g Hayes, 1981b; Van Bruggen, 1946).

TRANSLATING

Terms other than "translating" have been used to label this component

of ,he composing process; these synonyms are cited here because they help

define this subprocess. The terms include "writing," "recording," "imple-

menting," "drafting," "articulating," and "transcribing." The term

"translating" was selected from the various options as an appropriate

label here for the process of transforming meaning from one form of

symbolization (thought) into another form of symbolization (graphic

representation).

Discussions of research results on translating most frequently deal

with the need to make translating skills automatic and with the differ-

ence that this "automaticity" makes in a writer's focus on global issues

rather than on word-level prOliems during composing,*

Translating makes huge demands on writers' cognitive processes

because translating is so complex: Writers must put ideas into written

*The notion of automaticity has also played an important role in
reading comprehension research. Some researchers have argued that
children must acquire basic reading skills, such as decoding, on an
automatic level before they can comprehend successfully what th.y read.
Indeed, some have argued that this kind of automaticity is the sine
qua non of reading comprehension. This issue is discussed by Coots
and Snow (1980).
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language while they are also d^aling with problems of discourse coherence

and structure:

even a casual analysis makes it clear that the number
of things that must be dealt with simultaneously is
stupendous: handwriting, spelling, punctuation, word
choice, syntax, textual connections, purpose, organ-
ization, clarity, rhythm, euphony, the possible
reactions of various possible readers, and so on.
To pay conscious attention to all of these would
overload the information processing rapacity of the
most towering intellects. (Scardamalia, in Pere:ter,
1979, p. 152)

This mental load imposed on translating beLuleas less difficult

as an increasing number of writing skills become autoratic rather thnl

consciously driven. "As writers become more sophisticated, the, may

devote less conscious attention to such concerns as orthography, spell-

ing, and b..sic sentence construction" (Bridwell, 1981, p. 96).

Being able to "devote less conscious attention" to the skills of

translating requires years of practice with handwriting, spellinb

language usage, word choice, capitalization, and punctuation; then

these skills may became somewhat automatic. Relative automaticity

may also be possible for same higher -level skills such as sentence

variation and figures of speech (fould, 1980).

Studies have provided evidence that writing behavior is different

after translating becomes somewhat automatic. In one study, marked

changes in cognitive processes were measured when writers engaged in a

type of automatic translating. The design for this study allted the

participants to select their topics for writing. Some chose familiar

topics that did not pose either global or local planning challenges

because the writers had rehearsed the topic, either mentally or in
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spoken discourse, until they could compose without consciously attending

to such aspects as order or word choice or sentence structure. Under

these conditions, an electroencephalograph measured higher levels of

activity in writers' left brains than In their right brains. Interviews

with the participants verified the automatic nature of writing at the

time of heavier left-brain activity. One writer, who wrote about an

automobile accident she had been involved in reported,

I knew the words that I would say, as I have said
them before to insurance irvestigators, lawyers,
my family, and friends. It was as if a record
was in my head that kept repeating itself.
(Glassner, /380, p. 88)

Another study evidenced a difference in translating speed when

skills were more nearly automatic. In this study, participants who

had mastered translating skills, as measured by high scores on usage

tests, wrote at a rapid rate between pauses. Conversely, participants

who had not mastered translating skills wrote slowly. Furthermore, the

speed of translating between pauses increased with the 'creasing age

of the subjects (Van Bruggen, 1946), a finding that supports the

assumption that older writer; are likely to have made more translating

skills automatic than have their younger counterparts.

In an apparent, but not real, contradition of these results, some

researchers have discovered that good writers write almost half as many

words per minute as their randomly chosen counterparts (Flower & Hayes,

1981b). The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the data is

based on the ratio of total words to tot_I composing time. Since good

writers pause for a longer time to plan between episodes of rapid
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translating, they may write fewer total words. Poor writers, however,

pause for shorter intervals during translating. One reason for their

frequent, short pauses is that they must stop to think about the Mechan-

ics of writing. They have so many mechanical problems that they must

"attend to surface matters [in order) to writs out their ideas the

first time" (0011well, 1980, p. 214).

Interestingly, writers who have Jifficulty with translating,

often evidence some of them in their oral repertoires. This mastery is

verified by studies that compare transcripts of oral composing with

written products. These protocols reveal both what writers say they

are writing and what they actually do write; they use skills in their

oral composing that are not reflected in their written compositions.

For example, a writer might say he or she is writing "walked," but the

wood he or she actually writes is "walk." Results for one writer in a

study of these "miscues" during four composing sessions are displayei'

in Table 2 (Pert, '979).

REVIEWING

Reviewing is characterized by backward movements to read and assess

"whether or not the words on the page capture the original sense intended"

(Pert, 1979, p. 331). It includes scanning to determine where one is in

relation to the discourse plan and to refamiliarize oneself with the

already translated text; it also includes judging whether to do further

planning and translating or to stop writing because the discourse is

complete. Writers also review their texts to proofread for the conven-

tions of written language, to decide on a conclusion, and to determine

needed revisions (Pial.ko, 1979).

2S
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TABLE 2

MISCUES OF ONE WRITER FOR hOUR SESSIONS

ENCODING

Ses-

sion

Speaking complete
ideas but omitting
certain words
during writing

Pronouncing words
with plural markers
or other suffixes
completely but
omitting these
endings during

writing

Pronouncing the
desired word but

writing a homonym,
an approximation
of the word or a
personal abbrevia-
tion of the word

on paper Total

1

2

4

5

1

8
4

3

16

4

0

0

1

5

11

14

16

15

56

2162

20

19

77

(Adapted from Per), 1979, p. 327)

Reviewing may be Ltentional or spontaneous (Gentry, 1980o). Some

writers review after every few phrases; however, writers more frequently

review after they h ve composed a group of sentences. These "chunks"

of information are then reviewed as a piece of discourse (Per', 1979).

Studies have shown that most writers review, whatever their level

of expertise (e.g., Atwell, 1981; Pianko, lt179). Even young writers

spend some of their composing time reviewing their texts (Graves &

Murray, 1980).

Most research findings on reviewing deal with differences between

capable and remedial writers. The findings indicate that when poor

writers review, they often do not rethink their compositions as
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competent writers do. Furthermore, remedial writers do not review

much for elements of style, purpose, and audience. Rather, remedial

writers frequently review for errors (Plank°, 1979).

When remedial writers review for errors, they are frequently

ineffective because they do not notice their errors; they often read

what they intended to write rather than what they actually did write

(Daiute, 1981). Protocols that include transcripts of subjects reading

aloud their composition expose this miscue behavior. For example, a

writer may read in words that are not actually in the composition, a

word intended rather than written. Table 3 d;splays the number of these

decoding errors during four sessions for one participant in a study.

Table 4 displays the numbers of decoding miscues for all participants

across four sessions of the same study.

Studies suggest that capable writers may review their texts more

often than remedial writers do te.g., Atwell, 1981; Stallard, 1974), yet

remedial writers appear more dependent upon reviewing. This dependency

is evidenced in Atweil's (1981) research, which included a blind - reading

condition. This research discl-ses that remedial writers stray further

from the text than el traditional writers (i.e., both good and average

writers) when they cannot review. Under blied-reading conditions, the

traditional students maintained their high degrees of textual coherence,

while the remedial writers wrote somewhat less coherent texts. Atwell

explains that the difference occurred because her remedial wri*ers did

not have a clear mental plan. "They were, indeed, text-bound and needed

to read their texts in order to keep the process moving. In contrast,

traditional writers . . . could rely on mental text to keep the compos-

ing process recursive and stable" (p. 9). However, even traditional

282
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TABLE 3

DECODING MISCUES OF ONE WRITER FOR FOUR SEFSIONS

Ses-

sion

Reading in
missing words

or word
endings

Deleting
words or

word endings

Reading the
desired word

rather

thin the word
on the page

Reading
abbreviations
and misspell-
ings as though
they were
written

correctly Total

1

2

*

5

10

5

3

,

25

1

1

3 ,

1

6

1

2

0

2

5

15

10

13

10

48

1

27

!El

19

20

811

(Adapted from Perl, 1979, p. 327)

TABLE 4

NUMBER OF WORDS COMPOSED AND TOTAL MISCUES DURIAG READING

Writer

Total VIM

Session
4*

Session

5

Miscues
during
reading

Session
1

--,Jorp.4

Session
2

1

2

3

4

5

302

409

419

518

519

512

559

553

588

53(.

356

91

365

315

348

550

232

303

363

776

84

32

55

147

30

Adapted from Perl, 1979, p. 329)

'Data not available for Session 3.
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writers deviated slightly from their original plans when they could not

review.

REVISING

Definitions for revising have suffere4 from the linear model of

writing that portrays revising as "what the writer does after a draft is

completed" (Murray, 1978, p. 87). However, revising is not merely the

last stage in a process. Rather, it 13 a cognitive and ;hysical activity

that occurs "continually throughout the writ;ng of a work" (Sommers,

1980, p. 380).

Thus revising is comprised of behavior that ,antails changing one's

mind as well as changing the text. According to Nold (1979a),

^evising . . . is not just correcting the lexico-
graphic and syncactic infelicities of written
prose . . . it also includes 0) changing the
meaning of the text in response to a realization
that the original intended meaning is somehow
faulty or false or weak . . (2) adding or
substituting meaning to clarify the originally
intended meaning or to follow more closely the
intended form or genre of the text . .

(3) making grammatical sentences more .eadable
by deleting, reordering and restating .

as well as (4) correcting errors of diction,
transcription and syntax that ncar17 obscure
intended meaning or that are otherwise unaccept-
able in the grapholect. (pp. 105-106)

Thus revising covers c4iting tasks (e.g., fixing spelling and

punctuation, substituting synonyms) as well as major reformulations

(e.g., reorganizing blocks of d scourse, adding wLole sections of con-

tent). These changes are made when the writer, in reviewing the text,

sees mismatches between an intention and the actual product. This
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dissonance betWeen intention and actualization creates tension that must

be re>olved by revising the text (0ella-Piena, 1978; Sommers, 1980).

Revising is the most accessiule component of the compos1.1 process;

it "provides a window into the crignitive operations which occur when a

writer writes" ( Bridwell, 1980, p. 220). Surprising then ts the paucity

of research on revising. The most significant studies on revising have

been completed by only a few researchers: Beach (1976), Bridwell (1980),

Faigley and Witte (1981), Sommers (1980), and Stallard (1970. Most

of the research deals with (1) when writers revise, (2) what kings of

revisions they make, and (3) what differences occur among writers with

various levels of expertise.

Findings indicate that writers often make more revisions while

writing the first draft than they make on the draft after it is completed

(e.g., Bridwell, 1980; Faigley & Witte, 1981;. Writers also make many

changes in subsequent drafts. Table 5 displays the frequencies of

revisions at each opportunity for revising during one study that compared

the in- process revisions subjects made in the first and second drafts

with the revisions they made between drafts. AOPIeviously described,

the writers turned in their first drafts, marked or their draft when

it was returned, and then wrote a second draft.

Unfortunately, first-draft revisions are often premature editing

attempts, sometimes by good writers (Stallard, 1970, but more often

by poor writers who are so concerned with the surface features of

composing (e.g., punctuation, capitalization, spelling, word choice),

that they interrupt the flow of composing (Pert, 1979). Correspondingly,

they don't use important operations like reorganization and addition
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TABLE 5

MEANS, MINIMUM, AND MAXIMUM VALUES
FOR FREQUENCIES OF REVISIONS PER 100 WORDS

Stage Mean Minimum Maximum

A: In-process
(first draft)

5.50 0.00 21.87

B: Between-draft 3.24 0.00 13.85

C: In-process
(second draft)

8.20 0.56 20.33

(Bridwell, 1980, p. 209)

(Sommers, 1980). Rather, they try to ''clean up speech" (p. 381), s

they approach revision with a "thesaurus philosophy of writing" (p. 381).

Concern with surface features is characteristic of novice riters,

for a developmental difference :n the ability to revise is indicated by

the research (Bridwell, 1980): Young writers are at first reluctant to

mar a page of writing any kind of change When they overcome this

resistance, they begin to see the draft as temporary. The young waiter

then gradually extends his /'er revision skills (Calkins, in Gentry, 1980a)

Even choosing one topec while excluding others is 46 effective step in

acquiring mature revising strategies (Graves & Murray, 1980).

As writers become more experienced and comnetent, they view revising

as a process of structuring and shaping discourse (e.g., Sommers, 1979;

Stallard, 1974). They begin to see a first draft as an attemr* to
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"define the territory" (Sommers, 1980, p. 384), so they keep writing

that first draft until they decide what they want it to say. As writers

develop, they also become concerned with audience c.dnsiderations, so

they start reviewing and revising their work for its effect on their

audience (Sommers, 1980). The differences between moture and develop-

ing writers are supported by one study that examined differences between

the kinds of revisions made by student and experienced writers. Students

made more word- and phrase-level changes than did the adults, with the

exception of phrasal reordering. Adults, however, made more sentence-

level and theme-level changes (Sommers, 1980). Results of this study

are displayed in Figure 5.

In another study (Faigiey S Witte, 1981), developmental differences

in writers' revising strategies were examined across three groups: inex-

perienced student writers, advanced student writers, and expert adults.

Inexperienced students primarily corrected errors ("formal" changes)

and made meaning-preserving changes of the synonym-substitution type.

Advanced student writers also made many meaning-preserving changes,

both substitutions and deletions; however, they also made many changes

affecting the meaning ("structure" changes) in the first and second
4

draft? Expert adults made relatively few corrections, a substantial

number of meaning-preserving changes (although fewer than the other

groups), ane mere changes in the meaning than either group of students.

A

These differences across groups are displayed in Table 6.

High school students' view of revision appears similar to that of

inexperienced college writers: surface ead word-level revisions accounted

for over half their revisions in one study (Bridwel% 19b0); see Table 7.
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Word Level

Approulmate Percentage of Total OperstionS

05 .10 15 20

Adding

Deleting

Substituting

Reordering

Phrase Level

Adding

Deleting

Substituting

Reordering

Sentence Level

Adding

Deleting

Substituting

Reordering

Theme Level

Adding

Deleting

Reordering

Figure 5. Relative Emphasis of Revision Operations of Student and
Students

Experienced Adult Writers* Adults
m

*
Derived from individual tables from Sommers (by Gentry, 1980b)..
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Results divided the poor writers into two distinct groups-those who

revised extensively for surface-level changes, and those who merely

recopied their first drafts.

TABLE 6

FREQUENCIES OF COMBINED REVISION CHANGES PER 1000
WORDS IN FINAL DRAFTS FOR THREE GROUPS OF WRITERS

Formal

Changes

Meaning-
Preserving
Changes

Structure
Changes

Inexperienced Students 21% 65% II%

Advanced Students 18% 58$ 24%

Ensrt Adults 15% 50% 94%

(Adapted from Faigley Witte, 1981, p. 406)

TABLE 7

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL REVISION FREQUENCIES AT LEVELS AND STAGES

Level

Stage
Level

PercentageA B C

Surface 9.00 2.58 13.25 24.83

Word 12.87 5.07 13.30 31.24

Phrase 5.66 3.43 8.91 18.00

Clause .86 1.22 4.23 6.31

Sentence 1.30 1.63 4.88 7.81

Multiple-sentence 1.16 3.26 7.28 11.80

Stage percentage 30.85 17.29 51.85

(Bridwell, 1980, p. 207)
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SUMMARY

Composing- process research has demonstrated that planning occurs

throughout composing. During planning, writers set composing goals

and generate and organize their ideas. Planning consumes a high pro-

portion of composing time, but writers plan only for brief periods

before they start translating their ideas on paper. This planning

that occurs before translating defines some general parameters, while

in-process planning entails global as well as paragraph-, sentence-,

and word-level decisions. When writers pause, they are usually plan-

ning, and the length of pauses corresponds with the type of planning.

Because it is such a significant element of the composing process,

differences in planning behavior separate good from poor writers, with

good writers spending not only more time in overall planning than poor

writers do, but also more time in global rather than local planning.

nian84ating, which is synonymous with terms like "drafting" and

"articulating," is the subprocess of transforming thought into its

graphic representation. Writers deal with a heavy mental load during

translating. Consequently, writers translate more easily as the requi-

site skills become more nearly automatic. Correspondingly, writers for

whom these skills have become somewhat automatic can translate rela-

tively rapidly and can also devote more conscious attention to global

issues during composing.

Reviewing occurs throughout composing. Writers review their

texts to appraise what has been done and what needs to be.done. Good

writers review to rethink their texts and to attend to elements of

style, purpose, and audience. Poor writers, who are more dependent
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on reviewing, search for errors. Yet these same writers often miss

errors because they read into the text what they intended to write

rather than what they actually did write.

Revising is behavior that entails mentally changing the content

and structure of the discourse as well as changing the actual, trans-

lated text. This subprocess covers a range of behavior from simple

editing to substantially reformatting whole texts, and these behaviors

occur before, during, and after composing a draft. Writers evidence

developmental differences in the ability to revise. In early stages

of proficiency, they concentrate on correcting errors and changing

surface features in their texts. As they mature, writers progressively

concentrate on restructuring and shap'ng their discourse, redefining

their ideas as they compose, and adjusting their writing to meet their

audience's needs.
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LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

LIMITATIONS

Much important information has been derived from a small body of

research because new methodologies for investigating the composing process

produced'results not attainable by older, more traditional strategies.

However, even researchers within the field are tentative regarding the

validity of generalizations derived using the new designs. Criticism

has also been leveled at specific features of the designs and the con-

comitant assumptions that are made.

Proponents of the naturalistic method challenge results from both

classical research and laboratory case studies because the designs of

these methods do not consider the context for writing; researchers pro-

vide no descriptions of contexts and assume that writing in a laboratory

and writing in a naturalistic setting are similar (Edeisberg, 1981;

Emig, 1982). Both naturalistic-study proponent$ and case-study people

are skeptical about the product-examination designs of researchers who

investigate revising; they contend that researchers cannot make assump-

tions about the process by counting features in the product.

Numerous specific features and assumptions of the new research

are also challenged. One such feature is the occasional disregard for

situational variables such as the purpose for the task and the writers'

familiarity with the task, subject, and audience; processes vary signif-

icantly "with chaiges in assignment, context, audience, and purpose

for writing" (Bridwell, 1980, p. 218). A related concern is that the

researchers rather than-the writers often select the writing task.

Under this circumstance, writers deal with a process different from
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words in a noun phrase to conscious processes (such as] planning and

monitoring" (Faigley t Witte, 1981, p. 442). Much goes on that is not

and cannot be verbalized. Finally, researchers implement a selection

process when they search for individuals who can do adequate oral

reporting while composing. This selection factor alone distorts the

research results by introducing bias in the sample population.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite their limitations, the new methodologies have produced

important information. Without this body of research, little would

be known about the composing process. If all that the methodology

accomplished was to orient attention toward the process and away from

the product of writing, the research would be successful.

But it has accomplished much more. It has verified what most

competent writers know intuitively about the recursiveness of the pro-

cess and about the subprocesses of composing. It has pointed out

patterns that have credibility because thMy appear consistently across

studies. One important pattern shows that the composing process of

successful writers is different from that of poor writers. Successful

writers plan more and at a higher level. They review for global aspects

of discourse and work more on these higher-level elements when they revise.

Thus the research also provides orienting information for teachers of

writing: To help more writers become successful writers, writing instruc-

tors must guide students toward becoming higher-level planners, reviewers,

and revisers.
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The research effort has come a long way since 1963 when Braddock,

Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer made the often quoted statement comparing

research on composition to "chemical research as it emerged from the

period of alchemy" (p. 5). We researchers and teachers are not

alchemists any longer, but we still believe that maybe we can discover

that formula for producing gold.
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PUTTING WRITING RESEARCH INTO WRITING PRACTICE - -EASILY

Research and instruction currently emphosim writing as s process

(how people write) ratSer than product (whet people writs). This shift

in focus away from product has occurred partially because prior

descriptions of good written products were not accurate (Applebte 1979).

For example, lireddock (1974, shattered convictions "bout the topic

sentence when his study revealed that only 132 of the expository

paragraphs written by profession', writers began with topic sentence,

and more than half their paragraphs had no explicit "textbook" topic

sentence.

Early theories of the writing process often described the process as

linear, in terms of a three-stage model comprised of planning, writing,

end revising. Out current research indicates that linear models are

inaccurate because they actually describe the growth of the written

product, not "the inner process of the person producing the product"

(Flower S Noyes 1921a, p. 369). The process itself does not move in a

straight line from planning to writing to revising: All planning is not

done when ideas are written on piper; all writing is not finished before

writers review and revise. Writers move back and forth among these

subprocesses. For example, after text has been composed on poor, the

writer may notice a gap for which new content must be planned.

As more such information on the writing process has become

available, teachers have been increasingly expected to be aware of and

apply this information in their Instruction on writing and to provide

more writing practice. This article is intended to help teachers
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accomplish these tasks by providing a summery of the research and by

presenting Ideas for teaching writing iind for giving students more

practice. The article first discusses the theoretical yodels of the

composing process end then summarizes the major research. In the next

section, it discusses ways to help students with the planning and

revising components of the process. finally, this article gives some

suggestions for providing more writing experiences for students without

Increasing the number of compositions that must be read and evaluated.

THEORIES OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS

The literature contains many theories that differ primarily in the

numbers and labels of their writing-process components. The theories

presented below comprise a representative steeple.

Elbow (1973) characterizes 'iting as "a two -step process. First

you figure out your meaning, the'. you put it into language" (p. 14).

Rohman (1965) is credited as the source of the well-known three -stage

model of prewriting, writing, and rewriting; he used the labels because

they suggested to him the rhetorical arts of invention, arrangement, and

style. A three-stage theory is also described by Applebee (1979), who

states, "It is quickly apparent that the process has a number of distinct

stages. At the simplest level, these include pre/writing, writing, and

editing" (p. 6). Murray (1978) labels his three components with "terms

which may emphasize the essential process of discovery through writing:

prevision, vision, and revision" (p. 86), while OrItton (1978) uses the

terms "preparation," "incubation," and "articulation."
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A three-stage model is divided into substages by Koch and Brazil

(1978): Prewriting is divided into experiencing, discovering, and making

formal choices; writing Is comprised of forming, making language choices,

and "languaging"; postwriting consists of criticizing (self -eve;uating)

and proofreading. These sub-stages depict a linear process that does not

allow "discovering," for example, during ctual writing. Legum and

Krashen (1972) hypothesize a process with four components (conceptual-

izing, planning, writing, and editing), while Draper (1979) propounds

five-stage linear model: pre-writing, formulating, transcribing,

reformulating, editing.

King (1978) synthesized such disparate theories of the composing

process into a model with three linear stages: prewriting, articulation,

end post-writing. She explains these components:

The re -writin stage here includes all of the preparatory
effor s Trom t point of intention-to-write to conscious
thinking, planning, organizing and associating thoughts with
lenguage; It includes, also, a period of incubation .. The
second stage of erticuletion, or production of text, refers to
the writer et wo:171;1117Tihoughts on paper .. Post-
writin covers the evaluation and editing that often occur as
p ece of writing is revised and shaped to fulfill the author's
purpose. (pp. 198-199)

Such theories characterize writing as a linear activity, although

the work of many researchers, such as Flower and Noyes (1981e) and Atwell

(1981), supports a recursive model of composing. This recursiveness is

described by Nold (1981) and Peri (1979):

Planning, transcribing, and reviewing are not one-time
processes. As their texts grow and change, writers plan, tran-
scribe, and review in irregular patterns. (Mold 1981, p. 68)

Composing does not occur in a straightforward, linear fashion.
The process is one of accumulating discrete bits down on the
paper and then working from those bits to reflect upon,
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structure, and then further develop what one moans to say.
(Peri 1979, p. 331)

A result of these and other research-based views of the process Is

non-linear model that has been introduced in recent literature; this

model reflects the inner processes of the writer and was developed by

Flower and Hayes (1981e). it has three major units: (1) the writer's

long-term memory, which Is the storehouse of knowledge that writers draw

on during composing; (2) the task environment, consisting of everything

"outside of the writer's skin" (p. 369); (3) the writing processes.

These processes, according to Flower and Mayes, consist of planning,

translating, and reviewing. Planning includes generating, organizing,

and setting goals for writing. Translating is "essentially the process

of putting ideas into visible language" (p. 373).1 Reviewing, their

final recursive process, is composed of evaluating and revising. Flower

and Hayes include a monitor in the model as the "writing strategist which

determines when the writer moves from one process to the next" (p. 374).

Their model Is displayed in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

As previously noted, the Flower and Hayes model more closely

reflects the inner processes of the writer than do the earlier linear

models. Furthermore, research on the composing process supports aspects

of this model.

RESEARCH ON THE COMPOSING PROCESS

Because interest in writing as a process is a relatively recent

development, the amount of research is somewhat meager and consists
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rarmerily of case studies. The major research Is summarized below, with

emphasis on composing behavior that differentiates good from poor

writers. The summary proceeds from the earliest to the most recent

projects, with three recent studies that focus on only one element of the

process - -revising - -concluding this section. "t does not include studies

of language development (e.g., Loben 1976), studies of the effects of

instructional techniques (e.g., Meld 1969), or studies that deal with the

writing environment (e.g., Florio, Clarke, Elmore, Martin, I Maxwell

1982).

The earliest study of the composing process was conducted in 1946,

when John Van Bruggen investigated the rate of flow of words during

composing for 84 junior high students. Van Bruggen was an enterprising

researcher, for he had to devise an elaborate system of "hardware" that

consisted of a kymograph, rollers, motor-driven punch, magnetic coils,

disc with wires, springs, magnetic coils, and a copper stylus. This

hardware was necessary In that pre-computer, pre-videotape era to record

the activities of an examiner who sat behind a one-way screen and

simulated each of the 84 subjects' writing bursts and pauses.

Van Sruggen found that good writers spend more time in long pauses;

less competent writers pause for briefer intervals. Additionally, good

writers often pause before they write whole segments of text, while poor

writers frequently pause before sentence- and word-level tasks. Van

Bruggen also discovered that students who had mastered mechanics, as

mee.sred by high scores on usage tests, wrote at a raped rate between

Pauses; students who had not mastered these skills wrote more slowly.
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The next major research was undertaken more than two decades later

by Janet Emig (1971). tier study is particularly significant because it

has served as a prototype for many subsequent projects. Emig studied

tight high school seniors who were identified is good writers by the

chairs of local high school English departments. She met with each

student four times. During those tape-recorded sessions, students

simultaneously composed aloud and on paper while they were being observed

by the examiner, who we: in the same room. The investigator also

interviewed each student. Emig found that students did little of their

planning before they began translating on paper, and they seldom

outlined. She also found that students' composing processes for self -

sponsored writing (i.e., writing students decided to do themselves)

differed from those for school-sponsored writing (i.e., writing assigned

by teachers): The students planned longer and reformulated more for

self-sponsored writing; they also evidenced more instances of clearly

dis4:ernible starting and stopping behavior. Emig concluded that students

should be allowed to do more self-sponsored writing in order to encourage

good writing behavior, such is planning and revising.

Mischel (1974) replicated Emig's design, with similar results, 01

his study of a 17 -year -old high school student referred to is "Clarence."

Mischal found that all Clarence's planning, both at the writing sessions

and at home, was mental, without physicsl activity such is taking notes

or outlining. His planning time ranged from less than one minute for

school-sponsored writing to approximately 20 minutes for in episode of

self sponsored writing. Clarence peld little attention to revising,

although he did spend some time on reordering groups of words.
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In another study reported in 1974, longer planning time

distinguished the writing processes of good writers. Stallard, the

researcher for this study, used an observational checklist, an Interview

technique, and an analysis of written products to investigate the

composing behavior of his high school seniors. Stallard found that only

one student made any kind of outline- -four sentences numbered 14. We

also found that the good student writers spent more time in completing

the assignment and in contemplating the product, both during and after

the first draft. Stallard concluded that "a major behavioral

characteristic of the good writer is a willingness to put forth effort to

make communication clearer to a reader" (p. 216). This conclusion was

predicated on evidence that the good writers planned more, stopped longer

and more frequently to review what they had written, and revised more

than did the poor writers.

Whereas most research involves older students end adults, a study

involving elementary school subjects is reported on by Craves and his

associates (Craves 1981a 11981b, Craves Murray 1980, Calkins 1980a $

1980b). The researchers spent the years 1978.1980 studying the writing

of students in first through fourth grades. These students engaged In

extensive writing practice that fostered their composing abilities.

Children were observed before, during, and after writing activities in

their regular classrooms, and the researchers kept detailed records of

the students' writing behaviors. Occasionally, the writing activities

were also videotaped. During videotaping, the student writer wore a

smell microphone so that the researchers could capture any vocal or

subvocal behavior.
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Narratives reporting the behavior of the young writers in the Craves

project provide a rich source of data on the composing process. The data

reveal that even first grade children can compose, and that many eight -

year -old children are capable of writing to find out what they mean. in

the process of discovering meaning, students willingly composed as many

as ten unassigned drafts. Redrafting vas particularly evident when

teachers discussed the compositions with their student authors and when

students were encouraged to read and discuss other students' writing.

This focus on revision helped students to develop a sense of audience and
,`"

of clarity and cohesion as well as to acquire revising skills. The first

revision skills that students mastered were mechanical changes such as

correcting spelling and punctuation. As they became more confident with

the mechanical aspects of writing, the students revised content, adding

Information and reformulating whole texts. furthermore, the more the

subjects drafted and revised, the more proficient they became at writing.

In her 1979 study, Pianko examined aspects of the writing processes

of ten remedial and seven traditional (i.e., both average and good)

writers who were freshmen In community college. Each participant in

the study composed 400-word essays on five different occasions.

Participants were observed, videotaped, and interviewed. Observers

recorded the length and number of occurrences for various writing

behaviors.

Pianko reports that most students began translating on paper before

they had a complete idea of what they wanted to write. Although fourteen

did some uental planning before translating, students stated that they
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did most Of their planning during composing. Most students wrote only

one draft, which they reported wes typical of their writing when It must

be done within a certain time in class. Two behaviors, pausing and

scanning, significantly influenced composing time and rate of composing.

Traditional students paused to plan, and they rescenned to reorient

themselves so they could decide what to write next. Furthermore,

traditional students were more concerned with communicating their ideas

than with correcting mechanics and usage. Remedial students, however,

often paused for diversion or to determine whet%er surface elements of

their texts were correct.

In another 1979 study, Pert examined the composing processes of five

unskilled college writers. Each writer mec individually with the

researcher for five separate 90-minute sessions. The date collected were

participants' written products, tapes of their oral composing, and their

responses to interviews. The data were coded and analyzed for the time

and frequency of different composing behaviors.

All participants in Perl's study displayed consistent composing

processes. They spent only about four minutes In pre translating

planning, and this planning consisted generally of (1) rephrasing the

topic until a word or idea elicited an event In the stutlent's experience,

(2) turning a broad topic into two manageable subtopics for writing, and

(3) generating words associated with the topic.

Perl's unskilled writers interrupted the flow of their translating

when they became aware of the surface features of writing. Thus they

generally revised to fix mechanics, lexicon, end syntax. However,
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students' essays still evidenced serious problems despite these editing

efforts. Pert thinks this phenomenon may have been caused (1) by

students' tendency to assume that their readers could understand their

text and (2) by their selective perception, as is evidenced by the fact

that they often read aloud whet they thought they had written rather than

whet they had actually composed.

Recently, the number of reported studies has increased. hejor

reports appearing in 1980 include those conducted by Could, Glessner, and

flower and Hayes. Gould videotaped approximately SO adults as they

composed business letters, either by dictating or writing with a pen or a

typewriter. Many of his results are not discussed here because they deal

wit," differences between dictating and writing, and because the writing

task was not typical of school writing. However, one important result

should be noted: Gould found that planning is a significant element of

writing for college-educated adults, consuming a consistently high

proportion of their total composing time- -6St.

The significance of planning is also reflected by changes in levels

of activity in the brain. Using a unique procedure to investigate the

writing process, Glassner (1980) employed an electroencephalograph to

scan the activity of the left and right hemispheres of writers' brains as

they composed. Na obtained data for 30 college students, also

videotaping them es they composed.

Glessner first established a baseline rate of hemispheric ectivtty

for each writer. Then the writers composed with electrodes attached to

their right and left temporal lobes. Some chose to write about familiar
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topics that did not pose either global or local (i.e., sentence- or

word-level) planning challenges because the writers had repeatedly

rehearsed the topics, either mentally or in spoken discourse. Oecause of

this rehearsal, they could compose almost automatically without

conscicesly attending to planning their discourse. Under these

conditions, an electroencephalograph measured higher levels of activity

in writers' left brains then in their right brains. interviews with the

subjects verified the automatic nature of their writing at the time of

their heavier leftbrain activity. One writer, who wrote about an

automobile accident she had been involved in, reported,

i knew the words that I would say, es I have said them before to
insurance investigators, lawyers, my family, and friends. It was
as if a record was in my head that kept repeating itself. fp. SS)

Conversely, writers evidenced high levels of right-hemisphere activity

when they chose unrehearsed topics that caused them to pause and engage

in significant amounts of in-process pienning.

Flower and Mayes (1980) report on their analysis of a five-year

collection of protocols from novice and expert writers. Protocols ere

transcripts prepared from tape recordings of writers who think aloud as

they compose. It should be noted that these tapes are not records just

of oral composing, but of the problem-solving goals or plans that occur

during writing as well (e.g., "I think I'll start with an anecdote").

Flower and Noyes found that good writers address all elements of the

writing task. Conversely, poor writers are concerned primarily with the

futures and conventions of written texts, such as the number of pages to

be written. Furthermore, expert writers create a rich network of
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problem-solving goals that help them generate content, while poor writers

are concerned with statements about the subject; good writers continue to

develop and modify their goals es they write, while poor writers

frequently do not thongs their original perception of the task.

In a subsequent study, flower and Noyes (1981b) analysed the

location and duration of pauses in the protocols of three expert and one

novice writer. They found that paragraphs are poor predictors of long

pauses; rather, long pauses frequently occur when writers are engaged in

goal - related activities (e.g., setting new goal, evaluating a completed

goal). They also found that the length of time spent in episodes of

translating between pauses was greater for the expert writers than for

the novice writer.

The timing of pauses wes also en important design feature in

Netsuhashi's recent study (1981) of four high school seniors who were

considered skilled writers. The students were videotaped while sitting

in a email office at narrow desk. Two cameras were used, one aimed at

the writer and the other at the writing pad the student used. Each

Participant composed in four discourse types, although Natsuheshi reports

results on only three. Matsuhashi found that pause time Increased

according to the type of discourse students were composing, in the

following order: reporting, persuading, and generalising. Her writers

paused for a short time when they were planning their next words or

phrases; they paused for longer periods when they were planning longer

segments of text. Natsuhashi found that planning general statements

(superordinates) required more time than planning sentences that add
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supporting details (subordinates). The opposite was true for individual

word's Writers paused for Nes:: time before super3rdinate (general) terms

than before subordinate (specific) terms. Overall, Netsuhishiss skilled

writers spent more than halt their total composing time in pausing.

Atwell 1911) found that all the participants in her *tudy paused at

some time during composing. She studied ten traditional and ten remedial

undergraduate writers who spent half their 20- minute composing period in

"blind" writing. During these ten minutes, participants wrote on

textured paper that did not Wks an Neprint; only the attached carbon

copy was readable. Atwell found that the good writers spent more time in

global planning than In local, SO4tOOCO and word-level planning, 111611*

the remedial writers spent more time in local planning. This focus on

local planning made her remedial writers more dependent upon reviewing,

for they strayed further from the text when they could not review, thus

writing somewhat less coherent texts. Conversely, the traditional

students maintained their high degrees of textual coherence under

blind-writing conditions because they could rely on the writing plans in

their minds.

Three recent major studies treated only one element of composing- -

the proem.: of revising. These studies were reported by Sommers (1980),

Srldwell (1980), and feigiey and Witte (1981).

Somers studied the revising behavior of 20 freshmen college

students and 20 experienced adult writers, mostly journalists, editors,

and academics. Each participant produced three essays and rewrote each

essay twice. Sommers also interviewed her participants after the third
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draft of each essay. Ail drafts were analyzed for the frequency of

revision operations (i.e., deleting, substituting, adding, and

reordering) and for the levels of these operations (I.e., word, phrase,

sentence, theme). Tapes of interviews were examined to determine the

writers' primary, secondary, and tertiary concerns when they revised.

Analysis of the revisions and the interviews Indicated that the

student writers did not employ either reordering or adding operations.

Rather, they generally viewed revising as a rewording activity, and one

of their greatest concerns was word repetition. Although students

reported that they sensed the need for more global revisions, they hadn't

learned strategies for making them. The revising behavior of the

experienced adult writers differed from that of the students. Although

the experienced writers revised most frequently by adding and deleting at

the sentence level, as a group they employed all revision operations at

all levels. When interviewed, the experienced writers said that their

primary objective when they revised was to give shape to their writing.

In her inquiry Into the revising process, Srldwell (1900) examined

the writing of 171 twelfth-grade students. Students composed on a

designated topic during the first'writing session, making changes in

their text on that day. The drafts were collected and then distributed

it a second session, at which teachers instructed the students to mark up

their essays for any additional revisions and then write a new draft.

The participants, who had written with blue pens during the first

session, wrote with black pens at the second session so that the

first draft, between draft, and second-draft revisions could be

315
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distinguished. loth drafts were collected end enelysed for cinges et

the surface level (e.g., spelling and punctuation), word level, phrase

level, clause level, sentence level, multi- sentence level (i.e., two or

more consecutive sentences), and text level. The analyses showed that

surface.. and word-level changes accounted for more than half the

students' revisions. When students made any sentence-level changes, they

usually made multi-sentence revisions. Furthermore, the most changes

were mode while students were composing the final draft. The essays were

silted on an analytic scale, and the final revised versions were rated

higher in quality than were the early drafts, verifying the importance of

the revision process.

in e similarly designed study, Faigley and Witte (1981) examined the

revising processes of six inexperienced student writers, six advanced

student writers, and six expert adult writers. Faigley and Witte found

that expert writers revise at a higher level than do student writers.

The inexperienced students primarily corrected errors and mode meaning -

preserving changes, most frequently substituting synonyms. Advanced

student writers made many similar meaning-preserving changes; however,

they also mode structural changes that altered the meaning of their text.

Although the expert adult writers made a substantial number of

meaning-preserving changes, they also mode substantially more changes

that affected meaning than did either group of students.

The research provides some important information about the composing

process. it indicates that the processes of writing are recursive and

that the composing processes of successful writers are different from
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those of unsuccessful writers. Successful writers spend much of their

composing time in the process of planning, and they plan at a higher

level. Furthermore, successful writers do not consciously attend much to

the surface levels of their texts as they compose. Rather, they are

concerned more with global aspects and thus work more on these higher -

level elements when they revise. This Information provides direction for

instruction on writing.

INSTRUCTION

The research discussed above suggests that teachers can help their

students become successful writers by guiding them to do higher-level

planning and revising. Although these processes are recursive rather

than linear, for pedagogical purposes the activities of planning and

revising are easier to present separately. For example, teaching

students to reorder text is easier when they have a completed text to

manipulate. As students begin to understand the processes, they can be

taught to function in them recursively.

Employing the strategies described below will help teach the

processes. These strategies are designed to foster the generating and

arranging elements of planning as well as the process of revising.

Strategies for teaching the process of translating are not covered here

because instructional guides and textbooks provide considerable

information for teaching the requisite skills.

Plann Inas Cenerat ing

Generating ideas Is often a serious obstacle for students - -they

don't know how to get ideas for their compositions. Teachers often hear
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students protest that they can't think of anything to say. Using the

techniques below can help students find Ideas for writing.

WordAssociating. When students word associate, they generate and

record words that are elicited by focusing on an object, Idea, or event

(Rico $ Cleggett 1980). For example, if students ere going to write

about dogs, they think of words that relate to the word "dog" and write

these words down. Students can word associate alone, In pairs, in smell

groups, or as a whole class. If the whole class Is word associating, the

words can be written on the chalkboard.

When students have generated more associations than they need, they

can then choose the Ideas they went to Include In their compositions.

Students identify their selections by circling the words that represent

Ideas they went to use. They sake these decisions on the basis of the

significance of the ideas and their relation to each other.

Simile Frames. Completing frames for figurative comparisons can

generate Interesting content for some writing tasks. Students use the

frames to construct similes that compare disparate entities. The

following are examples of simile frames:

The is like 4..'

The t° Is as dbo. as 666 , 6
MM=OMW.M Mi0=MM

Elementary students may tend to complete frames with literal comparisons.

Nowever, this kind of idea generating can be quite successful once

students understand the non-literal requirement for the frame.

Furthermore, they will enjoy the Imaginative comparisons they can create

by using simile frames.
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idea46eneretingQuestions. Students can ask themselves questions

about a topic or breed area of interest In order to probe their own minds

for ideas. Some idea-generating questions can be very simple, such as

the following ones that students can ask themselves when they are going

to describe an object:

1. What does it look libel
What size Is it?
What shape is it?
Whet color is it?

2. Whet does it smell like?
3. What does it sound libel
4. What does it feel like?
5. What does it taste like?

Questions for writing a story can also be relatively simple.

1. What happened first?
2. What happened next? Next?

3. What happened last?
4. When did it heppen?
5. Where did it happen?
6. Who did it happen to?

Questions that are appropriate for students to ask themselves when

they are writing something factual are a little more difficult, but with

practice, students can use such questions successfully. Evan if they

can't answer all the questions, those that students can answer will

produce enough ideas to get them started. The following are examples of

some appropriate questions:

1. What is the topict
2. Whet port of the topic should I write about?
3. Now can I illustrate the topic?
4. What other questions can I ask about the topic?

What are the answers to these questions?
5. Do I have any problems with this topict
6. What are the solutions to those problems?
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The kinds of questions students can ask themselves when they are

going to write a persuasive composition are also somewhat difficult, but

again students can get started by answering at least some of the

following appropriate questions:

I. What opinion can a person have about this topic?
2. Which of them is my opinion?
3. What reasons can others give to show that my opinion is

wrong?
4. What reasons can I give to show that my opinion is right?
5. What can I say to prove that my reason is a good reason?

Such sets of idea-generating questions are particularly helpful when

they are displayed on the chalkboard, on the bulletin board, or on charts

posted elsewhere around the classroom. Then students can refer to the

questions whenever they need help in generating ideas for writing.

RetrixConstructinv A matrix is a special kind of chart that

students can use to generate and record ideas. Their ideas fit Into

cells at the intersections of the horizontal and vertical categories. A

matrix can help students generate content from reference sources since

students can record the information about the same subtopic as It is

found in each source (Jones $ Nall 1979). They can also use an

appropriate matrix to probe their own minds for ideas. The chart in

Figure 2 exemplifies the kind of matrix students might use to generate

ideas for characters in a story..

Insert Figure 2 about here

Planning: Arranging Ideas

Once students generate some ideas for writing, they must then decide

how to arrange these ideas in appropriate presentation order. The term
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"arranging" rather than "oeganizing" is used here because it is more

readily understood by elementary students. Arranging is important

becsuse it contributes structure to the composition. To develop such a

structure, students must perceive and create superordinate and sub-

ordinate relationships. The strategies below help students with these

cognitive processes.

Clustering. Clustering is a useful technique for arranging ideas

that are generated by word associating. (In fact, some people use the

term "clustering" to refer to both word associating and Its concomitant

ordering e.g., Rico i Claggett 1900 .) When students have generated

many words, they cluster the related words into groups by drawing circles

around them and then ordering words within those clusters. If students

generate only a few words, they may either draw arrows from one word to

another or number the words In presentation order.

fhuffling. One strategy that helps teach students how to arrange

their ideas is "card shuffling." As they generate ideas, students write

each one on a separate card or small piece of paper. Then they can

physically reorder the cards or papers, moving them around to test

different arrangements until closely related ideas are juxtaposed.

Rearranging the cards or papers is so easy that students need little

urging to seek the best possible order for their ideas. Students are not

reluctant to reorder topics and subtopics repeatedly, as they may be when

their ideas are written consecutively on full pages.

Arrangement Plans. Students' competence in arranging ideas is

enhanced when they are familiar with specific arrangement plans that are
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appropriate for the writing tasks they undertake. For example, students

need to know that they can use spatial ordering when they describe an

object ce e scene. The following information, displayed on a poster in

the classroom, will remind students how to arrange descriptions and how to

connect the sentences in their text:

When you describe something, arrange your ideas in
space order. You can describe from

top to bottom, or bottom to top,
left to right, or right to left,
inside to outside, or outside to Inside.

Connect your sentences with words that show space
order, like ontopof, nex, beside.

Students also need to be taught that stories are arranged in

chronological order and that this ordering is signaled by using

connecting expressions showing time relationships. Chronological

ordering can be presented first in accounts of events in students' lives,

since the time order in such personal narratives is readily understood

because it has been actually experienced by the students. Students can

be reminded how to arrange stories with e poster displaying this

information:

When you write a story, arrange your ideas Into time

order for

a beginning,
a middle,
an end.

Connect your sentences with words that show time
order, like then, laterthat day, thenextmorning.

Writing factual information is easier when students learn some

simple arrangement principles. For example, when students compare two
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things, they can write about the same part of both things before they

write about a different part, or they can write .11 the ideas about one

thing and then all their ideas about the other thiLl; when they write

newspaper reports, they arrange their ideas from most to least important;

when they write directions, they put each step In the order In which it

is done; when they write science reports, they tell what was done end

then what the results were.

Writing simple persuasive compositions becomes easier when students

learn to arrange their ideas (1) by their importance, (2) by the reasons

for and the reasons against, or (3) by the reasons against and the

reasons for.

Rev:ILIA

When students overcome the idea that the first draft is the only

draft, they became revisers, as is evident from the previously described

research of Donald Graves (e.g., Graves S Hurray ISO). Teachers can

both ensure that students revise and emphasise the necessity for revising

by having students use paper of different colors for successive drafts.

for example, a first draft might be on green, a second on blue, final

on white. Several drafts can be required to qualify a composition for

"publication" (e.g., posting it on a bulletin board; reading it to the

class; incorporating it into a class book). A minimum number of drafts

can be required for a student to receive a grade on a composition.

Providing feedback on elements in students' text can encourage

students to change te$ and can provide them with insights on how their

writing can be improved. Feedback need not be preceded by a time-
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consuming session of reviewing stacks of papers. Rather, a teacher can

have a conference with a student to read together and discuss his or her

paper. Furthermore, conferences need not be formal. The fact is they

probably work best when the teacher circulates around the room while the

class is engaged in writing. A conference occurs when the teacher stops

to answer a question, make a suggestion, or respond to a piece of

writing" (Gery 1981, p. 2). Peer critics (see section below) can also

provide feedback that will help students make effective revisions.

Students can also learn about revising and its importance by

participating in a class revision session. Using an overhead projector,

the teacher can display a composition for the whole class to revise.

Suggestions for Improving the composition can be offered and evaluated by

the students. After the composition has been revised, the teacher can

read both the unrevised and the revised versions to the class so that

students can compare the two.

MORE WRITING PRACTICE WITHOUT MORE PAPERS TO GRADE

Students can improve their writing processes by writing every day

(e.g., Graves 1381a, 1981b). Out when teachers wish to provide more

writing practice, they are immediately confronted with the potential

problem of an unmanageable paper load. However, this problem can be

avo!ded. Sy using the techniques presented below, teachers can provide

more writing practice for students without accumulating more papers to

grade.

preewritint

Freewriting is a good technique that can be employed to give

students regular practice in ungraded writing (Elbow 1973). Students are
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first given the following two constraints, and then they start writing

until they are told to stop:

1. Do not stop moving your pencil to think about spelling or
punctuation or grammar or any of the rules.

2. Do not stop moving your pencil even if you can't think of
enything to say -- either keep writing, "I can't think of anything
to say," or "What else can 1 say," or repeat your last word over
and over.

Preewriting episodes should be brief at first, Perhaps no longer than two

to three minutes. The length of the episodes can be slowly Increased

until students are freewriting for ten to fifteen minutes. Unlike other

writing essignments, freewriting is not given a grade or read for

correctness; it is not examined et all unless teachers have no other way

to ensure that students do it. The purposes for ?rewriting are simply

to give students writing practice and to convince them that they do,

indeed, know something that they can put down en paper.

dournalWriting

Another appropriate technique for providing ungraded writing

practice is Journal writing. Students write at least three sentences in

a special notebook or notebook section at some time during each day.

They write about something they see, think about, are confused about, or

want to complain about. Some teachers collect the journals and respond

to the students' content (to what students write about), not to the form

(to the correctness of the writing); other teachers choose not to read

the journals at ell, allowing their students' writing to be private

reflections.
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Keeping a journal gives students both important writing practice and

first-hand experience with writing as a wsy of communicating. Studies

have shown that students who keep Journals end write in them regularly

improve their writing dramatically over the &ration of a school year

(Station 1981).

Sentence Combining

Sentence combining is an instructional technique employed to enhance

students' syntactic fluency end versatility (e.g., O'Hare 1573).

Students are given two or more short, simple sentences that they combine

into one longer, complex and/or compound sentence. Students may begin

with simple coordinate combining es, for instance, In the following

sentence-combining item:

The winning team ran onto the field. Combine
The winning team lifted the pitcher into the air. with "and."

The winning team ran onto the fled and lifted the
pitcher into the air.

Students involved in practice on combining proceed through items

entailing simple structures to more complex combinations completed by

subordinating and embedding elements of one sentence into another

sentence.

Students who have sentence- combining instruction provided by their

teachers or by their lanpumge -arts textbooks may be able to develop their

own sentence-combining exercises, thus receiving additional, ungraded

writing practice. Students can find material for the exercises In the

books and periodicals they read, or they can compose the exercises

themselves. These student-generated exercises can then be distributed to
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the class for other students' writing practice. Not only will both

prObiewauthors end problemsolvers get additional writing practice, but

the problem-authors, in particular, will learn such about sentence

structure is well.

herCritiquing

Peer critiquing is e strategy that reduces the teacher's paper -

grading load become students do some of the reading of end commenting on

other students' writing. Teachers must first model the paper - evaluating

process for students so that they learn to give useful end positive

responses rather than only negative comments. Then students con review

their disown's' compositions, making editorial comments on, for

example, whet is good in the composition, what 1s not clear, whet can be

added, what ordering changes can be made.

Using peer responses does more then alleviate some of the teacher's

evaluation burden. This technique also provides students with insights

about their own writing, teaches them new writing techniques by exposing

them to the different writing strategies used by their peers, end helps

students become more perceptive about written language.

CONCLUSION

Realizing that many people complete school without learning how to

write effectively, the public today is expecting more and better writing

from students in school. furthermore, teachers are expected to be guided

by the Information that researchers are providing about the composing

process. Although teachers went to respond to these demands, their time
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is already committed to heavy burden of paper grading and lesson

preparation. The research end the techniques and procedures described

above provide Information to %sip teachers ameliorate, if not solve, the

problems of teaching the composing process, providing adequate practice,

and evaluating students' writing while still having enough time left over

to bc. people as well as teachers.
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MATRIX FOR CREATING CHARACTERS
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,
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Figure 2. Matrix for Creating Characters
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FOOTNOTES

I The term "translating" will be used throughout this article to

distinguish this process for "writing," a term that is used alternately

with "composing" to refer to the entire set of writing processes.

1
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PART III

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Introduction

The research/practice conferences and the studies of the literature
have provided SWRL staff (and others) with considerable background on
current knowledge about writing. However, this knowledge is of limited
practical value if it cannot be translated into usable Instructional
components. This section describes the two instructional components
prepared as a result of this project.

A. Filmstrip: "Hei lAgjtudents Write Better and Write More"- -
Annotated Script. -Based on exper once wit staff ve opment with
SWRL Instructional Improvement Digests (see Volume Two, Parts II and III,
respectivOy), project staff (primarily Ann Nurses) developed a teacher-
training component consisting of a filmstrip, an audiotape, and a
presenter's guide (which contains three handouts to be reproduced and
distributed to teachers). This filmstrip (developed in cooperation
with the Curriculum Alignment project - -funded by the Los Angeles Unified
School District) constitutes a previous deliverable, but one that has
received extensive use in the schools. This section of the present
report illustrates how the filmstrip is related to writing research. The
script that accompanies the filmstrip is presented, along with appropriate
references to the literature that forms the basis for the filmstrip
presentation.

S. protin Instruction: "Learning to Compose." As
part of Ann Hums prepared an instructional
resource analysis that described how the results of composition research
could be embodied in an elementary school composition program. Based on
this analysis, prototype instructional units have been prepared. This
section opens with i description of implementing the research on writing.
This is followed by the sample materials, which are appropriate for
use at the beginning of third grade. The prototype materials consist
of two units of a stuoent workbook and the corresponding teacher's guide.
Consequently, thip section of the report demonstrates in a very tangrale
fashion how writing research any be applied to writing instruction.
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Ms, the words can be written oa the board.

13. When modest: have generated enough modulate,
they can circle the words that represent ideas they
want to include in their compositions.

14. One of the simplest iormaihed techniques that
helps students generate idea is to have students ask
themselves quakes about a topic or about a
broad area of interest. Students caa be taught to
ask themselves each quondam to probe their own
minds for ideas.

burns and Culp (1980)

15. Some of the Q.1111086= my sknpk. For MU,
pie, these are the quakes that students can ask
themselves when :hey are going to describe
mornahing: What does it look like? Who does k
and like/ What does it sound like What does it

.. fed like? Whet does k taste like?

Corder (1979). 0$Angelo (1980)
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U. Questions for writing a story are also relatively
simple: What happened tint? bat happened next?
What happened last? When it happen? Where
did it happen? Who did it to?

Burke (1975), Corder (1979), ming, Becker, and

Pike (197u)

17. Sometimes students are given a broad topic and
told to write something factual about it. The ques.
dons that can be asked are a little more difficult,
but with practice, students can use these quadons
successfully: What is the topic? What part of the
topic should 1 write about? What kind of example
can 1 give to aphis the topic/ What questions can
I ask about the topic? What are the answers to
these *widens?

Corder (1979), D'Angelo (1980), Mold (1973e),
Winterowd (1975), Young and Becker (1375)

111. Even if students can't answer all of the questions,
those they can answer will generae enough ideas to
set them started writing.

D. The same is true about questions for persuasive
writing: What opinions can a person babe about
this topic? What's my opinion? What reasons can
others give to show may opinion is wrong? What
reasons can I give to show that my opinion is right?
What dse can 1 say to prove that my reason is a
good reason?

Corder (1979)

21. These questions can be written on the board or on
charts. The ct, iris can be posted in the room so
that students can refer to the questions when they
are writing.
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21. Music

I

I

22. Once ideas are generated, they must be arranged in
appropriate order.

23. One way to help students to arrange their ideas is to
have them write their ideas on ands or pieces of
paper that they physically reorderthey just try dif-
ferent arrangements of the cards until they get the
most closely related ideas next to each other.

Humes (1982a)

24. austerina is a technique used for ordering content
generated by word associating. (In fact, some peo-
ple use the term "clustering" to mils to both word
assodating and the ordering of the words.)

Rico and Claggett (1980)

U. When many words have been produced, the related
words are clustered into groups by larger circles.

10 IAM
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26. Then the related words are n tiered for their

order within those dusters.

27, When fewer words are associated, students may
dther thaw arrow! from one ezded word to
another,

211. or number the words in presentation order. Of
MM. if the word associations have been written
on card* or pieces of paper, they can simply be
rearranged into the desired order.

S. Students also need to leans specific arrangement
plans. The kind of arrangement depends on the
kind of writing.

D'Angelo (;$75)

X. For example, students need to use spatial ordering
when they describe something. Students can learn
to arrange the descriptive content they have
generated into side-to-side order, for instance"on
the right side of the room..., in the corner . . ., in
the middle of the room.... on the other side....

D'Ongelo (1980)
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31. Stories are arranged in chronologiad order. Even a
flashback is arranged within itsdf.

D'Angelo (1980)
i

32. Some factual wrking is abo arranged in
chronological order, but the content often requires
other ordering. For example comparisons are
attuned by the parts of those things bek*
compared; news stories are arranged so the most
important information coma first.

D 'Angelo (1980) , 1 rmscher (1969)

34. When students bave generated their ideas and have
arras p.41 their ideas in the appropriate order, they
can write compositions with good content and good
orpnintion.

35. Music
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36. Research shows that students e better if they
write every day.

Graves (1981a, 1981b)

37. But bow can the teacher get students to write more
without having to grade more papas? Two good

V approaches may help solve this problem.

311. One technique for helping students to write more is
freewritbig. After they are given two rules, students
start writing and do not stop until they are told to.

Elbow (1973)

30. The first rule is that sadist's should not stop
moving their pencils to think about spelling or
punctuation or grammar.

asnverrs_gapai Nor
SW MIMIC TORraiescage srstr
carp TIMM OPP

'71e fAV.

46. The second rule is that students should not stop
moving their pencils even if they can't think of
anything to say.

A
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41. If they =AN think of anything to say, they Just
keep writing, "I can't think of anything to say."
Eventually, students will mart up with
something to write about.

41. Unlike more formal writing, this kind of writing
isn't graded or looked at for correctness. In fact,
teadiers don't have to look at the writ's' at all
unless this is the only way to make sure k has bees
done.

43. Journal writing is another admique for getting
students to write more without the teachers doing
more paper grading. It follows one of the same
principles as frees/tiringteachers do not look at
the Journals for correctness.

Moore and Reynolds (1979), Progoff (1975)

44. Students write at least three sentences each day in
;heir journals. They write about something they see.
think about, feel confused about, or want to coot-
plain about.

Placroris (1976)

45. Some teachers collect these journals and write
responses to the student -not about bow they
write, but to the students' concerns. This is a good
practice when there is time, and it gives the students
fintliand eipaience with writing as a way of
communicating.

Seaton (1980)

14 349
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4. llut even if teachers don't have time to respond,
writing in the journal every gives students im
portant practice. Studies have that studenu
who keep such journals hn their writing over
the course of a school year. I

Seaton (1981)

4% These are just a few ideas for helping students write
better and write more. Students will write better if
they winder tend bow to generate and arrange their
idea. Stuck:us will write more, without increasing
the malteds& load, by doing treewsiting and
journal writing. And this is what teachers, students,
and parents wantmore wrung and better writing.

I
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PROTOTYPE COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION:

"LEARNING TO COMPOSE"



IMPLEMENTING THE RESEARCH ON WRITING

Ann Names

Composition authorities have increasingly advocated instruction

that focuses on the process rather then the product of writing. They

variously label the elements of the process (e.g., Flower S Hayes, 1981a:

plannirg, t .slating, reviewing; Hold, 1979: panning, transcribing,

reviewing), but these elements can be synthesized into the recursive

processes of (1) planning, which consists of generating and arranging

ideas, (2) translating, which Is defined as the process of putting ideas

into readable form (Flower s Hayes, 1981a). and (3) revising, which entails

reviewing the text and changing one's mind as well as changing the trans-

lated text. Various instructional strategies for teaching these processes

are promulgated in the literature, along with diverse systems for assessing

their Success.

This paper summerizes the data on each of the various subprocesses.

After each summary, It discusses the suggestions for instruction. The

paper then describes the major systems for writing - sample assessment. The

suggestions for instruction and assessment are implemented in the sample

lessons that follow the paper.

,Planning,

Research reveals that pluming is a thinking process that writers

engage in throughout composing -- before', during, and after the time spent

in putting words on a page. During planning, "writers form an internal

representation of knowledge that will be used in writing" (Flower

Hayes, 1981a, P. 372).

Studies suggest that planning time is a constant high proportion

of total composing time (e.g., Ilerkenkott,tr, 1982; t J, i980). In

these studies, planning required more time than other subprocesses
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(i.os., translating and revising); planning may consume as such s 6%

(Could, 1980) to 85* (Ilerkenkotter, 1982) of total composing time.

The Importance of extensive planning Is supported by reports that

good writers spend are time in planning than either veagv or remedial

writers (e.g., Stanford, 1974). Good writers apparel:A to spend more

tin, in global planning than in local, sentence- and word-level planing;

the opposite appears true for remedial writers - -they spend more time in

local planning (e.g., Atwell, 1921).

These findings are corroborated by pause research, which reveals

that good writers spend more time In long planning pauses, while

remedial writers pause for shorter time periods (Flower 6 Mayes, 1981b;

Van B.uggen, 1946). Additionally, good writers pause more before they

write in thought units (i.e., episodes devoted to communicating concepts

or carrying out gals), while remedial writers pause more before

sentence-level tasks (Atwell, 1981; Flower 6 Mayes, 1981b; Van Oruggen,

1946).

Mouthing elements include generating and organizing, or arranging,

content (Flower 6 Mayes, 1981). generating entails gathering information

to write about, whether that information is material from external sources

or is content dis4overed within the writer's mind. Organizing is ordering

content; it contributes structure to final product. Organizing may

involve deleting content when more content has been generated than is

needed for the specific purpose and /or arrangement. In actual practice,

pions for organizing content rarely include formal outlines (Emig, 1971;

Olischel, 1974; Stallard, 1974).



When data are not gathered from external sources, writers must search

their own minds for information. This search may involve the use of

"invention" techniquesheuristic probes for generating content. Specific

probes and variations of probes are discussed by such authorities as

Burke (1975), Corder (1979), D'Angelo (1980), Draper (1979), Elbow (1973),

irmachor (1979). Jones and Hall (1979), Kneupper (1980), Odell and

Sage (1978), Rico and Claggett (1980), Rohman (1965), Winterowd (1975),

Young and Becker (1975), Young, Becker, end Pike (1970).

Techniques for arranging content for teaching the prof ass of

arranging discourse include clustering (e.g., Rico $ Claggett, 1980)

and "shuffling" (Humes, 1982). Specific arrangement plans for various

types of discourse are specified by Christensen (1968, 1978), D'Angelo

(1980), irmscher (1969, 1979). Jones and Hall (1979), McKenzie (1979),

Rico and Claggett (1980), and Winterowd (1975).

Translating

Translating is the process of transforming con'Int from one form of

symbolization (thought) into another form of symbolization (graphic

representation). Translating makes huge demands on writers' cognitive

proc.sses because translating is so complex: Writers must put ideas

into written language while they are also dealing with problems of

discourse coherence and structure (Bereiter s Scardamaiia, 1981). This

mental load imposed on translating becomes lighte as an increasing

number of writing skills become automatic rather than consciously .riven.
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"As writers become more sophisticated, they may devote less conscious

attention to such concerns of orthography, spelling, and basic sentence

construction" (Oridwell, 1981, p. 96).

, Being able to "devote less conscious attention" to the skills of

translating requires years of practice with handwriting, spelling,

language usage, word choice, capitalisatio, and punctuation; then these

skills may become somewhat automatic. Relative automaticity may also be

possible for some higher-level skills such as sentence variation end

figures of speech iGould, 1980).

Studies have provided evidence that when skills become automatic,

differences at 'r in the writing process during translating (Messner,

1980; Van Brunets, 1946). Writers who have sstered translating skills,

as measured by high scores on usage tests, write at a rapid rate between

pauses; conversely, writers who have lot mastered translating skills

write slowly. furthermore, poor writers pause for short intervals during

translating because they must stop to think about the mechanics of writing.

They have so many mechanical problems that they must "attend to surface

matters in Irier to writs out their Ideas the first tlme" (Oridwell, 1980,

p. 214).

Some authorities suraest that mechanical and grammatical skills

are best taught in context when students need the skills (e.g., Calkins,

1980; Graves, 1981a, 1981b; Shaughnessy, 1977). Other of ter. cited tech-

niques that facilitate learning grammatical and mechanical skills as well as

making these skills and syntactic structures automatic are sentence combining

(e.g., Combs, 1976; Faigley, 1979; Runt, 1979; Mellon, 1978, 1979; Horenber9.

Calker, * Kerek, 1978; Obenchain, 1979; O'Hare, 1973, Swan, 1979; Winterowd, 1980),



modeling (e.g., Corbett, 1976; Gilbert, 1980; irmscher, 1979; Schiff,

1978; Williams: 19791, and writing dialogue (Moffett, 1968; Moffett $

Wagner, 1976).

Revising is both a cognitive and physical activity that occurs

"continually throughout the writing of a work" (Sommers, 1980, p. 3E0).

Revising covers editing (e.g., fixing spellipg and punctuation, substi-

tuting synonyms) as well as undertaking major reformulations (e.g.,

reorganizing blocks of discourse, adding whole sections of content).

These changes are made when the writer, In reviewing the text, sees

mismatches between his/her intention and the actual product.

Unfortunately, first-draft revisions are often premature editing

attempts, sometimes by good writers (Stallard, 1974), but more often by

writers who are overly concerned with the surface feature: of composing

(e.g., punctuation, spelling, word choice). Consequently, their concern

about surface features causes these writers to interrupt the flow of

composing to correct their text (Pert, 1979). Correspondingly, they

don't use important operations like reorganization and addition (Sommers,

1980). Rather, they try to "clean up speech" (p. 381), so they approach

revision with a "thesaurus philosophy of writing" (p. ;81).

As writers become more experienced and competent, they view

revising as a process of structuring and shaping their discourse (e.g.,

Faigley $ Witte, 1991; Sommers, 1979, Stallard, 1974). They begin to

see a first draft as an attempt to "define the territory" (Sommers, 1980,

p. 384), so they keep writing that first draft until they decide what

they want it to say. As writers develop, they also become concerned

360
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with audience considerations, so they start reviewing and thus revising

their work for its effect on their audience (Sommers, 1980).

The strategies and techniques that were described for generating,

arfanging, and translating are applicable for revising. for a detailed

Jiscussion of teaching writers to revise, see 'try (1980).

Evaluation

Authorities generally agree that any instrument used to assess.

instruction on writing should include one or wore writing samples (e.g.,

Drown, 1979). However, they disagree over which procedures are appropriate

for prompting and scoAng writing samples. The major scoring procedures

used in large-scale assessment are holistic (I.e., general impression),

analytic, Primary Trait assessment, and the SWAL system.

Holistic Assessment. Holistic assessment involves a comparative

evaluation of essys, as is performed by the Educational Testing Service

(1976), the devzlopers of the system. Readers are trained to read and

rate papers in relation to other papers in a set. However, authorities

laud the procedure as simple (e.g., Hogan t Mishler, 1979), and some

claim that may be the primary reason for the method's wide acceptance

(e.g., Odell. t Cooper, 1978).

However, holistic scoring is frequently criticized because the only

diagnostic Informvtion it offers Is about the comparative quality of a

paper - -it does not indicate why paper is a "2," or a "3," or a "4."

Although the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) used

holistic scoring In the 1969-70 assessment (1970), the project group

subsequently disavowed this system because test results could not be

interpreted satisfactorily (Mullis, 1975).

361
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Analytic Assessment. The definitive scale for analytic assessment was

devised by Disderich (1966, 1974). This scale consists of "General Merit"

categories (the content characteristics) and "Mechanics" (ferm skills

such as punctuation, capitalization, and grammar). An analytic scale

consists of a list of the prominent features of a particular writing

type (e.g., expository discourse, narrative discourse). Thus it is

designed to accommodate all tasks for that discourse type, regardless

of differences in the stimuli eliciting the writing samples. When an

essay Is scored, the ratings on various features are tallied for subtotals

of content and form scores and for a total writing score.

Marty authorities advocate the analytic scale, asserting, for example,

that it facilitates quick and efficient scoring (Los Angeles County

Superintendent of Schools, 1978). Prthermore, research studies support

analytic scales (e.g., Pitts, 1979; Smith, 1979; Winters, 1979). However,

analytic scales have critics as well as proponents. Odell and Cooper

(1978) crit;cize two underlying assumptions of the scale: (1) Criteria

for rating good writing can be derived from sophisticated readers'

perceptions of discourse types rather than from the specific writing

task itself, and (2) the same criteria for judging a task elicited by

one stimulus for a specific, type of writing (e.g., expository) can be

used to judge all tasks eliciting that writing type, even though the

tasks are evoked by different stimuli.

Primary Trait Assessmen Primary Trait Assessment was devised by

MAIP. The primary trait of a writing task is determined by the purpose

and audience for a specific piece of discourse and the prompt is

devised accordingly. The sample elicited by the prompt Is rated by the



Primary Trait Scoring system (PTS) on how well that "trait" Is manifested.

eacn prompt is designed to elicit the characteristics that effectuate

the primary trait when students compose their writing samples. The

characteristics (features) that are unique to that prompt become tie

scoring criteria for the writing sample. Thus the prompt must be highly

structured to facilitate scoring, because the "more 'uctured the task,

the less difficult the scoring, since the essays . . . will be more

uniform In focus" (Mullis, 1975, p. 9). The corresponding scoring julde

that is written for each stimulus describes the exercise in terms of

specific characteristics displayed by a successful writing sample (Klaus,

Lloyd-Jones, Brown. Littlefair, Mullisv.Miller, and Verity, 1979, p. 19).

Examiners need considerable training to become competent and comfortable

with PTS (Mullis, 1975).

Because PTS evaluation focuses on the primary trait of the writing

task, the icoring.is "independent of attention to mechanical and grammatical

features" (Klaus at al., 1979, p. 23). Thus when readers evaluate the

primary trait, "Handwriting does not matter . . . Mechanics do not matter"

(Klaus et al., 1979, p. 29). However, such features can be evaluatel as

secondary (or even tertiary) traits. Definitive studies have not compared

PTS with other scoring systems (Odell t Cooper, 1978).

The'SWRL System. The SWRL system (1) Is easy to score without

formal training, (2) is scored for the specific content features of the

writing task, and (3) provides diagnostic information. It combines the

simplicity of analytic scales and holistic scoring with the specificity

of Primary Trait Scoring (PTS). Fur formal assessment, a highly structured

prompt is provided. This prompt also facilitates easy scoring because it

363
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is always accompanied by scoring criteria that pertain specifically to

that prompt. The corresponding,scoring key is comprised of a scoring

matrix that lists the features of good writing that a composition exhibits

when a student employs the appropriate content and from skills; the matrix

also includes performance ratings of good, acceptable, or unaccevable

on each content and form skill. Thus the scoring elicits diagnottic

information about the individually listed cosoonent skills, while providing

.a total score for the writing sample when the good/acceptable/unacceptable

ratings are tallied for all content and form skills. The mooring guide

that accompanies the prompt describes the features that constitute a good,

acceptable, or utnceptable score on each criterion in the scoring key.

These guidelines correspond to precise indiviSual features that comprise

the whole composition. Fleld testing of this scoring model has demon-

strated its scoring ease (Humes, 1979) and reliability (Cronnell, 1981).

Conclusion

The recommendations discussed above for teaching the composing

process have been incorporated in the sample instruction that follows.
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INTRODUCTION

Composition instruction has traditionally emphasized the product of

writiairtwhet students write-rosther than the process of writinp.how

students write. Recent research supports instruction in writing as

process. Furthermore, component skills should be unified into the

process, not taught separately.

The SWRL composition program, Learning to Compose, fills Ois need

for a unified approach to the teaching of writing in the elementary

school (grades 1-6). It teaches the composing process while teaching

the component skills (e.g., capitalization and punctuation) required to

complete a writing task within the context and content of the process.

Students consider their purpose and audience while learning to plan,

draft, revise, and edit their writing. When a skill is necessary for a

writing task, it is taught in the context of that task. Thus instruc

tion en component skills does not interrupt the writing process since it

is integrated into that process. Furthermore, with the exception of

spelling end handwriting skills,' 811 the skills needed to write

competently are covered in the program- -punctuattok, capitalization,

language usage, sentence structure.
J41

ng skills are too numerous to be taught within a compositia

go program; regular classroom instruction or spelling should be continued.
Handwriting can also be tough* separate ig using the regular classroom
materials.
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Preparation

are listed separately for convenience in discussing and tesching them.

component skills introduced by the product.

The composing Process

school subjects, and short poems.

ACTIVITIES

skills they will need to compose product. While studying examples of

the kind of products they are to write, students attend also to the

summaries, fictional stories, thenk.you letters, reports for other

Include planning, drafting, reusing, and editing. These subprocesses

cu

PRODUCTS

The major activities of the composing process In Learning to Compose

The products composed during grids three Instruction include

personal stories, descriptions, personal letters, directions, story

`:operation Includes activities that teach students the component

S
CONTENT OF INSTRUCTION

i

Nowever, this separation does not Imply a linear process. Rather,

writers move back and forth among the subprocesses. for example, after

text has been drafted, a glib my be noticed and new content additions

must be planned.

Manning. During panning, students set writing goals and generate

ideas. Students may fird Ideas In external sources, or they may generate

them from their own minds. When writer's search their own minds, they

often use probes for generating content. in Learnislualmwt, these

V-)
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probes are generally cemprosed of sets of questions students ask

themselves In order to generate content. for example, students learn to

generate Ideas for describing an object by asking themselves the

questions below:

What does it look like/
Whet does it sound like/
What does It feel Met
What does It smell like/
Whet does It taste like/

Such probes not only gensate content for use in composin9, but also

teach students how to probe their own minds for ideas. Students also

study what kind of content is characteristic of the product they are to

write and how to organist that content.

°ratting. 'Drafting is putting words on papnr and is synonymous

with what is frequently called "writing." Students learn to draft

without excessive concern for sur.ace errors because such cony r

inhibits the writing process. They also learn Important skills that

enable them to draft with fluency and coherence.

Revising. Revising Is making substantial changes to Improve a

text. In Learnitg to ComoosN students kern to add new information, to

4

change the order of content, tOseove unrelated senten47WAnd

redundancy. and to very the 40eiture and length of theli sentences.

Editing. Idttinc in Livninq to Coven lovely's changinp wards or

correcting spelling, punctuation, sPi capitalisation. Students learn to

proofread for errors and tjD edit them out of the text beCipre writing the

final vesion.

Tk
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Evaluation

Teachers 'velvet* during the composing process by making comments

that help students to write and rewrite better compositions. These

CeMment$ focus en teaching, mot testing. Teachers assist etudeins by

asking questions about the writing and offering suggestions for improving

It. When students have completed their final drafts, compositions are

formally evaluated. The evaluation procedure makes scoring compositions

easy, yet It provides diagnostic information about the content and the

component skills.

TECHNIQUES FOSTERING WITH WRITING PROCESS

Practicing certain techniques helps students develop the ability to

compose. Each technique presented In Leernino to Compose fosters some

or swan all of the subprocesses of the composing process And thus Is

critical to instruction. The techniques used In grade three include

Journal writing, freewriting, sentence combining, word associating, and

clustering. These techniques are discussed below under the unit et

which they are first presented.

SKILLS t/:,;7:1..

Many component skills must be employed in order to put words on a

page. In leernirComoo, theta skills ere presented when they are

seeded for the assigned writing task. For example, when students learn

to write map directions, they also learn to write end punctuate the

Imperative sentences'thet are used In df,ectlons (e.g., Turn left at the

*top sign.); when students learn to write personal letters, they learn

T$
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the letter-format skills necessary to write personal letters as well as

the prerequisite capitalisation and punctuation skills (e.g.,

capitalising the names of streets, inserting a comma between city and

state).

PROGRAM MATERIALS

STUDEN1 VCRODOK

The student workbook presents brief instruction and provides

appropriate practice. Some of the instructional activities are

completed In the text. However, students complete the composing tasks

on paper distributed by the classroom teacher.

TEACHER GUIDE

The Teacher Guide includes the teacher's edition of the student

workbook. The teacher's version includes the numbered pages of the

student workbook, answers to the exercises, guidelines for presenting

instruction, and suggestions for further class and individual activities.

It also covers the beckground for the program and presents the content

and procedures of instruction. It includes information needed to conduct

each unit of instruction, and contains scoring keys and guidelines for

evatueting the compositions that students write for each unit.* It also

contains the writing prompts, scoring keys, and scoring guidelines that

are used For formal assessment. The final component of the Teacher Guide

is a Class Record Sheet, which is to be photocopied so that a separate

"Wt. titihese compositions is optional.

T4
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sheet (or sheets) Is available. The scores .students receive on 6

compositions are recorded on this sheet for each composition etapleted

In Instruction. Scores for the cnrresponding writing sample produced

for the assessment prompt ere also recorded on the Class Record Sheet.

PROCEDURES

Pre oration,

Students prepare for writing through discussion activities led by

the teacher. Additionally, students read examples of the type of

writing they are t3 undertake. Relevant component skills are presented

at this time.

Planning

After preparation for writing, students plea their compositions,

often generating ideas by using a specific set of questions presented in

the text. Students also take notes that they will use during composing.

Drafting

Students then begin drafting their ideas on paper-at least one

first draft, one revised draft, and one final, edited drift. These

drafts are kept in writing folders that students prepare and keep either

In their desks or In a classroom file.

Reviitwingi Pevisint, and Edit122

Teachers reed students' first drafts and suggest possible ways to

improve the content and organisation. The students then mark up the

first drafts, and the teacher reviews the markedup drafts. Then

T'7
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students write their revised versions. The teacher Is spin encouraged

to review the copy, this time noting surface level errors. Students

correct the errors or this drift, show their edited paper: to the

teacher, and then rewrite the paper in final form. Although this

procedure describes only one draft for revising and editing, students

soy work through severe drafts before they probere the final copy.

Evaluation. The teacher may then evaluate the composition, using

the scoring information provided for the unit. The teacher may give the

student a copy of the filledin scoring key so that the student Is

informed about the strengths of the composition. Students' compositions

are then published (see Unit 1). The evaluation may be published is

well, if both the teacher and the student choose to include it.

Assessment

At the end of each unit, the teacher administers formal assessment,

using the prompt, scoring key, end scoring guide Included for the unit.

Students are allows., to work over a period of time so that they can plan,

draft, revise, end edit theselbd4oeftions just as they did the unit /1 :4

I4
compositions. Consequently, ferme assessment serves as additional

practice.

Technleuee

Throughout the school year, students end teachers also work with

some techniques that foster the composing process. Directions far

implementing end administering these activities are Included for the unit

at which the technique is first taught.
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SCHEDULING

O.

Writing instruction has s strong positive Influence an students'

developmental and educational progress. Consequently, writing should be

part of students' daily activities. Learning to Compose provides

adequate Instruction and practice so that written-language activities

can be scheduled for 20 -30 minutes per day throughout the school year.

This much time can easily be arranged for writing because some of the

activities con be undertaken independently, whenever they fit into

students' dilly schedules, and some can be directed by aides or tutors.

Furthermore, students who become actively involved in the writing

process will be eager to do some of their drefting, revising, and

editing at home.

UNIT ACTIVITIES

UNIT is WRITING PERSONAL STOkIES

In learning to compose personal stories, students acquire some

important basic narrative-writing skills, such as using chronological

ordering and Identifying significant narrative elements. Since students

also need specSfic component skills in order to write the personal story

specified in Unit I, these skills are taught In this unit within the

context of personal stories. Included are these review skills:

Indent the first word of a paragraph.
Coating* s persofi's name.
Coating* the word I.

Also taught are these new component skills:

Coating* the first, lest, end Importent words in s title.
Capitalise the awes of the days of the week.

Capitalise the semis of holidays.
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PROCEDURES AND TeChNIQUES INTRODUCED IN TNIS UNIT

Color - coding the211111!" of the Writinc Process.

One Important goal of Learning to Compose is to help students learn

to avoid the "first-and-final draft" syndrome that often characterizes

poor or mediocre writing. The program accomplishes this by showing

students that their best writing Is usually the result of thoughtful

revision end careful editing. Teachers car ensure that student: engage

in revising and editing, can stress the importance of these steps, and

can stimuiate student interest by having students use a difYfent colored

paper for each of the "stages" introduced In Lesson 6 (first-draft),

Lesson 9 (rewriting), and Lesson 10 (final version).

First get a supply of duplicating paper ir three different colors.

Draw parallel lines on a duplicating nester and produce enough lined

copies of each color for the entire class. Nave students :appose on one

color for the first draft, another for the rewrite, and the reminina

color for the final version. Explain why and when the different colors

are to be med. Tell students not to throw away their old drafts; they

should be kept together in a writinr, fOdee in the students' desks or in

a classroom file. (Some teachers may went to use student materials to

create a bulletin board that features the "stages of writir .")

Using different colo.s for different "stages" reinforces the nution

that "good" writing is the result of an evolutionary process-4

progressive refining of thoupt and language. WI a more practical level,

it provides highly visible evidence of how 0 particular piece of writing

is progressing. If this practice Is followed for all subsequent writint,

7-10
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assignments, teachers end parents will have en easily assessible record

of student progress in composition.

Publication

One reason that any students don't lik.; to write is that they

seldom receive any positive feedback or recognition for their efforts.

The finished composition is usually handed in, graded, handed beck, end

discarded. When this happens, some students may come to believe that

their writing has no permanence end, by extension, no importance.

Teachers can provide proper recognition in many ways, but perhaps none is

more rewarding for students than publication.

Publication occurs whenever the young author Is given an audience.

It can take a number of forms. The simplest type of publication occurs

when students are allowed (but not forced) to read :tortes to other

members of the class. A more permanent form takes place when teachers

post children's stories on wells or bulletin boards. More sophisticated

methods of publishing student products include publishing a class news-

paper or collection of stories; writing letters to local newspapers,

organisations, or prominent people; writing material for magazines that

publish children's writing.

One of the best ways to publish student writing Is to create

individual "books." After a student has written a predetermined number

of stories, he or she selects one for publication. The teacher or side

than types the story on a typewriter (correcting errors in spelling and

punctuation). The completed story Is then bound betwunn two Pro-cut

sheets of heavy cardboard and covered with shelf paper. Each book should

TII
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be proudly shown and read to the class and displayed prominently in the

classroom library.

Notetakini

Writers need to organise their thoughts end develop e plan before

they start writing. Planning helps them focus on important ideas or

events and provides the framework for the effective arrangement of

content.

At this level, students begin planning by answering predetermined

questions asout their topic. The exercise in Lesson S requires them to

focus one specific event and recall the chronalegcal order of Important

details related to the event. Students are thus given practice In

recalling logical sequence of related activities and in making notes

for future reference.

Teachers may wish to point out the Importance of note-taking by

reminding students that it is difficult for people to remember several

things it the same ties; when famous people give speeches, they have

notes in front of them to remind them of important details to include in

their speech. These notes don't *main eti the words and details that

the speaker includes, but just thiimportant things that must be in the

speech. Sefore they give their speech, speakers write these notes and

arrange them In the order that they went to present each important !des.

Sy developing the hebits of note-taking and planning before tI.y

begin their compositions, students will find not only that writing is

easier, but also thy' it results in more coherent end readable

compositions.

T12
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Journal Writtma

Jsurnsl writing has proven itself to be on effective way of

improving both the quality and quantity of chileen's writing by providing

regular practice and by encoureeng students to write about personal,

meaningful events and ideas. The rules for journali writing are few, so

this part of the writing curriculum can be shaped to fit the needs of

both the teacher and the chess. The only materials needed are pencils

and a spiral notebook for each student.

Students should write at least three sentences in their Journals

every day. Teachers should set aside at least ten minutes for this

important activity, although students should be allowed to write in their

Journals whenever they have time during the day. Students should be

encouraged to write about anything they went to express; they may write

about a personal problem or complaint, a *tor: or poem, a description or

opinion, etc.

It is ImportaLt to tell studenti, whether or not their journal

entries will be road; students may avoid cartel,: topics if they know the

teacher will be reeding their entries. Privacy has the advantage of

encouraging spontaneity and selfexpression; seruilny has the advantage

of providing notarial for counseling or academic assistance. 'tethers

who intend to real the journals may have students place a checkmerk on

those pages they don't went reed. When teacher- write comments on the

journals, they should respond to the content, not to the errors in the

writing.

T13
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Students who have never had the opportunity to express personal

thoughts on piper before may hive e difficult time getting started. Some

teachers hive found it useful to provide stimulating topics as on option

for those who "can't think of anything to say." Most children hive

favorite pets, friends, television shows, etc. As these students become

more comfortebie in journal writing, they are likely it, ;min generating

their son, more meaningful topics.



EVALKATiON: Scoring Key end guide for Knit 1 Composition

Students are to write e personal story about e memorable holiday or

day of the week. they are to include four or more significant events

arranged in chronological order. Students should also include specific

information on when the events occurred, using precise terms that toil

the reader exactly what !opposed.

leseine Key,

A scoring key Is provided on the next page. It his a blank spec*

for the student's name. This scoring key is to be duplicated so that

each student receives a copy with his or her scores. Note that the

"Indents first word" criterion his only good end unacceptable ratings

because a student either does or does not indent.

Scoring with the key is flexible. Numerical scores can be assigned

for each criterion in the scoring. for example, "good" may be three

points, "acceptable" one point, end "unacceptable" no points.

furthermore, a different weighting can be given for the various criteria;

e.g., chronological ordering may *ern scores of 63-1, while legible

writing earns scores of 21*O. NOwever, a check mark in the column for

the performance level can provide information as well.



PERSONAL STORY Name:

The mom below show how well you dld on your composition.

1.

2.

Included important
events.

Included mention of
the day on which the
events occurred.

Good Acceptable, Una:estate

010111M. 111=MIIMI411111=1=.

3. Arranged events In
ties order. MM

. Used exact terms. _0000. Mi
S. Indented the first word

of the paragraph. MM

G. Used complete sentences.

7. Capitalized and
punctuated correctly. I 11=

S. Spelled correctly. MIMO

9. Wrote clearly, with
appropriate margins. MIME

TOTAL
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Amine Guide

CONTENT:

I. included important events.

Good: Four or :Ace important events are included.

Acceptable: Three important events ere included.

Unacceptable: Fewer than three important events are included.

2. included mention of the day en which the events occurred.

Good: A reference to e specific holiday or day of the
week 1$ Included.

Acceptable: A general time reference is included (e.g., "one
day," "lest summer").

Unacceptable: No time reference for the story is included.

3. Arranged events In time order.

Good: Ali events are arranged in chronological order.

Acceptable: One event is out of order.

Unacceptable: More then one event is out of order.

4. Used elect terms.

Good: Specific rather than general terms are used to
describe objects and entities (e.g., "delicious
hamburgers" vs. "good food"), and/or to narrate the
action of the story (e.g., "I ran" vs. "I went").

Acceptable: Some specific terms are used.

Unacceptable: Few specific terms are used.

FORM:

5. Indented the first word of the paragraph.

Good: The first word of the paragraph 1$ indented.

Unacceptable: The first word of the paragraph is not indented.
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Stories Guide (continued)

useecempiets sentences.

Good: All sentences are complete.

Acceptable: Most sentences are complete.

Unacceptable: Many sentences era fratments end/or run-ons.

Cscitellaed and punctuated correctly (1.t., capitalizes important
words in the title, first word in sentences, pronoun I, Demos of
holidayg, days of week, personal names' includes periods at end of

sentences).

Good: The story hes few or no capitalization and /or
punctuation errors.

Acceptable: The story has some cepltalisetion end/or
punctuation errors.

Unacceptable: The story hes many capitalisation and/or
punctuation errors.

S. !riled correctly.

Good: All or most words are spilled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Note: If the student his misspelled the same word more than
once, count it as one misspelling.

9. Wrote clearly, with appropriate margins.

Good: All words are readable, end margins ere evident on
both sides of the paper.

Acceptable: Most wards ere readable, or a margin is evident en
only ene side of the paper.

Unacceptable: Many words ere unreadable, or no margins are
evident.



ASSESSMENT: formal Assessment foriInit 1

Write a story for your classmates. The story should be about what

you did on your favorite holiday. Tell whet the holiday see, and write

about at West four events that happened that day.

Tell only about important events.

7011 about the events in the order that they happened.

Use words that tell your readers exactly what happened.

Indent the first word of your paragraph, and use merging.

Use correct capitalisation, punctuation, and spelling.

Scoring Key and Scoring Guide

Students are to write a personal story about a memorable holiday.

They are to include four or more significant events arranged in

chronological order. (Significant events are occurrences that are

important to advancing the story line. For example, In e story about e

awserabl Thanksgiving Day, eating a turkey dinner would before

significant than noshing ns's hands.) Students should also include

specific information on when the events occurred, using precise terms

that toll the reader 'meetly whet happened.

The scoring key and scoring guide (pp. 1616-T49) used for the unit

composition are to be used for scoring the writing sample produced for

the formai assessment prompt.

T19
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UNIT 2 DESCRIDINS PEOPLE

In this Unit, students review important descriptive-writing skills,

including identifying important features and using specific terms to

describe the size, shape, color, and sound o: the features. In

composing descriptions of people, students also learn to use e

consistent spatial order, such as a top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top

orientation. In addition, two new component skills are introduced:

Use adjectives appropriately.
Expand sentences with words.

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES INTRODUCED IN THIS UNIT

Sentence Combining

Sentence combining is an effective technique for helping students

improve sentence structure in their writing. (In the student's text, a

more familiar term -- "joining sentences" - -is used to refer to sentence-

combining activities.) Research has consistently shown that students

Who practice sentence combining tend to write longer, more richly

elaborated sentences than do students who have had no sentence-combining

experience. Sentence combining can also help students use a wider

variety of sentence structures in their writing. In addition, there are

indications that sentence - combining practice can lead to an improvement

in the overall quality of students' writing.

The basic Idea behind sentence combining is very simple. 'Givn a,

series of short sentences, students are asked to combine the sentences

Into one longer sentence. The point is to combine the sentences In such

1-20
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way that the important information from each short sentence Is

retained. The particular combining operations to be used are controlled

by a sat of sentence-combining "signals" that tell the student exactly

how to put the sentences together. For example, the signals In the

following sentences - -the underlining end the parenthesized word- -guide

the student in producing the desired responses

Whales are mammals.

Whales are large mammals
The mammals are large. that live in the ocean.

The mammals live in the ocean. (that)

The underlining signal instructs the student to insert the underlined

word into the sentence above it. The rest of the second sentence is

discarded. The parentheses tell the student to move the virenthesized

word to the beginning of the line on which it is written. The student

then deletes any words that are repeated in the third sentence (in this

case, the marusels). Finally, the student joins the third line to the

first sentence.

The sentence combining lessons In Learning Compose, do not use

grammatical terms (e.g., noun, prepositional phrase) to describe

sentence combining operations. Research indicates that knowledge of

such terms does not contribute to writing improvement. Consequently,

the sentence-combining exercises can be completed without any reference

to formal grammatical labels.

As students work through the sentencecombining exercises, they

should be encouraged to say their responses out loud before writing them

down. Sentence combining is based on students' oral language ability.



Sy the time children enter school, they ere capable of producing and

comprehending some very sophisticated sentence structures in their oral

language. Sentence combining simply asks students to apply their oral

sentence sense to their writing. Sy listening to the "sound" of their

response, students can determine whether or not it is in acceptable

sentence.

Each sentence-combining lesson in Learning' to Compose focuses on a

particular sentence-combining operation. The signal for the operation

Is explained and illustrated. Then students are asked to combine two or

three sets of sentences to ensure that they understand how to use the

signal. Finally, students are given several sets of sentences to

combine. When these sentences are combined, they form a unified

paragraph.

Lesson 3 introduces underlining as a signal for Inserting

adjectives into descriptive sentences. Practice exercises include sets

of two sentences to be combined. In Lesson 4, students use the

underlining signal to combine three sentences into one. The

paragraph - length exercises in both lessons focus on the type of writing

that Is the topic of Unit 2 - -description of a person. Consequently, the

sentence-combining lessons reinforce concepts that ere introduced

elsewhere in the Unit.

!rewriting

Freewriting Is a way to give students regular practice in writing,

without Increasing the teacher's paper-grading load. After students are

given two rules for freewriting, they begin writing and do not stop

T-22
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until they are told to do so (usually after five or ten minutes of

writing). These are the two rules:

I) Do not stop moving your pencil to think about spelling or
punctuation or grammar or any other rules.

2) Do not stop moving your pencil even if you can't think of
anything to sey - -either just keep writing, "I can't think of
anything to say," or repeat your last word over end over.
Eventually you will find something to write about.

You don't grade freewritng. In fact, you don't need to look at St

et all unless you have no other way to cake sure that students have done

their freewriting. The purposes of freewriting are simply to give

students writing practice and to convince them that they do, indeed,

have something to put down on paper. Frei:writing can help students

overcome "writer's block," and freewriting assignments may provide Moos

that students can later incorporate into more formal writi3g

assignments.

You may wish to join students In their freewriting exercises.

However, the rules for freewriting also apply to teachers: Do not stop

writing to think about correctness, and do not stop writing even if you

can't think of anything to say. By participating in freewriting, you

cm: serve as a good mudel for students, reinforcing the ides that all

writers - -adults included- -require daily practice In order to improve

their craft.

T23
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EVALUATION: Scoring Key end Guide for Unit 2 Composition

Students are to write a description of a person. They are to

include three or more important features, with appropriate descriptions

of the size, shape, color, and/Or sound of the features. Students

should also use exact words to describe the features and arrange their

description In a consistent spetial order.

Scoring Key

A storing key is provided an the next page. For additional

information on using this key, see p. T-15.

T24
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DESCRIPTION OF A PERSON Names

The scores below show how well you did on your composition.

1. Included important
features.

2. included descriptions

of features.

3. Used Inlet words to
describe features.

4. Arranged description
in spatial order.

9. Indented the first
word of the paragraph.

6. Used complete sentences.

7. Capitalized and
punctuated correctly.

8. Spelled correctly.

9. Wrote clearly, with
appropriate margins.

TOTAL

Good Acceptable Unacceptable

!WM,

=11MW

=11MW

NIERM

T -2S
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corium guide,

CONTENT:

1. Included lelgrtsnt features.

Good: Three or more important features are included.

1Icceptables Two important features are included.

linaccepteble: One or no important feature is included.

2. Included descriptions of features (i.e., descriptions of size,
shape, color, and/Or sound of the features).

Good: Descriptors are Included for three or more features.

Acceptable: Descriptors are Included for two features.

Unacceptable: Oescriptors are included for one or no feature.

3. U3ed exact words to describe features.

Good: Specific rather than general terms are used to
describe features (e.g., "curly heir" vs. "nice
hair").

Acceptable: Some specific terms are used.

Unacceptable: Few specific terms are used.

G. Arranged description In spatial order.

Good: Oescriptive features are arranged in consistent
spatial order (e.g., top to bottom, bottom to top).

Acceptable: One feature Is out of order.

Unacceptable: More then one feature Is out of order.

FORM:

5. Indented the first d of the Paragraph(s).

Good: The first word of the paragraph is indented.

Unacceptable: The first word of the paragraph is not indented.

T26
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ScorinaGulde (continued)

6. Used complete sentences.

Good: All sentences are complete.

Acceptable: Most sentences are complete.

Unacceptable: -Many sentences are fragments and/or run -ons.

7. Capitalised and punctuated correctly (i.e., capitalized first word
in sentences, personal names, pronoun I; included periods at end of
sentences).

Good: The description has few or no capitalization and/or
punctuation errors.

Acceptable: The description has some capitalization and/or
punctuation errors.

Unacceptable: The description has many capitalization and/or
punctuation errors.

8. Spelled correctly.

Good: All or most words are spelled correctly.

Acceptable: Several different words are misspelled.

Unacceptable: Many different words are misspelled.

Note: if the student has misspelled the same word more than
once, count it as one misspelling.

9. Wrote clearly, with appropriate margins.

Good: All words are readable, and margins are evident on
both sides of the paper.

Acceptable: Most words are readable, or a margin is evident on
only one side of the paper.

Unacceptable: Many words are unreadable, or no margins are evident.

T-27
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ASSESSMENT: Formal Assessment for Unit 2

Prompt

Think about one of your favorite characters from a book, a movie,

or a television show. Write a good description of that person. Write

the description for someone who has never heard of your character.

Tell about three or more important features.

Use exact words to describe the size, shape, color, or
sound of the features.

Put your sentences in an order that your readers will
understand.

indent the first word of your paragraph and use margins.

Use complete sentences.

Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

ASS1j118111JAIMAIISLAWAL

Students are to write a description of a favorite character from a

book, movie, or television show. They are to Include three or more

important features arranged in a consistent spatial order. Students

should also use exact words to describe the features.

The scoring key and scoring guide (pp. T-25 - T-27) used for the

unit composition are to be used for scoring the writing sample produced

for the formal assessment prompt.

T28
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Name the rules.

For nib underlined words
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rule that ties been applied.
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begirt** of the paragraph.
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*ad aloud and sake ewe 'talents
=Instant the task.

Obrections:

3. we We
S. he He; bath
7. then -4. Then; I -> 2
8. I -- >I

10. the the
11. even Even
32. both Seth; I ->

Use paper Ste ft 1 a published
versions of compositions. See

p. T-10 Mar explanation of using
colored paper/

Additional Optimal Activities

I!' students need additional practice, have them correct these sentences:

1. We saw tom at the store.

2. Do you think I mill like this book?

3. this water is wry cold.

4. there did stria go?

5. sot of sly friends sere at the party.

1. Use

2. I

3. Ibis
4. Marla

5. Meet
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Discuss the Yen.
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Read aloud and be aura guients
wsierstand the task.

tbrreatiene:

2. itivorite > Favorite
anday > &maw

2. =day > &stay
16. an del > hors*
27. onto > Saito
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Onveotions:

1. our Or;
labor day Dear ray;
picnic > Picnic

2. lobar do labor ray
6. satunlay --> Setwday
. needy *Me/

13. labor do sio labor ray

it 44
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Additional, Optional Activities
Have students copy the stories cc paper An. final vertical' of ocapialtions; see
p.

If students need additional practice, have them correct 4hese sentences;

1.

2.

3.

The name of the story is "the talking frog.* 1. '"floe "slicing Wog."

Did you watch the prod. on new year's do?

2 went to bed early on =day.

4. it story is called "a trip to the soon."

5. con you pia an 'sturdily?

2. New Year's ray

3. Pbnday

4. °A Trip to the Moo."

5. Saturday
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Discuss suardes of events
(*.g., /Or Indepenicroe fa,y,
events Melt be eating a
picnic lunch, naming rams,
watching fireworks).

Mums importance of cadtted
'vat.
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Mad aloof exhi mike sise
.students undesstand the
task.

.Cbrneetion
he ulesing event Is that he

did not slake the pen, so the
morn burned.

Use paper for Mal, published
draft. See p. T-10.
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AdditicaulOticral Activities
It students need additicral practice, have tiess identify the Kissing event in each

'.aet of senumeas below.

David had the ring on his tinier. Niguel mu yen sleepy.
We all helped Ma look fbr it. He we* to bed.

1. Alice !held it in the grass. 3. Then he ate breakflest.

Pb her pve us same mangy *sr ice-cream. led wanted to play catch.
Ile walked into the stare. He wandered if Ibsen was how.

.2. We eta the ice-cream an the toy bow. is. led and Susan played catch.

lamina Scents:

.1. lost the ling.
2. Ile bought ma lee- cream.3

gott Su
got tp

1.
.

Sled gosan.
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/Owes and emgairs t* oNer.

*UM. iILAsuers:

i. Saturby, the Fourth of July
2. Walked to FIneirief Perk to

mkt,* firemats
3. Wicket crashed
4. Pint started
5. PIM fiehters put out fire
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Additional CrIcnal Activities
If students need additioralpraotioe, boa them order the sentences within each of
the seta of sentences below (the order he been noted at the Mark. lines):

2 lb hod scot isowieter in the 2 Suddenly, she felt swathing tugging
retrigerttor. on the line.

a the cool drink lode Ids libel iamb a A buy flab japed of the hook and
better. lam Illay.

1 Alex woe vey lot awl thirsty don AlAss threw her fishing line into the
be cm hone. later.

J She pulled en the line to see what
i133e Lion Wan the sane. she had limit.
She wog started at 3 o'clock.
Ihe Tigers some the tint run. _I Ne ureesgpeti the package quietly.

___""1-Juen's vottier was holding a packeel
11 it Ness Suet idiat be wanteda new

radio!
I sin landed the psalms to Juan.
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"What happened next?" mat
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task.
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Discuss writing without worrying
about specific words or about
spelling, capitalization, and

Distribute fIrst-draft paper.

See P. 116104

%ben students finish writing, collect the papers and put them in a classroom file
or have students put them in their writing folders in their desks until Lesson 9
on revising. If students needemetine, let them keep their papers to work on

than later In the day or overnight.

Students' papers say be read and coneented an for the content and cater, but not

for mechanics and spelling. These latter corrections will be noted in later drafts.

BEST COPY AN Mit...
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Discuss the intended revisions.
Explain that the crossed-out
sentences are not important to
the story.
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SW Woe* *tortes. slash aes cams Saystaat wafts.
Swots sot the asispattast anon.

24

'be Wet eft

as 2 was with, ago
Cm aebool Dot triesy. 2
stis. that a 211th is
est tollowlep es. I "levee
late sly aIpAtetIsael :an
pear. 2 %stag* stasse. sad
the OM tea up to as,
steeples ble tall. atswaS 4.
11$ meet he ewe a tog that
awl the beat rap Se Upham
avow W his OPPOt OP St.
2 test the See Um with me
am4 salted the omega Its.
W ows. ?be telephoto saes
tarot Uses. She was wety
happy to hest that bet Is
asp his lavad. Oise 2 8.
taloa %motet is the WO-
wall. Mos 11th. Stews use 9.
to Wet ep ber Sep. she
theLte at tot Wass we
at his.

1.

2.

3.

5.
6.
7.

IVIES:

4.

4=1IP.,

415

Read aloud alai sake sure
*Wants irderstand the
task.

Answers:.

These sentences are unimportant
to the story and can be orpitted:

2
6
a

of riz"1 4'1' r
fir.ST (;:.' t i



4.0 0 .

Additional Optional Activities

1. Have students copy one or
both stories. Use final-
&lift paper.

2. Have students identify the
iron important event for
each story below. The
correct answer has an x by
it.

411M11==.

the Sit Cold

MN*

On Sstiralay, sly !titbit sill I wit tisiiig it
genes Disci. last Wawa we wit ovissise at tie
Week. I ties** sly lift hit, Om ester we valid.
Sew tins vas a moil tie et iSo eel *I sly lie*.
Iqr Mists. pae sta. beat slow is Salt as ti p42.0
ii tie Wm. w pis is Sews City. tibia
ti gisba3Y Set Ott Suits alit Of SS* motet. I vi.

St WO tie Mips% tub t ba .t: sties.
Ctea ally !titbit golf se how Wiry.

SS

In a story about a picnic, which is an important event?
a. sitting down on the blanket.

x b. chasing a dog away tran the sandwiches.

In a story about a camping trip, which is an important event?
a. lighting the *Win ibr cooking.

z b. seeing several large bears.

In a story about a parade, which is an Important event?

a. seeing the best bard in the parade.
b. eating a hot dog.

In a story about a fire, which is an isrartant event?

z a. saving goatee's life.
b. watching the fire trucks.

In a story about a baseball pale, which is an isportant event?

a. using a new bat.
x b. hitting a how-riri.



dglegdal MUM Isom
Saelo3 pleas is Oat ye het steep. She Was to slew

the eerier ot ter *ems. OM Me mobore. her seateemes M
tali ate sea tielte bee 'lett 10 a Maser seals. Ste Ms got
a Sloe seers sit meals is Ofslie s Sam aealesee Mal* awe
SisieSPOS. Sae Sae sassed Set 40 salapet1004 swot.

toad leablids Start sae stay Mr olemaes.

Is heeelag Net at
teSlawsteme tart

Iht ewe st the spriass,

is watebei sal waited as the

etas*, bless so *hotel/bad.

iStes as hosed e deep

beibblfis assist ices

She stelae. -0111011t. tie

Iola, 1011 but tereatth.

016001 as Ube reeky
greyed. Jives memorial Say.

01 14077, she 1 visited the

Ass spiels at Wenewstese

Peet. S4-0000-.0.10ma4keemis

44-deireoreserr..4(itthe Seed

sear. Wm aortas @sadists,

stet oft a 'lead ei stems

sad bet ester the% ease Idea

Sate the sir.

as

IVIES:

Discuss Intended nvisicns.

Ask students how they would turn
the one sentence Into two.



/11 Read directices and
ler explain the Usk.

Discuss students revistcas
after they have finished
revising the story.

Revisions:

delete: 3, 5
utter: 2, 1, 4
divide: 2

Use PaPer Ito revision
draft. See p. 7610.

IVIES:

solid this goofy, tt use sear satiesetest ',este. Me
yseto ere Sot to Ilse seder.

ease set the ssispestesie swats.
'weber Woe alan@ is beim seta.

*MN tie iss ilestesee lath aim.

4 Ieee-Mst Pies

We wee sliest st tee

Slush Nisi oboe we bawd

tsetitepe peosas bebtefes.

2. tees es' t sere tools to

the theeedepee rim it tb

stelae Ideate est esseets1 soy,

oat sees the oiliest est

Owes, is to* oat is

!I. tewl. Pe heti 111 take sole es

rotes maw toe use pisate.

ii. We spes seemed sad telt jest

se another tees seseoet She

finish Niue obese st es.

5. this Use eat t tau is tee

seek tsar.

Pew twit, the stew/. Ise poet yew tesebot glees yew.

1?
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VIMOONAL Ot041111. Itiooo

MM et the person** Story you mote tr tosses 4. 11111

your roodero understood dtt Plod Ivey, to sake poor Story

tottor.

Did you tell only sbs.t Suporteat swats/

DO you loons set orip swots/

440 you put the ovooto do !too order/

1110 you owed to dins,' soy lose seater**,

Nor* tip your story to the
Moe wey that you sorted op the
story to the *sst ',soon. ahoy
your nereeup story to the
teethes'. Then relate, your
story CM the paper that your
teas sr eiv011 you.

30

MIMS:

419



Discuss the changes.
Draw students' attenticn
to the wed chances,
explaining bow more
exact 1101115 In used.

Review ',Biked-up drafts.
This review say be extended
to an additional dw.
Distribute paper for final,
published draft. See p. T-10.

SWOP& MOMS@ IMMO IS
Pao WI 'writ efts Ms Story. St MI 611 Os tapetteet

KO. Shy .taste Otte SO II* sighs Weer., Sloe Poi s1sags
Mr else. She mote! So see better meas. She mace* ga
ow& that toll *Hotly *hat led heppesel.

fan CMOS*. OVA tho Ole 004.0 SOS Witt SO soccer sits.
Os also oateectoe bet spelling oaf Mr gosetsetios *se
topitatiastres.

Mesa Pees story ore steel Ms *sages.

114tilisolis Party

Soot Allssees. I *** *
party it my Imes. % plena

rts ge.4.1.iches
woos sal *OP MO ONO*. nee

i OA*
tri *NW set the .14IsseeK g

held o tleablight as se Ilatssed
Sto mord se
torymiles

,fki*Iiihr west
lioNerdr. the *Mat Mew wt.

ggpasorfM ill soidi-eassmsehiog. sae i
wefts Seth. Sight switch. Whet

st torsos t lfghtt *Ake.
',mese loges to leogh.
here lad let it tae at oy

Alloseaa party.

Now (Si .geot Story. We omits that sell pest seeders
+beastly ghat haparsed. Chath per story for SiStlitet Is
spelling eepttallaetros. sat gsectsetloo.

Wes you hose eerhe8 oil the shasise so 'Oat OHM,. SOW
It to your @licher. lass sewn, rear story so the paper that
pass teaceer gSsee yea. Ds sate it is user ter 01101 to
COOS.

It

When students have finished their fina31 drafts, collect their stories. These
stories may be formally evaluated. Use the scoring key and scoring guide on
pp. 16154-18.

Publish stories (see p. T-11) with or without the scores received, depending on
student consent.
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e.

0101011s1. 911111191t Meese 21

910 ewer owlets espy gem thin *eery? Saber people
were sop et is test 'Opt piety. Sot Winettfte 'Op 0064
m.at 60/0600 44WO rest pee write. Oise writhe is @east 40
6* reel Mil 07 tee gorses VIs writes it. Mee writ's, is
diese 'est s. else 460 writer Imo poetise.

'wrest writ's, Is
'wit's, 104. 00 ter imeteelt.
$4 e3ire Wes les prattle,
tat writise. It helps pew

IPt
idea ter She oriels,

0et fee No(04 etiotte 44o
reed.

Teo ere otitis to Seep
looms:. Tees Nether *al
te11 yes hsv is eft stetted
es! Sew t see fait jetsel.
fee will stilt, is this
loom* all poor.

30

Explain hog to keep a journal.
See p. T-23.

ASSESSIENT

Administer fonral assessrent and record student grades. Fbr the prorpt, scoring key,
and scoring guide, see pp. ^-164-18. Students should be allowed to work an these
compositions over a period of time adequate to produce tie sole first, revised, and
edited drafts as they did foss the wilt ocepositico. Consequently, assesses-it also
straw as additional practice.
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00 Mott ollesitipm4 sM dlomelepoi then eetettale, sedate" fry
posott who. 1161p yes dee preelh b Now ass
urn *stay.

1111, isslos old Ow limb props's* Us flypO app.

AY llowiewsal aid IMMO Setne01 pewit*. SI* filessestifts.

Aare swinge)s wets proud ode, Ceded' N. 100-110-10114
with Oa Oetleeel teellsote M Illotelleft, /spurn** ef
Noted's. "belt eviteete is Pei *eternally toilets the oleos
el the Yarned teedsote .1 eri se say 04101 011ehey
Of the WW1 Newt Mmetesent.
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TEACHER'S EDITION OF STUDENT TEXT

UNIT 2: DESCRIBING PEOPLE
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Explain features. Discuss what
is an important feature as
*posed to on unimportant
ature. For example in a

description if a person, the
person's eyes are more important
than his/her heel.

After students have read the
description, have them draw
a line from each underlined

41rrd to the corresponding

ature in the picture. Discuss
why these features are Important

NOTES:

Maseadet that %Us Soo mite s lehotiptiO* Voo must

asectibe the ispottest testate..

Sauk at the pietist' of so elephant. Then teed Purim's
deattlptleft et tae elephant. Vb. ispott.at testate. of the
lephant ate unattlta.d.

ma elephant bs. en

eatweaus round eZ,,dv tact $s

twat.. vita utlnal06 'ray

skin. St. WI la lens Bad

this with start buses hairs

et the eat. the elalMentoe

Ind ere es thick as

telophow, poles and its

fill are 'Ida and flit. It

has' Istle head. with

smell. Owl mg. She

t1,080t111 jilt ire hate and

nippy. ?bete ire tws leer,

'harp t'SIO stickle, out of

the elaPhant's moth. ?he

elephant *Iao bae a load

tiara that teethe. tram Its

aid to the *round.
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Loot at the elototo of the oitatto. Wow tool Mart's
doseriptioa 64 the WM,. 'Mediae the toositaat tootatos
tin NMI d000ttbed. ebo Mot sae is doss tot you.

IL910 lariat bee tun

. /to holy to sevotte

vita lett PeteNtO She *ft.

limo. eo top Of Ste boa'.

the Watt. boa too spell

Memo.

Mott loft oot woe topottoot tottsits. Witt the noses of
thee. ttaturtS on O. limos below.

3

Additional Optional Activities

Read aloud and make sure that
students understand the task.

Features to be underlined:
body, head

Features to be added: neck, tail,
Cars, tongue

Have students identify the most important feature in each item below. The correct
answer has an X by it.

1. In a description of an alligator, which would be the most important feature to
include?

e. short legs b. dark eyes X c. sharp teeth

2. In a description of a bull, which would be the most important feature to include?

X a. pointed horns b. black nose c. mooing sound

3. In a description of an owl, which would be the most important feature to include?

a. short feathers X b. hooting sound c. round body

4. In a description of a whale, veNich would be the most important feature to include?

a. tough skin b. small eyes X c. huge tail



Hay* students draw a line from
each underlined word to the
corresponding feature in the
picture.

Features to be underlined:
7;i77iyes, ears, smile

Missing feature: nose

NOTES:

asecususe PIONS: Lesson It

when yea describe a person, you write shout the snot
Sagassaas /assures. Tau describe tlst the person looks like
one asattiales whet the person's voice sounds like.

Lock at the picture. Then reed 'twee description. The
impartant features in the description are underlined.

The police Otticer bus

s dark can with s gold star

en It. the wears . light-

blue still and block Hants.

In one hand, she bolds a

silver thistle. the directs

the traffic with her other

bend. When the otticer

tells the children to cross

the street, her voice is

strong and clear,

Look t the meet picture. Now reed Jent's description.
Underline the importent testa:es that June deserlbeb.

The clown's t is

abort and curly. P. as

large, round eyes and Sloppy

ears. The clown wears a bill,

pointed smile.

Jene lett out one important
testate. Write the ROM of
that testate on this line.

3
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lib:, you esoribe bow on important !Gator* look., vow saw

describe

are Wee,

ite shops.

its color.

When you describe s person's voice, you describe

its Sound.

Need Mobert's description of a person. Se hae described
the important features tb.t show how the person looks and
sounds. Me has used erect word. so readers will know just whet
tNe person looks like. the exact words ore underlined.

On the lines below,

Tee is * coontre-

western eingvr. Sc wears e

M121 white cowboy het that

is pointed at It& In. Si.

apse is RAIL and 1111. TON

also has s Aga red beam

When he sings, lea's voice

is LW and powerful.

Wit, the Sister. chat Robert

described. Them write the *sect worde he used to describe the

feature. The first feature is 11,403 for you.

Feature Ma Words

bay Ant lArga. tAih, 14e.

faiAligedi es#

NOTES:

g.x.wergm.

427

Discuss the description. Have
students explain whether each
underlined word describes the
size, shape, color, or sound
of an important feature.

1. lape-size; white-color
2. pointed at top-shape
3. small-size; flat-shape
4. short-size; red-color
5. deep, powerful-sound

Features and exact words:

nose: small, flat

beard short, red

voice: deep, powerful



Words to be underlined:

small striped cap
shirt with dots
quiet,1177707Ce

Read directions aloud and make
sure students understand the
task.

Features to be added (at least
two):

hair: short, curly
whip: long, thin
goggles: large, round

Look et the person thst Molly described. ?hen reed
dolly's description. Underline the words that tell how Pithy
looks end bow her voice sounds.

'Cathy likes to race her

horse. She wears small

striped cep and a shirt with

dots on it. She talks to her

horse in a quiet, tiro Wes.

Polly left out two important festers.. Wits the features
that lolly left cwt. ?hen writs some *sect words to describe
the sirs and shape of the features.

Vesture

Vesture

Sirs

Shape

Sirs

Shope

.111ImP

Additional Optional Activities

Have students choose the most exact descriptive word in the following items. The correct

answer is marked with an X.

1. If you were describing a person's hair, which would be the most exact word to use?

X a. curly b. nice c. good

2. if you were describing a person's voice, which would be the most exact word to use?

a. fumy X b. squeaky c. strange

3. If you were describing a person's eyes, which would be tne most exact word to use?

a. neat X b. brown c. fine

4. If you were describing a person's shirt, which would be the most exact word to use?

a. pleasant b. swell X c. striped

428



Scottie's when you ore writing. you Oey gene to join short
stntences tootther to sake am* better sentence.

Look st tht picture of the boy. Wend the two sentences
Chet describe him. ?bete sentence, heye erect worte. Shag,
words /WWII* en isportent testae that glees a good
description of the boy.

:off is vermin, 'lessee.

The 'lieges are Aga.

Sn the second sentence. the word dirk is underlined. The
underlined word le e ei nal. ?hie siciartelie you bow to join
the etntences togethtr. byre is the new ovate/me you con poke
by joining the eentences.

:off is veering dark slimes.

Pow use tht underiinin, signal to join these two
sentences. Mite your new sentence on the lines.

tete bee 0 ponytail.

Tilt ponytail is }in.

NOTES:

See p. T20 for a discussion of
sentence combining.

Have students -tad the sentences
aloud.

Have students read the new
sentence aloud. Point out the
position of the word dark (i.e.,
dark precedes the word that it
describes). Note that the other
words in the 'oecond sentence are
not used in the new sentence.

Have students read the two
sentences.

Students should say the new
sentence aloud before they write
it down.

Answer: Kate has a long ponytail.



Repeat the procedures used for
the previous exercise. Be sure

that students understand the
use of the underlining signal.

Answer: My baby brother likes
to wiggle his tiny
fingers.

The following exercises can be
completed as individual work
or as an oral group activity.

Answer:

J. The miner wears a large
hat.

NOTES:

Mtge at tWO MOM sentences to *der

My baby brother likes to

wiggle IS fingers.

W s fingers ere lay.

Row you can join some sentences an your oleo. Loot et the
picture of the gold 'intr. Seim the picture ere some
sentences thee describe the sleet. Join tech pair of sentences
by using the underlining signal.

I. !be ine: veers hat.

!be bet is lora..

43)



2. deassth the bat, be has hair.

Nis hair is E.

3. The sinew also has a beard. The beard is white.

a. Re is veering a Shirt. The shirt is checked.

S. In bit bends, the Sint, holds s pick. Sig bands are

trUNAgat .

A

Answers:

2. Beneath the hat, he has gray
hair.

3. The miner also has a white
beard.

4. He is wearing a checked shirt.

5. In his wrinkled hands, the
miner holds a pick.

Additional Optional Activities

1. Have students copy the five new sentences in paragraph form. Point out Net this
paragraph provides a good description of the miner. lise final-draft paper (see p. T-10).

2. if students need additional practice, have them combine the following pairs of
sentences.

III

A. Pablo is wearing tennis shoes.
The tennis shoes are red.

--411. Pablo is wearing red tennis shoes.

B. Jan's hair is cut short. mo Jan's brown hair is cut short.
Her hair Is brown.

C. Nick is wearing a tie. mow Nick is wearing a new tie.
The tie is new.

D. Ann is holding a catcher's mitt.
The mitt is Ia .

...411. Ann is holding a big catcher's mitt.



Have students read the sentences
aloud.

Note that each underlined word
precedes the word that it
describes (i.e., old pants;
striped patch).

Have students read the sentences.

Students should say the new
sentence aloud before writing
it down.

Answer: Kate's broken arm is
in a heavy cast.

NOTES:

OESCRIONG atonal Legman d

You have already leerne4 how to join two sentence& by
using the underlining 1110%.1 Tow can also use the underlining
signal to join sore than two sostenceS.

LOO4 st the picture a the boy. The three sentences next
to the picture describe one Japostent featum

gilea pante have a patch

on one knee.

The pants ere old.

The patch ie striped.

Mere is the new sentence you can ash, by joining the three
sentences:

tric's old parts have It striped patch on one
knee.

Now use the underlining signal to join these three
sentences. Write your new sentence on the lines.

Rate's arm is in a east.

The ern is broken.

The cost is hmx.

432
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was gee COO Win mem geetences. -wow es MI placer, ee
the girl. lielev the picture ore some sentences that describe
the girl. Join the sentence. by opine the ehgerlisieg
when V, Are finished, you *ill hove five good sentences that
describe the girl.

1. Seth bee smile on her time.

The mile le )12.

NOTES:

to

Read the directions and be sure
that students understand the task.

Answer:

1. Beth has a big smile on her
face.

BE% COPY MARLO
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Answers:

2. She's wearing a wrirkled
hat with silver hooks
hanging from it.

3. She's also wearing a baggy
sweatshirt and white jr-:ins.

4. On her feet, Beth has a
pair of rubber boots.

5. She is holding a long
fishing pole and a large
catfish.

Additional Optional Activities

1. Have students copy the
five new sentences
paragraph form. Use final-
draft paper.

2. She's marias a Mt with Mots Masi*, from ft.

The et is awihkleS.

TM hooks ere silver.

.1=.110.1.

4.1m

S. She's also marina sweatshirt aaf

The swestshirt to Ism.

The jest% pre white.

4. On 041 fest, Seth Ma pair sf Mots.

The boots are rubber.

S. She is holdias a fishing pole ow, a catfish.

The fights', pole is um.

The catfish is lags.

%EST e,OPI mow PVT.

11

2. If students need additional practice, hove them combine the following sets of sentences.

A. Alberto is wearin:i a sweater over
his shirt.
The sweater is heavy.
The shirt is cot*cn.

B. Nancy's hair covers her eyes.
Her hair is Ina.
Her eyes are sleepy.

C. Jenry uses her legs to ;ump off
the diving board
Her legs are st:onn.
Tha diving board is high.

Alberto is wearing a heavy sweater over
his cotton shirt.

gm Nancy's long hair covers her sleepy eyes.

Jenny uses her strony legs to jump off
the high diving board.

D. G.eg is wearing glasses that
protect his eyes from the sunlight. Greg is wearing special glasses that
The glasses are spec;01. 111. protect his eyes from the bright sunlight.
The sunlight is 0711.



DeiefINWO ?toot: Losses

Sow it is Hoe to plan Your esscriptioo of person. You
sy describe any person you choose.

One ..ay to oat ideas for your description is tc as
yourself questions about the vireos. the questions below can
help you plus your description.

Whet eitatures show whet the person looks last

Whet else is the gesture?

What shape is the beaters?

What color is the gesture?

low does the person's voice sound?

You soy not be able to answer ell the questions about
sits. shape, and color for each gesture. Oftad the notes that
gobert made when he asked himself questions to help plan the
description in Lesson 2.

Who is the person? natz d country-western, 1111121

What gestures show whet the torsos loots lite

cowboy, bet its alas: bin

its .«spes pointed et 1ft

its colors otitis

floss its sissy s iii
its Shope: at

its odors

beard to aiss: MEI

its shapes

its colors red

low does the persors voice sound? as powerful

12

NOTES:

435

Discuss the questions. Have
students give examples of answers
for the questions.

Reread the description in Lesson
2 and point out the ideas in the

description that are also in
Robert's planning.



Read directions aloud and make
sure students understand the
task.

Additional Optional Activities

Have students underline the
feature described in each
sentence below. Then have
students fill in the appropriate
descriptors for the size, 001)1,
color, or sound of the feature.

1. Peter has short, thin
fingers.

2. Ana's voice is clear and
strong.

3. Jack's blue eyes are big
and round.

4. The clown is wearing a tall,
black hat that is flat on top.

Sow See yew dieeriptleo. TWO seise ee the bilashe
below. ose sure gofer it you seed sere .face.

Who to the person?

Which !wettest features ehow velar me perm* loot' MVP

feernse Oleo

Shope

color

teeter*

Shope

Color

teeter* Mee

Mope

Color

teeter* Sees

Sher*

Color

teeter* Wee

Shope

Color

now doe' the perarlose voice omen

5. Jan's brown hair is long and curly.

Answers:=1.1111

Feature Size Shape

1. fingers thin

2. voice

3. eyes 119---- round

4. hat tall flai on to_p

5. hair long

436

Color

blue

black

brown

Sound

clear, strong



iescMUuc 11110,122 Lesson

Today you will writs your description from your notes. he

;le write. think only shout describing the important features.

Tow will have tine loiter to fit the upelline. capitalisation,

and punctusrlon. you can sleo change your words to better ones

et a later tine.

Moe pope: that your teacher fins you. 'kite your

description so tbet your renders will be able to gee and hear

the person svo are describing.

NOTES:.

24

4 3 41

Explain the importance of working
with ideas without worrying about
stem things as spelling errors.

Distribute first-draft paper
(see p. T-101.

Allow students to complete their
writing during their free time,

If necessary. When they are
finished, have students turn in
their papers. Read and comment
on the papers for content only.

Do not comment yet on mechanics
and spelling.



Discuss changes in the descriy.
tion, focusing on how the
changes will improve the text.

Have students copy the revised
description on paper designated
for rewrites (see p. T-10).

ONICRISIMI fifintr feeoem

WVItsre often change their Wads otter they writs their
Oesctiptions. linothy egrets this desctiption. *hoe be changed
his sin.. is didn't !hint his readers could get o good hitters
of the person be described.

ft bed mot written oboist all the important
gestates.

is vents. to change the *Oft of his osstesces.
ge vested to describe *ill !too her heed Otto to
her feet.

I. had too easy short inrotences that he needed to
join.

hese linothy's desctiption old study her be gloss to
change it.

Jill is on ice skater.

As *ill glides along. the

blades en het Metes cot

little tteets is the ice.

She hamar that blows

stroipbt sot hehimd her.

Bes-kbis-kb-& ter erre

sro opWimp, sad bit lips,
3.11 weiv,,tt a ate.eaff

Sr. amen into s smile. A far netla vie
Agists ate tucked into her

wlh jk

ihtfterg640-110060-0,46me.

Mot rewrite stowthes description. hobs the theories that
Timothy has narked. fee paper that your teacher piss. you.

15
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lhow road Sepses description. She needs to join some of
the short sentences. 14101 else left out some isportont
tester's. Mars ell the chooses on Peloyse description. Sid
the ntest'S teeter, in neat frs heed to lest se Me feet to
bead.

Jerry is s tennis

player. a is seerlep a

Shirt with 0 cellar. the

Shirt is whits. The collar

is Wes.

Sew rewrite Peppy's description. Use paper veer teacher
/III glees yew.

16

R014 the directions aloud and be
sure that students understand the
task.

Suggested revision, including
missing featdres:

Jerry is a tennis player. He
has dark, curly hair. He is
wearing a white shirt with a blue
collar. His white shorts have a
stripe down the side. Jerry is
also wearing white socks and
tennis shoes.

Have students use rewrite paper.

Additional Optional Activities

Have students order the sentences in each description below. The correct order has been

noted ( the line before each sentence. Point out that when the sentences are ordered
correctly, the descriptions are arranged in spatial order, from the person's head to feet.

4 The fire fighter's boots are made of black rubber.
2 Her face is covered with black spots from the smoke.
1 The fire fighter wears a shiny red helmet.

1 She also wears a heavy gray jacket.

3 The diver wears two air tanks on his back.
1 He also wears webbed fins on his feet.
2 In his mouth, he holds a tube that he breathes through.
1 The skin diver wears a round mask over his eyes and nose.

1 When Janet is mountain .climbing, she wears dark sunglasses.
3 Janet's short pants are made of brown leather.

Ti She also wears long wool socks and hiking boots.
1 Over her shoulder, she carries some rope.



Distribute students' papers
(from Lesson 6).

Review papers when students show
them to you to make sure they
have revised. Distribute paper
for rewrites. Allow students to

Albrewrite their descriptions in
111,their free time, if necessary.

When they are fini5hPds have
students turn in their papers.
Read and comment only for
content, order, and sentence
structure. Do not comment yet
on mechanics and spelling.

NOTES:

DISCOIDINC POOftit Lwow

Dead tb description that you wrote for Lesson 6. Will
your readers get good picture of tb person you described?
Find mays to mite your description better.

Did you describe ell the ispostest fatur*?

Do you Vent to cbasg tb order of your ntnces?

Do you need to divide any long sntoces?

Do you need to join any short lbrMOS?

War% up your description. Do it in the sane we, tbt you
merited up U. description in the last lesson.

Show your sorbed up description to your tcbr. 'hen
rowrit your dcrIption ot, piper tbat your tcbr gives you.

17
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111111C1411116 1120,12$ toesoo

Tony bed rewritten his description. bed odded ell the
important futures. eloo Mid poised ewe* short sentences.
/ton Tony decided it use time to change soot of the wards sad
fia his punctustion end ospitallention.

go crossed out words and wrote 'sect nerds oboe* thee.
geobe s period loot* be hod loft one out. filed his
spelling end his capitalisation before be wrote his description
again.

Used Tony's description snd study his Osage,.

1"
Dr. /thaw has short

114:rebalpend she vests

glosses. Sr soils is were
Se;nnoliy

and Seendy.' Armond her
oldsklot,. Those Wm a avemo-

that she wears in the
opeeinfint
doppoRiagoracno

Pp rewrite Tony's description. Mak* the chomps that he
has malted. Use paper that vour teechr sites you.

Id

441

Discus the editing changes.

Have students use final-draft
paper.

ti



Read the directions aloud and
make sure students understand
the task.

When students finish, discuss
their answers. (Answers are

noted below.)

Review papers when students show
4111them to you to make sure they

ha..e edited. Distribute paper
for final drafts. Allow
students to rewrite papers in
their free time.

Ana's description **GOs to be Heed. Cross out the words
that ere not exact. Add in coact vorde. Add periods where
they ere needed. Yla the capitalisation and the spell's,.

r. bill is s cook. Se

wears nest bat and be bee

white thing tied *roan his

waist Iris face is 10,J *ad

'Oily. be 4100 has s strong.

beard. As be taste the sew.

Am. hill sakes a noise with

his lips

Slow fix your description.

Do You need to change words to morn erect onse?

So you need to its your punctuation?

So you need to its your capitalisation?

Do you need to fix your spellina7

w hen you bare marked all the thongs* on your description.
show it to your teacher. Then rewrite your description on the
pope' that your tirCher glees you.

11I

When students have finished,
have them turn their papers in
Comment 4r1 errors that need
correcting and have students recopy papers if necessary. The final drafts may be formally
evaluated. Use the scoring key and scoring guidelines found on p. T25.

Publish the descriptions (see p. T-11) with or without the scores, depending on sus:lent
consent.

Answers for editing exercise:

14 H tall apron around
fir. gill is a cook. He wears a neat hat* and he has a white thing tied arisen

round H pointed beard testes
hif, waiste His face is rord end jolly. Me also has a strange beerd. As he tests

soup H smacks
the seams Mr. Mill makes a noise with his 'ipso
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AB0003112110 MOM. Lesson 10

Are you writing in your 'Journal ovorydoy2 Journal writing
give, you good peseta** for writing.

Anotim kind of peseta** noses fro, fr*evriting. 11**-
w riting also to*Ips you opt Sikes for orating. You or* going to
do sow* frooreiting. Your t**ebor will toll you bow to do it.

You will do froavriting 811 per. You can also do it
vbensuft you can't opt *hough id*ss for vetting. troevriting
w ill help you find som*thing to my.

20

Have students do freewriting
(see p. 1-22).

Assessment

Administer formal assessment and record student grades. For the prompt, scoring key,

and scoring guidelines, see pp, T-24 - 1-28.
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PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson I

You are going to write a personal glory. In personal
stories, you tell about things that avehippened to you.

The writer of this personal story followed some rules
that you have learned:

Indent the first word of a paragraph.

Capitalize the first word in a sentence.

Capitalize a person's name.

Capitalize the word I.

Read the story. The lines show where the writer followed
these rules.

Last summer I spent a

week in the country with my

friend Sharon Hill. When

arrived at Sharon's farm,

her dog did not come out to

meet me. So I asked Sharon

where her dog was. She

smiled and pointed to the

barn. Thinking that the dog

was sick, I ran to the barn.

Just as I reached the door,

I heard tiny barking gourds.

What a surprise! There was

Sharon's dog with four

little puppies.



The writer of the next story did not learn these rules.
Read the story and cross out the writer's mistakes. Write the
correct letter above the mistake. The first sentence has been
done for you.

1\0 VW k? 9 41/9b
a 6) t

. ,
kAy

"
Mil a

auto .q.r.

V ot t

tb..,

0.

1

9h the way to school,

ilteth and' heard a cat

crying loudly. we looked up

and saw the cat high in a

tree. he was stuck. beth

helped me up on the lowest

branch of the tree. then i

climbed up to the cat. i

grabbed him and helped him

down. the cat licked my

hand to thank me. even

though both and i were late

for school, we were glad

that we had helped the cat.

Now copy the story correctly. Use paper that your
teacher gives you.



PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 2

Soon you will write a personal story about a holiday or a
day of the week. You will need to know these rules when you
write:

Capitalize the first, last, and important words in
a title.

Capitalize names of days of the week.

Capitalize names of holidays.

Read this story about Mario's favorite holiday. The
lines show where Mario followed the new rules.

A Thanksgiving Feast

Last year I helped my

parents make :hanksgiving

dinner at our house. On

Thursday morning, I helped

my mother set the table.

Next, I washed the

vegetables that we would be

having for dinner. Then I

helped my father make the

stuffing for the turkey.

Finally I put some rolls in

the oven to bake. We had a

delicious Thanksgiving

feast, and I was glad that I

had helped make it.



Now read these two personal stories. Each one is about a
day the writer will rlways remember. Cross out the mistakes.
Write the correct letter above the mistake. The first one has
been done for you.

)14 favoritu sunday

Last sunday, my sister

and I went to the circus. We

had a great time. We saw a

lion jump through a ring of

fire. Then we watched some

elephants do tricks. We also

saw some funny olns and a

team of beautiful horses.

When my sister and I got

home that night, we agreed

that it was the best show we

had ever seen. We could

hardly wait to tell everybody

about the circus when we got

to school on monday morning.

That was a sunday that we'll

never forget.
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our labor day picnic

My family planned to have a picnic on labor day

last year. We went shopping on saturday afternoon

to buy the food for the picnic. I was getting

hungry lust thinking about all that delicious food.

On monday morning, we got to the park early.

We found a neat spot for our picnic right under a

big tree. We played baseball until it was time to

eat lunch. Then we had hot dogs, chicken, and fresh

lemonade. After lunch, we took a long walk around

the park. Finally it was time to go home. Our

picnic was a lot of fun, and I hope we can have

another one next labor day.



. mg. Zo ,

PERSP1AL STORIES: Lesson 3

The things that happen in a personal story are called the
events of tne story. When you write a personal story, vou
must remember to include all the important events. Th.a your
readers can understand your story.

Read Bill's story. Bill's readers can't understand his
story. The teacher has shown Sill where he left out an
important event.

OJT

\e,(l' 066'
epk%Iyi

; 01 6-\ ,%4

4i?) ors t 4°
to- fo A a

NekTe 1;fPvoi.64'

111

4.

gPf'

x

o(

The Missing Sandwiches

Last Saturday, my sister

and I made a tent in our yard.

We brought some sandwiches to

our tent for lunch.

11 over t7se3/4)

Then I saw our dog

licking the last bread crumbs

off her paws.

6
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Now read this story. Find where an event is missing.
Tell the writer what needs to be added.

A Dangerous Kist ake

Last Thursday my sister

was teaching me how to make

popcorn. She told me to heat

some popcorn and oil in a pan

on the stove. She said to

keep shaking the pan so the

popcorn wouldn't burn.

I called my sister back,

and she came running. The

bottom of the pan was burnt.

We were glad there was no

fire. Next tine be more

careful.

Now zewrite the story, adding the misting ;went. Use

411
paper that your teacher gives you.

7
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PERSONAL STORIES,: Lesson 4

In a personal story, you write about the events in the
order that they happen. You write the events in time order.
Read Jar 'a story. Answer the questio-s about the :meats of
the story.

When did it happen?

What happened first?

What happened next?

What happened next?

What happened last?

A Close Call

Last Saturday was the

Fourth of July, so I walked over

to Pineview Park to watch the

fireworks show. While I was

watching the show, one of the

sky rockets suddenly crashed

into some bushes. The flames

from the rocket started a fire

in the bushts. Luckily, the

fire fighters were able to put

the fire out quickly, and no one

was hurt.
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Now read the sentences in Pablo's story. Pablo's readers
did not understand his story. The events are not in time
order.

Number the events in the right order. Put each number on
the line at the beginning of the sentence.

A Birthday Surprise

I went downstairs and walked into the kitchen.

On the morning of my birthday, I got up early and=11
dressed for breakfast.

There were all my friends sitting around the table,.
shouting, "Sappy Birthday!'

As I was putting on my shoes, I heard noises in the

kitchen.

P4? -*write Ole story in time order. Leave out the
--Jr.:. rao paper that your teacher gives you.
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PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 5

Now it is time to plan your personal story. You may
write about something that happened on a holiday. You may
write about something that happened on a certain day of the
week. Write a story your classmates would enjoy reading.

One way to get Ideas for writing Is to ask yourself
questions. The questions below can help you write a personal
story. Reread Mario's story from Lesson 2. Then read the
notes that he made when he asked himself these questions:

A Thanksgiving Feast

Last year I helped my parents make

Thanksgiving dinner at our house. On Thursday

morning, I helped my mother set the table. Next,

I washed the vegetables that we would be having

for dinner. Then I helped my father make the

stuffing for the turkey. Finally I put some rolls

in the oven to bake. We bad a delicious

Thanksgiving feast, and I was glad that I had

helped make it.

When did it happen? ThankS9iviny Day

What happened first? set table.

What happened next? washed ve_getables

made stuffing

What happened last? had dinner



. M.. . . m -

r

Now plan your story and make notes. Answer these
questions:

When did it happen?

What happened first?

What happened next?

What happened last?

4=1

Remember to lis: the
important events. Then your
readers will understand your
story. If you don't know
whether an event Is important,
ask yourself this question:

Will my readers under-
stand the story if I
leave the event out?

11
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PERSONAL STORIES: lesson 6

Today you will write your story from your notes. As you
write think only about the events and the c'der of the
events. You will have time later to fix the spelling and
punctuation. You can also change your words to better ones
later.

Write your story on the paper your teacher gives you.
Write your story so that your reader will understand it.
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PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 7

Writers often change their minds after they write their
stories. Ana wrote this story. Then she changed her mind.
She changed her mind because she tho...at her readers would not
enjoy the story. She had put in sentences about unimportant
events.

Read Ana's story. Look at how she plans to change it
when she writes it again.

Swimming Accident

Lavt Sunday, Jack, Bill, and I went to Eagle

Lake. Jsokis.-Fatrazta-gesse-htm-e-le44e-fee-h+s

4444k4ey. About noon we went for a swim. Suddenly

Jack stepped into a hole. Sue and I tried to help

him, but Jack couldn't swim very well. 4-4e.aellooll-evr

4MAPR-04hAft-T-Ilika--1112t-smAra-ale. A woman dived into

the lake and pulled Jack to shore. Be was

frightened, but he wasn't hurt. erret-0414:t-t-444

444,4-sivioless-faauggiftwo.
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Read these stories. Each has some important events.
Cross out the unimportant events.

The Lost Dog

As I was walking home

from school last Friday, I

noticed that a little doq

was following me. I moved

into my neighborhool last

year. I turned around, and

the dog ran up to me,

wagging his tail. Around

his necie he wore a tag that

had the name and telephone

number of his owner on it.

I took the dog home with me

and called the owner, Mrs.

Brown. The 'elephone rang

three times. She was very

happy to hear that her dog

had been found. Once

found a toarter on the side-

walk. When Mrs. Brown came

to pick up her dog, she

thanked me for taking care

of him.



The Sig Catch

On Saturday, my brother and I went fishing at

Golden Beach. Last summer we went swimming at the

beach. I tossed my line into the water and waited.

Soon there was a strong tug at the end of my line.

My fishing pole was bent almost in half as I pulled

in the line. I bought my pole in Ocean City. Oen

I finally got the fish out of the water, I was

amtsed. It was the biggest fish I had ever caught.

Then my brother told we a funny story.



1.

PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 8

Isabel plans to change her story. She plans to change
the order of the events. She has numbered her sentences so
that she can rewrite her story in a better order. She has put
a line where she wants to divide a long sentence Into two
sentences. She has crossed out an unimportant event.

Read Isabel's story and study her changes.

An Amazing Sight at

Yellowstone Park

/t one of the springs,

we watched and waited as the

ground began to shaketiesel-

3then we heard a deep

bubbling sound coming from

the spring. 41nally, the

water fell back to earth,

splashing on the rocky

ground. Last Memorial Day,

my family and I visited the

hot springs at Yellowstone

Park. 64-book-os-feer-hoits.s

. 414ith a loud

roar, the spring suddenly

shot out a cloud of steam

and hot water that rose high

into the air.

16
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Read this story. It has some unimportant events. The
events are not in time order.

Cross out the unimportant events.

Number the sentenc.s in a better order.

Divide the long sentence with a line.

The Three-Legged Race

We were almost at the

finish line when we heard

footsteps pounding behind us.

Fran and I were running in

the three-legged race at the

class picnic on Memorial Day,

and when the signal was

given, we took off in the

lead. We held a b:.ke sale to

raise money for our picnic.

We spun around and fell just

as another team crossed the

finish line ahead of us.

Then Fran and I ran in the

sack race.

Now rewrite the story. Use paper your teacher gives you.
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PERSONAL STONES: Lesson 9

Look at the personal story you wrote for Lesson 6. Will
your readers understand it? Find ways to make your story
better.

Did you tell only about important events?

Did you leave out any events?

Did you put the events in time order?

Do you need to divide any long sentence?

Mark up your story in the
same way that you marked up the
story in the last lesson. Show
your marked-up story to the
teacher. Then rewrite your
story on the paper that your
teacher gives you.

18
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PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 10

PAM had rewritten her story. It had all the important
events. The events were in the right order. Then Pam changed
her mind. She wanted to use better words. She wanted to use
words that tell exactly what had happened.

Pam crossed out the old words and wrote in better ones.
She also corrected her spelling and her punctuation and
capitalization.

Read Pam's story and study her changes.

The Aalloween Party

Lasjalloween, I had a

party at my house. )ie played

ate sandwiches
games and 4.4.4- e me 4444. Then

Ii9hiS
we turned out the 44,00644. I

held a flashlight as we listened
scary

to a record of -some: stories
clash light went

Suddenly. the 4.hag 4,ee- out.
screamed

We all sa441-44m44.4444, and I

ran
aidamt to the light switch. When

b
"turned the lights-pee*

ack
on,

everyone began to laugh. )1e

sure had a lot of fun at my

Ailloween party.

Now fix your story. Use words that tell your readers
exactly what happened. Check your story for mistakes in
spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.

When you have marked all the changes on your story, show
it to your teacher. Then rewrite your story on the paper that
your teacher gives you. Be sure it is ready for others to
read.

19
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PERSONAL STORIES: Lesson 11

Did your readers enjoy your first story? Other people
were supposcl to read your story. Hut sometimes you don't
want anyone to read what you write. Some writing is meant to
be read only by the person who writes it. Some writing is
done just to give the writer some practice.

Journal writing is
writing you do for yourself.
It also gives you practice
for writing. It helps you
get ideas for the writing
that you do for others to
read.

You are going to keep a,
journal. Your teacher will

411
tell you how to get started
and how to use your journal.
You will write in this
journal all year.

20
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 1

Remember that when you write a description you must

describe the important features.

Look at the picture of an elephant. Then read Maria's
description of the elephant. The important features of the
elephant are underlined.

3

The elephant has an

enormous round body that is

covered with wrinkled gray

skin. Its tail is long and

thin, with short !lack hairs

at the end. The elephant's

legs are as thick as

telerhone poles, and its

feet are wide and flat. It

has a large head, with

small, dark eyes. The

,elephant's ears are huge and

floppy. There are two long,

sharp tusks sticking out of

the elephant's mocth. The

elephant also has a lcng

trunk that reaches from its

head to the ground.
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Look at the picture of the giraffe. Now read Mark's
description of the giraffe. Underline the important features
that Mark described. The first one is donee for you.

The giraffe has thin

legs. Its body is covereo

with dark patches and white

lines. On top of its head,

the giraffe has two small

horns.

Mark left out some important features. Write the names of
those features on the lines below.

MrrIMMINS



DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 2

When you describe a person, you write about the most
important features. You describe what the person looks like
and sometimes what the person's voice sounds like.

Look at the picture. Then read Tom's desc-iption. The
Nprtant features in the description are underlined.

The police officer has

a dark cap with a gold star

on it. She wears a light-

blue shirt and black pants.

In one hand, she holds a

silver whistle. She directs

the traffic with her other

hand. When the officer

tells the children to cross

the street; her voice is

strong and clear.

Look at the next picture. Now read Jane's description.
Underline the important features that Jane descr:Ded.

The clown's hair is

short and curly. Re has

large, round eyes and floppy

ears. The clown wears a

painted smile.

Jane left out one important
feature. Write the name of
that feature on this line.



S

S

When you describe how an important feature looks, you may

describe

its size,

its shape,

its color.

When you describe a person's voice, you describe

its sound.

Read Robert's description of a person. He has described
the important features that show how the person looks and
sounds. Be has used exec,' words so readers will know just what
the person looks like. The exact words are underlined.

Tex is a count !-

western singer. He wears a

large white cowboy hat that

is ppinte4 at the lop. His

nose is small and flat. Tex

also has a short red beard.

When he sings, T 's voice

is gm and powertul.

On the lnes below, write the feature that Robert

described. Then write the -*.xact words he used to describe the

feature. The first feature is listed for you.

Feature Exact Words

C. 1/4/ b V Jia /I- /o r$ vat/ hi. YCe.
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Look at the person that Holly described. Then read
Holly's description. Underline the words that tell how Kathy
looks and how her voice sounds.

Kathy likes to race her

horse. She wears a small

striped cap and a shirt with

dots on it. She talks to her

horse in a quiet, firm voice.

Holly left out two important features. Write the features
that Holly left out. Then write some exact words to describe
the size and shape of the features.

Feature Size

Shape_

Feature S4 :e

5

Shape
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 3

Sometimes when you are writing, you may want to join short
sentences together to make one better sentence.

Look at the picture of the boy. Read the two sentences
that describe him. These sentences have exact words. These
words describe an important feature that gives a 51od
description of the boy.

Jeff is wearing glasses.

The glasses are dark.

In the second sentence, the word dark is underlined. The
underlined word is a signal. This signal tells you how to join
the sentences together. Here is the new sentence you can :Hake
by joining the sentences.

Jeff is wearing dark glasses.

Now use the underlining signal to join these two
sentences. Write your new sentence on the lines.

Kate has a ponytail.

The ponytail is long.



010 Here are two more sentences to join:

My baby brother likes to

wiggle his fingers.

Bis fingers are tiny.

Now you can join some sentences on your own. Look at the
picture of the gold miner. Below the picture are some
sentences that describe the miner. Join each pair of sentences
by using the underlining signal.

1. The miner wears a hot.

The hat is large.



2. beneath the hat, he has hair.

His hair is gray.

3. The miner also has a beard. The beard is white.

111
4. He is wearing a shirt. The shirt is checked.

5. In his hands, the miner holds a pick. His hands are

wrinkled.

........liy...=1.



DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 4

You have already learned how to join two centences by
using the underlining signal. You can also use the underlining
signal to join more than two sentences.

Look at the picture of the boy. The three sentences next
to the picture describe 1ne important feature.

Eric's pants have a patch

on one knee.

The pants are old.

The patch is ,stripsd.

Here is the new sentence you can make by joining the three
sentences:

Eric's old pants have a striped patch on one
knee.

Now use the underlining signal to join cnese three
sentences. Write your new sentence on the lines.

Rate's arm is in a cast.

The arm is broken.

The cast is heavy.



e

e

Now you can join these sentences. Lc N. at the picture of
the girl. Below the picture are some sentences that describe
the girl. Join the sentences by using the underlining signal.
When you are finished, you will have five good sentences that
describe the girl.

-k, 'OA--

1t

1. Beth has a smile on her face.

The smile is big..

.10
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2. She's wearing a hat with hooks hanging from it.

The hat is wrinkled.

The hooks are silver.

11111=0...

3. She's also wearing a sweatshirt and jeans.

The sweatshirt is 1222x.

The jeans are white.

4. On her feet, Beth has a pair of boots.

The boots are rubber.

S. She is holding a fishing pole nd a catfish.

The fishing pole is long.

The catfish is large.

11
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lessen 5

Now it is time to plan your description of a person. You
may describe any person you choose.

One way to get ideas for your description is to ask
yourself questions about the person. The questions below can
help you plan your description.

What features show what the person looks like?

What size is the feature?

What shape is the feature?

What color is the feature?

How does the person's voice sound?

You may not be able to answer all the questions about
size, shape, and color for each feature. Read the notes that
Robert made when he asked himself questions to help plan the
description in Lesson 2.

Who is the person? Tex, a country - western singer

What features show what the person looks like?

cowboy, hat its size: large

its shape: pointed at la

its color: white

nose its smafl

its shape: flat

its color:

beard its size: short

its shape:

its color: red

Row does the person's voice sound? deep, powerful

12
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Now plan your description. Take notes an the b1-9cs
below. Use extra paper if you need move space.

Who is the person?

Which important features show what the person looks like?

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

How does the person's voice sound?

size

Shape

Color

Size

Shape

Color

Size

Shape

Color

Size

Shape

Color

Size

Shape

Color
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 6

Her
voce is'
Soft and low..

Today you will write your description from your notes. As
you write, think only about describing the important feattItes.
You will have time later to fix the spellizg, capitalization,
and punctuation. You can also change your words to better ones
et a later time.

We paper that your teacher gives you. Write your
description tilat your readets will be atle to aee and bear
the person you are describing.

14
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 7

Writers often change their minds after they write their
descriptions. Timothy wrote this description. Then he changed
his mind. He didn't think his readers would get a good picture
of the person he described.

He had not written about all the important
features.

He wanted to change the order of his sentences.
He wanted to describe Jill from her head down to
her feet.

He had too many short sentences that he needed to
join.

Read Timothy's description and study how he plans to
change it.

Jill is an ice skater.

As Jill glides along, the

blades on her skates cut

little tracks in the ice.
Jong

She hasAhar that blows

straight out behind her.

M44.41644-44,4011-. Her eyes

are squinting, and her lips)
till is wearing str ; eed swea'ler
are drawn into P smile./ Her a Ad

blue tk/hi ivslat
A pants are tucked into her

skates. .

Ne. rewrite Timothy's description. Make the changes that
Timothy has marked. Use paper that your teacher gives you.

15
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Now reed Peggy's description. She needs to join some of
the short sentences. Peggy also left out some important
features. Mark all the changes on Peggy's description. Add
the missing features in order from head to feet or from feet to
head.

Jerry is a tennis

player. He is wearing a

shirt with a collar. The

shirt is white. The collar

is blue.

Now rewrite Peggy's description. Use paper your teacher
gives you.
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 8

Read the description that you wrote for Lesson 6. Will
your readers get a good picture of the person you described?
Find ways to make your description better.

Did you describe all the important features?

Do you want to change the order of your sentences?

Do you need to divide any long sentences?

Do you need to join any short sentences?

Nark up your description. Do it in the same way that you
marked up the description in the last lesson.

Show your marked up description to your teacher. Then
rewrite your description on paper that your teacher gives you.

17
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 9

Tory bad rewritten his description. He had added all the
important features. Be also had joined some short sentences.
Then Tony decided it was time to change some cf the words and
fix his punctuation and capitalization.

Be crossed out words and wrote exact words above them. Re
added a period where he had left one out. He fixed his
spelling end his capitalization before he wrote his description
again.

Read Tony's description and study his changes.

T
Dr.iehomes has short

sewore
hair and she wears -some-

glasses. Rer smile is warm
4:.;end1v

and Ssoo4y. Around her
p mask

necle Or. Thomas has a 444411-

that she wears in the
opera 4ini
4g4a44ag-'ro

Now rewrite Tony's description. Make the changes that he
has marked. Use paper that your teacher gives you.

18
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Ana's description needs to be fixed. Cross out the words
that are not exact. Add in exact words. Add periods where
they are needed. Fix the capitalization and the spelling.

sr. hill is a cook. He

wears a neat hat and he has

a white thing tied aroun his

waist His face is rond and

jolly. he also has a strange

beerd. As he tests the soop

Mr. hill makes a noise with

his lips

Now fix your description.

Do you need to change words to more exact ones?

Do you need to fix your punctuation?

Do you need to fix your capitalization?

Do you need to fix your spelling?

When you have marked all the changes on your description,
show it to your teacher. Then rewrite your description on the
paper that your teacher gives you.
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DESCRIBING PEOPLE: Lesson 10

Are you writing in your journal everyday? Journal writing
gives you good practice for writing.

Another kind of practice comes from freewriting. Free-
writing also helps you get ideas for writing. You are going to
do some freewriting. Your teacher will tell you how to do it.

You will do freewriting all year. You can also do it
wtenever you can't get enough ideas for writing. Freewriting
will help you find something to say.

20
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